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Abstract 
Following in a long history of social panic over females’ lack of safety with new 
communication technologies, in the US, society has defined adolescent-aged females using 
social media in a familiar binary fashion: they are either “at-risk” or  “reckless” in their 
involvements (Cassell & Cramer, 2007; Standage, 1998). This dissertation is an ethnographic 
study of rural, teenaged American young women that challenges this view. It employs Lesko 
(2001) and Gray’s (2009) critical perspectives on youth identities to look beyond the fear and 
danger traditionally associated with adolescence and with girls’ sociality to consider the broad 
role social media play in their lives. This ethnography investigates the meaning and context of 
actions taken by young rural females on Facebook and Twitter that are judged by adults and 
institutions as risky from within the framing of adolescence. 
Looking closely at what is really risky within this milieu, this study finds these teens 
facing frustrations in restrictive, monitored, censoring, and contained life in their homes and 
communities are attempting to flee to “spaces” in social media where they are able to gain social 
involvement and perform their identities without fear of reprisal. Teens report that the poor 
treatment they receive in their day-to-day lives within the context of modern adolescence drives 
them into what I term “social media migration.” In the hopes of escaping offline containment, 
surveillance, and misinterpretation, these teens travel alone to and through online spaces to set up 
temporary walls of “public privacy” that allow them to perform desired identities away from 
parents’ watchful eyes. Social media migration is undertaken by these young women 
intentionally to claim social spaces that they feel will allow them new opportunities to interact, to 
gain visibility for non-childish identities, and to craft counternarratives to trouble their offline 
marginality.  
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Writ large, this research suggests that these teens do, in fact, find themselves in perilous 
positions in their life in social media. However, it finds that other analyses failed to capture the 
actual risks entailed in young women’s social media use because researchers directed attention to 
youth blaming and re-tooling, and away from important larger structures of power involved in 
both social Internet technologies and adolescent marginality.  
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Chapter 1: Living Docility and Dissent in Social Media: Introductions 
At 11:57pm on Friday, January 11, 2013, Marcin messaged me on Facebook to tell me 
that she was having a fight with a friend through Facebook. Once she finished messaging her 
friend, she was going to delete her Facebook account. “im deleting my facebook after i get done” 
she wrote. I wrote back asking her if she would tell me more about what was going on. Why was 
she deleting her account? Marcin said she began secretly “talking” to a boy she was interested in 
who also knew this friend, but that her friend found out because they were corresponding on 
Facebook. “its too much drama and im just tired of seeing certain ppl on it i cant handle it 
anymore,” she wrote. “i just cant handle the stress no more and a mistake i made was involving 
facebook.” She blamed Facebook for outing her new relationship. “bc i was talking to someone 
on facebook andmy friend knew about bc i didnt tell her bc it was her best friend and i almost 
lost her as a friend.” I wrote that I was sorry she was going through things, that I knew she would 
do what was best for her. 
At 12:14am, Marcin posted a status: “Deleting Facebook in 10 to 15 minutes bye 
everyone.” At 12:20am, someone posted a reply “Marcin urang ameng yuk…kita mojuk ah.” At 
12:23am, she replied: “Hu?” which soon after received a  “like” from one of her close friends. At 
1:50am, the earlier poster wrote “You like dogystyle from sexs action.” By 3am, her account was 
still active. By noon the next day, her name in my Facebook chat box no longer contained a link 
to her profile page. She had ended her account. 
Facebook and the Problem of Adolescence 
This dissertation is an ethnography of female, rural adolescents (aged 14 through 19)  
from the Midwest region of the United States. It investigates how these young women call upon 
social media, otherwise termed social networking systems (SNSs), in everyday attempts to 
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address and mediate the marginality they face in their offline lives in adolescence. While a 
variety of recent research focuses on social media and some of this work considers adolescents, 
this dissertation argues that focusing on the context of rural life, focusing on young women, and 
focusing on some in economic hardship provides an important new perspective from which we 
can better understand childhood, identity, involvement, safety, and justice. 
Following in a long history of social panic over females’ lack of safety with new 
communication technologies, US society has defined adolescent females as highly reckless and 
at-risk online in social media (Cassel1 & Cramer, 2007; Standage, 1998). This research takes on 
Nancy Lesko's (2001) and Mary Gray’s (2009) critical perspectives on youth identities to look 
beyond the fear and danger traditionally associated with adolescence and with girls’ sociality. 
This ethnography investigates the meaning and context of actions taken by young rural females 
on Facebook and Twitter that are judged by adults and institutions as risky from within the 
framing of adolescence. 
Adolescence is a problem in US culture. Labeled by developmental theorists as a distinct 
and biologically-informed developmental stage between childhood and adulthood (Steinberg, 
1993), adolescence is also understood to be a socially-produced and -productive holding period 
in which industrial society deprives youth of economic, political, and civic rights for the sake of 
exposing them to a “long period of indoctrination into acquiescence and acceptance of existing 
power structures as normal, natural, good, and benign” (Côté & Allaher, 1994: 26). Denied 
rights, young people represent a socially marginalized group in the United States routinely 
dismissed from society.  
In adolescence, young people are defined by others. They are commonly perceived to 
occupy a stage of becoming rather than a state of being (Wyn & White, 1997). When their 
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present status is considered, young Americans in adolescence are typically not well regarded, 
and are often scapegoated for larger and less tangible societal problems (Lesko, 2001; Sternberg, 
2004). Researchers such as Hebdige (1988) and Grossberg (2001, 2003) note that mainstream 
social perceptions in the US typically pay little attention to youth responsibility and, instead 
connect young people with thoughts of laziness, consumerism, decadence, and danger. And 
while such negative representations are easy to find for youth in general, females, queer youth, 
poor youth and youth of color are even more commonly constructed as deviant and outsider 
within a historically valuing American society which enforces dominant discourses and norms 
(Fleetwood, 2004; Giroux, 1994; hooks, 1981; McRobbie, 1991; Stockton, 2009). As individuals 
and as a group, youth are widely perceived as problematic, incomplete beings who will 
eventually be incorporated into adult structures, not as actual people who occupy valid existences 
in the present (Maira & Soep, 2005).  
 Because of this, adolescence is a problem for young people. Despite the hardship that this 
time period causes youth, researchers note that the period of adolescence is lengthening deep into 
the 20s due to economically driven social changes (Larson, 2002; Larson, Wilson, & Rickman, 
2009). As such, young people in the United States today face increasingly complex and less 
certain access to social locations that grant full status and rights (Larson, 2002; Mortimer, Vuolo, 
Staff, Wakefield, & Xie, 2008), and an indefinite extension of social marginalization within the 
social perceptions and containment of adolescence. 
In contrast to the material world, the online world offers young people the promise of 
vast amounts of information, connections to people well outside of the immediate environment, 
and potential incorporeal involvement and equality (Rheingold, 2000). With prolonged 
marginalization and an abundance of corporeal constraints to social existence, adolescents might 
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be considered to be easily wooed by the Internet's offering of advice, voice, control, power, and 
community. By most accounts, they are. May 2010 Pew Internet and American Life Project 
statistics report that 95% of young people between the ages of 18 and 29 in the U.S. use the 
Internet. And adolescents, as a group, are the largest users of socially interactive Internet sites 
(Subrahmanyam & Lin, 2007). 
 U.S. youth live a significant portion of their lives within social media (boyd, 2007; Ito, 
Baumer, Bittanti, boyd, Cody, Herr-Stephenson, Horst, Lange, Mahendran, Martinez, Pascoe, 
Perkel, Robinson, Sims, & Tripp, 2010). Crowe and Bradford (2006) suggest that young people's 
online involvement can be understood as resistance against adult framings, boundaries, and 
surveillance. They cite Katz (2001) in arguing that “the geographies of young people—the 
places that they occupy and use— should always be seen as potential sites of active resistance” 
(p. 333). Building upon these framings, this dissertation examines youth play (Sutton-Smith, 
1997), performance (Butler, 1993), risk-taking, and participation (Jenkins, 2006a) in social 
media, specifically in the social networking sites (SNS) Facebook and Twitter, as forms of 
resistance against marginalization in U.S. adolescence and society (Bettie, 2002; Hebdige, 1987; 
Willis, 1991). With particular focus upon rural and female youth, this research uses ethnographic 
methods along with critical and queer theory to ask how youth involvement with Facebook and 
Twitter mediates adolescents’ social position in Western society. In doing so, it reflects upon 
how this participation both engenders and constrains youth possibilities as they relate to the 
“problem of adolescence.” 
Challenging the Imagined Young Woman Internet User 
Girls and young women fare poorly in popular media and in popular opinion in the US, 
with their acts and intentions comfortably explained away in the binary framing of girls being 
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either “at-risk” or “risky.” Habermas1 (1994) locates deliberation over this type of social 
understanding firmly in people’s sharing of opinion in public spaces, and Peters (1993) adds to 
this the influential role media plays in this formulation. Indeed, the media shapes ideas of 
realities, being the place “we go to see each other seeing each other” to get “a collective image of 
the collective” (Peters, p. 566). The collective image of the girl Internet user is not, by any 
assessment, flattering. Many believe young women require protection and are in constant danger 
of being taken advantage of by ill-intentioned strangers in their online involvements. Others see 
them as risky in their own acts, putting themselves in harm’s way and needing to be controlled 
for their own good. Both sides of this framing can be easily heard in media depictions of 
teenaged female Internet users. For example, a 2013 news report told of two Californian teens 
arrested after a 15 year-old who had been banned from the Internet later than 10pm drugged her 
parents’ milkshakes with prescription sleep medicine to get around their monitoring. It quotes a 
local police spokesperson as explaining the situation as such: “The girls wanted to use the 
Internet, and they’d go to whatever means they had to” (Fletcher, 2013). The lesson of this story 
is familiar: good girls in the wider social space of the Internet turn bad. Their recklessness and 
naïveté gets them in trouble, tainting their innocence, making parents lose control. They need to 
be stopped.  
By centering rural young women’s experiences over these types of mainstream 
stereotypes, this study situates adolescents outside of the dominant discourses of peril, 
protection, victimhood, and recklessness. In doing so, it finds their involvements with social 
media related to their own interests, as a group, in meaning, identities, well-being, and survival. 
                                                
1 I recognize that Habermas’ framing of the “public sphere” parallels the Internet in promising to ignore social 
status, class, gender, and race to welcome citizens into a shared space. I also recognize that, like the Internet, the 
notion of the public sphere fails hard in this promise, reproducing dominant hierarchies and inequalities, and 
dismissing concerns that fall outside of the mainstream. Despite these flaws, I continue find his notion of the public 
as a shared space of production and reproduction of dominant communal discourses useful. 
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Like all youth social involvement, teens’ social media usage raises issues of visibility (Gray, 
2009; Phillips, 2004) commonly overshadowed by dominant cultural discourses. This project 
works to understand how involvement in social media relates to young women’s desire to fight 
trivializing cultural subordination by claiming social spaces, demanding new social 
understandings, and finding new ways to exist in the present. 
At the same time, employing critical theory perspectives, it asks how social, ideological, 
and geographic marginality might fuel young women's interests in social media technologies, 
and how these interests could heighten trust and engagement in online environments in ways that 
affirm their subordination and further their marginality (Hearn, 1976-1977). This research is 
acutely interested in what young women, acting from the containment and subordination of 
adolescence, are willing to do and to sacrifice online in an effort to gain increased social power 
and visibility. As teens use social media to attempt to mediate their offline experiences, this 
study explores how involvement in online social spaces might also be mediating young people’s 
interests in social reordering.  
 In its consideration of youth involvements and interpretations on- and off-line, this 
research strives to make visible some of the ways young, rural females in early 21st century 
America understand, respond to, and act within cultural assumptions and ideologies that girder 
the social infrastructure of US adolescence. Social position shapes people’s involvements with 
society and with new media technologies. This project works to understand how these 
involvements, in turn, shape the social understandings and constraints that bound young people 
within the period of adolescence. 
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“Social Media Migration” 
This study finds these teens facing frustrations in restrictive, monitored, censoring, and 
contained life in their homes and communities are attempting to flee to “spaces”2 in social media 
where they are able to gain social involvement and perform their identities without fear of 
reprisal. The teens in this study report that they move to new computer-mediated environments 
online in social media following friends, but mostly on their own, leaving behind parents who 
they believe will not understand their motivations or needs.  
Within the rhetoric of adolescence, this idea of fleeing, seeking, movement, or relocation 
can be understood to be part of juvenile exploration, disinterest in stability, and “trying on” ways 
of being (Best, 2007; Qvortrup, 1994). It can be seen as volitional, with teens moving from space 
to space by choice, because they want to, perhaps as a fleeting fancy. However, as scholars of 
culture understand, choices made when performing an identity and seeking to advance standing 
are complex social acts. This research finds that the choice involved in migrating to and between 
social media spaces is a based on much more than individual desire. 
This dissertation will advance a new framework for understanding adolescent social 
media use based on this idea of movement between media and moving between offline and 
online life. I will frame this more specifically using a metaphor of “migration.” Although an 
immigrant leaving home for another country is not the same as a teenager choosing to spend time 
on Facebook, the evidence from this ethnography suggests that territorial migration should be 
seriously considered as an incisive metaphor for the way that rural female adolescents 
                                                
2 Although online environments are not literally places, “space” and movement are metaphors I will use throughout 
this project in referring to the social settings teens engage in online. 
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understand and manage their lives. The metaphor of migration provides access to adolescent 
understandings of their own situation while also highlighting the overarching issues in play. 
Of course, households aren’t sovereign nations and parents aren’t governments. An 
earlier era of Internet research made this mistake, framing all of offline or “real” life as the 
opposite of online life or “cyberspace,” which was seen as necessarily a kind of new country or 
an “electronic frontier” (Dyson, Gilder, Keyworth, Toffler, 1994). Let me be clear that I am not 
proposing a return to the utopian talk of “netizens” (Hauben, Hauben & Truscott, 1997) and “e-
citizens” (Montgomery, Gottlieb-Robles, Larson, 2004) who commence “homesteading” 
(Rheingold, 2000) the Internet. Facebook is not a country, yet there are useful parallels that make 
migration a powerful explanatory framework for the social milieu I will present in this 
dissertation. Writers such as Howard Rheingold (2000) and John Perry Barlow (1996) 
mistakenly saw every Internet user as someone fleeing the outmoded apparatus of government 
and the unwelcome strictures of real life to find a new land (see also Lessig, 2000). However, for 
the group of people in adolescence, this characterization is not a mistake but a truism. 
Adolescents do experience their environments as though they are the subjects of an outmoded 
apparatus of government, and real life consists of a long series of unwelcome restrictions they 
long to escape. 
In my proposed framework, the Internet isn’t an uncharted territory; instead it is an 
option—a choice where you might invest effort because the potential results from your labor 
might be more advantageously realized there. It is also not an empty frontier where anything is 
possible, instead it is a highly-structured corporate environment that has already been designed, 
yet each particular corporate platform may offer options that are more desirable than other 
choices in some circumstances. As a conceptual experiment, consider these adolescents within 
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social media as people relocating in search of lesser containment and greater opportunity, just as 
people depart and return to their home countries. I will call this phenomenon social media 
migration. 
Thinking of social media use as a migration emphasizes that it is a structural and societal 
phenomenon as well as a circumstance that can apply to a particular individual and involves 
personal choices. Migration is complex—as a metaphor for social media use this framing helps 
present the situation in terms that adolescents would understand, revealing their motivations and 
thinking to outsiders, while at the same time it presents the situation as multilayered, subject to 
macro-level social, political, and economic events, and more than any single person’s decisions. 
Globally, migration involves pull and push forces (Lee, 1966; Massey, Arango, Hugo, 
Kouaouci, Pellegrino & Taylor, 1998). Some seeking a better life leave their home countries in 
search of greater opportunities. Others leave due to unbearable local factors that make it difficult 
to survive. Often, according to the push-pull model of migration, these forces are combined. 
Those who are forced – or “pushed” – to migrate make a decision to leave. They, then, identify 
places that they believe will give them the chance for a better life, or that otherwise “pull” them. 
In line with these migrants who leave because of hardship but who focus on the positives ahead, 
these teens report also leaving hostile conditions as they relocate themselves to new settings to 
host their involvements.  
As we imagine the ebbs and flows of people subject to shifting geopolitical situations, we 
can also imagine the ebbs and flows of adolescent attention, media use, and even social practices. 
A promising computer-mediated corporate platform like Facebook or Twitter may ascend to 
capture the effort that young women put into greetings, conversation, or even friendships—and it 
may draw these investments away from their former home in face-to-face life, under the 
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oppressive regime of the family. It may not do so permanently—migration is reversible—and it 
is unlikely to do so exclusively—we know that globally diasporic labor and citizenship means 
that people simultaneously identify with and contribute to multiple sovereigns. 
Social media migration brings foundational ideas in the study of society to the domain of 
media use, childhood, and the family. Hirschman’s influential (1970) description of “exit, voice, 
and loyalty” proposed that broad swaths of human activity could be conceptualized simply, but 
that each social science discipline has a traditional focus in coming to understand a person’s 
decision-making process when they are confronted with a disappointing situation. Hirschman 
argued that disgruntled people in an organization or nation either consider their options through 
the lens of “exit,” which entails giving up on the local situation they feel they cannot control and 
leaving, or in terms of “voice,” having hope in bettering the situation through raising concerns 
and otherwise speaking out.  
Yet researchers, according to Hirschman, tend to specialize in the study of one 
phenomenon (voice) or the other (exit) and do not see them as substitutes, or even related. While 
those who traditionally study territorial migration would typically focus upon “exit” in working 
to understand the movement of people, Hirschman might argue that a lot could be learned by 
also thinking of migration as it is typically not considered: as an issue of voice. For example, in 
the introductory anecdote to this chapter, Marcin stopped socializing on Facebook—in 
Hirschman’s terms, “exit”—to get out of a bad situation. Later in this research there seemed to 
be the potential to craft a new social situation on Facebook that would allow her more control 
over her communication and social situation (“voice”) and she rejoined. The phenomenon of 
social media migration is then a way to both help readers understand the choices and calculations 
that young women make in the pages ahead, and it is also a way to see those choices as part of a 
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larger social context that constructs a particular decision as an opportunity in the first place. In 
this framing social media technologies also have a great deal to tell us about offline social life 
and families because the desirability of each online space explains what these adolescents are 
fleeing and rejecting.   
As a group, the teens involved in this study identified the problem of voice as a major 
issue of concern in their life, and an impetus to their social media migration.3 They commonly 
are not listened to. They do not feel they are taken seriously. In addition to not being heard, they 
report also not being seen as visible, or validated for many of their realities, with identities that 
fall outside of acceptable bounds commonly rendered deviant and negated. As minors, Lesko 
(2001) stresses that youth voices have little clout or swaying power, and Gray (2009) builds on 
this by noting that US society typically dismisses young people’s self-framings as “rites of 
passage, paths youth travel on the way to adulthood” (p. 19-20). Teens in this study explained 
that they had lost hope in changing these trivializing views about them. Rather than continue to 
attempt futile negotiations of their situations offline, they reported that they decided to exit. They 
cut their losses and made the choice to migrate. Some of them later made this choice again, and 
shifted to a different platform within social media: they moved social media platforms from 
Facebook to Twitter. This research examines the experiences of these teens as they negotiate 
adolescence through social media migration.   
Chapter Overview 
The remainder of this chapter will describe how this ethnography will investigate this 
situation, and how this dissertation is organized. Chapter 2, Locating the Research: A Review of 
Literature, looks at existing research related to teens’ social media use and involvement. In 
addition to being a personal act, female adolescents’ participation in US life outside of the family 
                                                
3 Of course, my interlocutors did not use Hirschman’s specific academic term for these phenomena. 
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operates upon political and social plains that require consideration when working to understand 
the motivations of youth living in the social spaces of the Internet and the actions they make 
there. This chapter provides an overview of this interdisciplinary work, while situating this 
project critically within the wider context of relevant research. Specifically, it defines what this 
study means by “rural,” and discusses critical and queer theories of identities, youth, and 
adolescence laid out by Mary Gray and Nancy Lesko that fundamentally inform and direct this 
inquiry. Next, this literature review examines the emerging body of research on social media use 
from communication, media studies, developmental psychology, and information science as it 
relates to adolescent marginality and involvement.  
Chapter 3, Ways of Learning: Methods, turns to the methodology of this dissertation. This 
chapter discusses the research design, as well as the ideological, subjective, and qualitative 
processes deployed in conducting this rural ethnographic inquiry of 15 female teens living in the 
towns of Brown, Carroll, Concord, Flatville, Prairie, Townsville, and Willow, located in the 
Midwest region of the United States. Ethnographic interview, in-person participant observation, 
and social media-based participant observation were used in this study to collect data from teens 
during repeated meetings held throughout twelve months of fieldwork. Details of these methods 
are explained here along with information on how data was analyzed. This chapter will introduce 
readers to the research sites mentioned above, as well as to Facebook and Twitter, Internet-
based, participatory and sharing-based social networking services (SNS), or “social media” sites, 
where these teens spent a large portion of their lives connecting to others. The chapter will close 
with a discussion of issues of ethics raised in entering the field to learn from a vulnerable 
population.  
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Chapter 4, It Just Felt Like There Was A Lot More Space Around Here Before”:  
Introducing a Context of Crowded Isolation, provides an introduction to the themes of isolation 
and crowdedness that run throughout this research as it considered these teens’ lives offline in 
their homes and communities, as well as on social media. This chapter will also introduce all 15 
of my adolescent-aged interlocutors upon whom this work is based.  
Drawing off of these teens’ experiences, Chapter 5, “This Is About As Good As It Gets”: 
Involvement and Social Media Use, looks closely at what adolescents are doing when they spend 
their time in social spheres in Facebook and Twitter, as well as offline. This chapter discusses 
how these young women experience social media, what draws them to these spaces, and how 
technical and social factors influenced their willingness to stay and become more invested or to 
move on from these sites. Considering the context of rural life, “Internet access” doesn’t mean 
what we expect. Not all teens have smartphones. Weak wireless service makes use of certain 
online sites or certain offline spaces frustrating. And having no income or job possibilities makes 
maintaining pay-as-you-go phone services difficult. Familiar themes of friends, peers, and 
concerns for privacy are discussed as factors motivating teens’ involvement in social media, but 
this chapter also examines how young people’s desire to do what they can to end their marginal 
adolescence (to “achieve adulthood”) fuels their participation in these spaces. This chapter 
discusses these teens’ experiences feeling isolated outside of society and the interests and 
affirmations that drive their social media migration as attempts to “get around” barriers that stand 
in the way of their involvement offline and online. In line with Birmingham School scholars, 
teens in this study are observed crafting spaces for private interactions within crowded public 
spaces online by utilizing “humble objects” that “challenge the principle of unity and cohesion, 
which contradicts the myth of consensus” (Hebdige, p. 18), and by employing, in danah boyd’s 
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(2010a) term, social steganography, or the practice of “hiding information in plain sight” (section 
two, para. 1).  
Zooming in to more a granular examination of these practices, Chapter 6,“So You Just 
Want to Be Known, Even If It's a Good or Bad Thing“: (In)Visibility, Identities, and Social 
Media Use, considers the issue of voice raised by Hirschman (1970) as it relates to these teens’ 
social visibility, and, thus, to identities performance and social existence. Teenage females face 
strong resistance to their expression of certain identities. This chapter will look at how these 
young women negotiate the “collapsed contexts” (Marwick & boyd, 2011) of rural and online 
living in ways that allow them to assert desired identities to certain imagined audiences while 
hiding and relocating cumbersome others. As illustrative of this phenomenon, this chapter 
examines a move that is being made from Facebook to Twitter, with borders to identities 
established between the two sites. With high hopes for crafting new ways to improve their offline 
lives, teens performed visibility through the appropriation and repurposing of social spaces. By 
taking on strategic efforts within informally bricolaged social systems, these young women are 
found working to maintain important relationships while negotiating and performing 
controversial identities across and within commercial social media platforms that collect these 
identities for their own immediate and vaguely-defined future use.  
Chapter 7, “I Think it's Pretty Private”: Safety, Risk, and Recklessness in Social Media 
Use, will consider various framings of young females’ safety in light of these fifteen teens’ 
experiences in social media. This chapter finds these teens confident in their ability to use social 
media in ways that they feel protect them. But it finds serious flaws in these conceptualizations 
of risk. Safety is considered here through lenses of “stranger danger,” and as a merging of private 
and public, and it is discussed as imagined by these teens in their social media migration: as 
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control of information, parent-free involvement, and protection of future identities. It is further 
examined through four areas of safety and risk raised by teens’ experiences with social media 
migration: data collection, socialization, resistance, and identities. This chapter will consider if 
the existing conceptualizations of youth and social media safety are sufficient to keep kids 
informed and safe online.  
Chapter 8, Living Docility and Dissent: A Discussion of Conclusions, works to bring all 
of these issues together in conversation to consider how these young women fair within social 
media migration, and within their broader realms of involvement. US society offers a 
paradoxical script for young females to attempt to perform. They are “our future” yet they need 
to be controlled. They are easily taken advantage of but they are also out of control. This chapter 
pulls the camera back to consider how ontological ambiguities and lack of supports presented by 
the social infrastructure of adolescence contribute to these teens’ decision to enter into social 
media migration. This chapter reflects upon the wider context of risk, and asks how marginality 
can be understood to be a context that informs and directs young people’s actions in US society.  
Looking beyond stock binary framings of “at-risk” and “reckless,” this research seeks to 
tell a detailed story about adolescent-aged young women who, as part of everyday life, use social 
media as part of their larger efforts to be taking seriously and to have meaningful involvement in 
the world around them. 
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Chapter 2: Locating the Research: Literature Review  
This chapter will examine literature that informs and is in conversation with this study. 
Understanding rural teens’ involvement in social media requires consideration of factors far 
outside of individual motivation or choice. Accordingly, this chapter will review the following 
areas: rural communities, Lesko's (2001) approach to adolescence, Gray's (2009) approach to 
identities, technology and marginality, and adolescence and social network sites. All of these 
areas are important to think about in contextualizing, and ultimately better understanding, 
adolescent-aged youths’ involvements with social media. 
Rural Communities 
 This study focused on rural youth in their natural settings on- and offline. Offline, the 
teens in this study live in rural America. Rural America lacks well-agreed-upon definition and 
bounding (Halfacree, 1993). A 2008 USDA report by Cromartie and Bucholtz states that three 
dominant perspectives – administrative, land use and economic – are used to define urban, 
against which rural is defined. Using these perspectives, the USDA reports that the rural 
communities fall anywhere between seven and 49 percent of the U.S. population. In referring to 
“rural communities,” this study will use the economic perspective in the Rural Urban 
Commuting Area (RUCA) code taxonomy’s four category classification. RUCA codes take into 
account population, urbanization, and the size of the town residents regularly commute to in 
naming category classifications based upon zip code. The four category definition groups 
communities as “urban,” “large rural,” “small rural,” and “isolated.” RUCA provides a more 
nuanced framing of different types of communities than is available through other taxonomies’ 
definitions. For example, while RUCA’s four category system discerns three types of non-urban 
communities, outside of some complex possible exceptions, the U.S. Census Bureau (2010) 
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defines only communities with fewer than 2500 residents as not urban. Using RUCA codes, rural 
communities involved in this study will be defined as either large rural, small rural, or isolated. 
This research will refer generally to these communities as “rural.”   
This inquiry focuses upon rural young women who use social media. Rural youth are an 
understudied population (Myers & Gill, 2004). Rural communities have historically been late 
and creative recipients of media communications (Beall, 1940). Due to a lack of maintenance 
and financial support for facilities, the USDA reports that only 38.2 percent of all rural farms had 
telephone service in 1950. Even then, Weitzell (1960) writes that less than a quarter of all farm 
phones in 1950 were “of the modern dial type” (p. 87). Perhaps most relevant to this study, 
scholars such as Davis and Marnma (2008) and Gray (2009) find that Internet access remains out 
of reach for many in rural communities today. Also, Gilbert, Karahalios, and Sandvig  (2010) 
find that rural populations use the Internet and particularly social networking sites in 
significantly different ways than urban populations.   
 Rural communities also have a history of creative resistance to technology. Studies by 
Fischer (1992, 2003) and by Martin (1991) discuss how members of rural communities 
appropriated, reconfigured, and transformed the early telephone in locally beneficial, unintended 
ways. Actor Network Theory argues this type of user re-scripting should be conceptualized as 
part of social and technological change (Akrich, 1992; Latour 1991; Pinch, 2003).  
Socially, rural girls are reported to struggle on indicators of health and welfare in 
comparison to urban youth. Rural youth under the age of 18 face greater poverty than youth in 
suburban or in metro areas (Human & Wasem, 1991; USDA, 2008) and few transport options 
(USDA, 2005). Studies suggest that poor rural youth have fewer social, emotional, and economic 
supports and greater rates of obesity, depression, academic problems, unsupervised alone time, 
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and mortality than their peers in more urban areas (Kusmin, 2008; Logan, Walker, Cole, Ratliff 
& Leukefeld, 2003). 
  Rural communities are generally perceived as socially disconnected, but some argue the 
idea that rural individuals lack connections overlooks kinships and closeness in rural 
communities (Davis & Marnma, 2008). Rural youth typically do face wide geographic 
separations from others in their communities (USDA, 2008) which might draw socially-
interested but transport-bereft rural girls toward the Internet. A 2010 report by Lenhart, Purcell, 
Smith, and Zickuhr for the Pew Internet & American Life Project reports that young people from 
families earning less than $30,000 a year participate in social networking systems (SNSs) more 
often than those from more well-off families. However, it is unclear from this report whether 
rural girls are represented in this data. Gilbert, Karahalios and Sandvig (2010) report that females 
represent a higher proportion of overall SNS users in rural communities than in urban 
communities, and rural users call upon SNSs to bridge physical gaps separating them from 
friends and from other forms of support. However, little is known about rural female teens’ 
reasons for going online, or about their experiences with social media, or even if the assumed 
ubiquity of social media among U.S. youth takes into account girls in the country. 
 Also, scholars dispute the idea that rural youth count the days until they can escape to the 
“wider pastures” of urban living, and question perceptions of the Internet as a mechanism of 
rural escape. Researchers such as Mary Gray (2009) have found that rural gay, lesbian, and 
bisexual youth use social sites on the Internet to “refashion . . . local circumstances” (128) in 
their own communities. Rather than an escape, rural youth in Gray’s study called upon social 
media to strengthen their sense of local belonging and support in their present-day rural lives. 
Following Gray's lead, this study questions how and why rural girls’ “local circumstances” are 
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shaped by their involvement with social media as it seeks to add to the literature on youth, rural 
youth, and rural girls and social media. 
Lesko's Approach to Adolescence 
 At the onset of puberty, young people in the U.S. are no longer considered children. 
Rather, they are known as adolescents. They remain as adolescents until they are able to 
“achieve” adulthood – an increasingly difficult task in a culture which associates full adult status 
with financial independence. Accordingly, in the US, the period of adolescence is generally 
understood to cover the years between puberty and adulthood, or approximately between age 10 
and 25 (Arnett, 2007; Jekielek & Brown, 2005). Teenagers aged 14 to 19 fall firmly within this 
developmental framing. As such, they are well-suited to address the marginality of adolescence. 
 This research calls upon Lesko's (2001) critical approach to adolescence to frame youth 
and social perceptions of youth within what is considered to be the period of adolescence. 
Lesko's work understands adolescence as an intentional and productive social bounding. She and 
other critical scholars counter biological justifications of adolescent immaturity by pointing out a 
history of social forces aligning to prevent young people from active involvement with the world 
outside of family through adolescence (Côté & Allaher, 2004; Lesko; 2001; Maira & Soep, 2005; 
Melton, 1987; Morrow, 1995; Rayner, 1991; Shamgar-Handelman, 1994; Waksler, 1986). The 
concepts of adolescence and adolescent risk-taking exist within very specific cultural and 
historical frames of understanding (Bloor, McKeganey, Finlay, & Barnard, 1992; Clark, Hall, 
Jefferson & Roberts, 2000; Cohen, 1997; Griffin, 1993; Lupton, 1999), and Lesko (2001) draws 
attention to how social policy, practice, and discourse on youth have relegated young Americans 
to marginalized social positions in which they have very little visibility or credibility. This 
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approach to adolescence argues that young people have many real and rational reasons to feel 
dissent and to want to engage and resist Western society. 
 Lesko joins others in recognizing adolescent liminality to be enforced upon young people 
by worldly social forces that advocate for and benefit from youth containment (Morrow, 1995; 
Waksler, 1986). She, like other critical youth scholars, argues that attributes given to adolescents 
are not inherent to youth, themselves, but rather that they are “intrinsic to the person living under 
a particular set of societal constraints and dictates” (Proefrock, 1981, p. 858). In viewing youth 
marginality to be a result of social relationships, social perception, social action, and self-
discipline, this approach is in line with the theory of structuration which regards everyday 
actions as mechanisms behind structures of power, as well as with framings of power as 
manifested and affirmed in perceptions and interactions between people (Foucault, 1977, 1982; 
Giddens, 1984). Taken together, these perspectives suggest that culture and its technologies offer 
opportunities for youth action, appropriation, modification, and creation within significant 
cultural, structural, and historical constraints. Lesko's approach challenges the idea of 
adolescence as a linear phase borne of nature moving youth toward more “developed” adulthood, 
and charges that adolescence is not a natural necessity but a social problem for young people. 
She argues that the problem of adolescence is rooted in the socially-held belief that adolescence 
and adolescent immaturity are biological facts, as well as in the surveillance, control, and 
subordination that youth experience because of these understandings. These two areas will be 
explored separately. 
 The adolescent problem and biology. Lesko states that the problem of adolescence is 
based in its biological assumptions. In defining adolescence, Lesko writes that the “father of 
adolescence,” G. Stanley Hall borrowed recapitulation theory from biology, likening human 
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development to evolution. Hall (1904) proclaimed that young people necessarily occupy a 
“savage, pigmoid,” primitive, and hormonally-driven state as adolescents. Because of this, he 
stated that they required extended cultivation and guidance in the home and in other institutions 
of cultural learning to gradually develop beyond the pathology and immaturity of savage youth 
into mature, self-governing adults. Hall's theory of recapitulation was critiqued and dismissed by 
biologists in the 1930s (Coleman, 1973; Garstang, 1921; Morgan, 1932; Rasmussen, 1991; 
Shumway, 1932), and his framing of adolescence as wrought with “storm and stress” received 
later debunking (Csíkszentmihályi & Larson, 1984; Larson, Verma & Dworkin, 2001). Despite 
this, youth remain limited in their ability to be known outside of negative, biologically-justified 
social perceptions. Epstein (2007) wrote that “[m]any still believe, consistent with Hall's 
assertion, that teen turmoil is an inevitable part of human development,” (57). Some of these 
“many” are quite influential to public perception. For example, in an article entitled 
Understanding the Stormy Teen Years, religious leader James Dobson of Focus on the Family 
consuls parents of teens that adolescence is a “blackout period” in which kids (read, “males”) 
become “spacey,” inaccessible, and as irrational as women due to hormonal changes. He writes 
that “for several years, some kids are not entirely rational. Just as a severely menopausal woman 
may accuse her innocent and bewildered husband of infidelity, a hormonally depressed teenager 
may not interpret his world accurately. His social judgment is impaired” (2009: section 2, para. 
3-4).   
 Dobson’s article shares Hall's portrayal of adolescents as a sub-human life-form, as well 
as his assurance that young people will eventually grow into more reasonable beings when they 
have aged enough to be developed adults. It also illustrates a perception of youth as judgment-
impaired and facile. Lesko joins others in arguing that biological theories of adolescence 
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significantly add to the negative perceptions of young people in U.S. society (Hendrick, 1990; 
Taylor & Richardson, 2005; Zelizer, 1985), leading young Americans to be commonly 
understood, ideologically and rhetorically, as inherently risky, inept, and impulsive (Grossberg, 
2001; Males, 1996, 2001; Sternberg, 2004). She states social perceptions based upon mainstream 
depictions of adolescence as biologically immature and hormonally recklessness form a 
foundation for the problem of adolescence experienced by youth.  
 The adolescent problem and youth surveillance, control, and subordination. Lesko 
states that biological assumptions about adolescence lead to youth surveillance, control, and 
subordination. In the U.S., adolescent girls are generally understood to need protection, and to be 
both unknowingly reckless and at-risk within adult society (American Psychological Association 
Task Force 2007; Durham 2009; Levine, 2002). According to Mary Odem (1995), girls have 
historically been framed as either asexual innocents stalked by male sexual predators or as 
personally liable delinquents corrupted by their environment. The social environments of the 
Internet extend girls’ reach into adult society, where young females are frequently cast as 
victims-to-be needing protection from their – and adult males’ – sexuality or, if socially curious, 
as out of control, promiscuous social problems (Fine, 1988; Hudson, 2002; Wiseman, 2002). In 
both cases, unchaperoned girls in social Internet sites are understood to be playful innocents 
headed for trouble due to their naïveté and unconstrained interests.  
Moral fear and panic has long stemmed from adult framings of girls as playfully naïve. 
For example, a 2010 article examining a high school girl's online involvement concluded that 
“[t]oday’s youth are more technologically savvy than any other generation possessing the ability 
to go online anytime. This increase in use of and access to technology has also provided 
adolescents with increasing opportunities to experience online relationships, which can place 
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them in a vulnerable position and risk for harassment, bullying, stalking, exploitation, sexual 
solicitation, and victimization” (Dowdell & Bradley, 2010, p. 436). The Internet is not the first 
playful social technology used by girls that sparked adult fear. The past decade has seen 
numerous news reports on plastic colored bracelets and wristbands worn by youth. Termed “silly 
bands” by kids, exposés announced that these “sex bracelets” and “shag bands” were banned by 
schools for fear of them signaling youth's willingness and intent to perform certain sexual acts 
(Midgley, 2009; Stretch, 2009). A 2008 NBC newscast warned parents of this messaging:  
Madonna wore them in the '80s. Now, teen pop star Avril Lavigne has an armful, and 
singer Pink sports rainbow-colored rubber wear, and your little girl may have them, too…. 
Only this time these jelly bracelets have a new nickname: sex bracelets. . . . These 
bendable pieces of colorful rubber have a whole new unwholesome meaning: They're a 
sexual code to many teens. Some colors mean different things, and people wear them for 
that reason. (NBC, para. 2)  
Adult moral outrage rang out in response to such reports. Follow-up investigations found it likely 
that young people learned of the colorful accessory's special codes from the media, rather than 
the media learning it from youth (Mikkelson, 2009). They also cast doubt on girls actually acting 
upon these codes once they knew them. Despite this, even the possibility of girls playfully 
signaling secret social interests to one another was read by adult society to be abhorrently out of 
line, risky, and reckless.  
 Youth control, surveillance, and subordination within adolescence can inspire youth 
resistance. Scholars of resistance have examined how socially subordinated youth resist social 
invisibility and domination through social acts much like those involved in alleged shag band 
code (Bettie, 2002; Clarke, Hall, Jefferson & Roberts, 1975; Ginwright, Nogura & Cammarota, 
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2006; Willis, 1977; Wyn & White, 1997). As a member of the critical Birmingham Center for 
Contemporary Cultural Studies (CCCS), Dick Hebdige (1987) argued that elements of style are 
part of the language of youth resistance, the refusal of social order, and the protest against social 
insignificance. He writes that subculture manifests in style as "the expressive forms and rituals of 
those subordinate groups . . . who are alternately dismissed, denounced and canonized; treated as 
threats to public order and as harmless buffoons" (p. 2). Hebdige argues that subcultural 
resistance is rooted in subordinate youths' symbolic counternarratives through the use of 
“humble objects” that interrupt “the process of 'normalization'” and “challenge the principle of 
unity and cohesion, which contradicts the myth of consensus” (p. 18). Similar to technological 
rescripting (Akrich, 1992), this use represents cultural appropriation and signification by 
subordinate groups which is “made to carry 'secret' meanings” and which stands in opposition to 
the mainstream by “express[ing], in code, a form of resistance to the order” (p. 18).  
 Lesko argues that youth are restricted, controlled, and marginalized within adolescence. 
Hebdige's CCCS colleagues suggest that resistance to the conditions of adolescence through 
subculture might open up opportunities for youth to address their subordinate positions within 
society. “Through dress, activities, leisure pursuits and life-style,” Clarke, Hall, Jefferson, and 
Roberts (1975) state that youth “may project a different cultural response or ‘solution’ to the 
problems posed for them by their material and social class position and experience” (p. 15). 
While these ‘solutions’ might appear shocking to those unencumbered by the problems faced by 
youth, the authors write that they are quite sensible – even necessary – and socially salient to 
those who take them on in reaction to oppressive conditions. 
 Foundational research on adolescence and identity by Ariès (1962), Erikson (1950; 
1959), Gillis (1981), Hebdige (1987), and Willis (1977) overlooked girls to focus on “youth” as 
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male. While more recent research takes young women’s identity-related involvements and efforts 
much more seriously (e.g.: Bettie, 2003; Maira, 2002; McRobbie, 1991), there is still little 
known about girls' involvement with social media as it relates to adolescence and to other areas 
of “risk.” Lesko's work on adolescence was written prior to mass youth participation in new 
media such as SNSs. As such, her analysis sheds little light on how youth in adolescence make 
sense of their own position of subjugation within what Castells (2005) terms our new “network 
society,” or about how young women attempt to act on their own behalf within Facebook by 
creating possible “solutions” to the problem of adolescence.  
Studies have yet to question how social media use mediates adolescent girls' social 
positions in the modern order, or how SNSs factor into the bounds and experiences of 
adolescence. In short, we know very little about how online involvement is involved in the 
marginality of adolescence. This inquiry seeks to address this gap by building on Lesko's 
approach to adolescence to ask how Facebook involvement contributes to the social perceptions 
and to the surveillance, control, and subordination of adolescence. This study works to add to the 
literature by asking how, when, and why rural girls' perceived “reckless” and “risky” 
involvements in Facebook are tied to their own intentional, strategic efforts to address the 
problem of adolescence, as well as how involvement with social networks mediates youth 
marginality within the current socio-historical framing of adolescence. Using Lesko's approach 
to adolescence and the analysis of power and control allowed by structuration, this research 
examines how rural girls' involvement with Facebook constitutes everyday social action which 
might enable, constrain, and magnify their marginalization within adolescence, and within U.S. 
society.  
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Gray's Approach to Identities 
 Adolescent psychologists see identity formation as critically important to young people in 
the West during the period considered adolescence (Erikson, 1959; Marcia, 1966). Such social 
expectations and perception heightens youth interest in trying to understand “who they are” in 
adolescence. This study will understand youth identities as Gray (2009) does: through the lens of 
queer theory (Butler, 1990; Gergen, 1991; Kelly, 2004; McCarthy, 1997).  
 Gray's 2009 book, Out in the Country, is a recent, award-winning ethnography of rural 
youth and media. The book stands as the first serious scholarly account to explain the role of the 
Internet in the formation and maintenance of queer identity in rural areas. According to Gray and 
other queer theory scholars, the self is socially negotiated rather than internally based. Queer 
theorists believe that identity, as a continuous, firm, and unified representation of inner-self, 
simply does not exist. Rather, identities are contingent upon external social factors, with ways of 
being socially performed and, later, internalized. In line with queer theory, Gray's work stresses 
that identities-seeking discursive acts occur within specific cultural contexts that recognize and 
inflect individual actions with wider social meaning, affirming “identities” as social ways of 
being. This research will employ queer theory in understanding girls' identities as, in Mary 
Gray's (2009) words, “cultural expressions of collective interaction negotiated among youth 
through public spaces, peer networks, [and] media engagements” (p. 91). 
 Queer theory holds that the performance of self through social locations such as gender 
varies widely within and beyond binary categories of understanding, as well as within the 
contexts in which self-performances are evoked (Butler, 1990). This is well in line with 
Goffman's (1959) assertions on social contingency issued long before the advent of formal queer 
theory. Speaking to the nature of being, Goffman writes that “[a] status, a position, a social place 
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is not a material thing, to be possessed and then displayed; it is a pattern of appropriate conduct, 
coherent, embellished, and well-articulated” (p. 75). Similarly, Bordo (1993) writes that “our 
identities . . . do not express some authentic ‘core’ self but are the dramatic effect (rather than the 
cause) of our performances” (p. 289). Indeed, Foucault coined the phrase “technologies of the 
self” to explain the social self as a product of individual performed effort in presentation and 
policing for the benefit of oneself and of others.  
 As social beings, critical, poststructural, and queer theorists such as Gray suggest that 
youth social “selves” and “identities” are neither internal nor owned. Rather, they are negotiated 
socially through language and within relationships, where they are acted out, recognized, 
signaled, and understood. Accordingly, a critical and queer approach to this research will hold 
that young people are what they do, as social “identities” or “selves” or ways of “being” emerge 
through the discourse, text (Burr, 1995; Giroux, 1994; Hall, 1999; Morrison, 2010; Pasupathi & 
Hoyt, 2009; Sheridan-Rabideau, 2008), play (Gadamer, 1998; Geertz, 1973a; Giddens, 1964; 
Sutton-Smith, 2001; Turner, 1969), expectations, and exchange enabled by social relationships.   
 Gray's approach to identities also spotlights the issue of visibility. Following a generation 
of concern for girls' voices, current scholarship working on issues of visibility draws attention to 
the importance of marginalized groups not just being able to speak to society, but being 
recognized as existing within society. The concept of visibility considers what is involved in 
being a viable part of society. Such a perspective seems quite useful to this study on girls within 
Western culture.  
 Gray and other scholars focusing upon visibility note how external factors shape our own 
ability to bound, affiliate, and signal in socially-relevant ways. For example, Gray (2009) writes 
that “people use public spaces for the expressions of their private selves,” (p. 116). Similarly, in 
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an essay exploring what is considered “local,” Phillips (2004) ponders how we make social 
decisions related to self-bounding identities. “Which identities are available to ground such a 
potent political myth called 'us',” he asks, “and what could motivate enlistment in this 
collectivity?” (p. 185). To these scholars, visibility is at the core of social being. It is based upon 
active and passive everyday social positionings done by and to individuals and groups which 
advocate for being known as existing within society. Visibility involves an understanding of the 
self as socially-defined and existing within systems of power. Gray's concept of visibility 
stresses the importance of perception, practice, policy and other people in how we are able to be 
known.   
 Gray's research argues that youth have limited ability to know themselves and to be 
known outside of dominant negative perceptions and discourses due to their marginalization. 
Girls, to a greater extent than boys, struggle to claim identities and to be visible within 
patriarchal Western society which renders females subordinate to and less worthy than males, 
and which has historically denied females' access to central spaces in society (Gilligan, 1982; 
McRobbie, 1991). Research suggests that the Internet eases social participation for young people 
who face physical and ideological challenges to social involvement (Grossberg, 2003; Hillier & 
Harrison, 2007; Katz & Rice, 2002; Schmitt, Dayanim & Matthias, 2008; Subrahmanyam, 
Smahel & Greenfield, 2006). This study asks if the Internet is understood to be an ally to girls 
seeking to be known outside of the social and geographic containment of adolescence.  
 Related to the visibility struggles faced by youth, Internet-related telecommunication 
media have been accompanied by rhetoric claiming power and significance through lessened 
social containment and increased public presence. For example, in linking communication 
advances with interests in U.S political preeminence, Vice President Lyndon Johnson 
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pronounced the efforts of early Telstar real-time telephone satellite communication technologies 
to be “another first in our conquest of space.” And a current advertising campaign for Internet 
technologies compliments users then promises them their due social importance through their 
services, stating: “Your Signal Is Strong - Be Heard With Verizon. Rule the Air.” These 
technologies present themselves as conquerors of spatial and ontological obsolescence that 
challenge social marginality by affirming presence and amplifying user visibility. But studies 
have yet to explore how – or even if – such promises might appeal to female teens experiencing 
social marginality, or shape their involvement with identities, visibility, and marginalization in 
Western adolescence. Using Grey’s approach to identities, this study asks how rural girls’ social 
media use is related to their interests in identities, and how performance, play, and participation 
in SNSs might shape their ability to be visible outside of the negative social perceptions and the 
social insignificance of adolescence.  
Technology and Marginality 
 As a new technology, the Internet has often been touted as a democratizing force. With 
its allowance of cloaked action, rapid dissemination of information, and vast public viewing, the 
social sites within the Internet have been lauded as mechanisms that will allow the powerless to 
more actively engage with the powerful, the oppressed to call out and challenge their oppressors, 
the marginalized to be heard and taken seriously within society, and the playing field to be 
leveled in ways that allow the disenfranchised new ways to more fully participate in democracy 
(Hand & Sandywell, 2002; Lelliot, Pendlebury & Enslin, 2000; Neu, Anderson, & Bikson, 1998; 
Taylor & Saarinen, 1994; World Bank, 2006). As such, the Internet's social spaces are framed as 
allies to the marginalized and agents of resistance able to help address power imbalances, to 
alleviate social hierarchy, and to allow the disenfranchised to occupy more central positions 
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within society (Dutton, 2009). Despite the Internet's abundance of commercially-driven sites, 
efforts to expand youth access to and reception of the Internet traditionally come couched in 
rhetoric equating the improvements to Internet-related technologies with improvements to 
democratic society itself.  
 There is little doubt that the Internet is the newest addition to a long legacy of promises 
by technologies to remedy social inequity. From the washing machine to electric shavers to the 
invention of the telephone, technologies have been customarily rolled out accompanied by 
pitches claiming they are more than conveniences, but devices of social transcendence and 
lessened corporeal burden that will grant their users – particularly marginalized users – greater 
freedoms and fuller participation in “new” society (Fischer, 1992, 2003; Kline & Pinch, 1996; 
Martin, 1991; Wajcman, 1991). It is argued, however, that technologies have commonly failed to 
live up to their enticements. In fact, scholars have found that technologies have historically 
proved unable and unwilling to grant non-males (Lohan & Faulkner, 2004 ; Wacjman, 1991) and 
non-whites (Fouché, 2003; Kevorkian, 2006; Kolko, Nakamura & Rodman, 2000; Sinclair, 2004, 
among others, redemption from the shackles of marginalizing social identities. Instead, they 
have, in many cases, served to magnify existing inequities (Nakamura, 2002).  
Critical perspectives within Science, Technology and Society (STS) register deterministic 
understandings of technologies as outside forces with the power to change life in redemptive or 
destructive ways as “laughable” (Winner, 1986, p. 62) and as highly insufficient to 
understanding technology’s role in society (Bijker, Hughes & Pinch 1987; Bijker & Law 1992; 
Latour, 1991; Law, 1991; Williams & Edge, 1996). Instead, STS’s idea of mutual constitution 
and of “social shaping” (Wacjman, 1991) asserts that technologies are products of social 
relationships and social interests which cannot be disconnected from society. As such, users 
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define and transform technologies as technologies define and transform users (Oudshoorn & 
Pinch, 2003). Stressing technology’s ontological bounding as inextricably within human 
sociality, Castells (2005) writes that “technology does not determine society: it is society” (p. 3). 
This inquiry is taken on with this understanding of technology. 
 Western perceptions of youth have long been enmeshed with those of new technologies 
(Clark, Hall, Jefferson & Roberts, 1975; Ewen, 1976; Latham, 2002; Lesko, 2001; Wacjman, 
1991). US adolescents are controversially understood as “digital natives,” as “generation text,” 
as “e-citizens,” and as other mutations of these words arranged to imply inherent web-savvy 
(Hargittai, 2010; Jenkins, 2007; Montgomery, 2007; Montgomery, Gottleib-Robles & Larson, 
2004; Palfrey & Gasser, 2008; Vaidhyanathan, 2007). Using such framings, Internet proponents 
promise girls increased freedom and democratic participation in society through social Internet 
involvement (Stern, 2000). But studies have yet to question how the material conditions of those 
marginalized by age, sex, and, perhaps, rurality might be shaped or reified by social media 
technology usage. The field could also benefit from consideration of how A. O. Hirschman’s  
(1971) concept of “voice” might relate to young people’s decision to move and invest their 
involvements to different social media sites. While many technologies have been found to 
heighten user marginalization, scholars in STS argue each technological infrastructure must be 
individually investigated to understand its role within society. Further study is needed to suss out 
the relationship between rural girls, technology use, and marginality.  
Adolescence and Social Network Sites (SNSs) 
 In 1969, Barnes coined the term social network to represent “a set of ties linking 
members to a social system” (p. 54). With attention given to relationships, motivation, rejection, 
isolation, intimacy, identity, tie strength, support, community, resiliency, and needs, among other 
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areas, researchers have studied youth involvement in social networks for many years (Arnett, 
2000; Button, 1974; Granovetter, 1973; Ryan & Deci, 2000; Salzinger, 1982; Way, 1998). Social 
networking site (SNS) is a term given to a particular type of interactive, “participatory-based” 
(Jenkins, 1992, 2006a) Internet environment within social media. Subrahmanyam and Lin (2007) 
point out that “the Internet has become an integral part of the social context surrounding today's 
adolescents” (p. 674). Indeed, many young people take part in SNSs. A 2009 Pew Internet and 
American Life Project report found that 83% of teens between the ages of 14 and 17 who went 
online used SNSs. boyd and Ellison (2007) define social network sites as “web-based services 
that allow individuals to (1) construct a public or semi-public profile within a bounded system, 
(2) articulate a list of other users with whom they share a connection, and (3) view and traverse 
their list of connections and those made by others within the system” (para. 4). The literature on 
SNSs suggests they are information-based worlds which include “profiles, friends, and 
comments” (boyd, 2007), a blending of the public and private (boyd, 2007), and personal and 
group branding and affiliation, where users “write themselves into being” (Sundén, 2003). 
 boyd (2007) identifies SNSs also as “networked publics,” or as searchable, persistent, and 
replicable mediated social spaces bound together by and accessible to invisible audiences. As a 
networked public, scholars suggest SNSs allow users opportunities to access public life in ways 
they might not be able to otherwise (Ito et al., 2010). Also, SNS platforms such as Facebook 
provide a template with standardized protocols, or stock questions and fields which can be 
answered to create a profile, and specific acts that can be done (see Glossary of Select Terms for 
“friending,” “poking,” “updating status fields,” “liking”) in specific ways (click the link, type in 
the text field) to participate in the social community framed by the system's programmed 
infrastructure (Galloway, 2004). 
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 Like technologies that came before it, social networks on the Internet exist through acts 
of the material world. New media research emphasizes that SNSs are inherently tied to non-
virtual constraints (Crowe & Bradford, 2006). Role playing and fantasy abound in online spaces, 
but researchers suggest that what happens online is always tied to offline understandings (boyd, 
2007). While early research stressed a divide between on- and offline behavior, more recent 
scholarship finds these behaviors not distinct acts, but, rather, part of “living in an everyday 
existence” (Morrison, 2010). Nancy Baym (2006) writes, that “[o]ffline contexts permeate and 
influence online situations, and online situations and experiences always feed back into offline 
experience” (p. 86). Indeed, new media theorists speak of porous boundaries existing between 
material and technologically transmitted environments (Byrne, 2008; Crowe & Bradford, 2006; 
Kolko, Nakamura,  & Rodman, 2000; Nakamura, 2002; Subrahmanyam, Greenfield & Tynes, 
2004). This literature suggests that material and virtual worlds overlap and inform of one another 
rather than exist in parallel. With this in mind, this study explores how rural youth’s lives might 
involve bricolaged (Hebdige, 1987) understandings and engagements from on- and off-line 
worlds–both of which, scholars argue, are very related and very real. 
Studies suggest that SNS participation has potential benefits for users. Researchers note 
that adolescents' experiences within SNSs present them with opportunities to maintain social 
capital through relationships (Ellison, Steinfield, & Lampe, 2007), to exercise control (Clark, 
2004), to disrupt dominant social perceptions (Gray, 2009), and to experience self-informing 
social interaction (McKee, 2002; Nakamura, 2002; Subrahmanyam, Greenfield & Tynes, 2004; 
Subrahmanymam, Smahel & Greenfield, 2006; Turkle, 1995; Valkenburg, Schouten & Peter, 
2005; Whittaker & Hill, 1998), or, as Anne Balsamo (1996) writes, opportunities for “staging the 
body” (p. 131). Studies find that young people involve themselves in social online spaces on the 
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Internet to play with and test out different ways of being within different social contexts (Katz & 
Rice, 2002; Schmitt, Dayanim & Matthias, 2008; Turkle, 1995). Research suggests SNSs might 
present possibilities for adolescents to transcend social containment (Horst, Herr-Stephenson & 
Robinson, 2010), or to “extend their reach, to explore, manipulate, and interact with a more 
diverse range of imaginary places than constitute the often drab, predictable, and overly familiar 
spaces of their everyday lives” (Jenkins, 2006b, p. 332). Internet SNSs are understood to 
compress space and time (Harvey, 1990) in a manner which assist socially-restricted users in 
overcoming material barriers to social engagement and wider-world interaction. Because of this, 
rural girls might welcome SNSs as open windows that help them see and interact beyond the 
social containment of adolescence. 
 However, many concerns have been raised regarding girls’ involvement with SNSs. 
Since the days of early Internet-based social gathering worlds, girls have been understood as 
vulnerable in online social spaces (Mazzarella, 2005). Specific worry has been expressed over 
careless girls’ potential for victimization in social networks (Aidman, 2000; Read, 2006; 
Watters, 2010). With complex privacy adjustment from insecure defaulted settings, easily 
accessible personal information, and regular data mining of content to fuel advertising and other 
profit-driven ends, this concern regarding SNSs such as Facebook is understood by many to be 
quite valid (boyd & Ellison, 2007; Debatin, Horn & Hughes, 2009; Galloway, 2004). Worry over 
youth safety online is complicated, though, by the work of scholars who find that girls take 
significant steps to ensure their safe involvement in Facebook (boyd & Hargittai, 2010; 
Marwick, Diaz & Palfrey, 2010). Livingstone (2008) argues that girls frequently give thoughtful 
consideration to opportunity costs and benefits in SNS privacy settings. And 2009 findings by 
the Pew Internet and American Life Project report that young people change their identity 
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settings to protect their identities in SNSs much more often than do online users of their parents' 
age. These finding suggest that youth are careful, not careless, online.  
 Still, scholars cite the potential for even careful user exploitation while living life within 
SNSs owned, archived, and mined by distant, profit-driven corporate entities (Galloway, 2004). 
For example, Bigge (2006) argues that the market forces of participatory Internet sites set social 
network users up to essentially volunteer themselves into constant commodification. Also, the 
literature expresses concern over youth’s ability to effectively resist marginality online. Scholars 
maintain that certain leisure- and entertainment-oriented forms of play can feed oppressed 
individuals back into systems they object to, reproducing social norms and effectively dulling the 
anger and discontent experienced from occupying marginalized positions (Hearn, 1976-1977; 
Sutton-Smith, 1997). This literature implies that girls’ online play in SNSs might serve as an 
everyday act of further social containment and domination. With interests in understanding how 
rural girls’ involvement in Facebook shapes their ability to interact with structural constraints in 
U.S. society and Western adolescence, this inquiry gives thought to how the structure of 
Facebook might relate to the problem of adolescence. 
While doubts have been raised regarding young women’s ability to resist their 
subordination in social media, scholars of technology have argued that power is inherent in all 
technology, pointing out that active user resistance is a common practice in shaping both 
technology and those involved in technologies (Akrich, 1992; Cockburn & Ormrod, 1993; 
Fischer, 1992). Kline (2003) writes that “resistance is a common means of negotiation among 
producers, mediators, and users that helps to create socio-technical change” (p. 52). Scholars 
have found that people have historically appropriated, resisted, and subverted technologies to 
better suit their interests through modifications, or “mods,” and through unintended usage, or 
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“descripting” (Akrich, 1992; Callon, 1986; Eglash, Croissant, Di Chiro, & Fouché, 2004; Latour, 
1991; Law & Hassard, 1999). Researchers such as Ito et al. (2010) have found that young people, 
in general, vary their use of social media to meet individual needs. Using a critical lens on 
adolescence, identities, and new media, this study aims to better understand how, when, and why 
rural girls appropriate, resist, subvert, and use Facebook and Twitter to meet their local needs. 
Media scholars call for a move away from the traditional binaries framing SNSs as 
blessings or evils. Rather, they argue that scholarship should attempt to “recognize the ways we 
live with and adjust to contradictions’’ (Jenkins, McPherson & Shattuc, 2002, p. 10) in our 
relationships with SNSs, and to focus upon how involvement with such social media might both 
challenge and further engender material constraints. This research will explore rural girls’ 
participation in Facebook in this manner. Research contends that girls use social media in 
personally relevant ways that shape and also advance their interests within local contexts 
(Ginwright, Nogurea & Cammarota, 2006; Ito et al., 2010; Oudshoord & Pinch, 2003). It has 
been shown that rural female populations exhibit significantly different behavior than other 
populations on SNSs. Study of MySpace has shown that rural users tend to friend other rural 
users (Gilbert, Karahalios & Sandvig, 2010). Rural users have half as many friendships as urban 
users; urban SNS use is dominated by men, but among rural populations, women slightly 
outnumber men (ibid). Similarly, Larson's 2007 study of rural SNS use concludes that rural SNS 
users have higher rates of distrust in making online acquaintances that urban SNS users, and that 
rural women hold much greater knowledge of Internet than rural men. Still, studies have yet to 
specifically question rural young women's use of SNSs. Little is know of how involvement with 
SNSs like Facebook relates to young females’ negotiations within the cultural constraints of 
adolescence they experience specifically as minors and as females. Further research is needed to 
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understand how, when, and why rural girls use SNSs such as Facebook to suit their interests and 
needs within marginality, as well as how they make sense of the risks and benefits involved in 
these involvements. Much remains to be learned about how SNSs mediate rural girls’ 
relationships with and within society, especially as they are being taught to quiet their discontent 
in being subordinate, and to always play nice. With this in mind, this inquiry will attempt to ask 
how Facebook as a socially networked site takes part in configuring gendered adolescence. 
Significance of This Study 
 This inquiry focuses upon rural females. Rural youth are an understudied population 
(Myers & Gill, 2004). Typically, U.S. research on youth extrapolates to rather than from rural 
studies, overshadowing the unique contexts within rurality and the unique experiences of rural 
youth. This trend limits our overall understanding of youth in the United States and renders rural 
youth invisible. This research specifically examines young females' involvement in social media 
technologies. Females receive slight attention within U.S. research centering upon youth. 
Scholars have argued that core theories of youth within developmental psychology are 
overwhelmingly based upon samples of white males (Bem, 1993; Brabeck & Satiani, 2001; 
Pinch, 1981), and McRobbie and Garber (1976) have written that seminal early cultural studies 
research on youth overlooked females. Beyond concerns regarding the historical absence of this 
population in youth research, this study will focus on females for two reasons.  
 First, studies have found that young women, as a group, express much lower confidence 
in their technical abilities than do young men (Brosnan, 1998; Corston & Colman, 1996; Denis 
& Olliver, 2002), even when they have the same ability level (Hargittai & Shafer, 2006). 
However, a recent study by boyd and Hargittai (2009) discovered that this is not the case on 
Facebook. On this platform, study findings suggest that female users feel just as technically 
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competent and confident as male users. Because of this, Facebook offers a unique context in 
which to consider female involvement with technology, as well as to understand female as 
competent users of technology. 
 Second, like their involvement offline, girls' unsupervised online involvement in U.S. 
society is commonly linked to danger. Extensive fear and public alarm accompanied females as 
they began unchaperoned involvement in online social spaces (Durham, 2009; Levine, 2002; 
Oppliger; 2008). However, urgent calls to “protect” girl potential victims from manipulation by 
online stalkers and pedophiles during the years of early SNSs such as Friendster and Myspace 
have been somewhat muffled by more recent concerns raised over girls' own potentially 
dangerous actions online. For example, a 2010 study on girls and social media warns that “girls 
online are (often knowingly) taking risks - with their reputations and their self-esteem” (Watters, 
2010: para. 11). As adult framings of danger in social media move from outside others to “girls 
gone wild,” we see moral panic centering in upon uncensored girls within social spaces that 
allow easy exposure. And as this happens, we see adults raising alarm over girls potentially 
being visible in society outside of contained and monitored youth-specific spaces.  
 By centering rural girls' experiences over mainstream generalizations and adult 
interpretations, this study seeks to add to the literature attempting to understand girls outside of 
the dominant binary discourses defining them as either “at risk” or “reckless” and to, instead, 
understand how girls' play, performance, and participation within SNSs relate to their own 
interests in health, belonging, and well-being. In doing so, this study hopes to spotlight issues of 
visibility related to rural youth on the margins of U.S. society that are commonly overshadowed 
by dominant discourses on youth. It seeks to understand how social technology might be 
involved in rural girls living an everyday existence through “social positioning – subcultural 
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signaling and overt identity and place claiming” (Phillips, 2004, p. 220) and by assisting in 
finding new ways to exist in the present (Gray, 2009). It plans to contrast girls' own 
counternarratives (Delgado & Stefanic, 2001) to mainstream perceptions of their carelessness 
and riskiness in technologically-accessed public spaces. Finally, by documenting youth 
involvements and interpretations on- and off-line, this study strives to make visible some of ways 
rural girls in early 21st century America understand, respond to, and act within marginalizing 
cultural assumptions and ideologies that girder the social infrastructure of U.S. adolescence and 
girlhood.  
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Chapter 3: Ways of Learning: Methods 
Growing up outside of Chicago, I had some first-hand experience with constraints 
presented by rurality, adolescence, and gender. My later teenage years were spent in the suburbs, 
but, through age 13, I lived with my family in the country some 50 miles west of my mother’s 
large Southside family. In the country, my house filled a corner acre. One side of our yard was 
bordered by a gravelly side street that curved on for a quarter mile past our property to the stream 
where we looked for frogs in the spring and past the house of the older twin boys who pushed me 
down at the bus stop every winter. The street ended suddenly at a barbed wire fence holding a 
“No Trespassing” sign that we, on occasion, heeded. Beyond the thorny blackberry bushes, 
another edge of our land was flanked by the long, hilly, main rural road that looped around our 
unincorporated area, spilling out from either ends onto the highway. Turning right from the side 
street, this road took us by a handful of homes, a field of cows, and a wetlands preserve before T-
ing into the two-lane highway. Turning right again, I remember that it cut for miles through 
fields, then under a four-way flashing red light, then past the high school, the junior high, and a 
small neighborhood full of houses before eventually slowing down to enter the downtown.  
Living in the country, I knew space. In being situated away from most others, our house 
in the country felt safe and secluded. In many ways, as a child, I cherished the openness around 
us. We were allowed to roam within the area, and, with three sisters, I never felt lonely in my 
explorations. We climbed trees and chased our Old English Sheepdog around the yard in the 
daytime, and played ghost in the graveyard late into the night. We wandered through houses 
under construction after work crews left feeling confident no one would see us, and rode sleds 
tied to the back of the car over ice and snow with our parents knowing they would not have to 
worry about encountering other cars. The space encouraged some forms of active involvement. 
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But, as I got older and had little sisters to watch, friend visits and Halloween trick-or-treating 
requiring parent rides, and no money, transportation, or permission to spend time at the pool, the 
library, the mall, my friend’s house, or in the speed skating contests at the roller skating rink on 
the other edge of town, I also recall beginning to feel some of the crowdedness of open space in 
the country. Although there were still trees to climb and frogs to catch, I felt far away from other 
things I was beginning to believe mattered, things outside of my immediate environment that 
made me feel important, and made my life feel interesting and meaningful. 
In 8th grade, I reluctantly moved away with my family to the South suburbs of Chicago, 
bribed by a new 10-speed Schwinn. This was before the days of Internet, and long before I had a 
license and a car, so I knew leaving town meant leaving friends I loved. With a laid-off father, 
money was tight. We were permitted very few long distance phone calls, and trips back to our 
former town were infrequent. Still, I kept up to date with close friends through letters. As high 
school started, I began to hear disturbing stories from these friends about former classmates. A 
few had become pregnant. Three classmates died in separate drunk driving car crashes, one, on 
the long, hilly road bordering my old house. One other hit a deer on their motorcycle. Someone 
blew themself up making a pipe bomb on the Fourth of July. Another killed himself running the 
family car in their garage. Most of the people I grew up with were fine, ambling through school 
and various activities and life. But I was struck by the number of people my age who 
encountered life-altering tragedy. I wondered how I would have faired had we stayed in the 
country. “There’s not much to do around here,” I recall a friend telling me on a rare visit back in 
early high school as she recounted another story about a classmate’s death. 
“There’s not much to do” is a common statement issued by teens across the U.S.. 
Teenage ennui and boredom has been well documented in this country (Caldwell, Darling, 
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Payne, & Dowdy, 1999; Eccles, Midgely, Wigfield, Buchanan, Reuman, Flanagan & MacIver, 
1993; Healey, 1984; Larson & Richards, 1991), with some citing it as a “natural” part of 
adolescence (Bernstein, 1975; Campbell, 2012; Keen, 1997; Pickhardt, 2012). Boredom is a 
psychological expression of frustration related to perceptions of the environmental conditions 
available for involvement (Barbalet, 1999; Brissett & Snow, 1993). In being termed “non-
adults,” adolescents face sequestration from societal involvement that, it itself, can lead to 
boredom (Côté & Allahar, 1984, 2006; Lesko, 2001). But, with no public transportation, very 
few spaces for gathering or people to gather with, and vast distances separating spaces for 
involvement, teens in rural communities’ expressions of “nothing to do” speak to factors and 
obstacles that make their “emotional feeling of anxiety that an activity or situation holds no 
significance” (Barbalet, 1999, p. 637) distinct in their reflection of material challenges that, 
perhaps, necessitate higher levels of risk in accessing “something to do.” Indeed, in all of the 
rural communities I studied, unless you are highly creative, as a teen, there actually are very few 
things you can walk out your door and get involved with.  
But even if you are creative, as a daughter, you may not be allowed to do these things. 
Indeed, adult protection put on females also colors the type of involvements possible for 
adolescents. For many of the teens in this study, “There is nothing to do” was shorthand for 
“There is nothing to do because there is not much going on, and I am not allowed to get involved 
in many of the things that are going on.” At the most basic level, most of the teens in this study 
were not just allowed to “walk out their door” to do anything. Rather, as minors, they needed 
permission from parents to leave the house, and to get involved in any activity outside of the 
family. This parental permission was shaped by worries about girls’ safety in society. Naomi said 
her parents did not want her to jog outside because the highway was nearby. LaToya was not 
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allowed to “go outside” because her mother did not want her to get into any fights. Amelia said 
her father set her curfew at 7:30pm, and explained this by telling her: "You're not gonna be out 
with a guy after dark because I know how they think.” She said her mother approved of this 
curfew because she did not want her to get pregnant. Her mother became pregnant before being 
married, she told me, “so my mom thinks it's gonna happen to me.” Annie’s after-school bus was 
eliminated this year, causing her to have to quit the basketball team. Her parents did not let her 
walk into town with friends because they were “afraid she would fall in the street.” Marcin’s 
parents did not approve of her boyfriend, and told her to stop seeing him. Sarah’s mother did not 
want her to drive at night, or to visit her out-of-school boyfriend after track practice. In the south 
suburbs, my parents also warned me about the dangers that awaited me in the world. “It’s not 
you we don’t trust, it’s others,” they would say. As a high schooler, I felt unable to negotiate 
these fears and the boundaries my parents created around my involvements. So I snuck around to 
see certain friends, and to go to exciting places where I thought people my age would be 
gathering. I engaged in boundary-challenging acts to be more involved in the wider world. I 
knew doing these things behind my parents’ backs made these acts risky. But the strict lines 
drawn by my parents around my involvements left me able to imagine no other possible options 
that would enable me to take part in the world around me. My parents made clear they were not 
going to budge. I believed them, and, while I would have preferred to be honest, I learned I 
needed to find a new ways to achieve involvement. My female friends back in “the country” said 
they felt and acted similarly. I bring these experiences to this study.  
Methods 
This is an ethnographic work based on a standpoint epistemology. Denzin (1997) writes 
that standpoint epistemologies are centered upon four concepts. First, they focus upon 
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marginalized communities, and upon experiences of “persons who have been excluded from the 
dominant discourses in the human disciplines” (p. 55), Second, they are nonessentializing, giving 
voice to lived social categories in ways that work to illustrate how “actual experience activates 
the apparatuses and relations of ruling in the larger . . . social order” (p. 56-57). Third, they are 
commonly autobiographical, relating to or reflecting on the experiences of the ethnographer. 
Fourth, they are political, seeking redress of social injustices and imbalances as “the personal 
defines the political, which transforms science into a politics of experience” (p. 58). Denzin 
states: 
[S]tandpoint epistemologies move two directions at the same time. The first direction is 
toward the discovery of knowledge about the social world as that world works its way 
into the lives of oppressed people. Second, there is an attempt to recover and bring value 
to knowledge that has been suppressed by the existing epistemologies in the social 
sciences (p. 58). 
While some standpoint theorists believe lived experience can be captured in words, this 
research is based in an understanding of such words as highly mediated by society. Accordingly, 
my approach falls in line with critical poststructuralism, a research tradition that stresses 
“subjectivity, emotionality, feeling, and other antifoundational criteria” (Denzin, 1997, p. 9). In 
discussing this tradition, Denzin discusses Bakhtin, who declared all discourse “contextual, 
immediate, and grounded in the concrete specifics of the interactional situation” (p. 36). Critical 
poststructuralism stresses that expressions of realities are a product of both experience and of the 
representation of this experience that takes place in an exchange, with realities created and re-
created through this meaning making. “The meaning of a subject’s statements are, therefore, 
always in motion,” Denzin writes (p. 5). While I am interested in better understanding the lived 
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experiences of these teens, critical poststructuralism reminds me that what I am able to 
understand is the “social text” (p. 33) of these lived experiences that is created in my 
conversations and interactions with my interlocutors. 
This research was inspired by Mary Gray’s insightful ethnography, Out in the Country, 
which captured and explicated a particular moment of inequity and resistance in U.S. history, 
and the many manners in which queer, rural teens used their off- and online involvements to 
attempt to negotiate their visibility and meet their local needs. It was also inspired by the rash of 
writings spilling out from the popular, non-profit, and academic press charging U.S. adolescents 
with neurological ineptitude and unpreparedness for adulthood, and declaring that young females 
practice wanton recklessness in their online and offline social involvements. 
A Note on Ideology 
Throughout my inquiry, I have been concerned with not wanting to fall too far into the 
critical but distant style of youth research marked by Birmingham School scholars who observed 
young people, but who did not include teen’s own meaning making in their analyses. Shanahan 
(2007) writes that, while it is important to acknowledge childhood as a reflection of specific 
historical, political, and social processes, the current “child-centered” turn in sociology has 
recognized that in order “to understand fully this process, we also must study children 
themselves and take seriously their own accounts” (p. 419). With this in mind, I have added a 
quotation or two more than necessary to illustrate some points, and allowed some of these quotes 
to wander a bit in making their point in support of an overall effort toward, in Clifford Geertz’ 
(1973a) words, “thick description.” I ask the reader’s tolerance in these cases, as I feel these 
articulations of “social texts” of lived experiences are important in meeting my goal of thinking 
of these issues in light of these teens’ own words and meaning-making. It has been important to 
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me that my interlocutors’ own voices were present in my analysis, and that my 
contextualizations and analyses included not just my thoughts on my fieldwork in reflection 
upon the larger culture, but also ample examples of these teens’ expressions of local context and 
understanding. 
Data Collection Techniques 
Ethnographic methods. This research calls upon ethnographic methods to understand 
the experiences of rural, female teens online and offline. Walkerdine, Lucy, and Melody (2001) 
write that attention to lived realities is most crucial in understanding how social identity operates. 
“It is the situated and specifically local character of how people live and transform their lives,” 
they write “that is important” (p. 15). Similarly, James and Prout (1997) cited ethnography as an 
important tool in understanding these lived experiences as processes that contribute to the social 
construction of childhood. Rural girls' lived experience with and through social media is 
prioritized within this study. While this project aims to collect girls' own accounts, recovering 
these types of understandings presents a methodological dilemma. Ethnography enters the 
researcher into privileged settings, interactions, and open-ended conversations which hold the 
greatest possibility for delineating and interpreting these otherwise hidden understandings. As 
such, ethnographic methodology is well-suited for a project interested in documenting youth 
perspectives and meanings, and in asking how social media involvements understood by adults 
to be potentially risky might be consciously or even strategically taken by rural American girls 
with interests in meaning, progress, understanding, self-assertion, pleasure, control, identities, 
and escape. Ethnographic methods helped to probe how girls make sense of their own actions 
online.  
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This study was based on ethnographic interview, in-person participant observation, and 
social media-based participant observation. Most research on teens and social media is based 
upon one interaction: one discussion with them about their social media use, one survey asking 
them to report on their involvements. In contrast, this ethnographic research was based upon 
long-term engagement with the same teens over time tied to in-person and online observations of 
them using social media along with document review. My research varied from the traditional 
format taken to study young people’s involvement with technologies. This different approach 
availed new and exciting opportunities to learn from youth about their experiences and their 
lives.  
Overall, I spent more than 12 months and 300 in-person hours in on- and offline 
interactions with my interlocutors and within my sites, or in “the field.” Through repeat visits 
with my interlocutors, I was able to develop relationships with involved teens that encouraged 
sharing and very broad consideration of their complex and messy realities, understandings, and 
perspectives that would be hard to represent on a survey, or in one meeting. In observations, I 
watched teens living their lives in social media. I was able to see firsthand their homes, their 
schools, their public spaces, and the spaces they were able to spend time. In interviews, I heard 
about their social media use and the broader lives this use was part of. As a researcher, these 
spoils of ethnography put me in a very privileged position in which to question, observe, and 
learn. With the gift of time, I was able to probe beyond the nervous, timid, confident, and 
parroted responses I received on first visits to build more nuanced and reflective understandings 
of their experiences. Having long-term engagement with my interlocutors enabled me to repeat 
questions, and ask for explanations about their online involvements I observed that affirmed and 
contrasted their explanations of their actions. I followed up on thoughts they made that I wanted 
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to understand better. Through time and talk, I was able to build a rapport with them. With this 
rapport in place, I was able to ask them to go beyond ideas about girls and online safety they 
heard at assemblies to say what they thought, and to explain what they felt about the topics. More 
often than not, though, I didn’t have to ask them to do this – especially in later interviews. They 
just went there. Aware that I was not looking for a “right” answer, they became more willing to 
and interested in talk about and through their realities. Without doubt, this required trust. I argue 
that the candor I experienced from the teens in this study would be very difficult to achieve in 
cross-sectional studies involving one interaction, especially around a contentious topic such as 
young females’ social (media) involvements. With the repeated and long-term engagement 
allowed by ethnography, my interlocutors were able to talk and explain and contradict and 
construct themselves to me as they bricolaged together parts of their life I wanted to know more 
about, as well as those that I was unable to be part of. In doing so, they were able to assist me in 
understanding a great deal about their experiences and involvements as rural, female U.S. 
adolescents living online and offline.    
Gaining access. This research is based upon twelve months of fieldwork held between 
November 2011 and December 2012 in eight rural communities throughout the Midwestern 
region of the US. In early August of 2011, I met with the head of an organization than runs an 
afterschool youth center for youth throughout Townsville’s wider county area. Townsville had, 
by far, the largest population of any town in the region of the county this organization focused 
upon. I was told the center drew young people from age eight through seventeen as participants, 
with most of them coming from across the region in towns outside of Townsville. I was also 
informed that social media involvement was common in participants. I gained permission to 
volunteer with the organization as a tutor and general assistant with the understanding that I 
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would also be getting to know the female teenaged participants who, as social media users, might 
be willing to be in my study. My involvement in the site was pushed back until late fall, as the 
center moved locations unexpectedly in receiving new grant money to focus solely on serving 
the youth within a Section 8 housing community in the Eagle Bluff neighborhood of Townsville. 
I spent the early fall getting to know Townsville and its surrounding towns. A lot of this time 
was spent driving, watching the bars on my cell phone grow, fall, and, frequently, read “No 
Service.” Along the way, I also had coffee at Townsville’s chain donut shop and at two Casey’s 
General Stores, and ate lunch at a couple highway restaurants. On different days, I wandered 
through Wal-Mart on the edge of Townsville, stopped into post offices, a pawn shop, a nail 
salon, numerous gas stations in the area. And I spent hours in the Townsville library.  
With IRB approval granted to work with this organization, I began volunteering at the 
center after school twice a week shortly after the new center’s opening. My first day at the center 
was November 3, 2011. The center occupied one of the two-bedroom duplexes in the Bluff, with 
a 10 by 12 foot activity room for homework and board games on the main floor, and a play room 
filling the basement.4 One of the two bedrooms upstairs hosted the game closet that kids could 
only visit with an adult. The other bedroom served as a storeroom. It was off-limits to 
participants.  
As a volunteer, I showed up before the kids started arriving at the center, ready to help 
with whatever Ms. Maria, the upbeat center coordinator, needed help with. Most days, I spent my 
time tutoring 3rd, 4th, and 5th grade participants. Throughout my time at the center, I helped grade 
schoolers with their homework, I arranged, supervised, and played games for the youth who 
were finished with their homework, I colored pictures with kids, sharpened pencils, helped to 
                                                
4 Toward the end of my time in Eagle Bluff, a computer room was added upstairs in one of the bedrooms. This room 
was always supervised by an adult, and was typically filled by boys playing games. 
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prepare and distribute the end-of-day snack, and did basic clean-up of the center at the end of the 
day. I also helped host activities for youth during a parents’ open house.  
While volunteering, I interacted with youth participants as well as with the adult staff and 
volunteers. I was informed the center provided services to teens as well as younger children, my 
first two weeks as a volunteer involved interactions with participants no older than 11. I asked 
Ms. Maria about this, and was told that they had no teenage participants at the time, but that 
teens did volunteer with the center. She said they should be coming in soon. 
My third week volunteering, two female teens arrived and signed in as volunteers. Each 
time, I introduced myself to LaToya and Annie as a fellow volunteer and a graduate student at 
the University of Illinois. The first day, I chatted with Annie as we worked together in the 
basement to set up and run a spelling bee. Two days later, I coordinated with LaToya to host an 
unexpectedly competitive “bowling” tournament for participants, followed by a much more 
relaxed reggae music-accompanied limbo contest. The following week, I separately let Annie 
and LaToya know I was doing research on social media use by female teens from their area, and 
I invited them to take part if they were interested, informing them that they, like all participants, 
would receive $15 at the end of our time together as a thank you. Both expressed interest, so I 
sent them home with consent forms, which they, and also Amy, who had since started 
volunteering, returned to me. I continued to interact with these teens at the youth center, and 
began meeting one-on-one for 60 to 120 minutes every other week in early January of 2012.  
My meetings with this first wave of teen informants ran from January though May of 
2012. While the study originally intended to focus on youth from the around the greater 
Townsville County area, the youth center’s change in plans led me to turn my attention to the 
Eagle Bluff neighborhood as the site for my study. However, a lack of teenaged females in The 
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Bluff made execution of plan challenging. My three initial interlocutors told me there were just a 
couple other teenaged females living by them to possibly include. They said these teens were not 
interested in being involved, but that they had other friends who might be willing. By the end of 
our time together, each of my interlocutors gave at least two suggestions of others outside of the 
neighborhood to invite into the study. Of their eight suggestions, only two returned phone calls, 
and only one returned permission slips. 
Ms. Maria confirmed that the neighborhood was, indeed, “low” on teenaged females. She 
informed me that I was already working with all of the teens volunteering with the center. She 
said she would think about other teens who might want to get involved. I was invited by the 
center to talk at a Parents’ Open House at the center, and to announce that I was looking for teens 
in the area to get involved in my study. I did this, and I was asked for more information from a 
mother and two grandmothers at the end of the event. These adults said they would pass on word 
about my study to teens they knew who might be interested, as did some of the other adult 
volunteers. Following months of volunteering at the center, in August of 2012, I began meeting 
with two additional Eagle Bluff teens (making the total teens from this site five), and with ten 
teens from non-section eight neighborhoods in communities outside of Townsville in 
Townsville’s wider county. All of these teens were referred for the study through “snowball” 
participation based on connections I had become in contact with through my volunteering with 
the youth center. This turn of events returned me to my original plan of working with young 
social media users from rural communities both in and outside of Townsville. These teens also 
returned consent forms, and were walked through assent forms, which they signed. I met with 
them through December of 2012. I had planned to include fourteen teens in this research. In the 
end, I learned from fifteen teenaged interlocutors. 
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Consent. Consent forms outlined the study as one interested in “experiences rural young 
women have with social networking sites (SNSs) such as Facebook” (see Appendix A). These 
forms explained that the study “will investigate how, when, and why young women use SNSs,” 
and that, as a participant, teens would meet with me approximately every other week at a 
location convenient to both the teen and their parent/guardian to talk about their experiences. 
Consent forms outlined that these meetings would be audio recorded and participants’ social 
media information would be downloaded if extra permission was given, and that all information 
collected in the study would be kept confidential. Contact information was listed that could be 
used for questions, concerns, or complaints. Parents or guardians signed these forms. 
Once a consent form was returned by a teen, we arranged a time for our first one-on-one 
meeting. At the start of this meeting, I gave my new interlocutor an assent form, which I read out 
loud and discussed with them (Appendix B). I let them know what the study was about, and told 
them we would be meeting regularly to talk about their experiences related to their social media 
use. I said that our meetings would typically be audio recorded, but that all of the information 
they shared would be kept confidential. I made clear the one exception to this: as a volunteer 
with the youth center, I was a mandated reporter, and I said I was required to inform others if I 
learned they were planning to harm themselves or others. Outside of this, I stressed that 
everything they told me would not be able to be traceable back to them. I told them what a 
pseudonym is, and let them know that they would be selecting one for use in the study so that 
everything they said to me would be associated with this name, not their own. I also let them 
know that they did not have to respond to any questions I asked that they did not feel like 
answering, and that they could end their participation in the study at any time they wanted 
without negative repercussion. Finally, I told them that I would be asking them a lot of questions, 
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and that they were welcome to also ask me any questions they might have. From here, I asked if 
they had any questions about the study, or about anything I had explained. They signed assent 
forms, with all giving assent to participate, the have interviews recorded, and to have their social 
networking information downloaded, and chose a pseudonym for use in the study.  
My research method combined participant observation with in-person interviews and 
long-term interaction via social media. I will now discuss each of these in turn. 
Ethnographic interviews. I interviewed each of my fifteen interlocutors multiple times 
throughout this study. Finding locations to hold interviews proved a challenge. Having 
afterschool access to the youth center made Townsville interviews easier to schedule than those 
held with teens in other communities. I met with LaToya for interviews in her home after school, 
where she had Internet access and space. Annie and Amy both said they had little space in their 
houses, so, early on in our visits, I met with them individually in the storage room of the youth 
center. Later, I would often pick one or the other up to drive the 15 minutes to the town library. 
A few times, since it was springtime, Amy and I walked around the neighborhood and talked. 
During a similar warm period, I also met with Annie to talk once on the lawn outside of her 
house. However, planning interviews with the other teens was not so simple. I met with the 
second wave of teens where we could find space each week to gather. While I could reliably 
meet with Stevie and Rosie at the youth center or, after a short drive, at the Townsville Public 
Library, finding a space to gather with the others was a challenge. Many of the farming 
communities outside of Townsville offered boarded up downtowns and no indoor public spaces, 
restaurants (fast food or otherwise), or tables inside their few, lonely gas stations. There were 
many Christian churches in the area, but none that had meeting space we could use.  
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Finding a space that allowed us to talk without being overheard in these area was an even 
greater challenge. Flatville was the only town outside of Townsville with a library, and it was an 
echoing one-room operation with a table in the front, a small computer room in back, and a 
volunteer staffer at a desk who kept a watchful eye (and a visibly listening ear) on both spaces. 
Finding a space was especially a challenge in the cold weather, when walking and talking outside 
was not an option. I met with teens at their houses, at the one family-style local restaurant on the 
edge of Flatville, at the Flatville Public Library, in back yards, and in my car while driving 
through the fields or sitting outside of their houses. Many meetings were held after school in 
Brown High School’s library. I met to talk with each teen approximately every other week. 
While all signed up to meet with me at least five times, three were able to attend interviews two 
times (Shelly, Cassidy, Carollynn). Two met with me three times (Stevie and Noel). The rest had 
at least five formal, recorded interviews with me between January and December of 2012. Most 
met with me eight times.  
First interviews began with a set of questions asked to gain broad information, and to 
help us establish some general rapport. These interviews included the following questions: 
-Do you use any sites like Myspace, Twitter, Facebook, Tumblr, or Google+? If so, which 
ones? Which one do you use most? 
-What do you do most when you use this site?  
-How long have you been using it? 
-Where do you use it? (If used a number of places, where do you use it most?) 
-When do you use it? 
-How often would you say you were on it each day? [Or] Each week? Each month? 
-What is the longest you would normally go without being on it? 
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-Why do you use this site? 
-Were you ever not able to get on when you wanted to? If so, when did/does this happen? 
Was it a big deal? If you tried to get on it and you couldn’t, what would you do instead? 
-What would happen if you couldn't be on it at all? 
 -Is it important to be there? 
From then on, the questions I asked of teens in interviews were primarily emic (Pike, 1954), or 
emergent, based on an understanding that knowledge and understandings are highly subjective. I 
was interested in learning from my interlocutors’ experiences, and aware that my perceptions of 
what was important to know on any given day about their social media involvement might not 
align with what they perceived, or with what they encountered as meaningful. Because of this, 
our meetings were planned as open to being led by teens’ thoughts on their interests and 
experiences. While I always entered meetings with planned questions, I often abandoned many 
of them to follow lines of thought raised in discussion. 
Questions I asked in meetings were most commonly open-ended. After our first meetings, 
I would start discussions by asking my interlocutors what was new on Facebook or Twitter. I 
would ask questions about ideas and experiences they raised to get further clarity, details, or 
examples, but I generally let them talk. Throughout our discussions, when it felt appropriate, I 
would ask follow-up questions noted from review of their previous interviews, and I would 
query them about information observed on their social media pages outside of our meeting. I 
took notes and audio recorded interviews, and later transcribed them.  
As a researcher, I situated myself as an involved participant in these interviews. While I 
made clear to my interlocutors that I was meeting with them to learn from them about their 
experiences, I also realized early on that I would occasionally be asked to provide them technical 
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guidance. While I originally found this worrisome in potentially influencing their knowledge and 
experiences in ways that might taint my research, I soon changed my opinion on the matter. At 
the start of our time together, I had told all of the teens that I would be asking them questions, 
and that they were welcome to ask me questions, as well. I realized that the relationships I was 
forming with these teens opened up opportunities for them to take me up on this offer. I felt it 
only fair that I honor my agreement. So I did. For example, Annie discussed her difficulties 
trying to find information about admission requirements for universities during her Internet 
searches. She detailed receiving little help on this from adults in her life at home or at school, or 
from Facebook friends, and spoke at length about getting lost online while trying to locate this 
information. At the end of this discussion, she asked me if I knew how to find admission criteria 
for Harvard. I told her I could help, and worked with her to find the page she was seeking. 
Another time, while discussing privacy settings, Violet was surprised to see that her phone 
number was listed on her Facebook account. She was not able to figure out how to remove it 
using her phone, and said she had no access to a computer to make this change. She asked if I 
could help her delete it from her page. I said I would look into it and get back to her, which I did.  
Meetings were recorded using a small, wallet-sized digital audio recorder that was 
commonly placed between me and my interlocutor as we talked. Sometimes, we had a table for 
this. Other times, such as when we met in the storage room, we set the recorder on my lap (when 
chairs were available) or on the floor (when they were not). When we walked and talked, one of 
us would hold the recorder. As part of our first meetings, I told the teens about the recorder, and I 
showed them how to operate it, telling them that they could begin the recording each time we 
met when they were ready to start. All interviews began with a teen pressing “start” on the audio 
recorder, followed by me saying the date and my interlocutor introducing herself. Recording 
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would start and I would say: “Ok! Today is Tuesday, November 12 and I’m here with…” to 
which the teen would respond with her pseudonym. The semi-structured in-person interviews 
were only one part of my method. Outside of formal meetings, I continued to observe and 
interact via email or phone (with some interlocutors), and over social networks. 
In-person participant observation. I also observed some of these teens as part of this 
study. I arranged to spend extensive time with my interlocutors, but I found myself faced with 
difficulties attempting to interact with them as part of their naturally occurring life “in the 
world,” as might be imagined in a typical in ethnography. These teens went to school all day. 
Some had sports after school. They went home after the school day and practices were over. 
Many had responsibilities to meet younger siblings at the bus, and to supervise them until parents 
arrived home from work. All had limited ability to go out of their house once they were home, 
and all had curfews when they did. With few spaces to gather, and permission needed to leave 
the house, these teens had no regular “hang outs” outside of the home where I could drop in to 
observe them in an organic environment that was part of their world. Because of this, we 
scheduled meetings and searched for meeting spaces. This, they told me, was something they 
also did. While their highly scheduled and monitored lifestyles presented limitations to 
participatory observation, by creatively working with them to find spaces to host private 
conversations, I was able interact with them within a subsection of their natural environment.  
Some meetings would involve my interlocutors using social media while I observed 
them. Often in these sessions, I would ask them to talk through what they were doing. In these 
times, I wanted to see what they were doing and know what they were thinking, and why they 
were taking certain actions. “First thing I do is I check to see who’s online to chat with.” LaToya 
quickly looked across the round kitchen table at me over the corner her laptop, then turned her 
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attention back to her screen. She scrolled down the list of online friends on the right side of her 
screen. “If no one’s on there, like now,” she said, clicking on the dialogue box icon, then the 
globe icon on the top left of her Facebook profile, “I’ll check my inbox, them my notifications. I 
want to see who liked my posts, and see who sent me messages.” She paused while following a 
notification message to see which four people liked her most recent status update, then clicked 
on the “Home” link, and began reading other people’s status updates. “Then I’ll read the news 
feed to see if there’s anything interesting.” Other times, I would tell teens to log on and to do 
what they would normally do, no descriptions needed.  
The number of observations varied from teen to teen. For those who could not meet with 
me at their homes and who did not have wireless access on their phones, it was very difficult 
finding meeting places with Internet access, especially in areas outside of Townsville. There 
were no restaurants within 30 miles of Brown, Carroll, Concord, Flatville, Prairie, or Willow 
with public wireless service. The Flatville Public Library had odd hours that were unexpectedly 
shortened during my time in the area, a change I later learned was due to difficulties finding 
volunteer staffers. The new times were posted on a handwritten sign in the window, but not on 
the website. I arrived once to meet with Marcin, and, finding the library closed, ended up waiting 
outside for her, and changing plans to host another interview in my car. This library also had two 
public computers with Internet access. However, on two occasions, an interlocutor and I logged 
on to find their wireless service down. The volunteer staffing the library said she was unfamiliar 
with computers, and. unfortunately, unable to remedy the situation. “I think they might be having 
problems,” she told Noel and I the second time they did not work. And Brown High School 
blocked wireless signals, shutting down cell phone service within its walls and in a section of its 
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parking lot. It did not allow students to access social media on their library computers. Despite 
these obstacles, I was able to observe ten of my interlocutors using social media.  
Social media participant observation. On consent forms, all of the parents of the teens 
in the study who used social media except for one (Cassidy) gave me permission to view and 
download their social media profiles. I downloaded all but two of the other teen’s Facebook 
profiles at least once, and used these downloads as a site for observation of my interlocutors as 
they lived in social media. I reviewed and coded these texts, and used them for further 
questioning. I began this research with the intention of studying Facebook involvement. 
Observing many of my interlocutors migrating from Facebook to Twitter in the fall of 2013 
convinced me to expand my focus to also include Twitter in my analysis. Because of this, this 
study considers both Facebook and Twitter social media involvement. 
I originally intended perform a manual download of this data using Facebook’s 
“Download a copy of your Facebook data” option available through its General Account 
Settings, but this proved less than reliable. Downloading sent a data file to an email address 
linked to the user’s Facebook account. I had planned to request this download with my 
interlocutors, and have them email me the resulting archive. Attempting this with Amy, Annie, 
and LaToya, however, resulted in no downloads. I was sent no files, and was told by each of 
them that none arrived. I requested downloads individually with them again, and I still received 
no files. Looking into this further, I found that each of the teens’ email accounts linked to their 
Facebook account were rarely checked. Also, in having their “Notifications” setting on the opt-
out choice that sent every Facebook notification through to their email address, each of their 
accounts contained massive amounts of unread messages. Still, LaToya said she kept her eye out 
for an email from Facebook, and that none had been sent. I attempted to download my own 
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Facebook information twice during this time. Both times, I, too, received no response. I 
attempted to contact Facebook to troubleshoot this problem. I sent a message through the 
“Report an Issue” link on the “Help Center” page and received no response. I also searched for 
additional advice on downloading on this page, to no avail. I was unable to get help on this issue. 
 As a result of this difficulty, I created a new Facebook account specifically for research, 
and asked these teens and all that followed if they would be comfortable friending me, with the 
knowledge that I would be “downloading” their page from time to time, that I would never 
comment on their page, and that I would unfriend them at the end of the study. I told them that, if 
they were not comfortable with this, I could, instead, take screenshots of their Facebook page 
when we met. All agreed to the friending. I reviewed my interlocutors’ Facebook profiles a 
number of times before every meeting and, as a participant observer, occasionally (and privately) 
instant messaged them to remind them about our next meeting, or to ask a question. I took screen 
shots of different parts of their page, and saved these images to files. I coded these images  
similarly to transcripts, and memoed upon them, making notes of follow-up questions to ask at 
upcoming meetings.  
Participating teens who were on Twitter gave me their Twitter account names, or 
“handles,” all of which gave no hint about their “real” name. All of the teens’ pages on Twitter 
were public, so I did not need to follow them to observe them in this space. However, I gave 
them all my Twitter handle, and told them that, if they wanted, they were welcome to follow me, 
and that I would follow them back until we ended our time together. Two teens took me up on 
this offer. Throughout our time together, I would visit their pages and take screen shots of their 
involvements and the involvements of others in this space. I treated these images as I did 
Facebook profile screenshots.   
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Note taking. Throughout my fieldwork, I maintained a “memo” file on my computer. In 
this file, I kept writings and reflections I had on interviews, interlocutors, sites, and issues raised 
in the field, including feelings I was having. Notes, like all documentation, included made-up 
town names and pseudonyms rather than teens’ actual names. Here is one such memo: 
LaToya’s #4 3/17 interview illustrates how young women seeking to escape strict 
parental controls through online involvement can have their attention so focused on 
keeping their online involvements “private” and “secure” from parents that they might 
not consider other types of security concerns that arise from posting information online.  
 
This concern for privacy within Facebook among different types of friends (rather than 
outside of Facebook among those interested in their data) enters them into spaces where 
their information is allowed to be shared widely with those outside of their carefully 
chosen friend groupings where it is mined and used to market goods back to them. 
 
LaToya is very concerned with having her privacy online. However, the concern she 
brings to her online involvement is informed by her offline experiences having to babysit 
and share a television and a computer and a room with her little sisters, and by not being 
allowed to “go outside” and not wanting to let down mom. How is having little privacy 
offline related to her focus on transcending parental oversight online? Her interest in 
getting out of mom’s watch was so strong. How does this influence what she does online? 
Does it?  
Facebook apps are involved in youth data sharing. Many require that users allow third 
party information sharing. (Look into this more). 
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LaToya has a gazillion friends. Still, she vets her friends carefully individually and with 
her best friend and changed her privacy settings often “to, you know, stay safe.” Her 
mom often talks with her about concerns of putting things online that “will” – not 
“might” – negatively impact her future, and she has been part of school programs 
discussing Internet dangers. Despite the care she expresses for security online, she has a 
slew of apps, like PicNic, which she loves. And, while she knows information is collected 
about her on social media, she doesn’t think apps are a part of this. She knows there’s a 
threat to her data security that can jeopardize her future, but she doesn’t know where it is 
from or how to address it. (ask if she’s heard of data mining.) Also, her main concern for 
privacy is her mom, who she originally started a new account to get away from, but 
recently accepted as a friend on this new page because she wanted her to write on her 
page to “wish her happy birthday”. 
 
While young people can give attention to other safety or privacy things as well as their 
parents, I have not yet seen this come up. What is the result of this myopic view of 
security online? What happens when young women’s freedom is motivated by a need to 
escape parental bonds of surveillance? Thinking of privacy as tied strictly to parents 
seems to be ending up in entering them into wider commercialization, with their data 
open to be mined and marketed back to them. So what? Those going online to escape 
bounds and exercise “freedom” might become presented various forms of personalized 
commercial advertising that influence their thoughts about what freedom means. Tied to 
adolescence. Tied to control, to power. She is so future-oriented, good grades, plans, 
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doesn’t want to get in fights, though she knows this will be hard. She knows that FB poses 
a threat to her future, but she doesn’t know how this works, or why it’s even allowed to 
happen. What makes this ambiguity make sense to her enough to continue participating? 
 
I also used three notebooks throughout my study. In my fieldnotes notebook, I kept direct 
notes from and for the interviews and observations. While talking to my interlocutors, this is the 
notebook I would write in to document what was said in case my audio recording failed. It was 
also used to cite statements that stood out as needing further clarification, as well as changes of 
tone and actions undertaken, such as when asked to show me how they would change their 
Facebook privacy settings, or their ignoring of their buzzing phone alerting them to new 
messages while we talked. Driving home after interviews, I would listen back to the recoded 
interview and audio record follow-up questions and topics that I would later transcribe into this 
notebook for use in future meetings.  
While listening back to the tape and reading the interview transcript, I also made notes in 
a second notebook that was reserved for reflection. This notebook was always written in 
immediately following interviews, usually in the car before departing a site. It served as a 
sounding board and repository for thoughts I had on the meeting, and for feelings that were 
shaping my attention within the study. In addition to recording my perceptions and ideas about 
interviews, in this notebook, I wrote on themes that were emerging across interviews, new 
concepts to explore, concerns I had, and issues that I felt were being raised that warranted more 
deliberation. This notebook also contained expository writings on larger topics that were 
emerging from fieldwork, with entry titles with name such as “Space,” “Blowing things out of 
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proportion,” and “Sneaking out.” These topics were transcribed into my memo files, and 
referenced throughout analysis as categories were being formed and refined.  
The third notebook was a smaller “jotting” book in which I noted thoughts on the study 
that arose when I was not in direct reflection upon interviews or observations. This notebook 
stayed with me at all times throughout my fieldwork when I was away from my sites. The 
fieldwork notebook joined this notebook whenever I was in the field. 
Data Analysis  
I analyzed data throughout this study to find relational meanings, considering interviews 
along with in-person and social media participant observation notes, and regularly memoing 
upon my observations and reflections. I reviewed hard copies of interview transcripts and of 
observational data line-by-line, and used open coding to note in no more than four words the 
“subject” and the “use,” or the action, involved in the passage, making note of concepts and 
actions discussed by teens that they used to “organize their behavior and interpret their 
experience” (Spradley, 1979, p. 93). This presented me with codes such as “Knowing things 
from Facebook,”  “Facebook’s something to do,” “Feel nothing to do,” “Freedom on Twitter,”  
“Keeping in touch” “Can’t go ‘outside.’” I then compared these codes to one another to identify 
larger domains, or shared meanings around actions, between them, such as “Feeling happy at 
home,” and “Feeling happy on Facebook.“ In doing so, I also memoed upon what these 
interactions and involvement seemed to entail and to signify. I checked in with teens as these 
domains were being formed, asking if they held any importance to them, and reflecting upon 
their feedback in further consideration of categories.  
This work took place over the 12 months. However, in wanting to have a “systemic 
examination of something to determine its parts, the relationship between parts, and their 
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relationship to the whole” that helped me to reflect upon “the fact that informants have already 
learned a set of categories into which their culture is divided” (Spradley, 1979, p. 92), the 
majority of analysis took place once I left the field, and had the majority of my data to work 
with. At this point, the domains were further sorted and compiled, worked and reworked through 
componential analysis to gather together them together and break them down into 72 broad 
categories that represented shared attributes. These categories had names such as “parents,” 
“rural,” “gender,” “ambiguity,” “participation,” “frustration,” “class,” “access,” “use,” “race,” 
“knowing things,” “lying,” “technologies,” “opportunities,” “safety,” “frustration,” 
“relationships,” “control,” “involvement,” “transportation,” “shame,” “identity,” “trust,” and 
“friends.” Coded data were moved under their alphabetized category titles, with many passages 
falling under more than one category. Next, I reviewed within and across these categories to find 
shared meanings. I compared data with one another, and with my notes from interviews, 
reflections, and observations, and I identified overlapping and contradicting sentiments, 
experiences, and statements among them. From this, I broke these 72 broad categories into more 
granular themes and sub-themes reflecting overlapping and more detailed patterns observed in 
the data. For example, under the category of “knowing things,” themes had names like “getting 
information,” with sub-themes named “about things outside of personal experience,” “personally 
relevant,” “commercial,” “lots of information,” “peers,” and “gaining power.” As interviews 
continued, these categories grew large with data. Categories were further refined by comparing 
them to one another in reflection upon notes and memos to consider the data as “constitutive of” 
(Clark & Friese, 2007, p. 364) specific conditions within which they exist. Categories were 
collapsed and expanded into one another to embody these conditions in these data. This re-
organized the data in a way that created themes capturing shared processes and experiences 
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within each larger category. Themes that emerge from the “getting information” category 
included: “information on peers,” “information to peers,” “information and futures,” 
“information on world events,” “information and popular culture,” and “information and power.”  
 A few notes on language. In addition to all of the teens in this study having pseudonyms, 
all of the city, town, county, and state information in this project has been fabricated to protect 
the privacy of my interlocutors. In writing up this analysis, I made the decision to keep teens’ 
actual words as much as possible. I did not take out words such as “like” or “you know” when 
they were issued, and I tried to capture longer pauses in transcribing as I felt all of these details 
they were an important part of the representation process underway to express the thoughts and 
meaning around them. Also, as 14 to 19 year olds, my interlocutors occupy a liminal age where 
they are called many names: girl, adolescent, young woman, child, teen, kid. These terms come 
with political connotations related to the power relations established between adults and non-
adults (Badiou, 2005; Doherty, 2002). In this work, I most frequently use the term “teen” to refer 
to my interlocutors, as this is the label they used most to refer to one another.  
Sites 
Offline. This study is based in and around the rural Midwestern town of Townsville. 
Townsville is more than 100 miles outside of a metropolitan city. In 2009, Townsville reported a 
population of 12,402. This is down from the US Census Bureau's reporting of 12,857 residents in 
2000. 2000 Census data found that 76.7% of Townsville residents identified as White, 16.9% 
identified as Black or African American, 2.7% identified as Latino or Hispanic, and 1.8% 
identified as Asian. 30% of the population is under the age of 20. Townsville and its surrounding 
areas suffer from a depressed economy. A military base in Townsville closed in the early 1990s, 
leaving unemployed workers and a number of toxic dump sites in the town. According to the 
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2000 Census, the median household income in Townsville was $36,904 (median household 
income in the US was $41,994). 8.5% of families and 10.3% of individuals lived below the 
poverty line in 2000. 2005-2009 estimates from the Census' American Community Survey 
suggest that, more recently, 13.7% of families and 19.9% of individuals live below the poverty 
line, in comparison to the US average of 9.9% of families and 13.5% of individuals. Towns 
around Townsville report much smaller populations and lower incomes. 
In Townsville, I worked with teens from the Eagle Bluff neighborhood of Townsville. 
Eagle Bluff, referred to as “The Bluff” by teens, is a Section 8 housing unit on the north side of 
Townsville made up of low slung two- and three-bedroom duplexes lining three main curvy 
roads crossing into a rough figure-8. Families of four must make no more than $19,600 to be 
eligible to rent a home in this neighborhood.5 Most homes in Eagle Bluff are painted blue-grey 
or beige. The occasional red, robins’ egg blue, and white house can be found on certain blocks. 
An open grassy park is behind some of these houses near the main road. When the weather is 
warm, this park sits surprisingly empty. On such days, the driveways of many homes in The 
Bluff are commonly filled with either adults or with young people. Driving through the 
neighborhood throughout the year, I always passed groups of kids walking and biking kids in the 
subdivision’s streets. Many are no older than eight years old. Almost all are African-American. 
Townsville is the only city in the study large enough to appear on the US Census 
Bureau’s reports. The other towns my interlocutors live in – Brown, Carroll, Concord, Flatville, 
Prairie, and Willow – range in population from 975 (Willow) to 102 (Concord).  
Online. This inquiry involved two online social media sites: Facebook and Twitter. 
These platforms will be discussed separately in this section. 
                                                
5 http://www.huduser.org/portal/datasets/il/il2012/2012summary.odn 
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Facebook. Facebook is currently the most popular SNS in the United States. Facebook 
(nee “facemash” and “thefacebook.com”) was started in 2004 by Harvard undergraduate Mark 
Zuckerberg amidst a flurry of efforts aimed at connecting Harvard co-eds through online 
networks (Markoff, 2007). Facebook emulated other existing SNSs like Friendster and MySpace 
to offer students an online social networking system within which they could create web-based 
user profiles and link to the profiles of other students mutually identified as “friends.” Once 
linked, users could comment on each other’s pages, access information about other users, and 
write and upload text, pictures, video, and audio to their own page to share with others.  
While Facebook initially welcomed only Harvard students into its social network site, by 
early 2005, it had expanded its walls to allow four-year US and UK college and university 
students to be a part of its online network. As a collegiate social network, Facebook was overtly 
unattainable to young people in high school and two-year colleges, as well as to working youth. 
This imbued it with an air of exclusivity. High schoolers were invited to participate in late 2005 
(boyd, 2007). In 2006, Facebook allowed entry to any user over the age of 13 with a verifiable 
email address (West, Lewis & Currie, 2009). These later invitations were embraced. Facebook 
ended its first year of operation in 2004 with fewer than 1 million active users. By March of 
2011, it had over 500 million enrolled users (Facebook, 2010). Of these, 93% of Internet-using 
teens aged 12-17 had Facebook accounts, compared to 87% of adults (Lenhart, Madden, Smith, 
Purcell, Zickuhr, & Rainie, 2011). In 2013, Facebook grew beyond one billion accounts. In 
March of 2013, they report 1.11 billion users worldwide.6 
A 2013 report by Duggan and Brenner reports that, in 2012, 67% of all adult Internet 
users were on Facebook. Of these, more females used Facebook than male. 72% of female 
Internet users polled were on Facebook, compared to 62% of males. The Facebook community 
                                                
6 http://newsroom.fb.com/Key-Facts  
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had a larger population of younger adults than older adults. 86% of Internet uses aged 18 to 29 
reported using Facebook compared to 73% of 30 to 49 year old Internet users, 57% of users 50 to 
64, and 35% of Internet uses aged 65 and over. And 72% of urban Internet-using residents 
reported using Facebook compared to 63% of rural Internet-using residents. Internet-using teens 
on Facebook found to be more often white (96% white, 87% black, 88% Latino), older (95% 14-
17, 87% 12-13), and hailing from families with parents who had some college experience (96% 
compared to 89% from parents with no college experience)  (Lenhart et al., 2012) 
Facebook’s mission statement is “to give people the power to share and make the world 
more open and connected.” Facebook is most likely not going to be a space young people spend 
time in forever. But it does boast the highest number of youth members of all online SNSs in the 
U.S. at the current time (ibid), and, unlike its predecessors, its popularity has steadily increased 
over the past six years. Also, research suggests that females do not feel intimidated in their use of 
this social technology (boyd & Hargittai, 2010). It is due to this comfort as well as to Facebook’s 
widespread popularity as a US youth “hang out” (Ito et al, 2010) that this study aims to center 
upon the SNS Facebook. 
Twitter. Twitter is a social media site that launched specifically for use on mobile 
technologies in March of 2006. Termed by the company a “real-time information network,”7 
Twitter is also popularly understood as being “about broadcasting daily short burst messages to 
the world, with the hope that your messages are useful and interesting to someone,” and “about 
discovering interesting people online, and following their burst messages for as long as they are 
interesting” (Gil, 2012). People with Twitter accounts communicate on Twitter using “tweets,” 
or short postings limited in size to 140 characters. Account holders are able to “follow” other 
Twitter accounts. They are also able to “be followed” by other users with Twitter accounts. As 
                                                
7 https://twitter.com/about  
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Marwick and boyd (2010) point out, unlike on Facebook where “friending” automatically 
connects two accounts, Twitter uncouples reciprocity, making “following” and “being followed” 
separate actions. This allows users to follow a Twitter account without being followed, or to be 
followed by someone without choosing to follow them in return. For example, musician Justin 
Bieber’s certified account has 36,852,907 followers. It follows 123,285.  
Also distinct from Facebook, Twitter allows users to hold multiple accounts, and it hosts 
accounts and users handles, or account names, that do not need to include the users’ “real” 
offline name. Finally, unlike Facebook, the vast majority of Twitter accounts are public, 
allowing anyone – not just followers – to read users’ tweets. 
Twitter also allows users to post photos, direct message (“DM”) other accounts, and 
demarcate appreciation of others’ tweets with a star icon and note to the original user through 
“favoriting,” and to “retweet,” or repost others’ tweets. Retweeting is most commonly a sign of 
appreciation, though it can also be used to spread pictures or other tweeted information for less 
supportive and beneficent reasons. 
Semiocast reports that, as of July 2012, Twitter hosted 517 million accounts. 200 million 
of these are considered “active.” Of the 517 million accounts, 141.8 million are based in the U.S. 
Though growth rates are higher in other nations, this represents 27.4% of all Twitter users, 
making the U.S. the nation with the most users worldwide currently.  
In 2011, the Pew Internet and American Life Project found that 12% of online adults and 
16% of online teens in the U.S. use Twitter (Lenhart et al., 2012). The number of teens on 
Twitter doubled between 2009 and 2011 to surpass adults, though their usage is often noted in 
mainstream media as being less than that of adults (Bailey, 2013). Of these teenaged Internet 
users, Lenhart et al. (2012) found that Twitter users represented a higher proportion of females 
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(22% compared to boys’ 10%), black teens (34% compared to 13% Hispanic and 11% white 
teens), and older teens (15% of 14-17 year olds compared to 12% of 12-13 year olds).8 9  
In just one year, these numbers grew again, most significantly for young users. While 
16% of adults were found to use Twitter in 2012, 24% of online teens were most recently found 
to have Twitter accounts (Madden, Lenhart, Duggan, Cortesi & Gasser, 2013). While the latest 
statistics of those under 18 are not yet available, Duggan and Brenner (2013) report that, in 2012, 
adult Twitter users were predominantly Internet users who were male (17% men compared to 
15% female), young (27% of 18-29 year olds, 16% 30-49 year olds, 10% of 50-64 year olds, and 
2% of those 65 and older), and urban (20% compared to 14% suburban, 12% rural). 
 Social involvement with celebrities is built into the technical infrastructure Twitter. In 
order to set up an account, you must first select at least five “well known people” to follow. 
Twitter provides a scrolling list of options to choose from here. The first page of options offers a 
large number of possible selections under three categories: “Music,” “Sports,” and 
“Entertainment.” The others pages have options from categories ranging from “Fashion” to 
“NASCAR” to “Government.” It has been widely recognized that users face an overwhelming 
amount of information to choose from in Internet spaces like Twitter. Space matters even in the 
“immaterial” Internet, and, while “search” is a complex issue, scholars such as Hargittai, 
Fullerton, Menchen-Trevino and Thomas (2010), Markey (2007) write about users’ tendency to 
select from early options presented by browsers and other informational navigation systems and 
services when searching for information and making selections on the web. Because of this, new 
Twitter users might be expected to choose their required five “well known people” from the long 
                                                
8 Although the report found a consistently high percentage of 12-13 year old and 14-17 year old online girls 
reporting Twitter use: 22% compared to 21%. Interestingly, the younger group’s average was dropped by the 2% of 
online boys aged 12-13 who reported using Twitter.  
9 It also needs to be noted that this breakdown of ages into one group spanning two years and another spanning four 
is quite odd, especially considering these groups are being compared as “younger” versus “older” teens. 
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first page of options, which sets them up for following celebrities from the music, sports, and 
general entertainment industries.   
In addition to “well known people,” new users are also required to follow at least five 
others to set up a Twitter account. One can enter Twitter accounts in a search field here to find 
friends’ accounts, or those that just sound interesting. However, since names are commonly 
obscured in Twitter handles, this can be a less-than-simple task. Twitter offers a long list of 
people to follow instead, most of whom are celebrities from music, film, professional sports, and 
television. The list also includes “micropublications” with names like “Inspiring Quotes,”  
“Relationships!” and “Funny Tweets.” “Micropubs” are very popular on Twitter, and their tweets 
are frequently retweeted. One interlocutor described them as “things you follow on Twitter to 
show you know how to use it,” and another as something you do on Twitter “to use it right.” In 
making a new account and choosing to follow a number of micropubs listed under the search 
term “teens,” the second tweet appearing on my new Twitter page from “Teen Facts <3” urged 
involvement with another micropub pitched to readers as teen-related. Here is the tweet:  
 
 
 
 
Interlocutor Sketches 
Amelia is a 15 year old Sophomore from the town of Brown, population 262, where she 
lives with her mother, father, and older brother. She describes herself as “Caucasian” and as 
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“athletic, outgoing, creative. I show cattle during the summer and sometimes in the winter. And I 
play volleyball and I'm a middle hitter.” Amelia spent most of her time on Facebook when we 
first met, and she moved over to Twitter, which she joined four years ago, about a month into our 
meetings because of friends telling her she was posting too much to Facebook.  
Amy is a 14 year old Freshman from the Section 8 Eagle Bluff neighborhood of 
Townsville, population 12,600, where she lives with her mother, father, sister and brother. She 
describes herself as “African American and black” and as “Nice, funny, and outgoing. I am a 
nice person, a girl who cares about your feelings. I'm cool to hang with. I'm a Facebook user and 
I use Twitter. I'm not really a twitter fan. I’m a Facebook fan. I like to go for walks, but if it's 
real, real far, I won't be going. . . . And I don't like putting people down, and I don't like to see 
people putting people down because it's not cool. And I'm just a person who can just be there for 
you.” She uses Twitter, but mostly Facebook. 
Annie is a 17 year old Sophomore from the Section 8 Eagle Bluff neighborhood of 
Townsville, population 12,600, where she lives with her mother, stepdad, little sister, and big 
brother. She describes herself as “African American” and as “Shy, aggressive, polite, unique.” 
She uses Facebook.  
Cassidy is a 17 year old Senior from Willow, population 975, where she lives with her 
mother, father, and sister. She describes herself as “Caucasian” and as “Very nice, shy person. 
Always wanting to do my best and help others. Friendly.” She uses Facebook and Twitter. 
Carollynn is a 17 year old Senior from Flatville, population 750, where she lives with her 
mother, father, and brother. She describes herself as “Caucasian” as well as “Energetic, happy, 
easy going.” She uses Facebook and Twitter. 
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LaToya is a 14 year old 8th grader from the Section 8 Eagle Bluff neighborhood of 
Townsville, population 12,600, where she lives with her mother, stepfather, two younger sisters. 
She describes herself as “African American” and as “A fun outgoing person who likes to try new 
things and take risk.” She uses Facebook and Twitter. 
Marcin is a 19 year old Junior from Concord, population 102, where she lives with her 
mother, father, and older sister. She describes herself as “white” as well as “funny, loves to talk.” 
She uses Facebook. 
Molly is a 16 year old Junior from “In the country between Prairie and Flatville” where 
she lives with her mother and father. She describes herself as “a very country girl. I live on a 
farm and raise cattle. My family and friends are all really close, and I love to hang out with 
them!” and also as “Caucasian.” She uses Facebook and Twitter. 
Naomi is a 14 year old Freshman from Brown, population 262, where she lives with her 
mother and father. She describes herself as “Caucasian” and as “Funny, outgoing, blonde, 
reckless.” She uses Facebook and Twitter. 
Noel is a 17 year old Senior from Flatville, population 750, where she lives with her 
mother, stepfather, and sister. She describes herself as “Caucasian and white” and as “Short, 
skinny, nice.” She uses Facebook and Twitter. 
Rosie is a 14 year old 8th grader from the Section 8 Eagle Bluff neighborhood of 
Townsville, population 12,600, where she lives with her grandmother, grandfather, aunt, sister, 
and cousin. She describes herself as “African American” and also as “Funny, smart, active.” She 
uses Facebook and Twitter. 
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Sarah is a 15 year old Sophomore from Flatville, population 750, where she lives mostly 
with mother and stepfather. She describes herself as “Caucasian” and“ Very active in sports, a 
hard worker in school.” She uses Facebook and Twitter. 
Shelly is a 14 year old Freshman from Prairie, population 193, where she lives with her 
mother, step father, and two sisters. She describes herself as “Caucasian” and says about herself: 
“I like to have fun and I like to laugh.” She uses Facebook and Twitter. 
Stevie is a 14 year old 8th grader from the Section 8 Eagle Bluff neighborhood of 
Townsville, population 12,600, where she lives with her mother, father, and her two little 
brothers and two little sisters. She describes herself as “talented. I’m a prodigy at cooking and 
cleaning and stuff. I want to get a job so I can get my own clothes. I like singing, and reading 
books, coloring, playing with my brothers and sisters, a lot of stuff. I like hanging out with my 
friends, going to the mall. And I’m quiet and shy when I meet new people.” She does not use 
Facebook or Twitter. She used to be part of Club Penguin, an online virtual community game by 
Disney, but no longer visits the site. Her mother does not let her join Facebook because she 
won’t let her lie about her age to get an account. While Facebook’s minimum age limit is 1310, 
when I asked Stevie what age you need to be to get a Facebook account, she replied: “18.” 
Violet is a 16 ½ year old Junior from the edge of Brown, in unincorporated Carroll, 
where she lives with her mother, father, grandmother, older and younger brother, and brother’s 
girlfriend. She describes herself as “Hispanic and Caucasian” and as “Fun, caring, thoughtful, 
generous.” She uses Facebook and Twitter. 
 
 
 
                                                
10 https://www.facebook.com/help/210644045634222/  
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Limitations 
Throughout my fieldwork, I worked to create an approachable and safe-feeling 
environment for my interlocutors’ involvement. I dressed casually but presentably in my 
meetings with the teens in the study. I wore my hair down, and asked them to call me by my first 
name. I let them know that I wanted to hear what they really felt and thought. I reminded them 
that their comments would never be linked to them, specifically, and that what they shared with 
me would not be able to be traced back to them by anyone. I said I was not there to judge them 
on what they knew or on how they acted, but to understand more about the experiences of teens 
like them. I tried hard to create a comfortable and open environment in which my interlocutors 
would feel safe sharing their experiences and ideas. The repeated meetings established a trust 
between me and my interlocutors that helped us move beyond stock responses the teens were 
well-prepared to give about Internet safety and their own involvements. However, despite this, it 
is important to acknowledge that I am still an adult, a white woman, a researcher from the 
university. As such, the way I was able to participate in the field created particular relationships 
with my interlocutors that shaped their disclosure and involvements with me.  
As a university-affiliated adult, I arrived to the field with a certain level of authority that 
these teens, as people deemed “minors” in society, probably recognized as important to obey. 
For example, Annie’s father alerted her to my arrival by announcing through the screen door into 
the house: “Annie! The teacher is here!” As a white woman interacting with teens who, as racial 
and ethnic minorities, had experienced racism, I very easily could have been viewed as someone 
who would not understand, like, or want to accept their experiences. While I let my interlocutors 
know that there were no “right” answers, and that they were free to skip any questions I asked or 
end our meetings whenever they felt like it, my social position doubtlessly influenced their 
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participation. The teens talked to me about many subjects that might be considered taboo. 
However, in speaking with me, all of these teens must have deliberated to some extent on which 
of their realities to make visible to me, and which to make invisible. Should they say what they 
really think, or say things they thought I would want to hear and avoid those things they thought 
I would not like? I worked hard to build trust to help with disclosure. Still, because of who I am, 
and because of the way race, age, ethnicity, and class contribute to hierarchies in US society, I 
brought to the field a very specific power that surely complicated their ability to disclose.  
Also, certain places where I met with my interlocutors– the libraries and the youth center, 
in particular – could have influenced of teens’ comfort level in disclosing perspectives they 
thought might be unpopular to adults. As discussed previously, certain settings made it difficult 
to talk about some topics. Interaction within a space recognized as one where adults have power 
over teens might have colored participation. While I felt able to establish trust with most of the 
teens, I realize that my interactions with the teens in this study were influenced by my social 
position, and by the physical spaces we had available to us to meet.  
Beyond this, it must be said that it is difficult for young women to be honest about many 
of the experiences they have within a dominant U.S. society that views them as appropriately 
asexual, necessarily interested in boys, easily corrupted, and ideally pure, good, and smart, 
making wise decisions for themselves. The teens in this study knew they were “not supposed to” 
smoke, drink, swear, use drugs, sneak out, act upon their sexual interests, or sneak around on or 
offline. They knew there were ways adults wanted to see them, and things they and other teens 
did that adults typically would not approve of. Although I repeated throughout our time together 
that no one they knew would ever be told about them saying any specific comments, and that 
what they told me would not be able to be traced back to them, my interlocutors surely grappled 
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with the notion that they might get in trouble by giving voice to some of their on- and offline 
realities. Also, to varying extents, I could tell they wanted me to see them as worthy of attention. 
Getting teens to talk beyond the rhetoric of appropriate childhood and girlhood is a challenge to 
this and all other studies that seek to learn from and about adolescent aged females, as is getting 
them to talk honestly about subjects they are typically told how they should think in order to be 
“safe” or “good.”  
Ethics 
This research involves a vulnerable population that required special ethical consideration. 
All participants who volunteered for the study did so while aware of the fact that the researchers 
were interested in understanding online experiences. The scope of the research was explained to 
my interlocutors decrease the likelihood that interviewees would feel uncomfortable being asked 
about their communication online. However, the risk existed that participants might disclose 
information that was embarrassing to them. Also, informants could be understood to have been 
concerned that their online behavior or involvement could be traceable in public dissemination 
about this research. In looking at adolescents’ daily lives, I was aware that this research might 
raise issues of taboo as well as illegal teen involvement: drinking, sneaking around, swearing, 
sex. Indeed, my interlocutors did discuss these issues. Their discussions around these topics had 
the potential to get them in trouble if they leaked out in some way to parents or others they knew. 
Dissertations are more easily searchable and, hence, potentially findable through new digital 
storage and archiving systems. It is possible to imagine that my interlocutors or someone who 
knows them will, one day, access this research to read it. Because of this, anonymity and 
confidentiality were of the upmost importance in protecting participants in their involvement in 
this study. 
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 Participants were assured at the start of the study, and numerous times throughout 
fieldwork, that all information they give would be kept confidential, and that no names or 
identifiers would be included on internal documents (e.g.: transcripts) or study reports, 
information, or published documents. Instead, they were told that pseudonyms would appear, and 
they were told what the word “pseudonym” meant. They were also informed that the location of 
this research (e.g.: their town) would be obscured in all writing. Informants were told that no 
identifiable information or images or audio would be shared or otherwise disseminated as part of 
this study. Accordingly, to protect the privacy of participants, audio recordings were destroyed 
once transcription of the data on them was complete. People are known in small towns, so I also 
made some minor changes to a few descriptive details they provided about their life to lessen 
their chance of being identified through their associations. Also, while continued contact was not 
possible with all interlocutors, during participant validation, additional steps were taken to ensure 
participant privacy by consulting with participants to ensure against any inadvertent disclosure of 
personal information. For example, I would ask my interlocutors if people might be able to 
recognize them by certain information they discussed about their relationships, or their 
involvements. Minor changes were made to details teens thought might identify them. These 
steps were taken to ensure the ethical treatment and protection of those involved in this study.  
The next chapter will begin to introduce my interlocutors’ experiences online and offline 
by presenting an analysis of their lives within a context of “crowded isolation.”  
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Chapter 4: “It Just Felt Like There Was A Lot More Space Around Here Before”: 
Introducing a Context of Crowded Isolation 
 
The school bell rings, announcing the end of the day. From my car, I scan faces as 
students pour out of the doors of Brown High School in pairs and ambling groups, climbing steps 
to board one of the four waiting busses or heading for a truck or car in the parking lot (the 
makeup of the lot has the odds leaning toward a truck). I am looking for Marcin, but she is 
nowhere to be found. The vehicles in the lot fill quickly and motor away from the brick building, 
passing a handful of students walking down the gravel drive, and leaving an empty school yard. 
I drive away from the school’s cell phone signal jammer to where the bars on my phone 
begin to build, and send Marcin a message on Facebook. I am at your school, but must have 
misunderstood where we planned to meet today, I write, followed by mention that I will be 
swinging by her home to see if she is there. I drive out of Brown, population 262, and, after 
twelve minutes, take a left as I enter the city of Flatville, population 750. Over five miles, I pass 
two cars, and a sprawling silver grain elevator before stopping at Marcin’s hometown’s sole stop 
sign. The road I am on T-s into a row of low, white houses that make up Concord, population 
102. I turn left toward the post office, and park in front of Marcin’s house, a decorated single-
wide mobile home behind a high, white fence. I begin to text her mother when I see Marcin 
appear outside of my window, waving. It’s a blustery winter afternoon with whipping winds 
spitting snow, and Marcin, an 18-year old high school junior, braves the cold today in a 
sweatshirt and jeans. Freckles and gray-green eyes stand out against her pale skin. She raises her 
eyebrows, smiling and hugging her arms while rocking back and forth in the cold. I motion to 
her to come around and jump in. She opens the passenger side door and climbs into the seat, 
shrugging as she buckles her belt. “I totally forgot we were meeting.”  
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We know our plan. There are no publicly accessible community buildings in or near her 
home. The closest restaurant is six miles away, but it is only open at night for dinner. The nearest 
fast food place will take at least 25 minutes to reach if we take the interstate highway, and the 
only library within 20 miles is closed on Wednesdays and, with only one room, is seriously 
lacking in privacy. We could think of nowhere to meet. Instead, we have decided to just talk as 
we drive, an activity Marcin tells me is a common way for her to spend time with friends when 
they want to have time together. “We hang out at each others’ houses mostly,” she says. “But 
you always have to deal with people around, brothers and parents and stuff. A lot of times when 
we want to have some space just to kind of do our thing, we just drive around. We don’t really 
go anywhere. We just drive.” Today, we do just that, driving through the low brown fields sitting 
fallow for the winter with small farmhouses and barns in the distance.  
We pass huge white windmills standing in the fields in various stages of assembly along 
our aimless route. In driving through the area for research over the past year, I have watched the 
number of windmills grow. One year ago, there was one small stretch of them in a field far from 
the highway, spinning tiny on the horizon. Now, they are scattered throughout the region, 
passing outside of both of our windows as we leave Concord. A driver’s quick glance off the 
road around Marcin’s house are now just as likely to meet expansively open fields as they are to 
hit upon blocks of vertical white trunks reaching upwards beyond view. I can’t think of one drive 
I have taken to Concord in the past six months when I didn’t meet a convoy of trucks carrying 
immense windmill arms to a local construction site. We break into our conversation about 
quitting Facebook to talk briefly about the area. I ask Marcin what she thinks about the 
windmills. She replies: 
I guess it's been a big change having the windmills here. Big but not really big. Things 
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look really different. . . . I just kind of feel it's overcrowding. Like, it kind of feels like 
they're kind of taking up more space than they are… It just felt like there was a lot more 
space around here before. It looks kinds of weird, but it looks cool too. Like, the blades 
just look weird at nighttime, all you see is red dots. But it looks kind of cool because it 
makes a shape, kind of. And it makes the sky all red. You can't really see the sky or the 
stars as much, but it's still kind of cool. But it's kind of crowded. They're everywhere and 
they're so close. That's all you see when you look out: windmills. I don't think about it 
much. Just sometimes, there's a glare. And the crowding. I guess it just feels different 
now. 
Marcin’s comments on the windmills resonate with much of what the young people in my 
study have told me about what it feels like to live as adolescents in their rural towns. Throughout 
my fieldwork, young people repeatedly described their lives as marked by a constant awareness 
of space marked by feelings both of isolation and of crowdedness. In their descriptions, these 
feelings were not presented as binary “either-or” categories. Rather, with few places to be on 
their own and ample opportunity to feel alone, isolation and crowdedness were presented by 
youth as complicated categories that were often discussed as ever-present and as intermingled 
with one another. The teens reported themselves to be generally happy. As young females in 
rural communities, they also reported being conscious of having dimensions of their social 
position infrastructure that limited ability to negotiate their spatial constraints. Because of this, 
they felt that their offline context defined them in ways that troubled them. They described their 
lives offline through allusions to space defined by a persistent interplay of comingling isolation 
and crowdedness. These framings informed their involvements on- and offline.  
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Isolation and Crowdedness 
In describing themselves, the teens in this study repeatedly reported feeling isolated in 
their lives. Rural kids are not alone in this feeling. Feeling isolated is a common experience for 
American adolescents. While my interlocutors with discussed physical features of their 
surroundings that added to their feelings of isolation, such feelings are hardly unique to rural 
kids. The point being made is not that rural kids are somehow distinct in feeling isolated. Rather, 
as a facet of life frequently mentioned by these teens, isolation merits attention as part of the 
social infrastructure they experience as adolescents.  
“There’s nothing around” was a phrase used by all of the youth I worked with when 
talking about where they live, and each discussed feeling disconnected and alone in a number of 
ways. Amelia does not live “in the country,” but she explained that her town offers little in the 
ways of entertainment or space for her and her friends to gather:  
I live in town, but, I mean, we're not a very, we don't have places to go. We don't have like 
a Casey's or anything, so the only thing to do is just walk around. Usually in the winter, we 
just drive places. So like the movies or whatever. I guess you hang out in the park, you 
could but you'd be very cold. No one does that. And, well, sometimes we just drive around. 
I asked Amelia about the length of the drive to get to the movies, and was told the closest theatre 
to her home is 45 minutes away. All others in this study discussed similar experiences with long 
physical distances separating them from theatres, malls, skating rinks, swimming pools, and 
other physical spaces where teens regularly gather. While those who lived in towns had parks 
where people could meet up in warm weather, both those in towns and outside of them in “the 
country” said they had very few things to do during the colder months. At the end of our drive, 
Marcin and I sat in the car outside of her house and finished talking as fat snowflakes began to 
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fall. I asked her what there is to do in her town. She tilted her head, paused, looked down the 
street then back to me, and replied: 
Well, there's church. Post office. They're thinking about making that into a grocery 
market, which would actually be really awesome, because then we could just walk down 
to the grocery store. That would be awesome. Now, we just walk around. There’s 
nowhere to go. There's a cemetery down there. We just walk around. Go to the cemetery. 
And no one my age is in town. 
Having little to do and few people their age living in their area was a common experience 
for all of the youth in this study. Most had only a small number of friends (if any) who lived 
nearby. Naomi had one person near her age living close by her family’s home in Brown. “He's 
been my best friend since kindergarten,” she reported. “Not many students live in this town. 
Normally they live out in Flatville or they live in just the country.” Naomi said her other friends 
lived at least a 10 minute drive away, and were busy after school with sports, something Naomi 
had been involved in until an injury made her leave her teams. She was too young for a driver’s 
license, and said she had few prospects for getting a car when she became 16. Besides these 
transportation difficulties, she said it was also a struggle to find time to see friends:  
Well my other best friend, she has volleyball in morning before school and then she had a 
game after school and then sometimes she'd have to come home and just go do her 
homework and stuff and then sometimes she would go to school and have back-to-back 
volleyball and cheer practices and then get off at seven thirty, which makes it even hard 
to just talk to her about anything. I'll be like, "can I call you really fast and tell you about 
what happened or something?" and she'll just be like, "wait, I gotta do my homework."   
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This isolation left Naomi often feeling alone. But my informants noted that it was possible to feel 
alone among others, as well. A number of young people lived near LaToya in the section 8 Eagle 
Bluff neighborhood of Townsville. But LaToya informed me that despite the fact that many kids 
lived near her, few of these people were her friends. She explained:  
A lot of my friends moved, so I really don't go outside that much because I really only 
have a couple friends here, and that's all right, but most of the kids out here, it's a lot of 
little kids or its a lot of high schoolers that I don't really talk to. I know high schoolers, 
but I'm like "ok, I don't really talk to you." 
Violet felt similarly isolated at home. She spoke in similar terms as Marcin in having “nowhere 
to go” where she lives, and of having her involvements and, in many ways, her life defined by 
the space around her. She explained:   
 Yeah, my house is in the middle of nowhere. I live in the middle of, like, three cornfields. I 
have one neighbor that's kinda far away. Mom and dad are the only ones who have cars 
and they both have jobs so I don't get to use a car. So we don't see anyone, and no one 
wants to drive that far and just come to my house. 
One early winter day, I sat in Violet’s kitchen, and we talked about living “in the middle 
of nowhere.” I asked her how long it would take to walk to the nearest neighbor’s house. “To 
walk there?” she responded, incredulous. I expanded my question to include driving. She replied 
with a laugh, looking out the window at the immense low brown field past the driveway 
spanning to the horizon. “To drive there it'd be only like a few minutes, but it'd be quite a long 
walk.” No kids her age live in the area, she said, and the one friend who she mentioned earlier on 
in our meetings as stopping by most days on his way home from work to do homework together 
crashed his car, and no longer can come by. “I don't really see anybody except my family once I 
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come home.” I ask how far away her closest friends are. “From Brown, like it's like fifteen, 
twenty minute drive. But everyone pretty much lives in Brown or Flatville, and maybe me being 
far out in the country is kind of, I don't know, I think it's inconvenient.” 
Living in rural communities, teens frequently discussed features of their physical 
environment as inconvenient. They live geographically far away from friends, from school, from 
town, from movie theatres, from the mall. “There’s not much to do. There’s nothing - no stores 
or anything. You can’t shop” Noel explained. “And you’d have more friends if you were in a 
bigger city.” Teens also said they had few options for getting to these places. Their involvements 
are limited by the physically inconvenient space they occupy. “Everything is so far away.” 
“There’s nothing to do here,” says Annie with a sigh. Annie tells me she has no computer or 
phone in her Eagle Bluff home, and no cell phone. Annie agreed that there is not much to do in 
her neighborhood. “Plus,” she says with a shake of the head and slow grin, “no one lives by me, 
and no one will let me walk anywhere because they don’t want me to fall in the street.” 
Townsville is a sprawling town, and Annie says that transportation issues make it difficult for her 
to be involved in activities outside of school. Annie was a member of the school dance team at 
the start of the year. She dropped off the team this year because she had no way to get home after 
practice. “I couldn't make it because my mom doesn't have a car anymore. That's always been 
my biggest issue, which is why I never try out for anything now. I want to try out for the 
basketball team, but I don't have a ride.” When asked if there are other ways for students her age 
to get around Townsville without a ride, she said no, and explained: 
There’s no public buses that I know of. There used to be a school bus… that came at 4:30 
for people who were at school still, either from practices or whatever. It’s not running 
anymore, which is why most people haven't been staying at school anymore, because 
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they live where I live or further, so they have to take the bus ride home. And if they ain't 
got no car, they can't do a sport or do anything if you can't find someone to pick you up. 
As female adolescents, my interlocutors suggested that they also find their ideological 
framing to often be inconveniently isolating and crowding, limiting their access and options. The 
youth involved in this research repeatedly stressed that as minors, people their age were allowed 
very limited agency in their lives and their world. “Kids don’t have control,” Annie explained. 
“Well, they do have control when it comes to people younger than you, like if you got to babysit, 
or if you have a pet. But otherwise, no. They don’t have control.” “In school,” Amy stated, “you 
can't do much of anything you want to do. Only thing you can do is in gym, when they say ‘free 
time.’ That's the only time you can do what you want to do all day.” As minors, these youth 
stated that they are highly monitored by parents and other adults, and they struggle to be being 
taken seriously. They noted that this struggle often left them alone in their feelings and in their 
experiences. LaToya discussed feeling a strong lack of power as a youth. She said that it is 
common for her and her peers to have their concerns and ideas ignored by those in charge.  
I'm too young, a lot of us are too young to do a lot of things. Like, you just can't walk up 
and say "ok, this is what you need to do, this is why I think" and put your point across, 
because sometimes they're gonna be like, "well, you're just a kid, so what do you really 
know?” Nobody would listen to what we had to say.  
She and others understood that their involvements were significantly bounded by their non-
adulthood, with adults granting little credibility to youth. As a young person, LaToya stated that 
she knew she was not highly trusted by many adults: 
Like in school, we can be in a classroom, and something can happen, and you and the 
teacher can get in a disagreement and you get in trouble. When you take it to the principal, 
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all they look at is what's on that piece of paper that that teacher wrote. When they hear your 
side of the story, they don't take that into consideration to see what really happened. All 
they look at is that piece of paper that the teacher gave you to give them, that's all they look 
at. And why would they listen to us over a teacher? 
These teens expressed recognition that the spaces they did have access to were tightly 
regulated by adults, and that, as minors, they were limited in their ability to choose their 
involvements without adult approval, involvement, or oversight. As such, the spaces they 
occupied were crowded. Teachers trusted adults more than kids and set agendas in school. 
Parents bounded interactions with peers outside of school and placed rules on shared rides. Laws 
scripted the number of teenagers allowed in one car, and where they spend most of their day. 
LaToya spends most of her time out of school in her house away from friends because of her 
mother’s concerns for her safety “outside.” She told me that she found this difficult: “It’s hard 
too because my mom, she likes to keep me in the house because she says, "I don't want you to 
get in trouble, I don't want this or that to happen." So I'm always in the house by myself.” Like 
LaToya, Annie spoke of being aware of adult involvement in her spatial confinement and 
dependency.   
(I)n real life, you can't help anyone because of your age and the minimum freedom that 
you have. Say you're a teenager, you're 14, 15, 16, and you see someone who's in need. 
You don't have any power, so you can't do anything. Like if they need something and 
you're in school, you can't just get out of school. You have to have a parent's note. 
In explaining the first of three movements that make up subjectivity, Foucault (1965) 
names the psycholocational project of “dividing practices,” or of intentional separation of groups 
from their larger society, as implicated in defining the subject as an object. In their everyday 
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experiences in rural adolescent life, these teens reported feeling powerlessly crowded and 
isolated often within the specific spaces they were allowed to occupy on the margins of society. 
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Chapter 5: “This Is About As Good As It Gets”: Involvement and Social Media Use 
It is an unseasonably hot early spring afternoon when I drive to meet Annie for our fourth 
formal interview. On the way, I race alongside tractors floating over rich brown fields, leaving 
straight lines of dark, overturned earth in their wake. The grass lining the highway shouts a 
shockingly bright green, speckled with small flowers that wave at the few passing cars from 
fields’ edges. Birds fly overhead, resting on telephone wires, then spreading wings and taking off 
to charge together through the cloudless blue sky. The area has just come out of one of its 
warmest winters on record. Now, as the mild weather spills over into April, the land blooms with 
colors and activity. 
Fields are replaced by low buildings as I approach Townsville – many of which sit 
empty. At the edge of town, the highway passes the road that, after a mile or so, leads to the 
public library. Next is the public swimming pool with large plastic slides poking up over tall 
fencing. Across the street sits a graying motel whose gravel driveway is shared with the prison 
ministry next door. I drive on, passing through a light at a busy intersection. I turn away from the 
highway, taking a path by sprawling, and mostly retired, military base buildings behind a fence 
on one side, and a worn field on the other. Past the field in the distance sits a school. Sidewalks 
begin running along the road here. A couple blocks down, as abruptly as they started, they end. 
A few school-aged youth wearing backpacks kick up dust as they walk through the field, headed 
in the direction of my car. One walks alone. Three travel together behind in a group.  
The base buildings disappear as space opens for a landing strip, which I am surprised to 
see hosting one small, unoccupied propeller plane. The base ends at a fence that divides it from 
large administrative buildings. Past another stoplight, the road starts to line fenced neighborhood 
backyards. A couple minutes later, I turn off into Eagle Bluff, driving past tightly spaced ranch 
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townhomes alternating from blue-grey to beige, with the occasional brick, robins’ egg blue, and 
white house scattered throughout certain blocks. An open grassy park sprawls out behind some 
of these houses. When the weather is warm, like today, this park sits surprisingly empty. Instead, 
today, some of the driveways in “The Bluff” host folding chairs filled with adults looking out 
into the street as they chat. Others hold young people standing together in long, closed oval-
shaped groupings. Today, a few of the lawns bordering houses host sitting teens, and my car 
passes young kids walking and biking in the street, most no older than eight years old.  
Typically, when I would pull up to Annie’s house for a meeting, I would either find her 
inside, or see her in my rearview window headed home across lawns from family members’ 
houses. On more than one occasion, I walked over to a family member’s house or to the youth 
center to look for her. She was always in the neighborhood, and had never missed a meeting. 
Today, again, no one is at her house, so I head down the street to her grandmother’s, where she 
typically spends time after school. As I near, I see adults sitting around a table at the top of the 
driveway talking and playing cards. Discussion quieted as I turned from the street to walk up the 
drive toward them. I called out a hello, and heard, in reply, a “oh–it’s the teacher.” I said “hi” 
directly to Annie’s mother’s boyfriend who had recognized me, and said that I was looking for 
Annie. He smiled as he stood up and walked to the door, calling her name into the house. She 
soon came out. She had fallen asleep, she said with a sleepy grin, but was just on her way over.  
Annie suggested we go to her house to talk. We walked back across lawns and I 
mentioned the empty park as we passed by. She told me no one her age went there. I asked why 
not. “It’s not safe.” If a teen was involved in a fight or some other altercation in the park, Annie 
said that they received more severe charges than if this happened elsewhere in the neighborhood. 
Annie was astute in her observation. Although parks appear to be an ideal space for gathering, 
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state law allows for a doubling of fines and sentence time for drug possession or dealing within 
1500 feet of areas deemed a public park11. And the 1993 Illinois Street Gang Terrorism Omnibus 
Prevention Act enables police to arrest those considered “gang members” for associating in 
public12. Annie wasn’t in a gang. She didn’t know of any gangs in the neighborhood. She also 
didn’t deal or dabble in drugs, but she knew fights happened and drug were used by some in her 
neighborhood. And she knew adult assessments of teen involvements can be unfair. LaToya, 
who also lives in The Bluff, felt similarly. She told me she had learned that police paint blame 
broadly on kids like her, and said that this has led to her not trusting police, and not spending 
time in the park. “[K]ids are not safe in America,” she explained. “I don't think they are. 
Especially young black kids. The police harass you and stop you for no reason at all. . . . The 
police are supposed to be here to protect us, not to harass us and hurt us,” she said. “That’s why I 
don’t like the police.” Like LaToya, Annie tells me that she knew she could easily be guilty by 
association by being “in the wrong place at the wrong time” during a crackdown in the park. 
While the park offered a space for interaction and gathering with peers, Annie and LaToya’s 
understandings of this space as one of higher surveillance and harsher potential penalties caused 
them to see this site as particularly risky to them. This knowledge led them to choose to spend 
infrequent time in the park. By being aware of the dangers the park held for those who chose to 
gather there, these teens were able to be strategic about their involvements in their community, 
lessening time spent in a place they knew might allow them ample space, but also strong reprisal. 
“You can get in more trouble there than anywhere,” Annie said. “That’s why we don’t hang out 
there.”  
                                                
11 http://www.iwu.edu/ccs/Illinois_Drug_Laws.htm  
12 http://www.ilga.gov/legislation/ilcs/ilcs3.asp?ActID=2052&ChapterID=57  
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Annie unlocked her front door and turned on the hallway light, waving me toward the 
round table in the kitchen. We sat down and began talking. Not long into our discussion, we 
heard the front door open, and a small girl who appeared to be no more than three ambled into 
the room. The child grabbed Annie’s hand and leaned in, gazing up as Annie continued talking. 
After a little while, the child pulled at Annie’s arm. “I’m hungry.” Annie stood up as she 
continued talking to me, removing a plastic container of cut fruit from the refrigerator, and 
opening it up. “You know where forks are,” she said as she set it down on the counter next to a 
bowl and returned to her chair. “Yeah,” the child replied. She prepared her bowl, and came back 
over to Annie, staring at her as she ate. The door opened again and two girls a bit older than the 
first came into the kitchen asking Annie what she was doing. “I’m busy,” Annie replied, looking 
straight at them, then back at the front door they left open. “Go!” They ignored her directive, and 
both grabbed onto her in extended hugs. Annie shook them off with a good natured but serious 
“stop it!” and they moved to stand by the other girl, laughing. Both joined in on watching Annie 
talk for a few moments before one nudged the other, and the two turned and ran out the way they 
came in, slamming the door behind them. A couple of minutes later, the door opened and two 
adults were heard talking as they continued on into the living room. Next came Annie’s brother, 
who said a quick hello as he passed through the kitchen. “That’s sort of my cousin,” Annie 
explained, nodding toward the child eating the fruit. “She’s always around. Well, her and all of 
the others.” 
Despite living in a rural town, Annie joined other participants in explaining that her 
offline life was crowded, with little “me time” or uninterrupted space at home to do what she 
wanted, or to focus in on things that interested her in involvements. She took on formal and 
informal babysitting duties for family members and neighbors. And her house typically teemed 
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with people, especially in cold-weather months. But, even today, on a beautiful spring day, the 
empty house filled quickly with adults, who had special rights to living room couches and to the 
one television, as well as with bothersome kids. She found this later group particularly crowding. 
I get no space. I'll be watching a movie, and out of nowhere one comes in and sits in my 
lap. I push them off and they'll put their butt on one leg and put their legs on my other leg. I 
push them off. Then they do all that and put their arm around my neck. I push them off me 
and say "please get off me, I'm trying to watch TV,” and then they'll be like "ooh, is this a 
scary movie? What they gonna do? What's this movie called? What are they gonna do?” 
Whenever I'm trying to watch TV, they always come up to me. I don't even know why. I 
try to watch a scary movie because most of them are scared of scary movie. But ain't much 
scary movies on these days. 
Unlike the crowdedness she experienced at home, Annie found she was able to access 
uninterrupted “me-time” in social media. My interlocutors explained that social media provided 
them with a space for self-directed physical and psychological involvement they found hard to 
locate and to gain access to offline. LaToya explained that Facebook gave her time off from 
having to tend to childcare, and to the demands and stressors of other familial responsibilities she 
had as the oldest daughter in her family: 
When you're on Facebook, you're in your own little world, and you really don't have to 
worry about anything, but in real life, you'll have, like, I have two little sisters, and I have 
to worry about them and take care of them. [On Facebook], it's peaceful, like if you're 
stressed, you can get on Facebook and just do a lot of things.  
On Facebook, these teens were offered an escape from adolescent containment and crowdedness. 
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Using terms such as “digital natives,” “tech kids,” and “Net generation,” a wealth of recent 
literature suggests that teens are somehow naturally predisposed to Internet involvement (Gaston, 
2006; Gros, 2003; Long, 2005; McHale, 2005; Prensky 2001; Tapscott 1998). This literature 
forwards the idea that, having grown up surrounded by technology, young people are “fluent in 
the digital language of computers, video games and the Internet” (Prensky, 2005: 8). However, 
as my interlocutors’ statements above suggest, the teens in this study indicated that they lived in 
social media for very different reasons than to own or exercise technical fluency. They reported 
that their presence in social media did not just happen because they were (or believed they were) 
inherently tech savvy, digitally inclined, or interested in new media. They did not spend time in 
social media because they felt they were born with Internet abilities that drew them to digital 
technologies. Instead, they all discussed that their decisions to live a significant portion of their 
lives online in social media occurred in tandem with and in response to many of their offline 
experiences as young females growing up feeling crowded, as well as isolated, in rural America. 
They were involved in social media specifically to find ways to address and get around obstacles 
they faced in their offline involvements. 
As discussed in the previous chapter, my interlocutors expressed feeling highly limited in 
their involvements, and feeling both crowded and isolated in the experiences they reported they 
were allowed to take part in. These experiences were informed by their social position as young 
females. Although gender is a fluid construct, young people in the United States grow to 
understand themselves in binary gendered terms within U.S. culture. Specifically, scholars note 
that teens’ understanding of themselves as gendered is significantly informed by their socializing 
experiences within family (Huston, 1983; Katz, 1987). The comments made above by Annie and 
LaToya synch with gender socialization research suggesting that, unlike their brothers, daughters 
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are not generally affirmed in acting on autonomy or on self-focused involvements in the home. 
Rather, to be “right” in their gender (and, thus, to be “good” and “right” as people), young 
females are typically encouraged and expected to be caring of other people, to demonstrate high 
levels of interpersonal interest and responsibility, and to attend to the well-being of others 
(Gilligan, 1982; Jordan, Kaplan, Miller, Stiver & Surrey, 1991). While considered “right” along 
gender lines, the expectation to attend to others in their home involvements proved frustratingly 
crowding to the teens in this study. Seeking a space that would allow self-focused, fulfilling 
involvement, as well as other affirmations, they described turning to social media.  
Challenging the notion that teens are somehow “naturally” adept and drawn to 
technologies, my interlocutors stated their offline realities as rural female teens feeling (and 
being) oppressed in adolescence directly informed and inspired their online involvement. 
Specifically, these young women’s frustrations with their social condition and belief that they 
were unable to effectively negotiate the marginality, crowdedness, containment, powerlessness, 
and constraints placed upon them in offline life led them to enter into what I term “social media 
migration.” In social media migration, these teens moved their involvements to and through 
online social spaces fleeing harsh social conditions in the hopes of locating more supportive 
environments and opportunities. Social media migration was an intentional and strategic act 
taken with an interest of self-preservation. Through this act, these teens described attempting to 
mediate important relationships as they put effort into negotiating their realities in ways that they 
hoped would improve their lives. 
This section will discuss these realities, as explained by and in reflection of these 
interlocutors, along with how and why social media involvement was made part of these teens’ 
lives. It will begin with a discussion of the technical realities that shaped these teens’ social 
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media involvement, and conclude with an examination of the many social factors that influenced 
their social media involvement. 
Technical Affordances of Social Media Involvement 
These teens’ involvement in social media was shaped by three types of technical 
affordances: hardware, Internet access, and, within these two affordances, mobile phone 
technologies. These three areas will be discussed separately in this section.  
 Hardware. Technological access to hardware influenced these teens’ social media 
involvement. The ownership of hardware varied widely among the teens in this study. Some had 
their own personal computers and smartphones they used to be involved in social media. Others 
did not. Of the fifteen interlocutors, three had no computer with Internet access, landline phone 
in their home, or personal cellphone (Amy, Annie, Stevie); four had personal cellphones with no 
Internet access for the majority of our time together (Amelia, Marcin, Naomi, LaToya); eight 
accessed social media through their own smartphone (Cassidy, Carollynn, Molly, Noel, Rosie, 
Sara, Shelly, Violet); four had cellphones with “pay-as-you-go” plans that were left off for at 
least one month that we worked together (Marcin, Noel, LaToya, Violet); and five said summer 
times away from school (and, for some, from home) presented them with difficulties in accessing 
social media hardware (Amelia, Amy, Annie, Marcin, Stevie).  
Stevie was not allowed on Facebook. She gave out her mother’s cellphone number as her 
own. She made calls and received messages through this number. She also received calls through 
her grandmother she used to live near in Chicago, who passed on messages to Stevie that were 
left on her phone from Stevie’s friends in the city. Although not all of the other interlocutors in 
this study had phones with mobile plans, they all reported having access to hardware needed to 
access social media during the school year. For example, LaToya received her cell phone late 
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into our time together. She used the shared family laptop to log on to Facebook and Twitter. 
Naomi had her own computer in her room. Amy borrowed her cousins’ cell phone to take and 
post pictures to her Facebook account, and checked updates on a family members’ computer. 
Marcin used her friends’ phone to update Facebook when her “pay-as-you-go” phone was turned 
off for the month. “I don't have time on my phone, so it's harder for people to get ahold of me,” 
she told me. “So people can't really get in touch with me if they want to. They can through 
Facebook, though.” Annie used the Internet on a computer owned by her mother’s friend a few 
houses away. She said she was able to use it “when they are not fighting.” Amelia used her 
wireless service (Wi-Fi) equipped iPod and her laptop, which she bought but shared with her 
older brother, to access the Internet. She also reported that, while she had Internet access at 
home, it did not reach her bedroom, so her social media usage there was bound to shared, rather 
than to private, spaces. And when she traveled in the summer to show her cattle, she had no way 
to log on to social media. She said this lack of access did not concern her.  
Over the summer I don't have Wi-Fi or Internet so I go couple weeks without it when I'm 
at shows. I mean, it's, I don't have a problem with it. Some people are like "Oh my gosh I 
have to check EVERYTHING" and I'm just like, “you know, I'll just check it when I get 
home" [laugh] ‘cause I have other things to do. 
Overall, access to hardware shaped how involvement in social media happened for these teens. 
Internet access. As Amelia’s experience suggests, Internet access also shaped how social 
media involvement happened. Many spaces within the rural communities surrounding these teens 
had spotty, unreliable, or no Internet access. Teens reported that Facebook took longer to load 
onto their phones than did Twitter, which was created for use on cellphone. Where Internet 
access was problematic, they said it also took longer to load onto computers. When it did load, 
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teens reported that greater bandwidth required by Facebook caused it to work ineffectively 
sometimes, leaving out information, and images, and updating very slowly. This annoyed the 
teens. Twitter needed less bandwidth to work, and the teens with smartphones said that one 
reason they began spending more time on Twitter was because it loaded quicker and more 
efficiently onto their phones than did Facebook.13 Violet explained that the reason she spent most 
of her time on Twitter was “’cause everybody has a Twitter now and Twitter loads faster. And 
it's just kinda simpler. And there's less to it.” One meeting, I asked Shelly about her social media 
use over the past week. She responded: “The only thing that loads on my phone is Twitter, so I 
was on that a lot.” I asked her to explain more about what was going on, and she replied: 
[Twitter] just takes up a lot less space. So I do have 3G on my phone, but I kind of live 
in, my house, um, like it's 3G only in certain spots so, Twitter just loads a lot easier 
without 3G than Facebook does 'cause it has so many pictures and profile pictures and 
everything.  
Shelly found Twitter to work most efficiently within her less-than-reliable Internet environment. 
This led her to use Twitter more than Facebook. Internet access shaped these teens’ involvement 
with social media. Also, it is important to note that none of my interlocutors’ schools allowed 
students to access social media on school computers. 
Mobile phone technologies. Within the unreliable Internet infrastructure of their rural 
communities, technological hardware, again, shaped how usage happened. Specifically, these 
teens reported that they found their cell phones made it quite difficult for them to change their 
Facebook profiles, to de-friend Facebook friends, to block people on Facebook, to stop following 
Twitter accounts, or to change privacy and account settings on both platforms. Because of this, 
                                                
13 Interestingly, two of the teens said they migrated away from MySpace for similar reasons: MySpace took longer 
to load onto their computer than Facebook. This was frustrating enough to make them use MySpace less, and feel 
more willing to leave the efforts they had put in there for a site that was quicker to access. 
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they said they concerned themselves less with these matters on their mobile phone than they did 
when they accessed social media accounts on computers. Molly explained it this way: “On my 
phone I can't change the people I block or unblock. But I’m always on my phone, and it's just 
difficult and seems like I never press the right buttons and I get really frustrated. So I end up 
saying: ‘forget it.’” Shelly, who also primarily uses her phone to access social media, said that, if 
she wanted to block or unfriend someone on Facebook, she “would have to wait until I get to a 
computer most of the time.” She confessed that this extra step decreased her likelihood to follow 
through with her plan. “I’d have to wait for [the computer] to start up, then go through all of the 
steps. And then,” she said, “I don’t know. I might forget, or decide not to spend the time to do 
it.”  
Confusing and cumbersome processes on mobile devices led to these teens reporting that 
they did not make adjustments to their settings on Twitter and Facebook when they otherwise 
would have done so if they were on computers. This is significant, as a March 2013 report from 
the Pew Center on Internet and American Life finds that “the cell phone has become the primary 
means by which 25% of those ages 12-17 access the internet. Among teens who are mobile 
internet users, that number rises to one in three (33%)” (Madden, Lenhart, Duggan, Cortesi & 
Gasser, 2013p. 7). As in most “nationwide” studies on teens or youth, rural teens were 
underrepresented in this study.14 The 12% of teens identified as “rural” in the study were noted 
as less likely than those from urban or suburban areas to report that they accessed the Internet 
mostly on cell phone. Still, growing numbers of teen social media users from all regions in the 
                                                
14 This statistic needs to be qualified, as rural youth make up only 12% of the 789 teens surveyed in this 
“nationwide” report. There were 50% fewer rural teens than urban teens in the study, and rural teens represented less 
than a fourth of the number of suburban teens involved. The Pew’s work on youth and Internet is taken quite 
seriously by those studying teens and Internet involvement, but this study’s low representation of rural teens in a 
“nationwide” sample highlights a common overlooking of the experiences of rural teens in research on “teens” and 
“youth.”  
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U.S. are moving from computers to cell phones to access social media. And teens’ perceptions of 
cell phone use echo those in society proclaiming the belief that “all” young people are well 
connected to technologies. “I think everyone – mostly everyone gets on Facebook on their 
phone,” said LaToya, who received a cell phone with Internet access as a present at the end of 
our time together. “Nobody uses computers anymore.” 
Social Factors in Social Media Involvement 
The teens in this study detailed three main social factors that inspired their involvement 
in social media: interest in friends, interest in control, and interest in information. This section 
will discuss each of these factors individually.  
Involvement and friends. Overwhelmingly, my interlocutors reported that they 
participated in social media because their friends participated in social media. Originally, most of 
the teens in this study started Facebook accounts to get around obstacles that prevented them 
from staying in touch with the goings-on of friends outside of school. As discussed in the last 
chapter, living in rural communities, large distances separated most of them from their friends. 
After school and in summer, it took significant effort to see or talk to friend. Peers lived far 
away. Phone calls across town from landlines often incurred long distance charges. And while 
three participating teens did not own cell phone at the time of this study, all but three were 
without mobile phones when they started Facebook accounts three or four years ago. Sarah said 
that signing up for a Facebook account created a space where she could connect to her friends. It 
also made her feel in-the-know. She explained: 
I started using Facebook in sixth grade. My friends were talking about it, so I decided to 
see what it's all about. Like, they would talk about how they were having conversations 
last night, and they were super fun, and I was feeling a little left out. So it's like, "oh, I'll 
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go on Facebook and check it out." Going on took care of that. Everyone was talking to 
me, and it just felt like we could all hang out. Plus, I didn't have a cellphone back then 
either. I could communicate with people a lot better because of Facebook, and we set up a 
lot of things outside of school like parties and all that kind of stuff. Without a cell phone, 
it was hard to know what was going on. 
Before starting on Facebook, eight of the fifteen had MySpace accounts. Those who had 
accounts said they used them mostly to follow famous musicians, and to occasionally to post 
with friends. These accounts were accessed using personal computers, primarily those owned by 
friends or parents’ friends. Cassidy talked nostalgically about decorating her MySpace profile 
page to be unique and reflective of her style and interests, something she noted is not possible on 
Facebook. The inability to personalize profile pages made her and others reluctant to move over 
to Facebook, which offers a very standardized template for involvement. But Carollynn saw that 
her friends were moving to Facebook, and they urged her to come with them. Research on teens’ 
bedrooms (Steele & Brown, 2002) suggests that social media homepage “walls” might present a 
far-reaching space for young people to do identities-related proclamations of interests. Despite 
her hesitancy to give up control over self-expression through her carefully crafted social media 
page, Carollynn started spending more time on Facebook, where she grew to appreciate the ease 
it afforded in communicating with others. “You couldn’t talk to people really on MySpace,” she 
said. “It wasn’t really the same thing.” MySpace featured individualized user pages, but teens 
said that Facebook’s easily accessible profile pages and its newsfeed, with constantly updated 
listings of certain friends’ status postings, allowed a new form of hyper-public sociality. While 
they were skeptical of Facebook at first, my interlocutors recalled Facebook’s wider public 
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forum being exciting to them. “On Facebook, it was like you could see everything that was going 
on with everyone at once” Amy said. “That was new.”   
The teens in this study stated that they moved over to Facebook because they were able to 
receive a lot of news about people there. Though most reported rarely interacting beyond 
“liking” with most of their Facebook friends, they said the presence of these people’s status 
updates on their newsfeed and easy access to their homepages made them feel they could 
communicate with them anytime they wanted to. Because of this, they said they felt more in 
contact with people through Facebook. With easier casual interaction built into its system, the 
infrastructure of Facebook, as a platform, made teens feel like they were more connected to 
people, more able to know about things and have themselves be known, and, because of that, part 
of something big. Molly said the newsfeed helped her to know more about what was going on 
with people. She explained how she started on Facebook: 
All my friends had it. So it was like, once somebody got it everybody's telling everybody 
how cool it was so, everybody wanted to get it. And this is probably when I was like, in 
seventh grade or so. And couple of us got one and everyone thought it was stupid at first 
and MySpace was cooler and now, look - Facebook's a lot cooler than MySpace.  
However, while Facebook’s promise of increased exposure and interaction was 
captivating, as suggested in this quote, teens reported that the element that most drove their 
involvement in social media was their desire to be where friends were. Speaking of her start on 
Facebook three years ago, Amelia said: “Everyone else was on it, so I figured I'd get one.” And, 
once on it, teens said they requested others join them there. Noel’s boyfriend lived “out in the 
country” with an expensive cell phone plan. When she got a Facebook account, she asked him to 
get one too: 
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I think I started my freshman year, actually. And it's because I wanted another thing to 
talk to my boyfriend on. Cause we just met and he had, uh, paid minutes on his phone so 
we couldn't text all the time so. I told him get that. I think I had it a little bit before that 
though, but I made him get it. 
Similarly, other interlocutors told of recruiting friends and boyfriends onto Facebook and Twitter 
to join them. And they also spoke of learning rules of how to use these sites “correctly” from 
friends. For example, friends let them know that confessional “Truth is…” postings are done 
only by little kids, and that hashtagging should be done in tweets to do them “right.” Amelia was 
told by friends she was using Facebook wrong by posting too many status updates. This feedback 
inspired her move to Twitter, where she now spends her time. She explained: 
On Twitter, like people won't get mad at you for updating every like, five minutes. On 
Facebook they're like "Okay I’m deleting you cause you're just clogging my newsfeed" 
but on Twitter it's like update, update, update, update. And then everyone's like "Oh that's 
just normal Twitter" so. Twitter you can just get on and like, update it a lot more. … 
Like, I used, last year when I updated [Facebook] it a lot, people were like "GET A 
TWITTER!" [yelling]. So that's what I did. 
Indeed, friends influenced these teens’ participation in social media, and shaped the ways in 
which they were involved in these spaces. 
 Teens reported that social media made their life easier by helping them feel less distanced 
from their friends. Due to busy afterschool schedules and a lack of transportation options, Naomi 
found it difficult to get ahold of her best friend in person. But this was not the case on social 
media. “I can just tweet to her and stuff and tell her what I need to say and like or message her 
on Twitter. It’s kind of like we’re together,” Naomi said of social media. In general, my 
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interlocutors wanted to access spaces where their friends were, and the time they spent on social 
media was influenced by whether friends were to be found there or not. An illustration of this 
was given by Marcin. Shortly after our first visit, many of Marcin’s friends left Facebook for 
Twitter, leading her to spend less time on Facebook. During this time, she would log on every 
couple of days. Later on, she found friends posting on Facebook once again, and she started 
checking in on Facebook more because of this. She explained: “A lot of my friends have been 
getting on Facebook more these days. I’m on it like maybe a couple hours every day now. It 
makes it more interesting for me to have them there more.” And Sarah moved from Facebook to 
Twitter because her friends spent more of their time there. “I haven't been on Facebook for some 
time,” she said. “It's kind of, like, boring. None of my friends get on it anymore, so I just don't 
get on it because there's nothing to it. No one's on. You can't talk to people. And people are now 
on Twitter more. I'm on Twitter more now too.” These teens’ knew their friends were in certain 
social media. They said they went there to find them and join them. 
But being with friends was just the start of why these teens lived in social media. Social 
media was a gateway. They said it allowed them to focus on their interests without distraction. It 
gave them spaces to feel power in the world. It gathered people together who they trusted and 
valued. With the help of social media involvement, they stated they could learn from these 
people. They could devise new ways to spend time with these people. They could impress these 
people, and be with them in ways they found difficult offline. Beyond wanting to be with friends 
and to do what friends did, my interlocutors explained that they were involved in social media 
for two reasons: to gain information, and to feel more in control of their lives. The remainder of 
this chapter will discuss these two areas. 
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Involvement to gain information. The interlocutors in this study said they were also 
involved in social media to gain information about their lives. Although they never specifically 
used the word “information,” they explained to me that knowing things was extremely important. 
You could have understandings and direction in the world if you knew certain things. They said 
people wanted to talk with you if you knew things they wanted to know. People respected you if 
you knew about areas they esteemed. People took you more seriously if you weren’t clueless 
about the world. If you knew the right things, they suggested that you weren’t “just a kid.” The 
right information could make you an interesting person, an important person, a regular person. 
And, quite often, they considered the “right” information to be not what they knew, but what 
others knew.  
Beyond the variable levels of importance they placed on book learning in school, all 
recognized certain types of non-academic information as highly useful to their efforts to navigate 
and succeed in their worlds, to meet goals, and to form and maintain relationships. Teens 
explained that they were strategically involved in gathering information through social media for 
two reasons. They did so first to develop personal knowledge of matters considered important. In 
doing so, they said they were able to hone their ideological understandings of the offline world. 
They said they were also involved in gathering information through social media to improve 
their social standing offline. Boundaries between the personal and the social regularly blur in the 
creation of identities. Similarly, my interlocutors discussed that they commonly worked together 
these two types of information to meet their local needs. Because of this, both of these areas will 
be woven together in the section that follows. 
Information to hone ideological understandings and improve social standing offline. 
The teens in this study explained that they were involved in social media to gain information that 
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helped them better understand things that were considered important to others. My interlocutors 
said they wanted to be part of the larger world. To do so, they wanted to know how to act to be 
taken seriously in and outside of their communities. They said they needed to know how to direct 
their attention to tend to matters considered important, as they felt this was a key to succeeding 
in life. They were highly concerned about growing up well, and wanted to do what was needed 
to be “on the right path” to their futures, in Naomi’s words. But, outside of doing well in school 
and not getting in trouble, they were confused about what where these paths were, or how to get 
on them. They looked to others to give them direction and advice. They explained that they lived 
in social media to get information about what they needed to know to hopefully improve their 
standing offline, as well as to gather and apply this information they learned was important. 
Teens in this study used social media to attempt to address ideological ambiguities. All of 
the teens were interested in their futures. While not all liked school or fared as strongly as others 
in the classroom, each of them had ambitions. Each said they hoped to be able to succeed in life, 
or to “be someone someday,” as Violet said. However, they also stated they had limited ability in 
their day-to-day lives to know about they world they were charged with succeeding in. Scholars 
such Larson (2002), Males (2012), and Mortimer, Vuolo, Staff, Wakefield and Xie (2008) write 
that young people in the United States today experience low levels of guidance and high levels of 
uncertainty as they plan for their futures. Indeed, these young people expressed feeling quite 
frustrated in figuring out how to move toward the “futures” they were told they should be 
spending time and effort planning for. 
 My interlocutors said “pathways “to their futures were hard to find offline, and hard to 
figure out how to travel successfully. But they said social media provided them direction in life. 
They reported they lived in social media to help understand how to be “right” in the world. 
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Naomi discussed learning about “popular” homecoming dress options from pictures posted by 
Facebook friends at other schools, and said she used these pictures to choose her own dress. 
Molly, whose enlisted fiancé was stationed away from home, said she learned about other Air 
Force wives’ plans for weddings using military colors on Facebook. And Cassidy summed up the 
information she gathered from social media as shaping how she choses to present herself to the 
world: “Facebook, I guess it gives me ideas of how to be. Or how not to be.” 
Annie also stated that information from Facebook gave her direction, though she changed 
her view on this in our later interviews. She said that she was considered the high achiever of her 
family. “All these dropouts,” she said, speaking of her extended family. “They're such bad 
influences, but I try . . . to stay positive. Not many of them have even graduated from high 
school. I'm trying to be a positive influence on myself and on the kids younger than me.” Annie 
was interested in going to college, and while she found that the school guidance counselor had 
no time for sophomores like her who wanted to think ahead, some of the adults in her life did 
offer her help. Annie told me that an aunt who lived in another state was the only person in her 
family who went to college. This aunt wanted to take Annie to visit an Historically Black 
College. “We might do that sometime,” she said, “but maybe not. I don’t know if I really want to 
go to one of those schools.” And a leader at a local youth program who had helped her apply for 
part-time jobs recently piqued her interest in a post-secondary institution. She explained: 
I wanna go to a very good college. No, I wanna go to a university. No, I wanna go to 
Harvard you know, and stuff. And I just thought of that like two weeks ago. Cause this 
one day, I had a talk about that with [an adult staffer at the youth center]. She told me that 
Harvard is wanting to get more diversity in the school, which is making my chances more 
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likely, I just need to get my grades up. I think I can get in there with a full paid music 
scholarship. That'll work, that'll be so helpful. I just need to know how to do that. 
Annie loved playing the flute, and considered herself quite talented musically. “It’s just comes 
easy to me,” she said. “I feel good when I play it, [because of] the fact I’m so good.” She 
expressed an intent to earn a music scholarship to put herself through college, however, ever 
since her rental instrument had became too expensive for her family to maintain, she had decided 
to “take a break” from playing. When we first talked, she hadn’t played the flute in over a year.   
While not playing an instrument did not trouble her life plans, she told me she did worry 
about her grades. They were low freshman year, she admitted, but they were better this year. “All 
my grades are up,” she stated. “I just have two Cs that are really bringing me down.” She said 
she was close to gaining approval to take honors English next year, but believed she probably 
still needed to improve her grades a bit to get into Harvard.  
Annie said she looked to Facebook to gather information to help her in planning for her 
academic direction. Early on in our meetings, Annie made posts asking Facebook friends 
questions about colleges. She showed me one such post that read: “Where should I go to 
college?” Another asked: “How do you go to college?” By the end of our time together, she told 
me she had given up this tactic. While she initially stated that social media provided her 
guidance by allowing her to gain feedback about higher education from those she trusts, with 
additional time and questioning, she concluded that Facebook, in fact, does not give her helpful 
information in this area. She explained that she no longer looks to Facebook for this type of 
information because of a lack of response. “Nobody really ever put comments on those posts,” 
she said in regards to her past questions posted about college. She told me she does not plan to 
look to Facebook to learn how to apply for a music scholarship. “Nobody has much of an 
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opinion on that kind of stuff, I guess.” Overall, she concluded that social media provided little 
useful information to her in planning for college.  
When I asked her how she did learn more about admissions requirements and 
scholarships for colleges that interest her, Annie explained that she primarily looked for this 
information online. She said she would log on to Facebook and see that no one responded to her 
posts. Being frustrated with the lack of response, she decided to take her question to the larger 
Internet. Annie believed that the Internet contained useful information. “Everything you need to 
know is there somewhere on some page,” she told me. Still, she said that seeking specific 
information on colleges online was not an easy task.  
I looked online. I don't even think I know how to look at colleges online. I don't know 
how to at all. It's confusing. I don't know. I don't know what to do. I was trying to look 
and see where was the closest one and stuff. I just ran into some stuff. I was looking at 
Harvard and then I ran into the “Top Ten Colleges and Universities” [page]. I just started 
clicking away and that's where I ended up. 
From further discussion, I learned that the “Top Ten Colleges and Universities” page was an 
online article produced by a commercial entity not affiliated with Harvard. Annie described 
moving from official university websites to outside pages frequently in her online college 
searches, and typically not noticing when or how she made the decision in her clicking to veer 
from the official site. “I don’t know how, but I always end up being on the University of Phoenix 
[website],” she said, laughing. “I’m looking for Harvard, but I end up there. I don’t know what 
happens.” Annie hadn’t heard of University of Phoenix before she began online college searches. 
But she suggested that associations made on the Internet influenced her understanding of worth. 
From her online search experience finding it linked to her college of interest, she told me she 
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assumes the University of Phoenix is a school considered on par with Harvard. “Nothing’s as 
good as Harvard,” she said. “But this is probably pretty much like it.”  
Like Annie, the other teens in this study did not find social media helpful to their post-
secondary information gathering and planning. However, one area where social media did 
provide useful information for knowing things that these interlocutors said helped them feel 
“right” in the world was in understanding cultural references. They discussed using social media 
to gain information about the world that they felt might be interesting to peers they encountered 
regularly in their day-to-day lives, and to those they saw less frequently online. This information 
could be shared socially with all of these people for personal gain. “People I know are really into 
the clique of knowing things,” Sarah stated. “It’s like a competition of who knows what.” They 
explained that knowing things others wanted to know could add to their social clout and power 
among peers. Knowing something that was going on with a peer or a celebrity led to peers 
wanting to talk with you to hear this information. These teens explained that social media helped 
with this, as information garnered online for personal knowledge could be parlayed into social 
settings. Sarah discussed this type of information gathered from social media as important in 
appearing adequately knowledgeable in social situations. She explained that this knowledge 
helped enable social interactions with peers: 
I, personally, I want to be in the social media and know who is doing what, and knowing, 
just because it's just curiosity of knowing how everybody's doing, and knowing stuff. 
And when they have conversations about what happened on Twitter, it's nice to know, 
like "oh, I can participate in this conversation." Like, I know what they're talking about. 
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Social media provided posts and links to articles and videos that gave teens insights into people, 
events, and ideas that they said others knew and spoke about. This made this information 
culturally valuable to them, and useful in helping to take part in conversations, and in appearing 
“in the know.” They said this information allowed them new levels of social understanding and 
involvement. Teens said social media was effective in helping them gather and utilize useful 
information in three areas: world events, popular culture, and peers. The following section will 
discuss each of these areas.  
World events. There was rare but important mention that social media occasionally 
provided these teens with useful information on world events. This information was registered as 
“useful” to teens because it provided perspectives they did not typically hear in their local 
environment offline that these teens appreciated learning about. LaToya learned of the killing of 
Florida teen Trayvon Martin from Facebook, and hearing perspectives raised defending his 
actions that she said were not common in her school. Violet reported learning useful information 
from social media regarding the upcoming presidential election. Speaking on what she learned 
from Facebook recently, she told me that she learned about some of Republican presidential 
candidate Mitt Romney’s social positions from Facebook comments. She explained: “They were 
talking about how he's against having an abortion if you're raped but there's, I don't know, a lot 
of stuff. I don't agree with anything he had to say about that.” I asked if she would have known 
this about Romney without Facebook. She replied: “No, because no one here really talks about it. 
They're just anti-Obama. And they never said anything about Mitt Romney. It's like, always like, 
‘he should win and Obama should not.’” Teens explained that this new information helped 
validate some of the feelings they had on topics that they were not able to get affirmed locally.  
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Popular culture. Social media helped my interlocutors gather information on 
entertainment, celebrity, and other facets of pop culture. Related to world events, teens explained 
that social media sometimes provided them with alternate viewpoints and different opinions on 
popular culture that they did not commonly encounter offline. Involvement with these new ideas 
connected them with information that supported interests and widened perspective. This enabled 
them to expand on their local understandings of possibilities. For example, Amelia aspired to be 
a fashion designer, but she found it difficult to own her sense of style in her small town where 
she said everyone wore only boots, jeans, and hoodies. “I really love pumps,” she said, referring 
to the high-heeled shoes. “Like a lot. Even though I don't wear them around like school or 
whatever. People would be like, ‘are you trying too hard? Are you trying to be in Pretty Little 
Liars here?’ . . . It's just not how we dress around here.” On Facebook, she said she was able to 
hear and share thoughts about fashion with friends outside of the area who shared her 
appreciation for design, and who did not attempt to reframe her interests as inappropriate and 
attention-seeking. Similarly, Sarah explained that Facebook presented points of view that she did 
not often hear often in her day-to-day life: 
But the more knowledge you have, maybe it’s good. . . . Say, evolution. People hear brief 
mention of it, and they're like "oh well, that's not true because of god." But the more you 
learn about it, you can understand it, so you can kind of, like, appreciate a new approach, 
but you don't have to believe in it.  
According to Sarah, the presence of different points of view on social media provided her with 
information that helped her to see different sides of issues. Although she might not agree with 
these new perspectives, as was the case with her beliefs about evolution, she explained that 
social media presented to her more complex framings of information on subjects than she was 
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typically able to experience offline. She felt this additional information might help her to build 
and affirm her own understandings of topics. “Kind of like with sex,” she continued, drawing 
parallels between discussions that happen (or don’t happen) to prioritize religious beliefs over 
scientific ones, and those that occur (or did not occur) around more personal and social issues. 
“With more information, you can understand it more, but that doesn’t mean you have to do it.”   
 Knowing things others knew and could connect to them on was deeply appreciated by 
these teens. They said social media helped with this in creating a clearinghouse posting and 
linking to videos, articles, people, ideas, and images they thought others considered “popular,” 
and allowing them to affiliate with this information. On Facebook, the teens talked about 
following links to funny stories and videos liked by friends, reading memes shared by friends 
and by businesses their account “liked,” checking out pictures on third-party applications 
(“apps”) like Pinterest and posting them to friends’ pages, and listening to YouTube music 
videos that showed up on their newsfeed. On Twitter, they learned about songs, videos, gossip, 
products, and new Twitter accounts from friends, celebrities, and other accounts they followed. 
Molly talked about song lyrics posted on social media as key to understanding others. She said 
this was particularly the case on Twitter. By favoriting tweets with certain song lyrics, she said 
you are able to subtly indicate appreciation and common interests with others while also telling a 
bit about yourself. “When they see that I favorite it,” she said of tweet with lyrics, “they’re 
probably like, ‘oh, she likes country music like me.’ Like, you have to understand what [the song 
is] talking about. . . . You have to understand to show you understand them.”  
Once information on popular culture was gathered, teens reported they were often able to 
step into the esteemed role of an information broker in social settings, passing what they learned 
from social media on to peers. On Twitter, they passed on sayings from micropublications and 
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song lyrics from their favorite bands. On Facebook, they “liked” and shared posts, images, 
videos, and other information, allowing them to disseminate this information and also affiliate 
themselves with it. They also brokered this information offline. On Facebook, Amy learned 
about the very popular “Cinnamon Challenge” in which groups of teens recorded and posted 
video of one another’s failed attempts at eating a spoonful of cinnamon. In an illustration of 
social media spreading specific, mainstreamed ideas for creative teen action and involvement, 
she used this information to enlist cousins into her own funny expletive- and gagging-filled 
Cinnamon Challenge video, which she showed me with pride from her Facebook page. And all 
of the teens followed celebrities on their social media pages. Twitter requires that new users 
choose at least five “well known people” to follow, and all of the teens with Twitter accounts 
followed more than five celebrity accounts. Perhaps relatedly, those with Twitter accounts spoke 
frequently of learning about the relationship status, interests, and recommendations of celebrities 
that they were excited to share with others in ways they felt made them appear knowledgeable. 
For example, three of the teens each told me that they learned of Selena Gomez and Justin 
Bieber’s breakup “before everyone else” through Twitter, and passed this on to their friends. And 
all of the teens passed on Facebook posts and tweets from celebrities that they felt others would 
like to know about. Teens gathered and volunteered themselves to broker, or to pass on and 
trade, information presented as “popular” by and from social media to their peers. 
Peers. Finally, social media provided these teens with a lot of what they considered to be 
highly valuable interpersonal information about peers. This type of information also enabled 
them to take on the role of an information broker, or an intermediary gathering and disseminating 
information from social media to peers. They outlined three types of peer-related information 
that they could gather from their involvement in social media, and also broker to others: 
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entertaining information about peers, information to better know people offline, and information 
to gain more social involvement with peers offline. These three areas will be discussed below. 
First, teens talked about living in social media to get entertaining information about 
peers. This type of information entailed details on peers that the teens considered scandalous, 
new, or personal in a way that made it “breaking news” to people who knew them. Molly 
discussed learning about changes in peers’ haircuts and relational statuses through Facebook. 
She said that this provided her with juicy details that helped to start conversations with others in 
school. The teens reported that having this type of information before others made them owners 
of a valuable commodity: dirt. They were brokers of coveted rare information. Because of this, 
they felt valued for being a news source that had access to details others wanted to know about. 
Carollynn explained that, to people in her school, having this type of information about other 
students gave you power:  
I keep saying this over and over but, at school, they'll talk about a tweet someone made 
last night or a post someone made or [pause] if something happens or if somebody posts a 
like, risqué picture, they'll be gossiping about how inappropriate it was or how wrong it 
was. And it's just, it's how things are. 
Carollynn said that Facebook and Twitter helped her know what was going on socially. It also 
enabled her to broker this information socially in ways that could improve her social standing 
offline.  
Life extends from school to out-of-school, from offline to online. For these teens, social 
media provided a platform for continued involvement with peers. And, according to them, social 
involvement between peers certainly continued on social media, often in a titillating and drama-
filled manner that gave plenty of personal information to discuss later when gathered again in 
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person. “It’s very entertaining,” Violet said of the interpersonal exchanges she is able to observe 
on Twitter and Facebook through posted comments. Expanding on these thoughts, she continued: 
I just love to read people's comments on pictures and stuff. Some of them are negative 
and some of them are positive. And there's a lot of Facebook fights. I like the comments 
of any type but those are the most interesting. The discussions. The arguments. 
Molly described one such fight that occurred on social media between students from her school 
and students from a rival team. “[There] was, like, a big football game this weekend, so those 
kids . . . They were just arguing about it [on Twitter]. . . . I was always updating my page to see 
what they said next [laugh].” And Noel stated that these types of interactions on social media 
don’t stay contained. Rather, they continue on in school the next day. “Facebook's usually like 
little fights and stuff,” she said. “I hear a little bit on Facebook and then like I usually hear in 
person the next day all the details and stuff.” These interlocutors reported that conflicts on social 
media provided information about peers that proved useful for offline social sharing. And 
Amelia discussed “subtweeting” as a tactic used on Twitter to indirectly but publicly talk about 
peers. She said subtweeting led to enthusiastic offline group discussion of classmates: 
People do tweet things that are interesting . . . like I said people breaking up and then I 
also, I follow those two people who fight a lot on Twitter too. So it’s kind of interesting 
to see, like, how it all unfolds and . . . if they talk about each other, 'cause when you sub- 
tweet, it's when you tweet but you don't mention the person, you just kind just put it out 
there and kinda hope that the person knows it's about them. So you can tell who it's about, 
and it's just a lot more drama on Twitter. 
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These teens said entertaining information about peers from social media provided them with 
powerful social currency recognized by their peers. They were able to exchange this currency for 
attention and interest from others, making them feel valued and closer to peers. 
While social media brought them entertaining information about peers, it is important to 
note that the teens in this study stressed that they rarely talked offline to the people who posted 
information about what they posted, scandalous or not. “I’d feel like it was weird,” Violet said 
when I asked her if she would talk to someone in school about their tweet. “I don’t know,” she 
continued. “I kind of feel like I’m bringing up something I shouldn’t know about.” 
Second, teens talked about living in social media to get information that would help them 
to better know people. Building off of the social interactions afforded by entertaining 
information, teens talked about being involved in social media to get information that opened up 
opportunities that helped them better know people on- and offline. For example, Naomi said that 
Facebook allowed easy contact for people who didn’t have your phone number. It also helped in 
meeting people when there were opportunities to do so. “Like, you can connect with more 
people,” she said of Facebook. “Like, that you wouldn't be able to see in these small towns like 
[pause], I bet you know this, like there's no big towns around here like, they're just really little.” 
She told me about a quick exchange she and her friend had with a couple players from the rival 
team at the boys’ basketball game the past weekend. Naomi and her friend looked up the players 
on Facebook when they got home, and they sent them friend requests, which the boys accepted. 
“We wouldn’t have never saw ‘em again if we wouldn’t have asked their name and added ‘em 
on Facebook!” she said. Naomi uses Twitter more than Facebook, but she said she uses 
Facebook more to connect to new potential friends. “We were gonna ask for their phone number, 
but I was shy,” she explained. “And it’s kind of hard to say ‘follow me on Twitter’ when you 
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have a complicated Twitter name so I never say that. Yeah, we need Twitter business cards 
[laugh].” Also, Facebook provided an easy way to “check out” and vet new potential friends. 
Naomi explained: 
Like, if they seem like they’re okay in person but they’re like all creepy and like, trying 
to talk to everybody and creep on all these girls online, then I wouldn’t want to talk to 
them. Like I know a kid that, he’s cool to talk to in person and then online, he just won’t 
stop talking to you and won’t stop talking to you. And then like, you’re like, ‘Oh wow, is 
this just me?’ and then you’re like ‘Wait. He’s doing this to like [pause] 700 other girls.’ 
Not really 700, but a lot! 
Social media provided a mechanism for Naomi to gain some background information on people 
of interest, and also to engage in some informal consciousness-raising by observing problematic 
social patterns in friends’ other relationships she might otherwise think were her fault. In doing 
so, she developed friendships with peers outside of her social circle in an informed manner. 
Others had similar stories of making friends through social media. Amelia met peers from 
other schools at school dances, and developed these friendships on Facebook. She explained: 
Yeah, that’s how I've met a couple of my friends. I went to a couple homecomings and 
went to one this year and I met a couple people there and they friended me on Facebook 
and [pause] we’re pretty good friends now. I mean, not like, I tell them everything about 
my life, but we still talk and hang out and stuff.  
Moreover, many of the teens had romantic relationships that blossomed in social media. Amy 
used Facebook to send a message to someone she liked when he was in the hospital. They 
continued to talk and get closer during his time out of school. When he was better, they made 
plans to meet up face-to-face with friends in her neighborhood. “We’re meeting at the fence,” 
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she said, referring to a new hangout that had formed on the south side of the Bluff. Sarah and 
Amelia grew to appreciate their current boyfriends through tweets. And LaToya accepted a 
friend request on Facebook from a friend of a friend, which opened up the possibility for flirting. 
“He started liking my pictures and inboxing me,” she said. “And I liked his statuses and he'll post 
something on my wall like ‘You're pretty, I like you,’ whatever. And then we started talking, and 
we were talking for a while, and then we started going out. And then we broke up.” All of the 
others had at least one story of gathering information from peers through social media in ways 
that nurtured long-distance relationships.  
According to danah boyd (2011), Facebook is a “lighter touch communication structure” 
than a phone that makes it easier for someone shy like Naomi to “reach out to someone . . . that 
she didn’t know well” (para. 5) to find their online account and ask to start up a relationship in a 
low-pressure environment. Facebook provided a platform for gathering information on peers in 
hopes of being involved in a new social connection on- and offline. 
Third, teens talked about living in social media to get information to gain greater social 
involvement offline. Beyond helping to start new connections with peers, these teens said that 
their involvements with social media were most useful to them when they helped them offline. 
On occasion, this happened. Involvement in social media gave these teens information about 
peers that they could broker, or trade, for greater involvement with peers in offline life. This was 
illustrated once by Sarah as she discussed using social media to coordinate secret in-person meet-
ups with her boyfriend, who lived far away from her. Since phone conversations could be 
overheard and texts could be read in parents’ random phone checks, she said she found Facebook 
messaging to be “safer” for this type of covert planning than texting or calling. “They check my 
statuses and page,” she said of her parents’ monitoring of her Facebook page, “but they don’t 
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know how to check my messages.” Sarah discussed using Facebook to strategize in-person 
rendezvous with her boyfriend after curfew while her parents were asleep. She explained that 
direct messaging through Facebook (which she refers to as “IM”ing, or instant messaging) made 
getting around parents’ rules easier: 
IMing with him on Facebook, I can kind of break around the rules [draws a curve on the 
table with her finger]. By saying: "I want to do something tonight." "Ok. I'll meet you at 
the community building." "Ok, that's fine." And we'll sit there and actually talk and have 
the time I don't get during the day to see, like, "how was your day? How did you do?" 
Facebook helps by, like, [being] just another connection of talking with him and figuring 
out, "well, what can we do?"” 
Through her involvement in social media, Sarah found ways to get around restrictions she faced 
to being involved with people she considered important offline. By living in social media, she 
was able to negotiate wider social involvement in her life offline. 
Amelia also used information from social media to achieve greater involvement with 
peers offline. “Facebook is how I find out what my friends are doing and if they're free and if 
they want to go places” Amelia stated. Teens explained that social media helped them act on 
information collected from social media in a way that opened up opportunities for them to have 
more involvement in their world offline. Social media gave teens information on where people 
were hanging out – be it an upcoming party, a high school game, the park, or some outing –
which allowed them to ask if they could join in. Amelia described such a situation: 
I like knowing what people are doing, I mean, I kind of think that's the point of Facebook 
- is knowing what everyone's doing. It's not like I'm stalking anyone, but if I just go 
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through the newsfeed and see its like "Oh. They're going to the mall. That sounds like 
fun," so [I’ll] just message a couple of my friends and go to the mall. 
Follow-up on information learned from social media took various forms, and my interlocutors 
explained using a bricolaged network of communication technologies to connect to friends to get 
involved in offline activities. Sometimes they called. Sometimes they texted. Other times they 
sent tweets or private messages. Oftentimes, the method they chose was influenced by their 
technical affordances of their rurality. Amelia explained: 
If one of my friends is having a party or bonfire or something and, like I said, I don't get 
good service in my house, so we just message through Facebook, and that's how we make 
plans. 
With no neighbors nearby, and lots of last-minute planning, Amelia said that, without Facebook, 
it would be very difficult to know about these social gathering opportunities. “I mean it's not like 
you just text people and be like ‘Hey. I'm going to the mall,’” she said. “I mean, you just see it 
on Facebook and you text them. It's like, ‘You want to hang out at the mall? I'll meet ya there!’” 
These teens stated they were able to use some information they gathered from social media to 
gain new levels of involvement offline with peers. Amelia told of frequently using Twitter to 
address transportation obstacles she faced as a teen without a driver’s license. “Yeah,” she 
sighed. “There's issues getting places out here. You have basically no way to get anywhere.” She 
said Twitter helped overcome these issues. Amelia spent a lot of time on Twitter. On Twitter, she 
would hear about a lot of last-minute parties and gatherings that were being announced. When 
she heard of one of interest, she would use Twitter to send direct messages out to local friends 
with licenses to let them know about the party. By doing this, she regularly got offered rides for 
passing on the information, and a group to hang out with at the party. “So Twitter kinda helps 
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you know about things going on,” she explained. “But then passing on that information helps 
you actually get there.” Through her involvement with social media, Amelia was able to learn 
about information she knew would be of interest to her peers. She was then able to broker this 
information through social media outlets to access offline involvements with peers that were 
typically difficult to be involved in due to her social position as a minor and a female in a rural 
community. In this, social media involvement assisted her in mediating her offline marginality. 
A discussion on information and social media involvement. As a forum that displayed 
ideas, images, and social encounters between peers, social media provided ample information 
considered socially useful and, thus, important to these teens. The type of information the teens 
explained getting from social media, however, was quite specific. While they spoke of useful 
information gathered and brokered from Facebook and Twitter giving them direction in life, this 
direction tended to be slanted toward areas that promised recognition and social approval from 
other teens.  
Teens deemed the information they accessed through social media as socially important 
to them, and it is. With adults stressing scholarly achievement, these teens were, in many ways, 
astute in noting that social skills and connections are also highly important to life success. 
Amelia, who felt frustrated by her protective father, said she knew she would have to be socially 
skilled to succeed in her chosen career of fashion design. She and her father disagreed on this: 
Yes, social is everything nowadays, I guess. I mean, I don't know what it was like back in 
the day, but my dad was like, "social life isn't everything, it doesn't matter!" And I'm like, 
"dad, that's everything!" Especially in design, because that's what I want to go into. You 
have to be like really straightforward and go to a lot of socials and stuff. 
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Amelia felt the many years she spent working on her family farm had caused her to miss out on 
important social interactions with peers, such as sleepovers and parties, that would have aided 
her in developing social graces. Once the family cattle business was sold, she said she was still 
limited in her involvements in social activities by her father. She struggled with shyness and 
social awkwardness. She said plainly that she needed to “get over that” if she wanted to do well 
in her future. She explained: 
You can’t just, you have to like, confront the person when you want to apply for a job. 
You have to confront them, you have to tell them about it, hand them your resume and 
everything, and you get called in for an interview and [pause] I mean, if someone's too 
afraid to talk to someone in person, that's not going to go over very well. 
Amelia understood social skills as something she needed to develop to work toward her goals, 
and to increase her chances for future success. Social skills were important in the design field, so 
experiences that allowed her to be involved socially were understood not just as fun, but as 
developmentally important to Amelia. “When you go into design,” she said, “you have to [pause] 
show your design to like CEOs and stuff and go and try to sell what you have and you have to be 
up in front of the company, so you have to be able to be an attention getter and be able to do that 
stuff.” She saw social media as a way to get around her father’s restrictions that kept her from 
being socially active offline. On social media, she had no early curfew. On social media, she 
didn’t have to either find rides with adults or sneak around to take rides from friends to get to 
social places. On social media, she was able to pursue her interests in having experiences that she 
believed would expose her to more social information and teach her to be more socially skilled. 
Amelia is wise in believing that social and interpersonal abilities and experience matter to 
success. With interests in forwarding “life success,” school districts throughout the U.S. have 
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incorporated Social Emotional Learning goals into their curricula, institutionalizing the idea that 
“pathways to futures” might be unlocked by efforts outside of grades and diplomas.15 And this 
makes some sense, considering current educational and economic trends. Females outnumber 
males in enrollment in both four- and two-year U.S. higher education institutions, and in receipt 
of U.S. bachelor’s, master’s and doctoral degrees. 16 However, according to April 2013 statistics 
from the Department of Labor, women are far less represented than men in the workforce.17 And, 
once in the workplace, social skills are cited as influencing career success. Indeed, a 2012 British 
study of sales agents by James, Commander, Tholen and Warhurst found academic success to be 
far less important in landing a job and succeeding in the field than having social skills. And a 
2006 longitudinal study by Dubow, Huesmann, Boxer, Pulkkinen and Kokko from 
Developmental Psychology points to linkages that exist between social adeptness in childhood 
and later occupational attainment, with youth of high interpersonal abilities demonstrating higher 
levels of career success. Unlike wider societal sexism, classism, and ageism, social skills, like 
academic performance, are recognized by these teens as a part of life they can exercise some 
control over in the hopes of earning respect from others and, eventually, bettering their lives.  
These teens understood social information, skills, and experience to be important, and 
they are. But their importance is not neutral. Rather, they are deemed important within a specific 
context. With limited opportunities for meaningful involvement in the world, social clout is one 
of the few areas where adolescent-aged teens are able to feel power and agency in their sustained 
efforts. Also, Lynch (2007) cites Johnston (1997) in discussing how gender socialization 
experienced by females refocuses attention on external appraisals: 
                                                
15 http://casel.org/policy-advocacy/sel-in-your-state/  
16 http://nces.ed.gov/programs/digest/d11/tables/dt11_196.asp  
17 http://www.bls.gov/news.release/empsit.t01.htm  
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As she learns to view her body as an object to be viewed, adorned, controlled, and 
changed, a dichotomy develops between her mind and her body. As she is surveyed, she 
learns to survey everything she does and everything she is because how she appears to 
others is culturally linked to what is thought to be success in her life. Her own sense of 
self is supplanted by a sense of being viewed, evaluated, and appreciated as herself by 
another. (p. 67)  
Lynch explains that media offers advice to cater to females’ socialized interests in appearing 
appealing to others: “She learns to “be desired” is much more important than to “feel desire” (p. 
71). With an interest in being “desired” and “right,” these interlocutors professed that they saw 
important information in social media as that which, in the end, aided them in having positive 
social interactions, and which made them better received by others. However, one cannot control 
another’s desires. Attempting to appeal to others is a fickle task. These teens explained that they 
turned to social media seeking information to address ideological ambiguities they experienced 
in trying to figure out how to thrive and succeed in the world. They said they are involved in this 
space, in part, to gain direction in life. But they also said what they deem important in this space 
depends on the perceived approval of others. This makes these involvements potentially quite 
perilous. Indeed, while these teens purported to seek guidance and direction in the information 
they encountered in social media involvements, research by Riordan (2001) suggests that their 
larger interest in appearing desirable to others can leave them subject to easy commodification in 
their information-seeking involvements in this space.  
Social involvement in social media is considered important to teens because of their lack 
of access to physical spaces for social involvement. Like an all-ages club of the 1990s, social 
media is where the kids hang out. It’s what they talk about. It’s where they can be found, and 
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where they know they can find others who, like them, can’t go to a real club because they are too 
young to get in, and have no way to get there, and would not be given permission to go if there 
even was one in town (which, in most of these towns, is not the case).18 Within the economic 
downturn of the early 21st century, families have migrated from and to rural communities 
seeking work and family support, taking their children with them. Teens have few options for 
physically staying in touch with those they are separated from. An April 2013 study by the 
Academic Pediatric Association and the American Academy of Pediatrics finds that nearly 50% 
of children below the age of 17 in the US are “poor or near poor,” making children the “poorest 
members of our society” (APA, 2013, p. 1). People are spread out in rural communities and 
throughout the US, and teens lack economic resources, time, or parental permission to travel to 
maintain contacts. Within this context, social media gives them an opportunity to still be 
together.  
However, social media represent a space that not only provides teens information, but 
that also gives them understandings of what information is interesting, valid, and important 
based upon feedback (or lack thereof) from others on the site. With Internet marketing 
companies such as SocialJump in the business of taking specific pay in exchange for giving a set 
number of new “likes” on business Facebook page, appraisals of worth on this site do not always 
reflect a verifiable popular opinion. This issue of socialization and information quality will be 
taken up in more detail in a later Safety chapter. For now, though, it is important to stress that 
teens stated their social media involvements were directed by their interest in knowing more 
about a world they felt largely shut out of. Social media involvement provided them with 
understandings they felt they could not otherwise access. In providing greater access to social 
                                                
18 Also, after ample panic of “kids doing it in cars in the parking lots and alleys” there are very few all-ages clubs 
left in the US, an area, hopefully, for further study in the future. 
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forums, teens were excited to be involved in social media. They said they enjoyed their ability to 
have a chance to know more about what might be considered important in life to know. With 
this, it would be relevant to ask who it is that deems certain information important in these 
spaces, and why. 
Involvement to feel more in control of their lives. In addition to using social media to 
gain information, these teens said they turned to social media to feel more in control of their 
lives. As discussed above, social media involvement gave them a rare private space in which 
they stated they could be self-focused. Also, my interlocutors repeatedly noted that “there’s 
nothing to do” in their area. When there were things to do, they often said they had trouble 
attending because of transportation and financial obstacles. Because of this, they felt little control 
over their ability to be involved in the world. For example, Amy’s family had no car, and 
Townsville had no public transportation. Only a few sidewalks lined the busy road from Eagle 
Bluff into either town or the library, and, though Amy is allowed to walk wherever she likes, she 
doesn’t usually go far. “People are lazy,” Amy said of the two friends she has in her 
neighborhood in Eagle Bluff. “They don’t like to walk anywhere. They like to sit on the couch.”  
Annie’s mother also did not have car, and Annie said that this made it difficult to be 
involved in afterschool activities. A bus used to run to take students home after practices or 
extracurricular activities, but that bus stopped running this year due to funding cuts. Annie was a 
member of the school dance team at the start of the year. She dropped off the team by late fall 
because she had no way to get home after practice. “I couldn't make it because my mom doesn't 
have a car anymore. That's always been my biggest issue, which is why I never tried out for 
anything. I want to try out for the basketball team, but I don't have a ride.” When asked if there 
are other ways for students her age to get around town without a ride. She said no, and explained: 
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There’s no public buses that I know of. There used to be a bus. . . for people who were at 
school still either from practices or whatever. It’s not running anymore, which is why 
most people haven't been staying at school anymore, because they live where I live or 
further, so they have to take the bus ride home. And if they ain't got no car, [they] can't 
do a sport or do anything if you can't find someone to pick you up. 
Violet also used to be involved in an afterschool program at her school. She said a change in the 
art program this year required students to bring their own supplies from home. She stopped 
attending the program because of this. “I can't get art supplies,” she said. “I can’t even get a job.” 
These comments highlight transportation and finances as factors mediating teens’ active 
involvement offline, and limiting the control they have over their involvements. 
Teens reported being limited in their involvements because of a perceived lack of safety. 
Amy said her neighborhood is “not real safe.” She explained that she witnessed a gun pulled on a 
friend in the next neighborhood, and has also heard of violence happening there. “I usually walk 
over there just to get to the store,” she said, “and people be over there fighting, shooting, killing, 
all kind of stuff, stealing, and I really don't like walking that way.” LaToya mentioned frequently 
that her mother did not let her go “outside” because of her concerns for her safety. And Amelia 
spoke often of her protective father: 
When I show [cattle] over the summer, a bunch of my friends will go out and just, like, 
drive around or whatever, or just walk around the fair and my dad's like, "No, you can't do 
that." I was like, "Why?" “Cause you have a show in the morning." "Dad, I'll get up," and 
he won't let me, which makes me look like I'm really lame. [laugh] Cause I have to be like 
"No my dad says I can't." Or that whole “be home before it's dark” rule or “be home before 
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it's 7:30.” Like you can't go out and have fun before 7:30 at night and then come back and 
just expect me to be all right with it.  
Four of the teens in this study were involved in at least one afterschool sports teams, with 
most taking part in two or more19. Three had jobs20. Almost all of them talked about in-school 
activities they were involved with, such as student government, FFA, yearbook, or the step team. 
But, when asked about their involvements once home, the words, “there’s nothing to do here” 
were issued by all of my interlocutors throughout this study. Naomi loved sports, but suffered 
from an injury that prevented her from joining teams her freshman year. She said that there was 
little to do afterschool for kids who did not play sports, especially in winter when the weather 
made shooting baskets in the town court unpleasant. She said she had one classmate her age in 
her town, and that they frequently visited the town’s public soda machine. “There's no like 
Casey's [convenience store] or anything,” she said of her area. “[A neighbor] put up a pop 
machine and you can get a pop for fifty cents. So we'll walk up to the pop machine and walk 
around the block and then go straight home, which takes like ten minutes.” And some of the 
teens said some involvements that were available and both financially and physically accessible 
to them in and around their neighborhoods held little interest. Amy used to volunteer for the new 
youth center in The Bluff. As a teenager, she was years older than the majority of youth who 
attended the center for tutoring help, games, crafts, open play time, and, late into our meetings, 
computer access. By our third meeting, she was no longer going there. “I just don’t want to go 
back,” she said. “It’s just boring.” These teens faced material difficulties in attempting to be 
involved offline. 
                                                
19 Sarah ran track and was on volleyball and cheerleading. Amelia was on basketball and volleyball. Cassidy was on 
volleyball.  Shelly was on volleyball, basketball, and cheerleading.  
20 Molly worked at a supply store and showed cattle, Carollynn worked as a server at a restaurant, Amelia showed 
cattle. 
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With limited transportation and financial resources, as well as highly protective parents, 
teens faced some very real obstacles to feeling in control of their involvement in the world 
around them. And as discussed above and in the previous chapter, they felt there was not much 
to do in their neighborhoods. Teens reported that the interactivity of social media made it an 
appealing option for their time. They stated that social media proved helpful in making them feel 
more in control of their life by having things to do, as well as the power to actually do them. 
Teens reported that their social media involvement opened up opportunities for feeling 
control in the world. They outlined three areas in which they were able to feel self-focused 
control in their social media involvements: in relationship maintenance, in self-representation, 
and in powerful actions. These three areas of involvement will be discussed in this section. 
Relationship maintenance and control. Teens reported that social media helped them stay 
involved in offline relationships they said were hard to maintain, particularly those that were 
long-distance. They said this made them feel more in control of their social involvements, and of 
their lives. Many of the teens were involved in social media also to keep in touch with distant 
family members. All used social media to communicate daily with friends from school who lived 
far away, and who they had difficulty seeing in person after school because of numerous factors, 
many of which related directly to their physical and social position as rural female teens, 
including their vast physical separation, their transportation limitations, their lack of gathering 
spaces, their busy schedules, and their parents’ rules that required them to stay home or not take 
visitors. Violet used Facebook and Twitter to stay in touch with friends from other states where 
she used to live, and also to keep in contact with friends from school who moved away. “A lot of 
people I know have left,” she said. “Some of them are in college now. But they still put pictures . 
. . on Facebook of them at college. It is pretty cool to see where they are now.” Noel said that 
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Facebook also kept her connected to close friends at other schools who she wasn’t able to see 
everyday. “I like seeing their pictures and stuff,” she said of these friends. “Like I can see their 
new outfits or whatever. . . . If I can't be with them in person, I can just look on Facebook.” And 
those active on Twitter said that receiving tweets from celebrities made them feel more 
connected to those they followed. “It’s like they’re just a friend just telling me what’s up,” said 
Rosie.   
Naomi met many friends during middle school through sports. She found that social media 
helped her to retain these friendships. She explained: 
I like using the Internet to meet people, like not creepy people like on a dating site, but I 
mean, like, since I'm out of sports, how else am I gonna connect with those people I met 
through sports? Like every school that we've gone to for sports, I have a friend or a couple 
friends or a group of friends or all of them are my friends [there]. But we live out in the 
middle of nowhere. . . . I have all of my friends, like, really far away and it’s a good way 
to keep in touch with them. 
Similarly, Molly spends her summers traveling the country to show her cattle in competitions. 
She has made friends with other teens over the years at these events, and she looks forward to 
meeting up with them at the shows. Social media helps her keep in touch with them the rest of 
the year. She explains: 
Some of these people I only see like once a year [or a] couple times. So but then my, with 
Facebook I can keep in touch and see what they're doing. Yeah like, messaging them or, if 
they have a picture I comment on it and then like, just like a general conversation. It's not 
like a full conversation on their picture, it's just like "Oh how are you doing? I haven't seen 
you in forever" or something. 
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These teens said that their social media involvement gave them a way to be active in nurturing 
long-distant relationships, and in being in control of these relationships. 
Molly said that maintaining these relationships through social media kept her from 
having to appear unknowledgeable to others, making her feel even more in control in life: 
“Facebook and Twitter make my life easier in keeping up to date with people,” Molly said. “I 
don't always have to ask other people, like, other friends if they've heard something or know if 
it's true.” Quite the contrary, participants said social media involvement helped them appear 
knowledgeable and in control of social understandings, particularly to peers. Teens reported 
having a fear of missing out on important social news. Molly told me she read a post from the 
night before saying that a classmate’s nephew had been taken to the emergency room after 
getting injured in a football game. Finding out this news late made her feel out of the loop. She 
explained: “This morning I got on [Facebook], and I was like ‘Oh my gosh!’ Like, I didn't 
[know], and he was, like, taken to the hospital and everything, so I feel like I'm missing out. 
[laugh]” They said social media helped them know social news they would have a hard time 
knowing otherwise.  
Violet discussed hearing about a classmate’s pregnancy on Facebook. She said she 
wouldn’t know about this without Facebook. “I wouldn’t ask about it,” she said in response to 
my question whether she would ask people at school to fill her in on the situation. “It would be 
like I’m being nosy. She's not a close friend. . . . We're like school friends, kind of. I wouldn’t 
wanna overstep or something because it's not really my business.” Despite not feeling close 
enough to this classmate to ask others about her in school, Facebook gave Violet a way to be in 
the know about her status online. And Amelia discussed social media involvement as being 
helpful in providing understandings that allowed her to avoid social embarrassment: 
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Yeah, because you don't wanna walk up to someone and be like, "hey, how are you and 
blah blah blah doing?" and they'll be like, "we broke up like a week ago," and then [you] 
bring that back if they were, like, really close and then something really suddenly 
happened, you don't wanna like bring up all the memories, I guess. And so I mean, I 
guess it's helpful in that way. You don't wanna offend other people. 
Through social media involvement, teens stated they were able to interact in ways that made 
them feel in touch with people they did not see or interact with frequently. In doing so, it made 
them feel more in control of these relationships. 
My interlocutors also said social media involvement helped them to affirm and feel in 
control of more local relationships. Sarah, Amy, LaToya, and Amelia said being able to have 
extra time to think out written correspondence on Facebook helped them feel comfortable and 
more in control while interacting with people, especially those they liked who they felt nervous 
around. And, on Facebook, “liking” or commenting positively on posts or pictures signified 
support of the poster’s ideas or image. A recent report by the Pew Center on Internet & 
American Life finds teens shaping their social media pages based on friends’ “liking,” with 
actions taken in the hopes of gaining many “likes,” and posts removed for having too few 
(Madden, Lenhart, Duggan, Cortesi & Gasser, 2013). Violet explained that, when she likes 
someone’s picture on Facebook, “I'm just trying to be nice for like telling them that they have 
nice pictures.” Teens said putting up photographs of themselves with others illustrated their 
closeness to those in the picture. And by “liking” a comment or picture, they said they were often 
also indirectly signifying support of the person who did the posting. On Twitter, retweeting 
served a similar purpose, although the teens noted that retweeting was distinct in showing even 
more ideological backing of an idea than possible on Facebook. “When I go through my 
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newsfeed,” Naomi said, “I read everything, and . . . if I agree then I'll like favorite it or retweet it 
and somebody will know like ‘Hey, she gets that.’” And Noel explained that retweeting signified 
social support and allegiance: 
Retweeting is saying that I like it, like on Facebook you can like stuff, but this is like 
saying “yeah, that's what I think too.” It’s important to do because it lets you know that 
someone's agreeing with you. And they're feeling the same way you do. Or they like what 
you're doing, or they were with you so they like it. And they knew what you did and stuff. 
And, like, you like the stuff [so] then [pause] you like that person, or what that person is 
saying or doing. 
According to these teens, through their involvement with liking, retweeting, posting, 
commenting, and favoriting, they were able to exert control over their relationships. Social media 
provided simple mechanisms for them to call upon to socially affirm relationships.   
Involvement in social media also helped these teens feel affirmed in, and, thus confident 
and in control of, local relationships with family and friends. Violet rarely commented on 
Facebook. However, she appreciated receiving comments from friends on the few posts and 
pictures she did post. “I don’t comment [on Facebook] unless I'm close to the person or we're, 
like, friends or my family, like my mom,” she said. “My family comments on all of [my mom’s] 
pictures ‘cause she doesn't have very many friends on Facebook. It makes her feel good, I think. 
She does it to me too.” I asked Violet how she felt when her mom commented on her post. She 
replied quickly with a big, shy smile: “Special.” Naomi told me that liking and commenting on 
posts sent the message that you had things in common, and this made people feel closer to one 
another. “If someone agrees with your post by liking, they’re like ‘that is such a good point,’ and 
that's like saying, ‘yeah! Now we're friends. Let's talk more.’” When asked whether liking helps 
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build friendships, she replied affirmatively. “Yeah,” she said. “I think it does.” Marcin talked 
often about feeling affirmed in this way through social media relationships. She said that 
Facebook involvement “show who cares and who your real friends are.” She explained: 
You can put, like, "like this status if you're truly my friend." And then people would like 
it and comment on it. Because that's what I did. I had 15 people that liked it. That was 
kind of shocking, who actually liked it, and how many people, ‘cause some of them, I 
wasn't really close to. I don't really talk to them that much. But I don't know. I guess they 
like me. I thought maybe seven were gonna like it. But there were 15. That felt awesome. 
Marcin also called on Facebook friends for support during times when other key relationships 
felt out of her control. Before talking to even close friends about what had happened, she posted 
about having her heart broken by her boyfriend on Facebook, and she received comfort.  
He cheated. We were going out for two months, and he cheated. He doesn't know that I 
know, but when I found out, that's when I posted it. I put: "Tired of getting my heart 
broken." I put that on there, and got a lot of response from that. Just wanted to see who 
would actually comment and see what was wrong. People commented three question 
marks, "are you ok?", "message me." A lot of people. 84. I didn't realize that many people 
even cared. It was kind of comforting, like when you eat chocolate when you're sad.  
By providing a mechanism for social feedback, Marcin’s social media involvements enabled her 
to feel more in control of her social life and to feel more confident in the relationships she had.  
Teens said barriers existed that made it difficult for them to control relationships and to 
appear socially savvy offline. They reported that social media gave them a way to communicate 
to build and tend to important relationships, and to affirm relationships in ways that helped them 
feel more control over their social interactions and their social life than they typically felt offline. 
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Self-representation and control. My interlocutors said they were involved in social media 
to exercise control over their offline self-representation. Their efforts aimed at control on 
Facebook and Twitter were commonly understood by them to extend beyond the online 
environment. Teens in this study said one reason they were involved in social media was to 
challenge their offline framing as a clueless minor. For example, they said they used Twitter to 
be seen as connected to adult involvements that they reported being forbidden to associate 
themselves with offline. “Sometimes you can't just do stuff in front of your parents,” Marcin 
explained. “Like, certain stuff. Drinking, pregnancy tests, seeing some people they don't like, 
smoking. It makes it easier to just not have them know.” As will be discussed in greater depth in 
the following chapter, through strategic use of social media, these teens put significant effort 
toward controlling the visibility of certain identities through their social media involvement. 
They said they were involved in social media to exercise control over their self-representation by 
presenting and performing themselves in ways that they hoped carried over into offline social 
understandings.   
For example, LaToya engaged in social interaction online with the knowledge that these 
involvements presented opportunities to influence her relationships with people offline. While 
acknowledging that many of her interactions online were volatile, LaToya never de-friended 
anyone she argued with from her Facebook account, even if they tried to ruin her relationship 
with other friends or boyfriends. She did this because she believed that her online actions shaped 
how she was understood offline. “I just keep them on my friend because I know that one day, we 
will get back to being friends, and most of the time, I don't care. You can say this and that and 
this and that, but whatever you say, so? It don't hurt me. Do what you want to do.” LaToya 
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material world. By keeping people as friends, she was able to exercise some control over how 
was perceived offline. In this case, she believed she showed herself to be unflappable, tough, and 
“not scared of them” on- and offline, all traits she said were admired by her peers because they 
showed you were not easily pushed around.  
Violet said appearing tough was important in her school also, and that certain types of 
involvements in social media might influence how others see you offline. She believed fights and 
taunts on social media helped teens interact with peers in ways that they could find difficult 
offline, leading others to think twice before crossing them in person. 
Maybe people fight on there so they can seem more hard core than they really are. I don't 
know. I don't see people saying half of the stuff they say on Twitter in person. 'Cause I 
don't know, everyone wants . . . people to see them as like [pause] not a wussy. Or more 
tough than they actually are so people won't mess with them. 
Getting people to not “mess with” you was an interest for males as well as females, my 
interlocutors said. While they said that people in their small communities and schools “have your 
back” and would rally around one another if threatened from someone outside their circles, kids 
at their school got in fights. Because of this, the teens said appearing tough mattered, as it made 
you less susceptible to being picked on. Violet explained: 
My freshman year there was this girl, and she got into three fights, just, like, the first 
semester of freshman year. She wasn't really one of the most popular kids in grade 
school, and she was always picked on by the upperclassmen. But after she got in those 
big fights, no one talks to her. Like, no one messes with her at all. She has her little inner 
group of friends, but that's it. No one bugs her. It made them scared of her. 
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And Sarah agreed: 
It's all about impressing other people. Oh, "this girl, she doesn't take anything from 
anyone. She's cool, or she knows how to take care of herself." In a small school like this, 
it's good, because if you have people who can't protect themselves, it doesn't look good. 
People can do whatever they want to them, basically. 
LaToya had been in her share of physical fights offline. She said that, while she wouldn’t 
hesitate to hit someone back if they hit her first, her concern for her future made her try to steer 
clear of potential altercations offline. She did not want a police record, she said, so she did not 
want to be in any more fights, if at all possible. She followed her mother’s advice to not go 
“outside” much to avoid potential trouble, and she felt satisfied in maintaining her “tough” image 
through her involvement in Facebook. This helped her feel more control over her ability to 
advance a desirable self-representation to her peers, as well as in showing herself as 
“responsible” to her mother and to herself. Social media involvement was used by some of these 
teens as a way to get around having to physically fight to socially prove or maintain their image 
as someone who could be pushed around. “No one wants to seem weak,” Violet said. “'Cause 
then people think they can walk all over you and it's okay.” Teens turned to social media to gain 
control over their self-representation, performing themselves as strong online to be seen as such 
offline. 
 Teens also discussed being involved in social media to connect their self-representation 
with desirable images and ideas. In doing so, they were active in crafting their identities, forging 
ties with familiar products, people, and media to identify themselves as related to these socially 
salient cultural artifacts. Creating identity heuristics through these type of associations on 
Facebook and Twitter was a type of self-branding teens took on in these spaces. Sarah explained: 
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Saying "oh, I'm with this person" or "I'm with that person." "We're going to this place." 
"We're driving to the movies." "I'm hanging out and going to a party." Maybe, if you, I 
don't think it's very cool, but like if you write out there "I'm getting drunk tonight," or "I'm 
gonna get high tonight," maybe that might make you feel like you're cool, for others to 
know these things about you.  
Social media involvement allowed these teens to overtly represent themselves to others as in 
association with desirable affiliations. Through retweets and shared pictures and posts, it also 
enabled them to socially signal affiliation with cultural symbols and their less overt stylistic 
meanings (Hebdige, 1987). For example, after hearing on Facebook about the shooting of 
unarmed teenager Trayvon Martin by George Zimmerman, LaToya and a friend took pictures of 
one another in black hooded sweatshirts holding a bag of Skittles candy and an Arizona Iced Tea 
– both of which Martin was alleged to be holding at the time of his death. They posted these 
pictures to their Facebook pages as a sign of support to Martin, and of protest. “I put it up 
because people know what we mean. I feel that justice should be made. I feel it’s not fair, his 
killing,” LaToya said. “Especially if its a child.” LaToya felt she had few other options for 
expressing her frustration about Zimmerman walking free following the shooting. She said: 
My teacher said they’re going to have a trial on April 10, and I think that's when they're 
going to decide if Zimmerman is going to jail. And I hope he does! And if I could be at 
that trial when they have it, I would be there. But I can't. I mean, I don't think my mom is 
going to let me, But I would go and I would sit there in the back and I would probably 
have some comments. . . . Because if it was a black person who shot a Caucasian, we 
would go to jail, 25 years, no bond, no bail. But it's different. There should be equal 
justice for all people. I just think that everyone should have the same equal rights, the 
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equal justice laws, there should really be a law. And if I was old enough to go up and say, 
"this needs to be a law, this should be a law" I would! But I'm not old enough, so I can't. 
Facebook provided her with a way to socially signal her disapproval toward the meting of justice 
in this case. Her picture, captioned “I am Trayvon Martin,” enabled her a way to get around age 
biases that kept her opinions from being taken seriously. Facebook gave her a forum in which to 
represent her feelings of anger about unchecked violence toward black youth in society. Social 
media made her feel more in control of her self-representation. 
Social media also gave teens an outlet to display and identify themselves socially in 
association with consumer goods (Veblen, 1899). By sharing, retweeting, liking, and favoriting, 
these teens identified interests on social media that linked to their profile pages. These 
affiliations were carefully chosen. Similar to the words put in posts and tweets, the teens said 
your associations in social media expressed who you are, and branded you as a certain type of 
person. Because of this, they informed me that your affiliations told others about who you were. 
A study by Kosinski, Stillwell, and Graepel (2013) found that liking patterns on Facebook were 
able to predict quite accurately user race, gender, religion, sexual orientation, and political party 
affiliation, as well as their drinking, smoking, and drug use habits. While such predictions are 
commonly used to inform user profiling and advertisement targeting, the teens in this study also 
analyze “like”s in their relationship procurement and self-representation in social media. “You 
can tell a lot about a person by what they ‘like’ on Facebook,” Naomi told me. “Like, if they like 
bad TV shows or rap music, you can know that about them. . . . Or you can “like” to show people 
that you like good things.”  
Powerful action and control. These teens also said they were able to be involved in 
powerful actions that granted them control in social media. Some of these actions assuaged 
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difficulties they said they experienced in exercising control over their offline involvements. For 
example, Violet said she rarely sees friends after school because “no one wants to drive that far” 
to visit her or pick her up at her house. Being separated from friends with no transportation 
options made her feel she had little power to act on her interests in social interaction. She said 
Facebook and Twitter made her feel more in control. “Facebook really helps,” she said. 
“Because I live in the middle of nowhere. And it's not really the same not, like, seeing people in 
person. But, without Facebook, I just feel like I wouldn't be able to talk to people as much and 
see, like, lots of communication. I mean you could live without it, but it wouldn't be fun.” 
Similarly, many of the teens said they worried about “missing out” on knowing things they 
thought they should know. Molly expressed this sentiment regarding peers. Others did also, as 
discussed in the previous section. Amelia felt this way toward fashion trends. And a number of 
the teens said it was important to know what was going on with their favorite celebrities to keep 
them from feeling out of the loop and “clueless.” Each declared social media as helpful in 
making them feel more in control by having a source providing knowledge that mattered to them. 
Social media presented teens with opportunities to have control over areas of their 
involvement they found hard to control offline. Sarah said that she was involved in social media 
to have more control over her decision-making and actions. She said she used Twitter because, 
unlike in her offline life, there, she was able to interact with people any way she desired. On 
Twitter, she was “treated like a grown-up,” and “able to make decisions and face the 
consequences.” Twitter gave her a space to be able to talk without things she posted being 
considered “a big deal.” Teens struggle with this, she and others exclaimed. Amelia expanded: 
My parents would probably flip out if they saw a couple of things I post because they're 
song lyrics, it's not like I mean them. But they're kind of the parents that are like "Well 
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you posted it, so you mean it.” . . . If my parents saw my Twitter, they'd be asking about 
every five seconds: “What does this mean? What does this mean?” . . . and I'd have to 
explain every little thing to them. 
“Sometimes,” Molly said, “people blow things out of proportion and assume stuff from what you 
post.” On Twitter, Sarah appreciated that she was not asked or required to answer to anyone, or 
to have to explain her online actions. She explained this about her involvement on Twitter: 
[K]ids can be more open by, like, saying: "Oh, I feel like this." And maybe you just want 
to tell people how you feel, you don't really want an answer, or a solution. You just want 
to tell people how you feel ‘cause talking to people makes you feel better than, like, 
someone being like, "well, you need to do this," ‘cause that's what a parent would do. It's 
just nice for someone to, like, listen to you. [It’s] like talking to a friend, just typing away, 
just talking to a friend. That's kind of how it feels like. 
With no parents around, Sarah said that she could be involved in Twitter without having to 
explain herself. “On Twitter,” she said, “no parents can see that. So it's like you being more 
yourself on Twitter, because you can basically say what you feel like at that moment without 
watching what you say.” She and other Twitter users said that they were involved in social media 
in part because of this: they did not have to justify their actions, or fear that adults would make 
them try to make sense of acts in adult terms. Rather, at any moment, teens could say what they 
wanted to say, and do what they wanted to do. In this space, they felt they were able to be free 
and independent. Violet felt control from being able to speak her mind on Twitter, and talk about 
relationships without her mother getting involved: “I can be more honest on Twitter than 
Facebook,” she said. Violet’s mother was her Facebook friend. Violet knew she often checked 
her account. This kept her from discussing certain areas of her life there. “I can’t post stuff about 
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boys on Facebook,” she said. “It's kinda awkward to talk to your mom about boys. I just think it's 
weird.” She discussed taking down comments from a close male friend posted to her Facebook 
account for fear of getting teased.  
I had this guy friend before I moved here, and he was just like my really good friend and 
nothing more than that, and I was embarrassed to tell my family that I liked boys at the 
time. And he put "love you" on there, in like just a friendly way. Like a friend. So I was 
sure to erase everything from that guy because I'm sure they would tease me about it or 
make it a big deal or something. I was just glad that my mom and dad and everybody 
didn't see it so they didn't act mean about it. I just wanted them to leave it alone. Pretend 
that it never happened. It could, cause my mom doesn't have a Twitter yet. 
Violet felt good about having a place to talk honestly about and with boys without parental 
oversight. Social media presented spaces for these teens to feel in control of their involvements. 
“On Twitter,” Sarah said, “kids can be kids.” 
Opportunities to feel control were also found in the less apparently social areas of social 
media involvement. Amelia felt comforted being able to call on social media when she would 
otherwise feel conspicuous for have nothing to do. She stated: “It gives me something to do. 
Especially when you're standing there awkward, [then] you're like, ‘Oh let's get on Twitter and 
just scroll through here’ [laugh].” Naomi also turned to social media in the absence of other 
opportunities for involvements. On a warm fall day at her house, she explained that, typically, 
“on days like this, I'd go and play basketball. But when it's, like, snowing and stuff, I get really 
sick easily. I wouldn't want to spend all of my time outside just to make myself sick, so I'd just 
sit inside and do [Facebook] just to give me something to do.” Social 
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an outlet to self-entertain proactively. Involvement gave them some control over their feelings of 
boredom and enjoyment offline.  
But control did not necessarily have to have direct ties to offline involvements to feel 
important to these teens. Annie was also involved in social media to be entertained. She used 
Facebook mainly to play CityVille, a very popular game “app,” or third-party application, owned 
by Zynga. CityVille is accessible only through Facebook, where it is available in five languages, 
and boasts the most active users base of all games. Zynga describes CityVille as allowing players 
to plan out and maintain “the city of their dreams.”21 Annie stated: “[y]ou get to grow your own 
crops, build stores, and put houses up where you want.” Annie said that CityVille allowed her to 
feel in control, and she said that she felt like “the president or the mafia” when she played. In 
discussing how the game made her feel like “the mafia,” she explained: 
[The mafia] have complete control over everything because everyone's scared of them, 
and here, nothing will happen unless I let it happen. People listen to them. Some people 
even look up to them for guidance, I don't know why, but because of this respect that they 
have, I think. Since they have their block or their city, they're in charge and they get 
respect. 
When playing CityVille, “I am in charge,” Annie stated. Asked whether this was nice, she 
replied: “Yes it is. Because it goes how you want it to go. If you want to do something, you can 
do it how you want to do it.” She noted that this experience of feeling in charge is very different 
than how she feels when not playing CityVille.  
 Facebook presented a new environment to these youth in which to exercise a type of 
control that was not viewed as possible offline. While Annie did not have goals of being a 
farmer, architect, city planner, or mayor, her actions taken in CityVille reflected an interest in 
                                                
21 http://company.zynga.com/games/cityville  
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having power in the world. With a focus on gaining more friends, more likes, and more 
followers, it is curious to observe some of these teens’ interests in power translating into 
seemingly unsatisfiable interests in growth and bigness in social media involvements. For 
example, Annie’s goal in CityVille was “to get as many people and to expand. I just want a big, 
big city.” And when asked whether the actions involved in the game interest her, Annie 
responded: 
I play it because what I'm doing, I won't do in real life, basically. I will never go and plant 
and garden or anything. I don't think I will run a whole city or something. I can’t build all 
kinds of buildings, or run a train, or get a whole town’s rent money. This is about as good 
as it gets as far as opportunities go, or whatever. 
Annie’s interests in opportunities in this Facebook game spoke to her interests in exercising 
control within the wider world. These interests were informed by her offline experience of 
powerlessness. In offline living, Annie stated that kids her age “don't have any power, so you 
can't do anything.” Naomi explained that “if I'm fighting with my mom or something and then 
she's just like ‘I'm the adult and blah blah blah,’ I'm just like ‘Oh. Wow. What can I say to that?’ 
I mean I am just the kid. You have the power.” Unlike this, in Facebook’s CityVille, Annie 
found that she was powerful. She had the ability to do many things. This, she said, is why she 
went there every day to spend hours clicking to tend to virtual crops, workers, and city planning.  
 Amy also played CityVille on Facebook citing similar interests in having a space to exert 
control. She liked that, in CityVille, her interests, ideas, and actions were recognized in a way 
that bettered her standing and impacted her local environment. The virtuality of this environment 
mattered little, as what did matter was the ability to feel powerful through her actions. At home, 
she said she felt that doing things in her neighborhood or town did not make much of a 
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difference. CityVille was different. “If I do things, I get more money and the city works better,” 
she said. “Things change because of what I do.” She felt significantly more powerful in her 
involvements in this Facebook app than she did offline. Also, she said there was nothing to do in 
her area. A bigger town 45 minutes away had a pizza parlor with video games and arcade games 
such as Skee Ball. Amy said she loved this place. Her town would be great if it had something 
like it, she said. However, asking what an ideal place like this would include brought a confused 
response. “I don’t know,” she said. Further questions resulted in only shrugs. “Maybe games. I 
don’t know.” Although Amy reported spending at least ten hours a week planning “the city of 
[her] dreams,” she was stumped when asked to imagine details of a space of her dreams for 
offline involvement. For her, it appeared that planning a dream city in CityVille did not easily 
translate into dreaming and planning around self-focused interests outside this space.  
 A discussion of “power” and control in social media involvements. As minors and females, 
these teens reported they have little control over the spaces they occupy offline. However, Crowe 
and Bradford (2006) write that “as material space is increasingly denied to young people 
(through contemporary discourses of risk, danger and vulnerability) they have found new means 
and channels within which to express themselves” (p. 343). These young women were involved 
in social media to address and seek ways around some of the powerlessness they stated they 
experienced in everyday life. They said social media involvement made them feel more in 
control of their lives. However, teens’ own descriptions of their highly social and externally-
concerned and -motivated involvements in social media call into question the idea that they 
were, in fact, truly in control and working for the advancement of their own self-focused 
interests in these spaces. Also, when they were able to feel control in having a space to be self-
focused, it seems that the number-focused formatting of Twitter and Facebook presented specific 
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goals that informed the direction this focus might take for the user to feel power and control. 
These teens found opportunities for expression of power and control in social media. But what 
type of control were they being offered?  
Just as Annie and Amy held interests in making bigger cities in CityVille, the others also 
admired bigness in their social media involvements. For example, Naomi felt happy about the 
high number of tweets her Twitter account stated she had sent out. She felt numbers mattered a 
lot in social media. She explained:  
Like, I don't know how to explain it. But in a way like if you have like the coolest phone . 
. . and you have, like, an iPod with, like, forty-seven thousand songs on it and stuff like 
that, people are gonna be more interested and be like, “oh, hey,” and [be] talking about 
this phone that this person has it and stuff like that. And this person has so many followers 
on Twitter and so many friends on Facebook. Stuff like that. 
Similarly, LaToya prided herself on her large number of Facebook friends. When we first met, 
she had 1108 friends and a goal to get to 1300. She put effort into accumulating Facebook 
friends, and said she occasionally competed with a classmate to see who could have the highest 
friend count. Having a large number of friends made her feel special, connected, and socially 
skilled. LaToya described having many friends offline from school, but, with a very protective 
mother, feeling limited in her ability to “go outside” and meet new people. Through her 
involvement in Facebook, she was able to meet many new people, and commandeer a profile that 
appeared, and was, extremely social. LaToya smiled in telling me that, based on her friend 
numbers, she was currently “more popular” than her “frienemy” nemesis classmate, and that, by 
keeping her numbers up, she would stay that way. Indeed, she reached 1300 friends within two 
months of setting her goal.  
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Carollynn said that, while at one time she also considered this important, the number of 
Facebook friends someone had did not much matter to her. Still, even the teens like her who 
downplayed the importance of large friend lists on Facebook agreed that having a low number of 
friends “didn’t look good.” Similarly, all of the teens told of feeling affirmed in their social 
media involvement by receiving many likes on their Facebook posts or getting their tweets 
retweeted many times, with the no clear cut-off of what constituted “many” in either instance. 
Amelia explained that the numbers indicated popularity, and social success: “Everyone’s just 
kinda happier when their numbers aren’t down. If they were, they know other people would be 
like, ‘hm, I wonder why not that many people are following them.’” Numbers in social media 
provided these teens a form of social feedback on the perceived success of their involvements. 
Ben Grosser (2011) sources social media’s subtle but persistent focus on high numbers, 
bigness, and boundless growth in capitalistic lessons of accumulation. Paralleling the message in 
2013 commercials by AT& T selling wireless service with the motto “Bigger is Better,” and by 
Sprint marketing mobile cellular services with images of young people asserting: “I need, no, I 
have the right to be unlimited,” involvement in these two social media platforms offers users 
subtle goals of gaining endlessly “more” friends, followers, tweets, cities, and forms of 
appreciation. This suggests that involvement in social media might enmesh users’ sense of 
control and power with a sense of “never enoughness,” and with the successful practice of 
capitalistic accumulation, a practice that culturally undergirds Western life. In finding that 
Facebook users with more friends visit the site much more frequently than those with few 
friends, recent research from the Pew Internet and American Life Project suggests that this quest 
for greater and greater numbers fuels greater and greater social media use (Madden et al., 2013). 
The drive for growth has been linked to lessened privacy in social media. For example, Pew 
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reports that teens with large numbers of friends on Facebook demonstrate more disclosure of 
personal information on the site than do those with fewer friends (ibid). While teens have more 
Facebook friends than adults their parents’ age,22  this study reports more granular findings: 
female teens have significantly more Facebook friends than male teens. This suggests that 
marginalized age and gender are both related to increased use and disclosure on Facebook, and to 
exposure to the site’s capitalistic lessons.  
Also, it is hard to ignore that teens’ descriptions of they control they felt in social media 
were raised with and measured against their sense of abject powerlessness offline. They regularly 
and repeatedly made a point in stating that they felt in control online in a way they did not 
offline. They said they sought power on social media because of their powerlessness in the rest 
of their life, and they registered even small acts of control in games as powerful in supplying 
them with control they were not afforded offline. A 2013 New York Times article notes that 
advertising agencies commonly appeal to adolescents’ powerlessness to make profits by selling 
product. In discussing the success of Kraft’s highly processed, prepackaged Lunchables kits, the 
article states that the company’s profits soared in the late 1990s when it turned its advertising 
pitch from mothers to kids, offering them an escape from powerlessness. Moving away from its 
previous slogan, the Lunchables commercial was logged airing in-between Sunday morning 
cartoons, telling viewers that, with this product, they were in control. “All day, you gotta do what 
they say,” the ad declared over images of children. “But lunchtime is all yours!” In this 
statement, Kraft appealed directly to young people’s desire to have control in their lives. The 
article made the point that “[t]his idea — that kids are in control — would become a key concept 
in the evolving marketing campaigns for the trays. The Lunchables team [discovered] that it 
                                                
22 The Social Networking Sites and our Lives (June 16, 2011) Pew report by Hampton, Goulet, Rainie, and Purcell 
finds that the average American adult has 229 Facebook friends. The Pew report by Madden et al. (2013) finds U.S. 
teens to have an average of 300 Facebook friends.   
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wasn’t the food in the trays that excited the kids; it was the feeling of power it brought to their 
lives” (Moss, 2013: section II, para.16). This company recognized U.S. youth as relatively 
powerless. Knowing this, they shaped their advertising in a way that presented their product as 
offering minors a very small modicum of control, hoping this would lead to kids influencing 
purchases. Despite the fact that this control was in assembling a set of sliced of pre-sliced meat 
and cheese with crackers, a task which by any assessment would be considered quite negligible 
in meaning, by offering young viewers an opportunity to exert control, Kraft was able to 
significantly increase their sales of Lunchables. The article quotes Kraft C.E.O. Bob Eckert in 
reflection upon the effectiveness of the campaign. “Lunchables aren’t about lunch,” he said. “It’s 
about kids being able to put together what they want to eat, anytime, anywhere” (ibid). In other 
words, offering power to the powerless makes for some good sales. 
It is easy to find similar advertising campaigns offering young people tools to harness 
power and control through involvement with social media. Lisa Nakamura (2002) discusses an 
early MCI commercial promising a service that overlooks baggage associated with marginalized 
user bodies to attend to their ideas: “There is no gender. There is no age. … There are only 
minds. Utopia? No. The Internet” (p. 134). And the Internet’s social media spaces echo these 
promises for all-ages, co-ed access to new levels of control. The AT&T and Sprint ads 
mentioned earlier contain such messages, as does a 2013 Samsung mobile technology telling 
users it is “bringing the world to you.” Micropublications (“micropubs”) like “Life Book!” on 
Twitter issue tweets with statements on life, love, sex, and relationships such as “Maybe if I keep 
my distance, you’ll start to miss me.” Teens said retweeting these messages made them feel 
relationally wise, and able to appear in control of adult matters rather than clueless of them.  
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Celebrities also offered control on social media. Teens followed celebrities’ accounts on 
Twitter, and some micropubs also retweeted celebrity tweets. Celebrity accounts posted pictures 
and messages, in addition to passing on “secrets” for clothes, shoes, soft drinks, makeup and 
other products behind their desirability, and thus ideas of how to buy control of your image in the 
world. For example, a glance at three recent tweets on Naomi’s account from Nicole Polizzi, 
otherwise known as “Snooki” on the popular reality television show Jersey Shore, showed one 
with a link to an Instagram picture of her baby and the comment “Happy Thanksgiving! 
Lorenzo’s first!!!!!!”  and two tweets with links to an online store selling Snooki-related product. 
One read: “#cybermonday is almost here and save money on your @snookislippers. Get Free 
Shipping on US orders :) www.sn.instara.am/p/SeSSEChjvc/”. Celebrity tweets commonly also 
recommended other accounts to follow to get more followers. For example, Sarah’s account 
contained a tweet from pop singer Beyonce Knowles retweeted from Life Book!, a micropub 
Sarah followed, reading: “OMFG ! I just followed @CuteLoveMsgs and gained 1,843+ new 
followers :o YOU REALLY NEED TO TRY IT NOW !<3” Sarah said she gets frequent tweets 
with these kind of offers from celebrities. She followed these kind of suggestions from American 
Idol and Carrie Underwood, but she does not do so anymore. She explained:  
Twitter will say "follow this person and you'll get 256 new followers!" And I was like 
"why not?" because at first, I thought it worked, but then I realized, no, you don't ever get 
followers. No. Actually no. I've never gotten followers that way. 
Still, Sarah admitted she continued to follow the accounts that failed to give her followers 
because of the cumbersome steps required to unfollow an account on a cell phone.  
Offers of heightened user control abound in and around social media. Infrastructural 
expansions of broadband and of technology in schools commonly sell themselves in offering to 
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“empower” the young and other disenfranchised members of society. And third-party app games 
like CityVille also have things for sale in exchange for feelings of control: users. Annie feels 
powerless in life, and got solace by performing virtual and real labor for Zynga, a gaming 
company that uses her for her clicks, her information, and her time spent on CityVille, a game 
designed to produce more viewers for their advertisements. Critical play theorists such as Hearn 
(1976-1977) and Sutton-Smith (1997) view the type of leisure- and entertainment-oriented play 
Annie and others were often engaged in with their social media involvement as powerful in 
offering them not only fun, but also mental and emotional hiatuses from everyday drudgery. In 
this notion, they join Marcuse (1964), who argues that advanced industrial societies such as the 
U.S. take on “economic-technical coordination which operates through the manipulation of 
needs by vested interests” (p. 3) to create “false” needs in citizens. As such, these theorists argue 
that such involvement in commercial play spaces can serve a social purpose in feeding oppressed 
individuals back into systems they object to, reproducing social norms and effectively dulling the 
anger and discontent experienced from occupying marginalized social positions. “The 
distinguishing feature of advanced industrial society is its effective suffocation of those needs 
which demand liberation,” (p. 7) writes Marcuse. Indeed, while the teens in this study professed 
feeling dissatisfied often with the rights and privileges they were allowed as female minors when 
they were offline, when they were in social media, they reported regularly feeling quite content. 
  The teens in this study said that young people recognize advertisements, and are 
suspicious of them. However, there is reason to be skeptical of this belief. Herman and Chomsky 
(1988) wrote that advertising inflects media with messages that ideologically tie products and 
involvements to notions of freedom and power. While offering opportunities for communication 
and connection, social media are also advertising spaces. The Facebook Reports Fourth Quarter 
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and Full Year 2012 Results financial press release reported an advertising income of $1.33 
billion, an amount representing 84% of the company’s annual total revenue of $1.585 billion, 
and 41% more advertising income than was earned in 2011.23 The report quotes CEO Mark 
Zuckerberg as stating: “We enter 2013 with good momentum and will continue to invest to 
achieve our mission and become a stronger, more valuable company." With comments like this 
from platform owners and initiatives underway such as Facebook Graph Search to allow 
advertisers to better know and target audiences “based on location, demographics and interests”24 
of users, there is good reason to believe that advertising will continue to be a central, if subtle, 
feature of social media.  
In the U.S., scholars such as Bordieu (1984), and Klein (1999) note that social signaling 
through identity commonly occurs through affiliation with consumer goods. “The people 
recognize themselves in their commodities,” writes Marcuse (p. 7), speaking to the social power 
display and consumption of goods have in selecting identities to forward. Beyond this, females in 
the U.S. have historically been offered social “empowerment” and meaningful-feeling social 
involvement through economic consumption and display (Bartky, 1991; Lowenthal, 1961; 
Lynch, 2007). Consumption purports to open up routes to increased societal respect and, by way 
of this, power. Through association with socially meaningful items coded and recognized to 
represent larger ideas and ways of life, it can. But such consumptive efforts are more complex 
than simply being acts of control. Consumption can be accompanied by debt, which greatly 
limits debtors’ abilities to be in control of their lives (Kamentz, 2006). It can further desire for 
more au courant and socially salient goods to socially signal power, control, and worth (Veblen, 
1899). And, as Baudrillard (1970) states, consumption is less an individual act of agency than 
                                                
23 http://investor.fb.com/releasedetail.cfm?ReleaseID=736911  
24 https://www.facebook.com/advertising  
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“something enforced, a morality, an institution” (p. 81), or a coercive system built upon cultural 
valuing of objects that “[draws] the consumer into a series of more complex motivations” (p. 27) 
in an effort to “take the guilt out of passivity” (p. 35). According to George Ritzer, “[t]he 
ideology associated with the system leads people to believe, falsely in Baudrillard’s view, that 
they are affluent, fulfilled, happy and liberated” (Baudrillard, 1970, p. 15).  Baudrillard’s work 
suggests that need to know what is going on and to fear missing out on news as explained by 
Molly, Amelia, and others could be understood as sentiments borne of consumption’s “whole 
system of values” that prioritizes continual participation and innovation (p. 81).  
Additionally, while agency exists in social media, this agency happens within an 
overarching consumptive environment. While Facebook provides a way to keep in touch with 
distant friends and to take part in games that allow players to feel power, it does so while 
advertisements surround these involvements, and appear quietly on news feeds amid personal 
correspondence, and even within gameplay.25 Teens like Violet feel safe giving voice to 
personally relevant matters on Twitter as companies market products to her through pop stars’ 
tweets about things they think are cool. Social media offers opportunities for these teens to take 
control of their life in ways not possible offline. And studies on female consumption suggest that 
this type of involvement in social media affords teens a level of agency (Carter, 1984; 
Messenger, 1975). But these acts of agency must be understood as being made possible within a 
larger structure of control of information flow, collection, and use over which teens have little 
power (Giddens, 1984). These teens’ involvement in social media, as a consumptive system, 
offers them feelings of power by necessarily turning them into objects of marketing who are, 
themselves, for sale. In doing so, this space nurtures and feeds specific product-driven desires in 
                                                
25 At the end of our time together, Annie was working toward being able to have enough money to build a 
McDonalds within her CityVille city. She told me she passed up the chance to have a Home Depot.  
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even those who participate not to consume, but to find opportunities for power and control in 
their involvements. As Baudrillard states, involvement in consumptive spaces offers participants 
feelings of fulfillment as it neuters their larger epistemological concerns over meaning, power, 
and accomplishment. As feelings of powerlessness and lack of control motivate these teens’ 
involvement in this space, this suggests that those creating opportunities for involvement in 
social media only benefit from dissipating or diffusing their interests in resisting the larger social 
structures that render these teens, as adolescents and females, passive and powerless in their 
lives.  
Social media is an advertising space that offers users power and control in exchange for 
involvement with sellers’ product(s). Advertising makes audiences aware of items that are 
supposedly deemed necessary and desirable by the broader world. It often succeeds in doing so 
by using indirect tactics causing the item to appear to be less involved in a sales pitch, and more 
in simply providing helpful, worldly, sage advice. This type of message could be quite 
meaningful to those, such as teenaged females, who have limited power, credibility, and 
interaction with the wider world, and who want to take steps to direct their involvements toward 
improving their standing, their feeling of efficacy, and their ability to have some semblance of 
control of and in their involvements. For this population, and for the teens in this study, 
powerlessness motivates involvement as it sells users. 
A discussion of “privacy” and control in social media involvements. The country is 
imagined as full of space, but, with few options for traversing these spaces, complicated or 
absent public spaces, and little to do outside, as discussed in the previous chapter, my rural 
interlocutors commonly reported feeling crowded in their involvements, with a lack of privacy 
and little to do. Poverty increased this crowdedness, as teens such as Violet, Annie, and LaToya 
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spent much of their time in small homes shared with many people, some with sibling-watching 
responsibilities, all with few funds or opportunities for involvement. Living in social media 
enabled these teens to escape from their everyday crowdedness to feel self-focused, autonomous, 
independent, and, as such, to feel free and in control. Such feelings are at the core of self-
regulation in the US neoliberal self, which Ilana Gershon (2011) explains as “one that uses 
market rationality to manage its self as though the self was a business that attempts to balance 
risks and responsibility appropriately in its alliances with other selves/businesses” (p. 873). As 
the neoliberal self, Gershon writes that “one takes oneself as something that requires care, 
attention, and management” (ibid). Nikolas Rose (1999) builds on this notion of self-
management in stressing that feelings of freedom exist within systems of power. The neoliberal 
subject, he argues, feels “freedom” when able to accomplish performance of individuality 
through self-directed consumption of goods and self-focused orientation of autonomy. As such, 
they operate in the interest of the state, reproducing self-disciplined governmentality (Foucault, 
1982) that maintains structures of hierarchy and power. The involvements of these teens in social 
media fit well within this framing. 
Privacy is one of the areas that these teens managed in their social media self-focus. A 
number of the teens discussed feeling in control of social media because of their belief that what 
they post can be “private,” which, in all of their understandings, meant only being seen by 
certain viewers whom they specifically allow access. Sarah was aware of how to change her 
privacy settings on Facebook, and believed it was important to have hers set for only “friends of 
friends” to see her posts. “I do it pretty much for security,” she explained, commenting on how 
more open settings could pass her posts on to undesirable others. This allowed her to interact 
with people she liked, and those they trusted as friends. “It’s kinda like a party,” she said, 
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laughing. Sarah blocked new people who contacted her on Facebook occasionally if they became 
bothersome, and, although she rarely accessed social media through computers anymore when 
we began meeting, said that blocking was easy to do this if she was on a computer. Being with 
friends and their friends, and being able to block unwanted people out of her social environment 
made her feel in control of who she was involved with. “I just feel like this way is better,” she 
said of her “friends-of-friends” Facebook privacy setting. “Plus, my mom told me to do it.”  
Things are harder to control on Twitter, Sarah told me, with tweets easily retweeted on in 
ways that reach well beyond intended audiences. And she was far less familiar with privacy 
settings in this space. “On Twitter, I have no idea how to change my privacy settings,” she said, 
then asked: “Do they have them?” Molly, Naomi, Amelia, and Violet who, like Sarah, all 
migrated away from Facebook to spend the majority of their social media time on Twitter also 
did not know how to adjust Twitter privacy settings. Still, each of them told me they knew their 
parents were not on Twitter to monitor and judge their postings. “I mean, when my parents check 
my computer,” Amelia said, “they don't really care about Twitter 'cause they don't really know 
what it is. So, I mean I guess that's a plus.” While all four of the teens expressed concern that 
they knew little about how to adjust Twitter privacy settings, their awareness of having a space 
for involvement outside of their parents’ purveyance seemed to make this concern easily 
dismissible. “Privacy means privacy from parents too, yeah,” Sarah said. “I wouldn't use Twitter 
the same way if my parents were on it. It wouldn’t be as fun. Like, I wouldn't cuss anymore, 
because I know my mom hates it when I use language that's inappropriate.” Knowing they were 
socially involved without parental oversight made teens feel free and, thus, powerful in Twitter. 
They were able to choose to act (or to not act) in ways they were typically discouraged to act 
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when under parental supervision. Because of this, in this space, they felt they, rather than others, 
were trusted with having control over their behavior and involvement. 
Amy said she felt that Facebook was “very safe” because she could be selective in who 
saw her posts. “I just know it's safe,” she told me. “Everything I put on there, only I can see it. 
Or sometimes my friends can see.” She explained that she felt she could easily communicate 
directly to one particular Facebook friend without others knowing. “If I want somebody to read 
something,” she said, “I can just put it on their wall so only they can see it, or I'll send them a 
message that only they can see, and nobody else.” Amy never change from the default “public” 
setting in Facebook’s privacy settings to allow posts to be seen by “only me.” Still, she reported 
feeling highly competent in Facebook, and confident in her ability to use it “right” and well. As 
will be discussed more in the Safety chapter, this confidence led to her trusting Facebook as a 
space where she felt she could control her information dissemination, and her social involvement 
in this space. 
 Violet was far less trusting of the control she had in social media. I asked her about her 
sparse Facebook page. “Yeah. I don't fill out the ‘About’ [section],” she said of the section of her 
profile page where she can enter specific information about herself in field. “I don’t have any of 
that. I just have like one or two favorite quotes and that's it. The rest is personal. I think there 
should be some privacy in life. People put everything on the Internet.” Violet felt people put too 
much information on Facebook to maintain control of it. She discussed first realizing social 
media data could be shared outside of intended circle when she accidentally copied someone’s 
Facebook photograph while learning to use her new smartphone.  
I clicked on someone's picture and, like, I held it and it saved as a picture to my phone. 
So I could send pictures of that picture of that person. I didn't mean to, but then I have 
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that picture like I took the picture, but it wasn't my picture. I don’t really ever put pictures 
on it now. Yeah, it's not that private. I think everything is shareable. 
These teens’ experiences represent complications to the notion of control in social media 
involvement. Amy believed that she was in control of information on Facebook because she 
thought posts made on a friend’s wall could only be seen by the friend. This comment illustrates 
a misunderstanding in how Facebook works. Such misunderstandings are common, not just for 
teens, but for all users. Privacy settings in social media change frequently, and explanations of 
these changes are not easy to comprehend. Siegel+Gale’s 2012 study of more than 400 adult 
Facebook users found more than half to be unable to understand the company’s privacy policy 
(controversially stripped of the term “privacy” in 2012 to now be termed their “Data Use Policy” 
[Segall, 2012]). Asked to read different documents, those in the study were more able to 
understand details of a government notice, a bank card agreement, and rules for a bank reward 
program than of Facebook’s privacy policy.26  Indeed, even Randi Zuckerberg, sister of 
Facebook C.E.O. Mark, created a minor media uproar at the close of 2012 while attempting to 
post a private family picture to friends on Facebook, and finding that it went public due to an 
overlooked privacy setting.27  
Although it is possible that some of Amy’s friends have made arrangements on Facebook 
to keep Amy’s post hidden from all others, depending on the privacy settings of friends receiving 
posts, messages posted on friends’ walls can be viewed not only by the friend, but also by all of 
the friend’s Facebook friends, by a customized set of her Facebook friends, or by the entire 
public. With Facebook privacy settings (and, to a lesser extent, subsettings within photo albums) 
positioned, by default, to allow public viewing of users’ walls and pages, odds are high that 
                                                
26 The only document in the study that was found to be less comprehensible was Google’s privacy policy. 
27 http://www.theatlanticwire.com/technology/2012/12/facebook-privacy-so-confusing-even-zuckerberg-family-
photo-isnt-private/60313/  
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Amy’s friends were not the only ones seeing her posts on their walls. Although she thought she 
was in control of her comments on Facebook, Amy’s lack of understanding of how privacy 
worked on Facebook resulted in her words falling out of intended circles, and out of her control. 
In their six-year study of privacy and disclosure on Facebook, Stutzman, Gross and Acquisti 
(2012) report that, while users are publicly posting less private information on Facebook than in 
the past, they are increasing the amount and scope of personal information they unintentionally 
give to their Facebook friends, to Facebook itself, to apps, and to advertisers. The researchers 
term these recipients Facebook’s “silent listeners.” Calling into question the notion of control in 
social media, the study concludes that their data “raises questions over the degree of awareness 
and intentionality under which Facebook users provided increasing amounts of personal 
information to the silent listeners in the network” (29). Feeling in control on Facebook might 
encourage users to involve themselves in ways that cause them to lose some control.   
Similarly, although settings can be changed to make correspondence more private, 
Twitter is, by default, public, and most Twitter accounts operate publicly, and all tweets ever 
sent out are archived in the Library of Congress28. As public texts, anyone can read anyone else’s 
information on and from Twitter accounts. Also, this public-ness challenges teens’ control over 
being involved in a space outside of parental oversight. While parents might not be able to find 
their daughters’ Twitter accounts directly since they do not use their “real” names, these 
accounts can easily be tracked down through association. That is, a user can be found through 
their association with Twitter friends using their “real” names. Also, despite yearning for a space 
for parent-free social involvement, identities are sometimes hard to hide. For example, most of 
the interlocutors in this study still listed at least a part of their “real” names on their Twitter 
accounts to help their friends identify them. Also, looking through the list of followers of one of 
                                                
28 http://www.loc.gov/today/pr/2010/10-081.html  
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the two interlocutors who told me her Twitter account handle, I very easily identified the 
accounts of two classmates who were also in this study through friend networks. These teens felt 
in control of their involvements in what they considered to be a parent-free Twitter. However, 
locating the teens took minimal time and effort. With no fee required to take part in Twitter and 
public viewing of most accounts, parents are soon to follow. If I could find their kids on Twitter, 
their parents can also find them. When that happens, if social media history holds, like the 
buffalo, these teens will move on, through social media migration, to the next open space they 
know those they flee from will be far away from, and, ideally, extremely hesitant to enter. And, 
if history holds, any dangers they might incur on the way or upon arrival will be almost entirely 
obscured by the importance they place on having parent-free space for involvement. 
Finally, it needs to be mentioned that Violet’s concerns about information privacy are 
well-founded. Beyond friends and followers receiving posts and tweets on social media, 
Facebook and Twitter both collect user data to sell to their advertisers and others interested in 
marketing products to target audiences. Changes to privacy settings do not make adjustments to 
these practices. Violet was right: she cannot control how her information is shared. And whether 
or not she knows or cares about data mining, she is simply not able to exercise much choice over 
how her information is saved and sold and used by the host of her social media involvements. In 
The Daily You, Joe Turow (2012) stresses that data collection of user involvements and 
information on social media for marketing purposes is quite extensive. In addition to allowing 
advertisers to target users by interests or workplaces, Turow writes that Facebook allows buyers 
to choose individual users “by exact age (or age range), geographic location, gender, relationship 
(single, engaged, in a relationship, married), and educational level (college graduate, college 
student, high school student)” (145-6). Additionally, he notes that advertisers are allowed special 
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access to Facebook users, such as being able to contact them through their accounts with targeted 
advertisements wishing them the best on their birthdays.  
Apps available through Facebook also collect private information from users, and Turow 
points out that, in existing outside of the auspices of Facebook, apps are able to ignore privacy 
settings of the host site to build more detailed audience profiles. Young users are commonly 
drawn in to social media platforms by gaming apps, and Turow writes that apps such as Annie 
and Amy’s beloved CityVille enables marketers to not just gather not just information on 
CityVille users, but also on these users’ Facebook friends. In this “social targeting,” apps such as 
CityVille cast a wide net to collect data to target advertising by “adding yet another set of data 
points for trying to identify people’s potential and value as customers for particular products” 
(147). All of my social media-using interlocutors had apps on their Facebook accounts such as 
CityVille, Pinterest, Instagram, Words With Friends, Add Your Birthday, Draw Something, 20 
Questions, and Spotify. The number of apps they used ranged from three to 18, with an average 
number of eight.  
Involvement in social media is important to teens because it provides them with a sense 
of meaning, of control, and of power. The power felt in these spaces is informed by the 
powerlessness teens feel offline. Indeed, it is this powerlessness that both inspires teen’s online 
involvement in social media, and that registers acts in social media as holding uniquely 
meaningful opportunities for control over their own actions and involvements in life. However, 
while these teens report feeling a rare sense of control in social media and in apps such as 
CityVille, they are also quietly experiencing a loss of control over their (and potentially others’) 
personal information through their involvements. Seeking to feel in control of their lives, my 
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interlocutors reported becoming more involved in social media. And the advertisers and data 
miners that fuel social media became more involved in them. 
Conclusion 
The teens in this study reported having highly limited opportunities for meaningful 
involvement offline. They said that they were involved in social media to know more 
information that would help them to be taken seriously and to succeed in the world. They said 
they were involved in social media to find ways to feel greater control over their lives. They 
discussed turning to social media to mediate feelings of marginality they experienced in their 
involvements offline. They told of social media providing them with satisfying involvements that 
lessened their feelings of marginality. 
In their involvements, they often hoped the spoils of their efforts online would spill over 
to better their standing and social situation offline. Sometimes, as was the case for Amelia 
gaining rides to parties by brokering online information, they succeeded in doing so. But many 
times, they did not. In some of these cases, feeling meaningful in social media felt good enough. 
Involvements online appeared to quench some of their interest in feeling power, in exercising 
agency, in being in control in their lives offline. In their introductory chapter of Anthropological 
Quarterly’s special collection entitled “The Ethics of Disconnection in a Neoliberal Age,” Ilana 
Gershon and Allison Alexy (2011) write that the Facebook provides “potato chips of 
information, enough to tantalize the appetite, but not enough to satisfy” (p. 804-806). The teens 
in this study hoped most dearly for their social media involvements to bring improvements to 
their offline lives. However, they pointed out that while involvement in control solely on 
Facebook wasn’t ideal, it does eventually feel satisfying as long as they kept going back for 
more. Indeed, as Annie stated about her involvements in Facebook: “This is about as good as it 
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gets.” Annie reported having little hope for her offline involvements improving anytime soon. 
She was not frustrated about this. Social media involvement placated and assuaged her. It felt 
like enough. 
Beyond feeling control and knowing information, my interlocutors explained that they 
lived in social media to have the world know them in certain ways. For example, Molly 
described herself as outgoing, fun, school-focused, and tight with her close friends. “And I live 
in the country,” she said. She explained that she is involved in Twitter in ways that she hopes 
forwards her presentation to the world as she wants to be seen. “I mean, if people see that I'm 
tweeting a lot about hanging out with my friends, or if I quote something one of my friends say, 
then they'll probably think that I'm outgoing and have a lot of friends and like to have fun.” 
Molly is involved in Twitter in attempts to actively take part in constructing her identities.  
The teens in this study said they wanted to be recognized for being involved in certain 
ways. Beyond this, they said they just wanted to be known. They stated they used social media as 
a way to give the world information about themselves. The next chapter will look more closely at 
social media as it relates to these young people providing information about themselves online. 
Specifically, it will look at how these teens strategically perform identity in social media to 
advance their interests in being socially known (and not known) in very specific ways in the 
world. 
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Chapter 6: “You Just Want To Be Known, Even If It’s A Good Or Bad Thing”: 
(In)Visibilities, Identities, and Social Media Use 
 
It is late fall when I drive to meet with Violet at her home, where she lives with her 
parents and her older and younger brothers. Violet is a 15 year-old who attends Brown High 
School. She is one of the 41 juniors in her class, and one of the high school’s 163 students. This 
is our third time getting together. The last time we met, she had given me her address, located in 
unincorporated Brown, telling me that people say her house is a little hard to find. “I live in the 
middle of nowhere,” she said, with an apologetic look. I told her not to worry, that I was happy 
to come to her house, and sure I would be able to find it. But, later, her statement proved 
prescient. The online mapping programs tell me her rural route address does not exist, and that 
the rural route her house is on, itself, can not be found. I eventually chart a course by zooming 
into a digital map of the area, focusing in on the thin lines that cut the open swaths of spaces 
between deep blue highway lines into sharp Tetris-like blocks. I follow route numbers from east 
to west until they reach hers, then do the same to approximate the north-south coordinates. 200 
E, 150E, 100E, 50W, 150W… 300N, 350N, 450N… I write my directions out by hand, feeling 
some doubt about my analog mapping, and head toward unincorporated Brown: “the middle of 
nowhere.”  
I get off the four-lane state highway on a two-lane highway. After some time, I turn left 
onto a rural route road, crossing over the county line and tracing an arrow-straight 90-degree 
angle through low, browning corn and soy fields stretching to the unobstructed horizon and 
spiked with occasional windmills climbing upwards into the blue sky. I follow my directions to 
turn off onto a gravel road that passes a small downtown and, after about one-half mile, veers left 
into thin, white gravel road. Through the chalky dust clouds a large field rustles, framing the 
edge of the town as it rolls outside my drivers’ side window. As steeples and backyard 
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clotheslines fade, the road begins to wind with sloping bends and gentle hills. Hills and curving 
roads are extremely rare for this area of the country where roads serve as borders bisecting fields 
into properties. These squared-off agricultural parcels provide combines and other large farming 
implements an unromantic stage upon which to move in straight, efficient, productive lines. The 
road I am on now is different than the others, leading me into a graceful rounded corner to the 
right, then, a bit later, to the left then right again. Interestingly, I later learn that the bends of the 
road I am on are ironed out on the online maps. According to Mapquest, the winding road I 
travel on is as straight as those surrounding it. Tall prairie grasses brush against my car as the 
road narrows to one lane. I begin a small descent down a hill, and see a 4x4 truck pull over to 
hug the grassy ditch as it approaches me. I do the same, straddling the edge of the road while 
advancing. At the bottom of the hill, the driver raises two fingers from the steering wheel in a 
wave as he passes, eyes on the road. I return the gesture. 
After about two miles, I turn left onto a gray gravel road dissecting a plowed field. With 
the harvest done, I can see the road I am on end a mile away, but the large rocks below me lurch 
my car side-to-side like a wagon, slowing it to a crawl. I reach the end of the short road 6 
minutes after I started on it, turn right, cross railroad tracks and turn left, following the tracks to 
the third house on the left.  
I park my car in the rocky driveway, and walk to the door to the sound of chickens 
clucking from behind the garage. I knock, and the wooden door cracks opens quickly. Violet’s 
face appears, then disappears as she lurches over with both arms to grab around the neck of a 
large, gregarious dog, pulling him back into the house. She reappears in front of the dog with a 
big smile, pushing her long dark hair behind a shoulder. “Hi. Sorry about that.”  
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Throughout my year with Violet and the 14 other teens in this study, I have been 
repeatedly told of their common experience feeling misinterpreted, misrepresented, and, as such, 
metaphorically mapped by others as being different than who they thought they are. Similar to 
Mapquest’s flattening out of the winding road, my interlocutors found that they were often being 
socially drawn incorrectly in ways that showed a disregard for their realities and self-
understandings. Each described having a few of these experiences. They were sprinkled within 
their days’ recaps and within stories of amusing things that happened after school, of worries 
over impending exams, of fun weekends, online fights with friends, offline fights with parents, 
school dances, football games, subtweets, and long bus rides. The concern expressed for these 
representational inaccuracies was seismic. Instances were brought up and discussed with passion, 
sometimes anger, and, typically, with a sense of injustice. In being misunderstood, they had been 
wronged. This was unfair. But always, at some point, a turn in tone occurred that reined in these 
emotions and replaced them with a quiet acceptance. With this, my interlocutors generally 
concluded that “it’s just how it goes.” “That’s what happens.” Who were they to challenge 
something as grand and official as a map? 
Life was described as pleasant most of the time by these young women, if a bit dull and 
confining. Still, through their grappling acceptances, these teens showed that being misdrawn 
proved unsettling. Identity is a highly social process, but, even within the transactions of being 
known to and by others, youth repeatedly recounted experiences of having people tell them who 
they are and who they are not while also being told some of their own self-framings were not 
valid. They let me know that, sometimes, these representations could be socially countered and 
rescripted in ways that cast them in a more desirable light. Sometimes, they could not. To deal 
with framings that appeared impervious to negotiation and change, teens employed tactics off- 
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and online to “get around” the undesirable social understandings others held of them, migrating 
to new spaces where their desirable identities would be more visible and appreciated. 
This chapter will discuss these experiences and tactics, and talk about how they relate to 
these young women’s interests in forwarding certain identities through visibility and invisibility.  
These findings trouble the sanct notion that on- and offline living are necessarily equally valid 
and valued for these teens, with both contributing similarly to their overall “reality.” While 
virtual engagements were trivialized as ancillary and even fraudulent when compared to “real” 
offline life in early Internet studies, the field now generally dismisses any semblance of this idea 
as “digital dualism” (Jurgenson, 2013). Bill Dutton (2013) cites Consalvo and Ess (2011) and 
Woolgar (2002) in writing that, in Internet studies, there has been “a developing [area] of 
consensus” that researchers should “move away from any strict duality between . . . the real and 
the virtual” (p. 8). This chapter calls for a revisiting of this understanding of existence as equally 
weighed in real and virtual form for teens experiencing highly restricted permissions in offline 
spaces.   
It will conclude with a discussion of how these teens lived strategically in social media by 
performing visibility and invisibility to attempt to use social media to “get around” some of the 
social mismapping they experienced offline that constrained their ability to explore and own 
desired identities. Specifically, in their performance of identities, these teens were found to take 
part in strategic, self-protective social media migration. In this, they moved physically and 
visually from parented spaces that proved hostile to their ability to be visible in desired ways into 
other realms that promised lesser parental constraint, monitoring, and judgment. I will begin this 
examination of with a consideration of identities. 
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Identities 
Adolescent psychologists see identity formation as critically important to young people in 
the West during the “holding period” of adolescence. Described by Erik Erikson (1968) as “a 
subjective sense of continuous existence and a coherent memory” (p. 61) resulting in personal 
“sameness” and “continuity” (p. 50), identity is recognized within Erikson's psychosocial theory, 
and also widely within and beyond the field of developmental psychology, as both an internal 
fact and as young people’s main developmental task and area of psychological and emotional 
work.  
Identity is a task and a construct that bounds marginalized non-adulthood from the full 
civic membership of adulthood in Erikson's framing of development. Accordingly, it is identity 
that adolescent psychologists assert takes center stage during what are considered to be the 
future-thinking, liminal years of adolescence. Beyond psychological or interpersonal realms, 
mainstream understandings in the global West perceive identity to be the main barrier preventing 
adolescents from being considered adults. Erikson, himself, wrote that “only a firm sense of 
inner identity marks the end of the adolescent process” (p. 88). This belief in adolescent identity 
inadequacy, and in a solid identity ending adolescence and launching adulthood, continues to be 
deeply held in society today, having been woven firmly into the section of the cultural fabric that 
justifies the ideological distinction of adults from youth. Remnants of these beliefs are easily 
found. A Google search using the terms “adolescent developmental task” returned links to 
parent-oriented articles proclaiming identity formation as “the major task of adolescence.” One 
of the first links leads to a University of Florida Extension article titled “Adolescence: 
Developmental Tasks” that begins by asserting that the “major task facing adolescents is to 
create a stable identity” (Perkins, 2008: para. 3). This article points to the popular framing of 
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identity within pop psychology and U.S. culture of identity as close to Erikson’s original 
definition. Identity is one thing. It is stable, an unchanging monolith, a way of being, a discovery, 
a truth.  
Within his theory of psychosocial development, Erikson’s identity theory states that the 
identity formation process involves people encountering specific tasks at different stages of life 
that they must address, grapple with, and resolve in order to develop. Unlike the assumptions of 
his contemporaries Gesell and Amatruda (1941) and mentor Freud (1922) who identified only 
inner biological instincts and processes as motivating development, Erikson’s identity theory 
falls in line with Havighurst (1972) and Vygotsky (1978) in reflecting a belief in development as 
sourced in biology, but driven by social learning. At the fifth psychosocial stage, Erikson's 
(1950) theory states that young people question who they are due to the “physiological 
revolution within them” (p. 260). This questioning needs to be personally addressed in order for 
people to continue on their developmental path. Within identity theory, the formation of identity 
unfolds through a social process of learning and development that is centered upon the 
individual. As such, in Erikson’s views and in common understanding, identity is understood to 
be a product of an essential internally focused process of personal discovery and awareness. 
However, this belies how identity happened for these teens, who found their identities to be 
relational, as well as fragmented. 
Relational Identities 
Informants found their identities to be highly relational, with people influencing how they 
presented themselves, as well as how they were read. Violet and I sat across from each other at 
her kitchen table talking about her week as a puffy black cat jumped from her lap to the counter, 
then to the top of the refrigerator. As the conversation moved on to discuss things she had done 
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after school the last few days, she paused, and looked down to the table while wrinkling up her 
nose. “I am definitely not cool,” she said. When asked what this meant, she discussed the social 
makeup of her school: “Well, there's like the popular groups, the cheerleader group and the 
country group. Then there’s the nerd group and the other kids that don't really fit in a group.” 
She explained that membership in some of these groups was based on students’ involvements, 
and that each group held different levels of receptivity to those outside the group. If you were on 
the cheerleading team, you were part of the cheerleader group. Violet said members of this group 
“don't wanna be friends with anybody who's not sporty or a cheerleader or preppy or rich or 
something.” If you were on Scholastic Bowl or “super into school,” you were in the nerd group, 
which, according to Violet, is “cool with everybody.” The country group granted inclusion based 
on birthright; if you lived on a farm, you were in. “Like, they all own farms and tractors and their 
dads are farmers and they wear cowboy boots and camouflage and they only listen to country 
music. They’re the ones that usually post dead deer pictures.” According to Marcin, “If you're a 
farmer, you're automatically cool.” You were also better off than most of your peers 
economically, as the country kids were known for having money. “Only some kids have cars,” 
Shelly explained. “The rich kids – the farm kids." 
In addition to being the “popular” groups, the cheerleader and country groups held 
significant power in deciding who in school was cool, and who was not. Violet said that she 
liked herself. She said she thought she was good at nail art. She loved her many animals, and 
knew that she had a nice boyfriend and a fun group of friends. Still, as a member of the “kids that 
don’t really have a group” group, she knew she was overtly excluded from activities undertaken 
by members of the school’s popular groups. In the sociological terms of Thompson and Hickey 
(2005), school cliques and groups served as social “reference groups” for these teens, giving 
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them judgments and feedback that influenced their expression and involvements related to 
identities. As a member of a non-popular group, Violet said she was regularly made aware 
throughout the school day that there were things that were not ideal with her, and things she was 
not able to be part of. For example, she described a road trip taken to a chain restaurant discussed 
in school: 
Well, yesterday, everyone that was in the country clique and the cheerleaders group, they 
all just decided to go to Buffalo Wild Wing [sic]. Today in school, they were all talking 
about stuff that happened there. Even one of the teachers was talking about it today cause 
she has a class that has nothing but cheerleaders and country kids, and so she was talking 
about it when I had her in class and I had no idea what she was talking about because I 
was not invited.  
Students in the “popular” groups did not include students like Violet in their activities. Despite 
this, talk of popular students’ exploits was a common occurrence as part of Violet’s day since 
popular groups were able to get attention in the school. Marcin described the social groups at 
Brown as Violet did, and similarly identified herself as part of the “don’t really have a group” 
group. She expressed frustration over the disproportionate attention granted in school to certain 
students over others. 
Just farmers, cheerleaders, and football players get favored in school. If someone like me 
asked to do something, the teacher would say no. But if they asked to do something, the 
teacher would say yes. They don't have to work as hard in class. . . . They get special 
treatment. They can do what they want. And they get more attention in school. Some 
teachers will tell you to be quiet and not talk, but they sit there and talk the entire hour, 
and the teacher doesn't even give them a warning or nothing. She acts like she doesn't 
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even hear. Farmers, football players, cheerleaders. And, like if they won a game, they'll 
talk about them on the announcements. Nobody else gets mentioned on announcements. 
Molly, a junior born and raised on a farm, agreed with Marcin’s assessment: “Us in the country 
group? We kind of get to pretty much do whatever we want at school.”  
Beyond this feeling of entitlement, students in these groups were granted some spaces to 
be supportively singled out and made visible within the adult-led school day. This affirmed the 
idea that members of these groups did have power within the school, and perhaps even power 
over other students. Informants believed that “popular groups” were given preferential treatment 
in school, and felt their opinions had extra clout. Violet and Marcin, who were outside of popular 
groups, were not too concerned with their social standings. But they were also not particularly 
pleased about being overlooked for recognition, and rendered less present and less important in 
school by this lack of attention. “Sometimes, I guess I wish that I could be treated like the 
farmers do,” Marcin said. “It did happen to me once…They read my name during 
announcements. Well, they read everyone's name who made honor roll, but I did too, so they 
read mine. That felt pretty good.”  
 Over the past six years, public schools such as Brown have struggled because of cuts in 
funding from the state. This has caused teachers and other adults in school who work with 
students to take on more – more students in class, more paperwork, more duties – leaving them 
less time to connect to individual students. Naomi respected her school, and felt supported in her 
learning. However, she knew that her teachers were busy with many things. As a student, she felt 
her interests in getting attention for her ideas conflicted with the daily demands teachers faced:  
Well, if you were a teacher and you like, you have like all those papers to grade, and 
everything to get situated and stuff. Maybe just somebody just wanted to say something, 
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but maybe you just have to blow it off. Like [pause] like I would understand that 
sometimes. But sometimes people just want to be listened to. 
Naomi realized that her teachers often did not have time to engage her ideas. As a result of this 
relationship not having room for her thoughts, she felt that she, herself, was less known by her 
instructors during school. Like Naomi, Violet and Marcin each had teachers they appreciated at 
school. But they felt a bit frustrated knowing that certain students were given a spotlight to shine 
in while their involvements did not afford them the same opportunities to stand out or be known 
in school. They lacked the social clout needed to gain attention in this space. This made them 
feel unnoticed and inferior. In being excluded, Violet regularly felt she was told she was socially 
subpar to others in her school by people whose opinions and social assessments mattered. She 
said not being welcome or included by these groups made her “definitely not cool.” She 
explained: 
I don't know how to describe it, but [pause] you know that feeling like when you're in a 
group of like seven feet tall people and you're like only five feet tall and you feel like the 
odd one and you're not meant to be there, it's kinda like that, I guess. They make me feel 
like less than them. 
And, while those outside of the popular groups assumed all was great for those inside, students in 
these groups also struggled to be recognized in positive ways within their social settings because 
of relational difficulties with peers. Sarah, a cheerleader and athlete, explained: 
Like with sports, you want people to be like "oh this chick is good. We need to look out 
for her." Or kind of stand out from everyone so people from other teams know who you 
are. It's hard to stand out because people are so into bringing other people down. So it's 
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hard for you to stand out because either you are putting that person down, or you're being 
put down. So you can't just rise above everything and be like "hey, look at me!" 
Because of relational obstacles, my interlocutors stated that they felt it difficult to be known in 
reputable ways by important audiences in their day-to-day lives. As will be discussed later, they 
talked of frequently turning to social media to attempt to get around such obstacles. However, 
while school was cited as a place where peers challenged their ability to be understood as they 
wanted to be known, these teens also noted that they still had some power to work around some 
of the assessments of them made by members of the influential groups. “I may not be cool, but I 
don’t care,” Violet said. “My friends like me. That’s enough for me.” While she was not deemed 
cool by the school standards, Violet was seen and known by others in the environment in ways 
that diminished the importance of these more hegemonic assessments. This enabled her to go 
around the valuation of the “cool kids,” and to feel social affirmation in brushing this framing off 
as negligible. Violet’s actions speak to the importance visibility holds in identity.  
Visibility 
Knowing oneself is considered to be a primary component of identity development. 
However, the fact that we know ourselves not just individually, but through others within an 
external social context, rather than from simple internal grappling, is commonly left out of 
colloquial and even clinical discussions regarding adolescent identity. In her 2009 book, Out in 
the Country, Mary Gray stressed the external context as key to identities, or social being, by 
spotlighting the issue of visibility for rural queer teens. External cultural structures hold 
expectations for youth that define norms and pathologies, and that inform how they are able to 
receive affirmation for being seen in social contexts, or for “being” (Goffman, 1959; James, 
1993; Spector & Kitsuse, 1977). In his work on liminality and outsiderness, Turner (1969) 
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explained that notions of normality and deviance are not based on individual qualities but, 
instead, on social processes and valuing. U.S. society is grounded in historical and institutional 
assessment of whiteness, maleness, and heterosexuality as normal and ideal, and deviations from 
these identities as deviant (Banks, 1995; Delgado & Stefanic, 2001). Identities are formed within 
these historical and cultural constraints upon which external social contexts exist. While internal 
grappling is part of knowing oneself, Gray (2009) stressed the importance of external visibility to 
queer youths’ identities. “[P]eople use public spaces for the expressions of their private selves” 
(p. 116). Beyond knowing oneself, visibility speaks to identities existing because social spaces 
exist to recognize and render salient, complicated, and often controversial, private selves. 
Challenging biological framings of identity as an internal state of “being” that is to be 
unveiled or discovered, Gray’s take on visibility draws attention to how social factors well 
outside of the individual shape self-bounding, self-being, and identity. Understanding the self as 
socially defined, socially recognizable, relational, and existing within systems of power, Gray’s 
writing echoes fellow critical scholars in noting that external factors shape our own ability to 
bound, affiliate, and signal in socially relevant ways (Butler, 1990; Giddens, 1991; Hall, 1996). 
For example, queer theory holds that the performance of self through social locations such as 
gender varies widely within and beyond binary categories of understanding, as well as within the 
contexts in which self-performances are evoked (Butler, 1990). This is well in line with 
Goffman's (1959) assertions on the nature of being stating that “[a] status, a position, a social 
place is not a material thing, to be possessed and then displayed; it is a pattern of appropriate 
conduct, coherent, embellished, and well-articulated” (p. 75). Similarly, Bordo (1993) writes that 
“our identities . . . do not express some authentic “core” self but are the dramatic effect (rather 
than the cause) of our performances” (p. 289), and Harris (2004) and Kemmis (2007) join him in 
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asserting that these performances are inherently involved with belonging, being, and relating. 
Indeed, Foucault coined the phrase “technologies of the self” to explain just what these teens 
experienced in performing themselves socially in presentation and policing for the benefit of 
themselves and of others.  
“Which identities are available to ground such a potent political myth called 'us',” Phillips 
(2004) asks, “and what could motivate enlistment in this collectivity?” (p. 185). The idea of “us” 
is based on active and passive everyday social positionings done by and to individuals and 
groups that advocate for being known as existing within society. The concept of visibility builds 
on understandings of identities in stressing the importance of relationships – perception, practice, 
policy and other people – in how one is able to be known, or to be. Violet defined herself as 
being part of the “definitely not cool” group because of where she found herself positioned 
socially based on the recognition she received from those around her in school, where she spent 
ample time. She was outside of the cool groups, and thus, was known as not cool by those who 
defined cool. As a result, she was socially recognized, or visible, in this manner. Because of her 
acceptance of the power members of the cool group have over the social climate, she believed 
this assessment. Still, she stated that those who knew her like her. Consequently, they crafted 
counternarratives, seeing her in more favorable terms, which she rendered salient and recognizes 
also as her social framing. In both of these ways, she was visible. Both of these social judgments 
informed the way she was known, and the ways she knew herself. Both contributed to her 
visibility, or to her perceived and actual social existence.  
While informants discussed the possibility of certain visibility-impactful, positive 
counternarratives being crafted and rendered salient with the help of peers in school, they 
described identities as varying in social malleability. Some ways of being perceived were pointed 
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out as more difficult to negotiate relationally, keeping them from being visible in non-
disparaging or non-desirable ways.  
Age 
“Young” was one of these identities. In adolescence, young people are perceived to 
occupy a stage of becoming rather than a state of being (Wyn & White, 1997). When their 
present status is considered, young Americans in adolescence are typically not well regarded, 
and are often scapegoated for larger and less tangible societal problems (Lesko, 2001; Sternberg, 
2004). Researchers such as Hebdige (1988) and Grossberg (2001, 2003) note that mainstream 
social perceptions in the U.S. typically pay little attention to youth responsibility and, instead 
connect young people with thoughts of laziness, consumerism, decadence, and danger. And 
while such negative representations are easy to find for youth in general, females, queer youth, 
poor youth, and youth of color are even more commonly constructed as deviant and outsider 
within an American society which enforces dominant discourses and norms (Fleetwood, 2004; 
Giroux, 1994; hooks, 1981; McRobbie, 1991; Stockton, 2009). As individuals and as a group, 
youth are widely perceived as problematic, incomplete beings who will eventually be 
incorporated into adult structures, not as actual people who occupy valid existences in the 
present (Maira & Soep, 2005). Such beliefs make both them and their interests easy to dismiss.  
As discussed previously, despite having certain reign, these teens were seen as minors in 
school. This status impacted their social clout. Their age diminished their power, and granted 
them lesser status, limiting their choices and their ability to be seen as agentic in ways that 
overrode adult-set framings and boundaries. “In school,” Amy stated, “you can't do much of 
anything you want to do. Only thing you can do is in gym, when they say ‘free time,’ that's the 
only time you can do what you want to do all day.” When pressed to explain more about being 
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able to do what she wants in school, Molly qualified her earlier statement, agreeing with Amy 
and others on even popular groups being limited in the power they had in school due to their 
identity as a student: “Well, we get to do some things. And we get out of school early. But we 
can’t, like, just get up and leave whenever we want or anything.” My interlocutors discussed age 
as a variable, intersecting with other parts of their social identities, that afforded them little 
control over their representations and their ability to own the self they believed they were. Age 
will be examined in this light throughout this chapter. However, in brief, age impacted the way 
my interlocutors experienced identities. As minors, the ages of these teens kept them understood 
largely as unfinished, unprepared for the world, and needing of protection and containment by 
most of the adults in their lives. It prevented their responsibility, wisdom, and self-advocacy 
from gaining visibility. Teens in this study repeatedly explained that they knew of no ways 
around being seen and, hence, treated as “young” and, thus, unprepared for the world, by those 
who controlled their involvements in their offline lives. This identities-related frustration was 
cited as a primary reason they chose to spend time living their lives online in social media.  
Race 
Some of my interlocutors expressed that non-whiteness also made it difficult to negotiate 
their identities. While talking about the groups in school, Violet quickly replied to my question 
asking her to tell me more about the county group: “The country clique is really mean. Like, I'm 
not trying to stereotype them, but they are pretty racist.” I asked her to explain. “I'm half 
Guatemalan. I think you've seen my dad, but one time, one of the people who are in the country 
clique told me to go swim back to Mexico, which was very racist. I’m not even Mexican.” Violet 
said that she told her older brother about this interaction, and that he, in turn, confronted the boy. 
“The kid hasn't talked to me since then, which is cool.” I asked how these comments made her 
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feel. Violet responded with a shrug: “I wasn't really that upset, cause, like, this sounds bad, but 
I'm kinda used to people being racist.”  
Violet discussed her father being treated poorly by others because of his non-whiteness, 
and of being the recipient of occasional “bad looks” and other forms of unwelcome from 
students because of her race. She dismissed these acts as no big deal, but stated that they, like the 
comment made to her about Mexico, make her feel uncomfortable, and hesitant to publicly 
express this part of who she was. “Like, if I met someone new who was white, I would never 
come out and say I was Guatemalan.” With four classmates in the entire school identifying as 
“black” and three as “Hispanic,” odds were high that anyone met in school would be white. 
Violet knew that non-whiteness was not well-received socially by some at school. Making this 
part of her identity visible threatened her ability to be seen as a “welcome,” “normal,” and 
“good” person in her school. Knowing this, she chose to keep this part of who she was under 
wraps so it did not add to her being seen in a negative light.  
Following the police killing of a 15-year-old African-American boy in a nearby town she 
used to live in, LaToya, a 14-year-old, also discussed her race as working together with her age 
to diminish her ability to be visible as credible and “good” at in her community, and at school:  
I feel like kids are not safe in America. I don't think they are. Especially young black kids. 
The police harass you and stop you for no reason at all. But all they look at is what the 
police report says. They don't see how they harass you. The police are supposed to be here 
to protect us, not to harass us and hurt us. . . .  In school, we can be in a classroom, and 
something can happen, and you and the teacher can get in a disagreement and you get in 
trouble. When you take it to the principal, all they look at is what's on that piece of paper 
that that teacher wrote. When they hear your side of the story, they don't take that into 
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consideration to see what really happened. All they look at is that piece of paper that the 
teacher gave you to give them, that's all they look at.  
As minors and non-white students, these teens owned identities with significant cultural 
baggage that cast them as substandard and outside of the norm. Although both of these categories 
are socially, rather than biologically, determined, their social resonance is not easily changed by 
counternarratives, logic, or evidence to the contrary (Fouché, 2003; Roediger, 1999). Because of 
this immutability, my interlocutors reported feeling constrained in who they were able to be seen 
as in school. Specifically, despite their efforts, these characteristics challenged their ability to be 
seen and known socially as competent, credible, normal, and good. This lack of acceptance also 
inspired their involvement in social media.  
Sex 
For females, sexual identities were also cited by my interlocutors as having very little 
room for negotiation in the social context of school. Unlike males, females who were known to 
be sexually active received harsh rebuke from peers. Fourteen of the 15 interlocutors stated they 
were or had been in a romantic relationship. While they reaped social benefits from these 
relationships in the form of positive attention, social clout, and affirmation, they also found 
themselves subject to dangerous social framings. Sarah puzzled over this: 
When it comes to girls, like, doing stuff, it's like "hey guys, this is what I did with this 
chick" and make up things maybe . . . Cause like for guys, it's like "so and so kissed me" 
and it gives the girl a bad reputation. But it makes guys be like "oh, he's awesome!" I don't 
know why that is because I don't know how one could be like "oh, you're nasty" and the 
other could be like "oh, you're awesome." Girls get called nasty a whole lot more than 
guys. Guys don't get called that. Girls do a lot. 
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Being called a whore was a known potential casualty for females who acted on their 
sexuality in relationships with boys, with the insult lobbed either from a scorned boyfriend or 
from peers. As Sarah described, sexually involved males managed to escape this criticism, and 
even received increased social standing because of it. This inconsistency caused a fair amount of 
confusion. How could the same act undertaken by two people be considered so differently? 
Marcin wondered the same thing: 
People use that word a lot, “whore” . . . My friend, she was called a whore because her and 
her boyfriend, I don't know how to explain it. They just kind of make out in front of 
everyone. PDA. They called her a whore. Not him, just her. But that's the thing: guys don't 
really get called whores. Just girls. I think it's kinda sexist. Cruel, mean . . . I mean, she 
was, they were just making out. To some people, it's just wrong.  
Among all social groups, teens told of a quick trigger set for females being called “nasty” 
or “whore.” Females, they explained, were at risk for being called names implying sexual 
promiscuity, even for kisses. While they felt this was unfair, the bounds of promiscuity were 
very unclear to these teens. They had little space to talk with others to better understand sexual 
double standards, and to think about the framings of appropriate and inappropriate sexuality. In 
this absence, most of them stated they felt all expressions of sexuality from females were 
potentially inappropriate. Sarah said that her public school’s health class taught abstinence. Sex 
was rarely discussed among her friends. While she stated that her family was open about sex, she 
said this was not the case for her female friends.  
When I go to other people's houses, I can't say a sexual joke or a "that's what she said" 
kind of joke because that's how they were brought up. Like my best friend, her parents are 
very strict. . . . She can't ever joke about sex without it being a big deal.  
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Teens were left on their own to make sense of their sexuality, and of social responses to 
expressions of sexuality. This was confusing. It made a number of them question the safety and 
privacy they were able to experience within their close relationships.  
Outside of relationships, my interlocutors discussed the word “whore” being thrown out as 
a harsh and effective put-down for females that cared little about the person in question’s actual 
carnal involvements. “It’s actually a really bad insult, getting called a whore,” Violet said. But 
the word was a very familiar one for these young women, used as a stand in for other insults. “It 
means you don't have respect for your body, and showing it off to everyone, you have no 
morals,” Rosie said. Cassidy gave a definition reflecting the wider context within which was 
used: “It means someone doesn’t like you.” Marcin told of her friend calling someone a whore 
for wearing shorts and a tank top. “[B]ut [my friend] wore a tank tops and shorts. But she didn’t 
care. . . . It was just an easy way to, like, put her down, I guess, in ways that others will go along 
with too.” And Shelly told of a classmate called a whore due to a rumor purporting that a she had 
sex behind the school bleachers. She linked this framing to interests in social standing:  
I know that's not true. They say it because, first of all, she's a freshman, so people are 
trying to establish who's who, what clique goes where. And she's dated at least six different 
guys since school started. And then of course these guys are bad and can't keep their 
mouths shut and pretty much ruin her reputation. They make things up sometimes, and 
maybe don't other times. But it doesn't really matter either way. Even if she is, you 
shouldn't be telling anybody. And especially if it’s true, though. 
Shelly stressed that being known as a whore had less to do with internal expression than it did 
with identity being relational, with others having power to name you.   
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Teens explained that the word “whore” had both spreading power and social clout that 
seemed difficult to fight. Having friends helped, and Amelia discussed how a freshman who tried 
to start a rumor that Amelia was a whore was shut down by her classmates. “I'm basically friends 
with everyone,” she explained, “so nobody believes it. Everyone's like, ‘No. That's not how she 
is.’” I was told that once a female was called a whore, though, others could also be less than 
helpful in refuting the charge. “Especially guys,” Marcin said.  
They'll go along with someone calling a girl a whore, especially if it's by another guy. 
They'll just go along with that guy, trying to act tough in front of the other one, Like, it's 
cool to call girls sluts, whores. Like, if they break up, "oh, she's a whore. Don't go out with 
her." They don't need to say it, but they do anyway. I don't know why. Maybe it's just the 
way guys are. And it makes them get along with other guys.    
C. J. Pascoe (2007) writes that masculinity and gender hierarchy in high school operates through 
males’ control of female bodies. My interlocutors saw ready evidence of this in school, where 
males would regularly cause females to suffer socially by naming them a whore, while at the 
same time bring themselves social support and respect among peers. Additionally, Marcin and 
others discussed that many females would also laugh and silently condone male classmates 
calling a girl a whore, illustrating Foucault’s (1977) governmentality, or hierarchy maintenance 
through disciplinary power, with females putting effort into constant self-surveilling and 
regulating their own bodies as “normal” and thus usefully docile. Foucault writes that 
disciplinary power manifests in hyper self-awareness and a psychological “conscious and 
permanent visibility” (p. 201) that results in bodies exercising regulatory control over their 
individual conduct in an effort not to be seen and known as deviant. This gives some insights 
into why young women with interests in holding positive social identities might have a hard time 
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being allies to other females being called “whores,” choosing, instead, to side with name-callers. 
Sarah explained that going along with another female being called a whore moves the negative 
spotlight off of you: 
I guess they do it because it's, like, something new to talk about, gossip about. And it kind 
of moves all of the problems that you had, like maybe you just got made fun of for 
something, and now there's something new to talk about. So you would rather talk about 
that than people talking about "oh, you said something dumb in Chemistry class." 
Teens explained that allowing peers to be called “whore” helps them to be seen socially as 
“normal” within a perilous social context that threatens to frame negatively, and to further 
diminish their desired visibility. 
 Sarah had been directly impacted by this years ago when a previous boyfriend told 
intimacies about their relationship that spread around the school, and caused her to lose many 
friends. “We were at such a young age, and my friends are kind of uptight about stuff, they just 
kind of saw me as dirty for a little bit. So they didn't talk to me for a while.” The experience 
lasted more than a year. Eventually, her friends returned and apologized. She said that, three 
years later, people would occasionally still bring it up and try to embarrass her, but that it had 
generally faded away “because then people were on to the next big drama." This caused her to 
make efforts in lowering her profile in relationships.  
I just find it easier to date people who are in different schools because he can tell his guy 
buddies but no one is going to care because it’s just some chick from a random town. You 
have to be careful with how you are in a relationship. That's why, like personally, even 
sometimes, I will keep things from my best friend. I like to keep to myself now. It's better 
just to keep things to myself. 
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Knowing that relationships could damage her reputation, Sarah was strategic in her decision to 
date outside of the area, to be cautious in trusting others, and to silence herself to protect her 
image. Teens’ stories pointed to the difficulty they experienced being young females and owning 
sexual identities among their peers that were not negative, shaming, or demeaning. They 
expressed having a similar struggle at home. 
Like school, home was noted as another location where interlocutors felt that their 
identities were highly prescribed, and put on them by others in ways that limited their visibility. 
However, it was also where they stated they felt the most futility in attempting to negotiate how 
they were seen and understood, and, as a result, the place where they felt forced to render certain 
parts of themselves invisible. This is particularly the case when my interlocutors discussed their 
regular covert involvements in certain areas considered taboo because of their age and their sex. 
“Sometimes you can't just do stuff in front of your parents,” Marcin told me. She continued: 
Like, certain stuff. Drinking, pregnancy tests, seeing some people they don't like, 
smoking. It makes it easier to just not have them know. You don't have to worry as much. 
Telling them, you have to worry about the reactions if they don't like it. They'd get mad, 
and you'd get mad at them. They might ground you, or take away your TV or something. 
They make it a bigger deal sometimes. Like, these things aren't big deals. They sometimes 
make it a big deal. 
As Marcin stated, my interlocutors were active in ways that they knew their parents would not 
like, or approve of. They involved themselves in activities they knew ran counter to the way they 
were wanted to be visible as daughters, and as young women. They went to parties to smoke 
cigarettes and drink Miller Lite. They were interested in relationships and in the world. “Parents 
don’t like to think about it,” 14-year-old Naomi said, “but I hear kids cuss and say bad things all 
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the time.” These teens wanted to be socially involved, to have control over their highly 
monitored lives, to be taken seriously. Some of them wanted to act on their sexuality, but they 
felt doing so would jeopardize their relationships with their parents. Some did anyway. All of 
them were interested in meeting new people. They let me know that they do all of these things, 
but that they work hard to hide the fact they do them from parents. 
For these teens, expressing sexual identity proves a difficult task. As not-adults, young 
people in the US are customarily not encouraged to explore their sexuality. Youth receive little 
information about their sexuality in American schools or in their homes (Gilbert, 2004; Moran, 
2000; Santelli, Ott, Lyon, Rogers, Summers & Schleifer, 2006). Studies find that abstinence and 
disease avoidance are dominant messages in young people's sexual education, much of which 
provides few positive messages about exploration of sexual identity (Irving, 2002). Indeed, 
although puberty instigates sexual drive and reproductive capacities in youth, Rasmussen, Rofes 
& Talburt (2004) state that adolescents are widely recognized in US culture as asexual, and that 
“[c]ontemporary understandings of youth make it nearly impossible for young people to embrace 
non-normative identities or to take possession of their bodies and their lives” (3). Operating 
within expectations of asexuality, young people's expression of sexuality is read as deviance 
within Western society. This significantly informs how youth are able to make visible their 
realities, and to perform and claim identities.  
Nancy Lesko (2001) writes that the “father of adolescence,” G. Stanley Hall, actively 
discouraged young men from masturbating at the turn of the century, explained this act to be a 
form of wasted energy that, along with other freely expressed forms of sexuality, could lead to 
“debauchery.” Exploring sexuality continues to be discouraged for youth, in general. This is 
particularly true for females. Rather than encouraging exploration of sexual identity, females are 
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frequently cast as objects rather than owners of sexuality, as victims-to-be needing protection 
from their sexuality or, if sexually active, as reckless social problems (Fine, 1988; Hudson, 
1989). The later framing was visible on a national media front numerous times during this study 
in rhetoric used in failed attempts to defund Planned Parenthood, in the victim-blaming media 
coverage of a 16-year-old young woman’s social media-flaunted rape by two male peers in 
Steubenville, Ohio, and, perhaps most memorably, in Rush Limbaugh’s use of his radio show to 
pronounce Sandra Fluke, a law student and self-professed “American woman who uses 
contraceptives” who called for insurance coverage of birth control pills, a “slut” and a 
“prostitute.”  
Within U.S. culture, young females who explore their sexual identity risk being socially 
stigmatized as delinquent or troubled, and being subject to increased surveillance and 
punishment. They also can find themselves with diminished power and control over their lives. 
This happened in school, where teens were highly sensitive to the potential of the wrong display 
of affection or the wrong relationships bringing them social disrepute. And, as Marcin implied, 
along with other age-inappropriate involvements, expression of sexual identity within assumed 
asexuality also presents dilemmas for young women interested in maintaining positive 
connections with their parents. Maintaining positive relationships with parents was recognized 
by some of the teens as a challenge in a culture that did not have high opinion of youth. Still, it 
was an interest all interlocutors held. Speaking to this interest in keeping a good relationship with 
her parents, Naomi stated, “I felt guilty whenever I got in trouble for breaking a rule. It’s kinda 
like I let them down.”  
To mediate their social involvements in ways that allowed them to continue both engaging 
in desired acts and remaining in parents’ good graces, these teens explained that they acted 
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strategically to consciously make visible certain ways of being while hiding others. In doing so, 
they told me they chose to perform certain identities and perform the absence of others while at 
home. These performances require certain tactics. “I lie to my mom all the time,” Sarah told me 
from across the table of a local restaurant, looking up from her soda. “And I sneak out a lot.” She 
continued: 
I mean, like right now, I'm not supposed to see my boyfriend, but, tomorrow, I'm going to 
go after school in my car and drive to his house and see him. I'm just going to say: "Mom, 
I'm going to my friend Jane's house." It's just, I don't know, it's just the fact that (pause), 
like, times are changing and adults don't really see it as changing, I guess. Nobody's, like, 
old fashion or waiting anymore. It's kind of like, this is how things are now. 
Like the others, Sarah is socially involved in activities that, as she put it, “people think kids 
shouldn’t do.” She sneaks out. She is sexual, and is open to fielding friends’ questions on the 
subject. She believed her mother would not approve of many of the things she does, or allow her 
to do them if she asked for permission. But with a boyfriend from another school living far away, 
and a busy after-school schedule, she found her curfew and her mother’s directives to not get too 
serious in stark conflict with her interests in being social and in maintaining a relationship with 
someone she liked.  
I'm so busy during the day and stuff. Honestly, I sometimes sneak out of my house just 
because . . . I want to see my boyfriend. Because I haven't seen him all day. And he's 
home schooled so he doesn't understand like why I can't just be like "Hey, I'm gonna go 
see you." You can't, so, I feel like it's an opportunity for me to go see him. And, like, if I 
tell my parents that, then they would be very disappointed by just the fact that I'm lying, 
and just because they probably suspect that I'm doing all these bad things. 
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Sarah also discussed not wanting her parents to distrust her or to view her poorly because 
of these involvements. “It's easier to lie than to tell the truth just because maybe telling the truth 
can hurt your parents' feelings or make them feel disappointed in you,” she explained. Sarah 
knew her parents would not appreciate the fact that she goes behind their back to pursue a 
relationship, but she could think of no other way to proceed. “My mom,” she said, “she doesn't 
want me to be in a really, I don't know what you would call it, like in a really important 
relationship, like a serious relationship. But I'm in one already. She doesn't really understand, 
and she doesn't want to.” Sarah felt her mother would not be able to handle her sexuality or her 
social involvement, and that knowing about her realities would cause her to lose standing in her 
eyes. By lying, she was able to claim this part of her identity while keeping it hidden from her 
parents, nurturing both her relationship with her partner, and with her family.  
Marcin expanded on some of Sarah’s experiences. She said teens in her area were told 
many things they could not do. “There’s so many rules,” she explained. “Selling cigarettes to 
minors, selling alcohol to minors, out too late. There's a lot of rules, but you can go around them 
as long as you don't get caught.” Amelia discussed regularly sneaking around her father’s rule of 
against taking rides after dark, even to get home from football games and gatherings, from 
anyone not out of high school. Rides with classmates meant interactions with new people, and 
the possibility of doing fun things with them that she rarely got to do, like go out to eat. Also, 
teens often stayed at events later than their parents, leaving few people already out of high school 
to ask for rides. “I always get a ride home from other people, like juniors and seniors,” she said. 
“I feel bad for not telling them, but I can’t tell [my father], because I knew he'd freak out and 
then he'd be like, ‘well, I can't trust you anymore.’” Amelia felt torn between being honest with 
her parents about the difficulties she faced getting (and wanting) approved rides, and quietly 
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ignoring her fathers’ directions to get herself home: “Yeah, I feel bad for not telling them, but if I 
did, they’d freak out and I couldn’t go. And they wouldn’t trust me to go out.”  
As a teenager bound to many age-based rules, my interlocutors felt that lying and “going 
around” rules allowed them to render their potentially disappointing identities invisible in ways 
that helped them to maintain valued relationships with important adults while still being able to 
act on their interests. Since she did not feel a discussion with her mother would grant her later 
curfews or more acceptance of her worldly involvements, Sarah explained that sneaking out was 
needed to claim her unwelcome social and sexual identities. She acknowledged it made her feel 
more responsible, and more in control of her life.  
Why do I sneak out? You just feel more independent. You feel like you are starting to 
grow up and be more independent, and your decisions impact how you are . . . [Y]ou 
know there's consequences, but you kind of already know what the consequences are and 
you already accept them. Also, I sneak out because if I don't, I can't do things I want to do. 
My mom's not going to let me, that's for sure. It's just, kind of like easier. 
When asked about what is made easier, she said she could do what she wanted without her mom 
making a big deal of it. She was able to act on being social and sexual without risking the loss of 
her identity as a trustworthy daughter, an identity which she also very much valued. As minors 
and as females, these teens knew that their parents worried for them, and put rules and 
limitations around them based on these worries. They knew parents wanted to protect them from 
harm. They puzzled why brothers were worried for less, and allowed to roam more, eventually 
chalking the cause up to “being a daughter.” Especially for the older teens in the group, this 
protection often made them feel (and in many ways be) cut off from the world, which was 
frustrating. “It's hard,” said LaToya, “because my mom, she likes to keep me in the house 
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because she says, ‘I don't want you to get in trouble, I don't want this to happen.’ And so that’s 
why I'm always in the house with nothing to do!” Amelia explained that her parents’ fears about 
her getting into trouble made her limited opportunities for social interactions cumbersome, and 
made her feel untrusted. “If I want to go out with a guy, we have to be back by 7:30, which is 
really lame. My dad's excuse is ‘You're not gonna be out with a guy after dark because I know 
how they think.’ I end up apologizing a billion times for it.” Unlike her older brother who had a 
10:30 curfew at her age and lower supervision, Amelia is required to be home early, and her 
parents insist on meeting all of her dates. She explained that she has family members who 
became unexpectedly pregnant when young, so her parents think this will happen to her. She 
disagrees, explaining her father’s concerns:  
I'm his youngest child so he's just trying to protect me. I'm his only daughter, too, so he 
just thinks that every single person I talk to is going to hurt me. . . . I think every parent 
like, [pause] all parents are protective of their youngest cause it's their last, like their last 
baby, I guess that's what my mom calls me: her baby, even though I'm 15. And I'm taller 
than her. But I mean, I have my whole future planned out. There's no way that would 
work, so I mean, I wouldn't even let that happen. My mom thinks that's gonna happen and 
I know it's not. 
Femaleness and minor status were used to justify varying levels of control, monitoring, and 
confinement of these teens at home. My interlocutors believed that behind parental rules lay a 
lack of belief in their inability to negotiate the world without being taken advantage of, and, 
despite their words to the contrary, a lack of trust in daughters. Lying and sneaking around were 
tactics some of them used to show and to hide certain ways of being as they strategically 
managed the identities they performed in their lived social contexts. Through these 
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performances, my interlocutors suggested they found routes to exercise some much-desired 
control in negotiating their social visibility, allowing them, to some extent, to be seen as they 
wanted to be seen in contexts that might respond with reprise. In addition to these tactics, with an 
interest in getting themselves around gender, race, age, and social relationships that blocked their 
involvements, social understandings, and desired visibility offline, they also turned to social 
media to attempt to self-advocate for identities they valued but found difficult to claim.  
Social Media 
With rural communities’ broad distances, and lack of sidewalks and public transport 
options, as well as young people’s limited financial resources, sneaking out was not possible or 
practical for all of these teens. Even for those who did sneak out, it was noted that this did not 
fulfill all of their interests and needs related to their visibility. Sarah explained: 
Like, people just want to be known. I live in a small town, but I want this person from far 
away to know that “this is Sarah.” You kind of want to make a name for yourself because 
no one knows you, basically. So you just want to be known, even if it's a good or bad 
thing. 
In attempts to overcome obstacles that constrained their social involvements and impeded their 
social visibility, my interlocutors stated they turned to social media to advance their interests in 
being known. 
Related to the visibility struggles faced by youth, Internet-related telecommunication 
media have been rolled out accompanied by rhetoric claiming power and significance through 
lessened social containment and increased public presence. For example, in linking 
communication advances with interests in U.S political preeminence, Vice President Lyndon 
Johnson pronounced the efforts of early Telstar real-time telephone satellite communication 
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technologies to be “another first in our conquest of space.” A recent advertising campaign for 
Internet technologies compliments users then promises them their due social importance through 
their services, stating: “Your Signal Is Strong – Be Heard With Verizon. Rule the Air.” In 
another by Sprint, a young voice proclaims: “I need, no, I have the right to be unlimited.” These 
technologies present themselves as conquerors of spatial distance and ontological obsolescence 
that vow to challenge social marginality by affirming and amplifying user presence.  
With a preface roughly meaning “distance,” telecommunication has a long history of 
promising to solve the “problem of distance,” a phrase which, from the early days of the 
telephone, has been used to refer to solving the alleged “problem of rurality” (Fischer 2003). 
With little opportunity to rule anything and many limitations on their involvements, my 
interlocutors reported taking the Internet up on this well-publicized offer to “Rule the Air” and 
“be unlimited” in their social media lives. As was the case offline, in working to advance their 
visibility, teens were strategic in their performance of identities online or, as Anne Balsamo 
(1996) writes, in taking advantage of social media’s opportunities for “staging the body” (p. 
131).  
These teens used social media to stage their bodies as visible and invisible in desired 
ways. Not only did they work to present themselves in a favorable light online, which they did., 
but they also lived in social media in ways that sought to address some of the misrepresentations 
and limitations they confronted in their homes and schools. Indeed, they stated that, in many 
ways, their lives in social media were guided and inspired by the limited opportunities they had 
to engage in social contexts offline in which they could successfully be seen as they wanted to be 
seen, and act on their interests without hassle. Like lying and sneaking out offline, these teens 
used tactics within social media to attempt to meet their local needs by “going around” the social 
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order that granted them less-than-favorable social understandings, thus limiting the visibility of 
their desired identities. One such tactic was their decision to work across, rather than just within, 
social media platforms to craft and use a networked of bricolaged social media systems that were 
available to them, and offering different functionalities. By merging Facebook and Twitter into 
one large community that they lived across and within, these teens in this study utilized grand-
scale steganography (boyd, 2010b), or code use in the interest of invisibility, achieving private 
communications and unobserved performance of taboo identities in highly public forums. It is 
within this system and other covert efforts that many of these teens asserted visibility and 
invisibility in advancing desired identities. 
This section will discuss how my interlocutors used their lives in social media to perform 
identities on and across Facebook and Twitter in the interest of advancing the visibility of certain 
social understandings, and advancing the invisibility of others. Like any performance, there were 
accomplishments and limitations to this staging of identities within social media. However, in 
Facebook and Twitter, they asserted and managed their visibility in front of their different 
“imagined audiences,” as they made parts of themselves visible and invisible at different times to 
meet their interests in specific identities being seen, known, and validated. The following section 
will discuss how these teens asserted visibility and invisibility in both Facebook and Twitter. 
Facebook 
Cassidy and I are sat at computer terminals in the empty school library, talking. On the 
wall above us hung signs that read “Computers for school work only. No Facebook!!” She 
discussed how having her profile on display for others made her feel pressure to look good in 
certain ways on Facebook:  
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Sometimes, people will brag about things they did on Facebook to get attention, because 
Facebook is a place where you are supposed to get attention. If you don't, like if your 
posts don't get any "likes" or comments, you kind of look like a loser. You kind of feel 
like one too sometimes. 
As discussed in the previous chapter, Facebook is a place of numbers, and my interlocutors 
believed these numbers were important. These teens put effort toward trying to look good on 
their profile page. 
My interlocutors used Facebook to perform and make visible identities that they valued 
and found hard to accomplish offline. This section will begin with a discussion of tactics they 
used while living in Facebook to advance visibility of certain social understandings. It will end 
with a discussion of how they advocated for identities within Facebook by using invisibility.      
To begin, though, it is important to note that Facebook, as an infrastructure, demands that 
users be on show, promoting themselves in certain ways. With profiles, news feeds, status 
updates, likes, photos, comments, and friend counts, Facebook defines user identity within its 
protocols, or interfaces for involvement. Users’ “About” pages offers finite fields, allowing users 
to represent themselves by specifying work and education history, birthday, relationship status, 
languages known, home location, religious and political views, contact information, family 
members, and favorite quotations. Users can not add more fields to customize their page in ways 
that show, for example, their ethnic pride, or their love of polar bears. Facebook puts users on 
display to be widely seen, and to have the social interactions hosted on their profile page also 
widely seen. While privacy settings can be selected to allow only the user to view information 
from their page, this is not common. The typical settings release user updates either to all or 
select “friends,” or to the public. It was within these parameters that these teens lived in 
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Facebook, directing their interests in being socially connected, involved, and relevant. 
“You have one identity,” stated Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg. “Having two identities 
for yourself is an example of a lack of integrity” (Kirkpatrick, 2010, p. 199). Despite the fact that 
all people show different sides of themselves to successfully socially maneuver through different 
contexts, Zuckerberg appears to be following Erik Erikson’s (1968) narrow internal framing of 
identity to look down on fluid and performed personal representations, and to define identity as a 
personal and biological – rather than social – process resulting in a feeling and an appearance of 
personal “sameness” and “continuity” (p. 50). As a result, the Facebook interface has been 
designed to present and host “an identity” of a user, not “identities.” As such, the user is 
represented as a salient whole who must present the same “about” page to all friends rather than 
showing a complex assortment of sometimes contradictory motivations, interests, and 
tendencies. Alice Marwick and danah boyd (2011) discuss this as an issue of “context collapse,” 
or of merged audiences. They state that Facebook’s “one identity” project makes performance of 
identities challenging to young users. “The requirement to present a verifiable, singular identity”, 
they write, “makes it impossible to differ self-presentation strategies, creating tension as diverse 
groups of people flock to social network sites” (p. 9). While this unidimensional formulation of 
identity makes it more difficult to negotiate how users interact with their audiences, it has been 
noted as being a highly attractive and effective packaging of users to attract advertising dollars to 
Facebook, as will be discussed in the following chapter (Chesterton, 2011; Durwin, 2011).  
Rural communities have a history of creative resistance to communication technologies. 
Studies by Fischer (1992, 2003) and by Martin (1991) discuss how members of rural 
communities appropriated, reconfigured, and transformed the early telephone in locally 
beneficial, unintended ways. Teens in this study appeared to be continuing this trend. Unhappy 
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with the idea of a having to present one identity to everyone they interacted with in social media, 
these teens reported that they riled against this technical constraint, and crafted new ways to use 
Facebook to represent themselves in desired ways to their audiences. Actor Network Theory 
argues this type of user re-scripting should be conceptualized as part of social and technological 
change, itself (Akrich, 1992; Latour 1991; Pinch, 2003). Indeed, despite the chiding intent of 
Zuckerberg, through their strategic performances, these teen users made use of this technology in 
ways that addressed Facebook’s collapsed context. In doing so, they forwarded their interests in 
having different forms of visibility and invisibility of identities presented to separate social 
audiences, appropriating Facebook to meet their local needs, and transforming it from its 
intended use as a presentation of “identity.” Indeed, by taking on strategic internal acts of 
visibility and invisibility and by using Facebook and Twitter together as networked social 
network system, teens worked outside of Facebook’s mandated “one identity” to construct one 
large social media stage upon which they performed their identities. 
 On Facebook, these teens described working to make themselves visible in flattering ways 
to two different groups of people with whom they hoped to maintain good social standing and 
relationships. The first group was made up of peers: classmates, existing friends, and people who 
were close to their own age. 
 Peers. The teens in this study discussed living on Facebook in ways that made them feel 
attractive, and appear attractive to their peers. They disagreed over the structure of peers within 
social hierarchy on Facebook. “There's, like, no cliques on Facebook,” said Violet.  “Like 
remember when I said like awkward around all of these other kids . . .? Like Facebook is not like 
that. Like, I feel like equal instead of that they're better than me or that I'm better than them. It's 
like everybody's the same.” Unlike offline, where classmates excluded her and made her feel 
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lesser and unimportant for not having money and not being like them, Violet explained that 
Facebook allowed her to connect with people going through similar struggles, making her 
experiences feel validated. She reported that this helped her realities feel visible and valid rather 
than weird and shameful, and deserving of being hid. She explained:  
Because I feel like not less than them, because they're all the same as me kind of, instead of 
all higher up because they have more money or something. Well, like statuses on 
Facebook, they don't talk about everything that they have or what they're gonna do or their 
plans and stuff. It just gets annoying. A lot of them are talking about how their cars are 
broken down or that they need gas money and I don't know, it makes me feel like it's not 
just me that doesn't really have that. 
Violet used Facebook to maintain connections with friends outside of her immediate community 
who affirmed her experiences, and who shared her financial woes. She also lived in Facebook in 
ways that allowed her to interact and associate regularly with friends who had different views 
toward non-whiteness. She stated that this presented her with a community who did not look 
down on her because of her race or ethnicity. Rather, they shared her experience of being non-
white and having to deal with racism. She explained:   
It's better to have yourself around people that are like I wouldn't say bad just because 
they're racists. I guess they're not bad people, but people with a better mindset. I'm not 
friends with that many people from my school cause I've been to a lot of schools and 
bigger cities and this is the smallest city I've ever lived in, so I have friends on Facebook 
from places I used to live and a lot of them are different races and stuff and they're not all 
just white, country kids from my school who think the same stupid way about me. 
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Facebook helped Violet know that others went through interpersonal hardship regularly due to 
their race, ethnicity, and class. This normalized her experiences, and she reported blaming 
herself less for her feelings of inadequacy because of her ability to see that others go through the 
same experiences she does. While it did not give her a structural analysis of race or class, 
Facebook allowed her to depersonalize her social exclusion, and to find strength in affiliating 
with others who also struggled. This made her feel more real in the world, strengthening her 
willingness to be honest about her realities, and providing her a welcoming context in which she 
felt she was more fully “seen.” In whole, she explained that this connection to others with similar 
struggles improved her feelings about herself, and increased her willingness to have her life and 
herself be visible to others. 
 Facebook was also used by these teens to self-advocate for being more favorably noticed 
by others. My interlocutors discussed using Facebook to attempt to improve their standing 
among classmates and others within their regular social circles. Unlike Violet’s framing, many 
found offline cliques to be quite present in Facebook. They believed Facebook presented a 
familiar space for teens to perform themselves to popular groups for peer appraisal. It also 
presented a new forum to attempt to impress those in the more popular groups. They pointed out 
that they posted statuses to make themselves visible in flattering ways. Cassidy stated that her 
peers’ posting was in the interest of being seen as active in the world, which, she explained, 
made you look good:  
A lot of people want to be popular. I think the things they post have to do with wanting to 
be seen as popular, like what they did over the weekend. Like I went and hung out with this 
person and hung out with this person. And we went and did this. Did you do that? No, you 
didn't! So I'm cooler than you are because I went and did this stuff. 
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Appearing cool to classmates and existing friends was an interest of all of these teens. They said 
this interest became more acute once they started high school and moved on from familiar peer 
groups and school staff they grew close to in grade school to an unfamiliar new context where 
they were less known. “My teachers there all know me so well,” said Naomi of the school where 
she spent her first eight years. “They were like friends and you could go and talk to them 
whenever. And now I come here and everyone's like strangers, like we've only known each other 
a couple months. . . I’m just another kid.” Entering high school called previously set identities 
into question, requiring teens to do new work to socially establish who they are. LaToya framed 
this in terms of impression management:  
Like when you're younger, you really don't care. And then when you get older, like 
teenage years, you're like, ok. Because you have all your emotion, like you –  if [you] 
have a boyfriend you want to impress your boyfriend, you have friends, you want to 
impress your friends. You have people you don't like you want to make them jealous of 
you, like teenagers they do it a lot. Like, you try to out-dress somebody or look really, 
really pretty for your boyfriend. 
Social media was used by these teens to proactively take on this work of impressing others. 
Sarah explained that Facebook and Twitter helped to show others that you were associated with 
cool things in your offline life:   
It all kind of changed freshman year. Because it's like you're all for yourself. Because you 
want to find what social ladder you are in the school and try to keep going up. Because 
that's just the big thing – to get out with all of the cool people, no matter what you say or 
what you do. And posting it on Twitter or Facebook.  
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My interlocutors talked about how they lived on social media in ways that showed others their 
age who they are. Early on in our meetings, Carollynn told me she posted to Facebook to affirm 
and assert certain ways of being related to her identities:  
Teenagers are really into image. Like, with me, the things I put on Facebook are about 
me. I don't really put out that I'm top dog in school, and that I'm going to punch anybody 
in the face because it's not me. The reason I put song lyrics on my Facebook page is 
because that's how I am. It's to express myself. That's how I feel. Like "this is me." 
Carollynn moved away from Facebook later in our time together, feeling Twitter a better place 
for her to show who she is. A number of others did the same, explaining that the social context 
on Twitter allowed them more room to assert many of their identities that were also denied to 
them offline, as will be discussed later.  Still, they stated they lived in Facebook in ways that 
worked to express who they were and who they weren’t, at least to some extent.  
How these youth presented themselves online mattered to them. All of these teens had 
interests in being understood in certain ways and not other ways on Facebook. Data suggests that 
Facebook presented them with opportunities to perform and forward identities they want to be 
associated with. These opportunities allowed them to assert certain understandings of themselves 
that they wanted others to be socially held. For example, Annie’s time on Facebook was 
consumed by playing CityVille. She very rarely posted status updates or comments online 
because she didn’t “need to get involved in all that drama.” She did occasionally use Facebook’s 
direct messaging to “chat” with friends while playing, though, and she would post links a couple 
times a week to songs she liked with messages commonly reading, “This is my song.”  
In the messages she sent and posted, the form of her writing mattered to her. She took 
time to spell words correctly, and she reviewed her posts and IMs to catch any spelling errors 
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before hitting send. In seeing an expletive in a status update from a friend on her newsfeed, she 
commented:  “Ooh, that's bad. Such a potty mouth. It's real bad to say bad words. I don't say 
them at all. I don't feel comfortable saying them. And I feel proud that I don't say them.“ Annie 
made a point of noting that she never uses swear words offline, and so she does not use them 
online in Facebook. “I don’t want people to think I’m that type of person,” she explained. When 
probed to expand on this, she replied quickly, “I don’t swear. I don’t do things like that. People 
know I get good grades and that I’m nice and friendly. I’m not someone who wants to be known 
as talking bad.” Being seen as “bad” was a concern for Annie that she addressed by making 
conscious efforts to appear “good” in her posts. The efforts mattered, she said, because they told 
people what type of person she was.  
 Teens used other tactics also to disassociate themselves with being “bad.” Feeling that the 
town of Flatville was known for its “bad kids” who got in fights and used drugs, Naomi, who 
lived near Flatville in smaller Brown, made a point to never mention Flatville on Facebook. “I 
don’t want anyone to associate me with them,” she said of Flatville teens. Naomi visited Flatville 
often. But by not mentioning the town, Naomi worked to render invisible the connection she has 
with it and its residents. In not having Flatville on her Facebook profile, she felt she was actively 
dis-identifying with the identity of a rowdy teen.  
Others took steps to make identities invisible on Facebook. A number of them posted 
status updates much more infrequently than in the past, as friends told them too many posts were 
annoying. Talking about her experience at the beginning of the school year with her friends, 
Carollynn explained, “On Facebook, they're like ‘Okay, I'm deleting you cause you're just 
clogging my newsfeed.’” This caused her and others to limit their postings. “I used to do, like, 
maybe a couple a day,” Amelia said of Facebook status updates. “Now, I change my status less 
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than once a week.” Feedback from peers on the number of posts caused teens to be concerned 
about appearing to be doing Facebook “wrong.” This led them to limit posts, shared video, and 
other active expressions on their Facebook page that would show up on newsfeed. These 
interests were made invisible. 
 These teens’ discussions of their lives on Facebook suggested that they realized that their 
identities formation was not an individual process. They knew that how they were understood 
was not their choice alone. My interlocutors frequently talked about concerns they had regarding 
how Facebook use can be involved in hurting their future identities. In discussing pictures a 
friend posted on Facebook that she thought were inappropriate, LaToya said: 
I tell them: “you should take that down." One of my friends, we were talking about this the 
other day, I was like "I don't understand why some people put some pictures up there" and 
she was like "Yeah, cause that hurts their future, especially if they want to be something 
major when they get older," that's like, especially if you want to be a superstar when you 
get older. Paparazzi dig and go try to find what you're doing then, they're like "Oh, look at 
this" it's going to be all over the world. People are going to look at you differently.    
As will be discussed more in the next chapter, these teens worried about harming their future 
with their actions on Facebook. This encouraged them to consider and hide certain activities 
from their Facebook community that “might” make them look bad at some point in their life. 
Wanting being read in a positive light by others, my interlocutors expressed a similar concern for 
the understandings people might hold for them in the present. An avid Facebook user, LaToya’s 
Facebook time always involved steady “beeps” signifying new instant messages being received 
as she posted status updates and new pictures of herself she designed using a Facebook-specific 
graphics program named PicNic. In her postings, she expressed concern with how others would 
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understand her. This informed what she chose to not do on Facebook. She explained: “Some 
things, I don't do, like I don't post certain pictures on there exposing my whole body, or I don't 
post a lot of pictures that I shouldn't because I don't want people to see me as something as I am 
not.” When asked what she did not want to be seen as, LaToya struggled for an answer. “I don't 
know how to put this. I don't want people to think that I'm a bad influence, or I just don't like 
people to see me, umm.” She paused, looked down, and started laughing. I urged her to continue. 
She looked to the side and said: “I don't want people to see me as a whore, so I want to have a 
different look to myself than that.”  
Despite the presence of friends, the word “whore” was still a danger on Facebook. My 
interlocutors found that ambiguities they held about appropriate versus inappropriate displays 
sexuality worried them on Facebook, making them unsure of their actions. Marcin stated that she 
took steps to be sure people didn’t call her a whore there: 
It would be really easy to just label me a whore if I put up too many pictures on Facebook. 
Mostly head shots, just head shots are really good. Because it's just your face, it's not 
really anything else. Cause if it was lower, you could see down their shirt. And people 
would call you a whore. Someone could comment, "Oh, I can see your bra" or something. 
Sarah Pederson (2012) argues that female teens are far more cautious and risk-averse in 
social media than males of their age. She found female teens to be more conscious than male 
teens of future implications of their postings, and less apt to describe or show themselves 
engaging in risky behavior on social media. Her study affirmed the work of boyd and Hargittai 
(2010) suggesting “that the ongoing public messages on the subject of privacy have primarily 
been targeted at girls and women and thus women are far more safety-conscious online.” In other 
words, warnings about social media have been aimed primarily at females. Despite society’s 
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view of girls gone wild, these studies suggest that females are receiving cautionary messages 
about the dangers of social media, and they are heeding them. The informants in this study are 
acting in Facebook in ways that demonstrate that they, too, take these warnings very seriously. 
While Facebook opens up options for users to present different selves and engage in wild 
identities exploration, in looking out for their present and future selves, these teens report (and 
show) that they are choosing to abstain from roaming too much on Facebook. As is the case 
under their parents’ watch offline, they are choosing to stay close to home to not get in trouble. 
As such, it could be argued that they are being recruited online into docility and gender hierarchy 
maintenance through self-regulation and discipline. 
Also, fights happened regularly on Facebook, but, outside of those involving their closest 
friends, most of the teens noted that they do not comment on fights that friends got into. They did 
this to keep from ruffling feathers socially. Amelia talked to me about a big Facebook fight 
between friends that she lurked on the night before: 
I just watched, cause I did not want to get in the middle of that. Yeah, cause they were all 
of my classmates so I mean, I just try to stay out of that drama. Cause I mean, . . . you try 
so hard to fit in with everyone; you don't want to be an outcast. So sometimes keeping 
your mouth shut is better than putting your two cents in.   
Amelia explained that she had opinions on most fights of who was right and who was wrong, but 
she would not let herself get involved in charged exchanges on Facebook. Getting involved in 
backing someone, she explained, would set her up as a target for insults. It would drag her into 
the fray, and make people have reason to not like her, undermining the work she does offline to 
socially establish herself. She continued: 
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I mean, cause in grade school, I wasn't really like, I wasn't really in with everyone I guess 
you could say. But now that high school's come around and, I mean, I've made a lot more 
friends and [pause], I'm not just gonna, like, throw it all away because I want to comment 
on something stupid. 
Naomi discussed having a similar concern that kept her from getting involved in “other people’s 
business” on Facebook. “Who would want to be nothing like in the social, like, world or 
whatever?” she asked, saying that entering fights would hurt your social status. She continued, 
answering her own question: 
Just, like, no one will just want to be down low. They'd want to be popular and they'd 
want to have a lot of friends and stuff and I feel like just because of that thought, they’ll 
want to do things [on Facebook] that'll make them cool. 
The teens in this study said that, in general, they stayed out of friends’ online altercations to 
protect themselves from having to endure and fight off public shaming. These teens’ fears of 
social reprisal were justified by some of their experiences online. “I won't start an argument or 
call someone out on Facebook,” Marcin explained. “You get called a whore if you do that.” If 
you try to defend someone on social media, Carollynn said that “then, people will start saying 
stuff about you too.” This is why they did not get involved. While she says she loves her friends, 
Cassidy said concern over strangers turning their animosity her way caused her to look away if 
one of them was being unfairly treated on Facebook. “We all do it,” she said. “It’s just not worth 
it to butt in.” 
The Internet is the newest addition to a long legacy of promises by technologies to 
remedy social inequity. From the washing machine to electric shavers to the invention of the 
telephone, technologies have been customarily rolled out accompanied by pitches claiming they 
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are more than conveniences, but devices of social transcendence and lessened corporeal burden 
that will grant their users – particularly marginalized users – greater freedoms and fuller 
participation in “new” society (Fischer, 1992, 2003; Kline & Pinch, 1996; Martin, 1991; 
Wajcman, 1991). It is argued, however, that technologies have commonly failed to live up to 
their enticements. In fact, scholars have found that technologies have historically proved unable 
and unwilling to grant non-males (Lohan & Faulkner, 2004; Wacjman, 1991) and non-whites 
(Fouché, 2003; Kevorkian, 2006; Kolko, Nakamura & Rodman, 2000; Sinclair, 2004), among 
others, redemption from the shackles of marginalizing social identities. Instead, they have, in 
many cases, served to magnify existing inequities (Nakamura, 2002). My interlocutors 
experiences illustrate that this seems to be the case with gender on Facebook, with vocal females 
being reprimanded for attempting social involvement. Facebook is a product of the offline world. 
Despite its offers to allow users to “be unlimited,” teens experienced familiar limits on their 
involvements in social media. To avoid negative relational attention, these young people stated 
that they made invisible many of their opinions and instincts on Facebook. They chose to not get 
involved in “others people’s business” to keep from offending people, and from hurting their 
own social standing by being socially rejected. With an interest in appearing attractive online, 
they committed to staying away from appearing against the grain or controversial to avoid 
subjecting themselves to social scrutiny and to less-than-flattering framings. They lived 
according to many of the same rules they followed offline, where inaction was considered far 
better than rejection. 
My interlocutors also worked to present themselves as attractive on Facebook in other 
ways that gained the attention of existing friends as well as peers outside of their usual circles. 
One way they did this is by attracting “likes” and nice comments from the things they wrote on 
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Facebook. Teens explained that having posts and statuses noticed meant that people appreciated 
your thoughts, and appreciated you. This was seen as important for these young women who 
often felt challenged in finding people with the time and interest to listen to their ideas, let alone 
say that they liked them. Having a stranger notice your ideas was particularly exciting. Marcin 
explained having this happen to her on Facebook:  
It's interesting to see who likes things you post. Because a person you never talk to can 
like it or comment on it. And it's like "oh!" Like I've had someone do that, and it was like 
"oh, that's cool." Sometimes, it leads to talking to new people, like if you've never talked 
to that person and they liked it or they comment on it, you click on their profile, message 
them, like "hey, what's up?” 
These teens all formed new relationships with friends of Facebook friends (or “friends of 
friends”) or Twitter followers who noticed and unexpectedly responded to one of their postings. 
A clever Facebook status posting or tweet opened up the possibility of having someone seeing 
you as clever or fun, and possibly starting to talk with you. My interlocutors felt that posts made 
it possible to be visible in ways that encouraged new connections with strangers who found you 
interesting. They welcomed this opportunity. Shelly explained that, “it's interesting to see who 
likes things you post, and who comments on it. Because a person you never talk to can like it or 
comment on it. And it's like ‘oh!’ Like I've had someone do that, and it was like ‘oh, that's cool.’ 
It starts you talking.”  
Another way these teens gained attention was by putting flattering pictures on Facebook 
to advance the idea that they were attractive, and, as such, worthy of others’ attention. They 
rendered invisible pictures that showed them as less than attractive. “I'll delete and retake a 
picture if I don't like it,” said LaToya. When asked why, she responded quickly: 
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It’s important to look pretty on Facebook because when people see me on Facebook, I 
want them to say, "oh, you're pretty." Because I don't like people to call me ugly, I mean, 
I know I'm not ugly, but I don't know. When someone calls you a name, you're like "Oh, 
really?" This boy called my friend fat yesterday, and she got self-conscious! She started 
running! And I was like, "you're not fat!" And, yeah. So, people call me fat, and 
sometimes you think "Am I really fat?" and then you start thinking you're fat and so you 
just start doing all this extra stuff just to make yourself not [fat] 
People from school and friends of friends will engage with you more if you look attractive, 
LaToya stated. Because of this, she and others posted and made visible only flattering self-
portraits. “I just think that if they saw me as pretty,” she said, “they'd be like, ‘Oh, well she's 
pretty,’ and then they'll want to talk to me and try to get to know me and then make new 
friends.” Also, she said hearing from others that she was attractive made her feel more attractive. 
Teens reported that photos posted on Facebook garnered this type of self-informing feedback. 
Marcin stated, “I think people post pictures to see what people think of it.” Sarah discussed this 
as she talked about pictures posted on her Facebook page, pointing out that it was important to 
look good in them:  
People comment or like them, especially profile pictures. If you put a cute one on your 
wall, people will like it and comment on it. It's a good self-esteem boost too. You can 
think of it that way. Like, if a lot of people like it, you'd be like "Oh, ok. So this is a good 
picture. I feel pretty in this picture, and other people think so too." 
My interlocutors reported that they actively worked on Facebook to craft and assert their 
self-representation to peers in ways that were difficult to achieve offline due to rigid cliques and 
groups. However, identity continued to be highly relational and social here. Similar to offline, 
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teens’ representations of self on Facebook were based on social feedback, and on interests in 
being socially affirmed. Sarah and others stated that they used feedback from others to know 
more about how to present themselves to gain social approval. They read affirmation of photos 
on Facebook as a sign that “this is a good picture,” and that their feelings of being pretty were 
valid. They read negative or few comments as a sign that their feelings were less valid. With 
interests in looking attractive, they took to heart others’ feedback on the images they posted of 
themselves, and their understanding of themselves became based on this feedback. They posted 
pictures that they felt made their attractiveness most visible to others. Through this, they took 
part in advancing self-representations on Facebook that forwarded socially acceptable visibility. 
They learned to prioritize identities that they learned others liked to see, and they worked to 
show these sides of themselves to peers by performing them on Facebook. 
“It used to be that you know everything about that person just by going on to their 
[Facebook] wall,” said Sarah. “Now, you know from Twitter.” Despite some migration to 
Twitter, my interlocutors all still reported working in a calculated manner on Facebook to 
strategically enhance the visibility of parts of themselves for peers. Unlike claims of users 
“forging” and “asserting” their “own” identity online, these teens stated they relied heavily on 
feedback they received from onlookers in claiming who they were in this space. In other words, 
the highly social and relational aspect of identity formation continued to exist online, shaping 
how identity happened.  
While they did have extended hours and spaces in which to show themselves to peers on 
Facebook, Facebook also brought these teens extended hours and spaces to be informed by peers 
of how to be “right” or “wrong” in the world. Despite Annie’s best efforts at proper spelling and 
clean language on Facebook, she admitted that she was not entirely in control of how she was 
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understood online. “Sometimes,” she said, “it don’t matter what you do. People just want to 
think you’re bad.” Still, these interlocutors worked to learn and forward certain social 
understandings that they felt made them attractive to peers based on their feedback. They 
practiced Veblen’s (1899) conspicuous consumption in Facebook to brand and attempt to define 
themselves in association with flattering people, images, sentiments, and activities. For some, 
Facebook was a publicist to a wide, familiar and unfamiliar group of people their own age. 
Through living there, they were able to gauge peers’ social responses to their expressions of self, 
and to attempt to tell the portions of their own personal story they wanted told in ways that 
worked with these responses. And they worked to tell these stories in ways that had some 
continuity with their offline experiences. Sarah explained:   
Honestly, I mean, for online, it's more easy for you to be this person you want everyone 
to think you are. But if you think about it, you have to be that person that everyone sees 
online too, or it's just going to be like "Whoah, you're completely different than who I 
thought you were.” 
Falling in line with Zuckerberg’s demand for “one identity,” teens sought to meld their online 
and offline lives. They learned to perform and make visible on Facebook – and on other social 
media – parts of themselves that were most acceptable to peers, and to hide those that they found 
would not serve them well socially. And in the interest of continuity, they learned to let these 
understandings bleed from social media into their offline life. Their performance of identities to 
adults on Facebook took on a similar shape, with some important differences. 
 Adults. My interlocutors lived in Facebook in ways that made them appear attractive to a 
second group: adults. To achieve this goal, they stated they performed certain identities 
specifically for adults, and hid others. The first subset of adults who these teens performed on 
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Facebook for were made up of unknown people. Parents warned their daughters that what they 
put on Facebook would reflect on the family, and on parents. Parents worried about the family 
“looking bad” through my interlocutors’ actions. The teens reported being told to take down 
certain posts, and to present themselves in certain ways on Facebook for fear of judgment from 
parents’ family members, work associates, and friends. For example, Violet was instructed to not 
post song lyrics on Facebook because they reflected badly on her family:  
I had song lyrics on as a status one time and my mom, like from someone else's 
Facebook, read it and freaked out about it cause apparently it was bad. Like, "your dad's 
family can see all of this! And we're gonna be looked at as bad people!" 
Violet said she didn’t particularly affiliate with the lyrics. They were posted because she liked 
the song. Marcin described a friend getting in trouble at home for posting lyrics on Facebook. 
One had quoted a popular Nicki Minaj song she liked entitled Stupid Ho. She said the post lifted 
lines straight from the song to read: “You a stupid ho. Fuck you stupid ho.” Seeing her friends 
get in trouble over this, Marcin chose not to post song lyrics on her Facebook account. “I’ll never 
put a song I like on Facebook,” she said. And Amelia’s insurance salesman father instructed her 
to watch what she posted because he believed his clients in the community would judge him for 
what she said. “'People seem to be a lot less dramatic on Facebook,” she said, “because I think 
they're friends with . . . their parent's friends, and their uncles and aunts and stuff.” With these 
warnings in mind, teens worked carefully to present themselves well on Facebook, managing 
their appearance to help the family save face and appear respectable to others. 
The second subset of adults was a known group. Like with peers, my interlocutors called 
on social media to help them be seen and known in desirable ways by adults they knew. Pictures 
were described as weighing heavily into this maintenance work, with photos uploaded and 
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viewed as a static stand-in for being there that allowed users to see and show important events 
and days of and to family members. According to Cassidy, seeing photos on Facebook makes 
you feel you are “sharing each others’ lives.” Teens used pictures to stay in touch with distant 
family members and to keep them informed of important happenings such as dances, haircuts, 
birthdays, and holidays. Sarah talked about a friend who just put a number of new pictures on her 
Facebook page. “I'm pretty sure my friend wanted family members to see her pictures of her 
without braces,” she said, “so that's why she posted them on Facebook.” And Noel explained that 
her family keeps up to date with her through Facebook. “They usually just see what’s going on 
with me . . .  cause I'm, like, listed as their close friend or whatever so all my statuses go to them. 
I got tons of family members on there, like grandparents and aunt and uncles.”   
Teens explained that expense, time, and a lack of phone numbers prevented them from 
being able to call family members individually to keep them abreast of their life. They were busy 
with school and practices and homework, and had little free time to maintain distant 
relationships. Posting pictures on Facebook enabled my interlocutors to inform the many local 
and distant family members of their family-friendly goings-on at once, and to stay on their radar. 
It helped them remain visible and in the lives of family members despite the large distances and 
infrequent in-person visits that separated them.  
In addition to pictures, these teens stated that they lived on Facebook in other ways to 
help affirm their good relationships with adults they valued. They explained that they worked to 
make visible identities that would impress cherished adults in their lives. Specific adults held 
special sway to these teens, and influenced their performance of themselves on Facebook. Amy 
kept in touch with her grandmother on Facebook. She shared her Facebook password with her 
grandmother, and allowed her to use it to get more points on bingo by using her account. Violet 
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greatly admired a teacher at her school. “I have this friend,” she stated. “She's kind of a school 
teacher, she's for special needs kids and she's like one of the most inspirational people I've ever 
met . . . she's like a really great person and goes to church every Sunday. She's never done 
anything wrong in her life.” She had recently friended the teacher on Facebook, and Violet 
discussed spending a lot of time thinking of the teacher when she posted things to Facebook. She 
explained that having the teacher as a Facebook friend has caused her to want to represent herself 
differently. And, with interest in looking good to the teacher, she did represent herself 
differently. She explained that she changed the way she makes herself visible on Facebook in 
hopes that the teacher will see her as worthy of her respect and attention: 
She doesn't judge people, she's more of the “everybody's good” people. But I don't know. 
[pause] I wanna be like her and have little kids looks up to me and think that I'm a great 
person and wanna be like me so then they'll be good people like, I don't know how to 
describe that. But I want her to see me like that, like good like her.  
With awareness of their judgmental adult audience looking on, as well of as their interest 
in impressing this audience to prove themselves more mature and deserving of responsibilities, 
my interlocutors reported holding back on “putting it all out there.” Violet explained that she hid 
parts of herself on Facebook in attempts to appear more impressive to the teacher she admired: 
Cause I look up to her, I don't want her to think that I'm like not. I don't know. . . . I don't 
really post things anymore because I don't wanna put it on the Internet and say something 
stupid. It's more like school stuff [I post]. I don't post any more song lyrics, that's for 
sure. Cause, I don't know. She's like having like your church preacher or pastor as a 
friend on Facebook, or like a school teacher. You just don't wanna say something bad.  
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In wanting to impress her teacher, Violet consciously rendered invisible certain identities in her 
performance of self on Facebook. She didn’t post anything that might cause her “goodness” to be 
less apparent to her teacher. This made her censor herself in many ways on the site. She 
continued: 
I just kinda don't do anything on Facebook. I feel like that's easier than trying to please 
everybody. Kinda like ever since me and the teacher became friends on Facebook. So we 
talked all the time and I felt like if she saw anything on Facebook, she'd bring it up to me, 
or question me or I don't know, something. 
Like most of the others, Violet also knew her parents looked at her Facebook page. Naomi 
told me she knew her mother monitored her account. She stated that she thought about her 
mother as her audience when she posted Facebook statuses and comments, and that this caused 
her to perform identities very carefully on the site. Teens were highly aware of the audience they 
were performing for with this relational and representational work. Amelia explained:  
Facebook, because there are so many more adults, I just feel like you just feel like they 
should be more respectful. I mean, if you have any respect, you’re not gonna post things 
that are going to offend people, or that would be considered rude to someone that’s older 
than you. It’s also to avoid getting in trouble. Oh yeah. I post mostly pictures and jokes on 
Facebook, because that’s what everyone gets. 
Informants were cognizant that adults were watching them through Facebook. These adults had 
given offline feedback on what they observed from teens online, pointing out self-representations 
they did not like. Carollynn explained that this shaped how she presented herself on Facebook.  
I know my parents, they get on my laptop sometimes and look at my stuff. I mean, not 
that I post anything bad anyway, but it's just, I try to keep that in my mind every time I 
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post. I'm like "Ahhh, you better not post this cause my parents might see it and I might 
get in a lot of trouble." 
Because they knew they were being watched, teens explained that they put concerted, strategic 
effort into performing themselves as responsible, mature, and trustworthy, and in making 
invisible ideas and involvements that might be seen as problematic to adult onlookers. My 
interlocutors had been grounded and encountered other types of negative repercussions from 
parents for looking inappropriate on Facebook. They felt that showing themselves on Facebook 
in ways their parents hoped to see them would grant them greater trust and, eventually, privileges 
from parents. Teens hoped to have their performances online impact their lives offline. By 
performing themselves as deserving of parental trust on Facebook, they hoped to reap the 
benefits of having more trust offline. They realized that, by forwarding mature identities 
strategically on Facebook, they faced less trouble from parents wanting them to explain 
themselves for a status, picture, or comment. This made them believe that their performances 
were working, and that they were succeeding in making themselves known as more trustworthy 
online. With intense interests in improving their offline conditions, they had hope that this would 
result in material manifestations of more parental trust offline. I spent at least six months with 
each teen. Despite their efforts, not one reported having curfews extended or rules changed by 
parents impressed by their daughters’ online acts.   
Twitter 
Throughout my time in the field, my interlocutors increasingly reported performing their 
lives on Facebook with their adult audience in mind. While their early and even relatively recent 
Facebook days found them posting statuses, liking videos, tagging pictures, and “truth is”-ing 
solely for peers, most stated that they had developed different motives for living in this space. 
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They realized the social landscape had changed on Facebook. Sarah stated that this lessened her 
interest in being visible in Facebook. 
On Facebook now, it's just boring. It's just kind of like eighth graders, like lower grade 
people on there now, and the adults. And the adults, all they post is pictures of cats and 
things like that. And so you go through it, and nothing interesting. Nothing that you can 
say to your friends the next morning and talk about or anything like that. Like a crazy 
scenario, like so-and-so is pregnant, and stuff like that. And then you talk about that later 
the next day. Facebook used to help you know about things going on. Twitter does now.  . 
. .  [And] your parents are always checking on you, and if you say something bad, you get 
in trouble. With me it would happen a lot, like with time, if I posted at midnight, my mom 
would be like "You should have been in bed. It's a school night!" 
While some of the teens still used Facebook regularly, many recognized that their peers had 
moved away from the site, leaving a community of people they were less interested in watching, 
impressing, and spending time with. Also the awareness of parent and adult bystanders 
significantly changed the way these teens presented themselves on Facebook, and the way they 
performed certain identities. It caused them to think and act strategically with their identity, 
making decisions about what they would allow to be seen, and what they would censor for this 
crowd to avoid hassle and reprimand. Rather than using Facebook as a diary, they confessed that 
they cleaned it up and used it as a résumé to promote their responsibility and trustworthiness. In 
doing so, they performed invisibility of other identities as they migrated away from Facebook. 
Violet made some major changes to her Facebook profile when she realized her parent might be 
watching her. She explained: 
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Well, it sounds bad, but after my mom got a Facebook, I pretty much erased every status I 
ever made just cause . . . you can't really express emotion in text, so she probably wouldn't 
understand how I meant things or wouldn't take it the same way that I mean them, so I just 
didn't wanna risk it. 
“People are partially honest on Facebook,” said Marcin. “They know teachers and stuff 
are watching.” My interlocutors knew they were being surveilled on Facebook. This caused them 
to choose to hide expressions of certain identities that might alarm the adults in their life, 
resisting the negative feedback and punishments they felt they would receive if they attempted to 
make these identities visible to their parents and other adults here. Rather than post controversial 
subjects on Facebook, they used hashtags such as “#frustrated” to allude to taboo subjects they 
were experiencing, but choosing not to address fully on the site. These hashtags alluded to the 
fact that teens were taking these subjects up on the larger networked social media system they 
established in secretly merging their Twitter life into their Facebook. danah boyd (2010b, 2011) 
writes that young people use steganography, or hidden codes such as these, to manage their 
exposure to risk on Facebook. With an adult audience in mind, these teens’ networked system 
enabled hashtags to be used as a secret language through which to safely perform visibility of 
different identities on both Facebook and Twitter to the different audiences that looked on. 
In the interest of not having to deal with parents “making a big deal” out of a post, my 
interlocutors also made certain identities invisible through self-censorship and omission. Marcin 
talked about how she no longer posts her frustrations with family on Facebook because of this 
concern: 
I won't post some things on Facebook because my mom's there. Because I don't want to 
hear her go on. I don't want to hear her talk about it with me. If I post some things up 
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there, I know she's going to make me discuss it. Oh yeah, I know I'm going to have to. So 
I don’t post it. I just feel like she's too overprotective sometimes about that. Like if I said 
I hated my sister, or I hate this family, it would be a big deal. Or if she thought I was 
involved in stuff she didn't think I should do. They would say it was starting stuff. 
A concern for parents making a big deal out of things they posted on Facebook caused teens to 
remove these expressions from this forum. Informants explained that they wanted to be able to 
talk about things going on in their life on social media, but that knowing that parents watched 
their page and felt concerned about things they posted made visibility of certain identities on 
Facebook not worth it. They stated that they and other teens worked to invisible-ize identities 
and activities on Facebook considered taboo because of their age and their sex. These things 
were not eliminated, though, when made invisible. Rather, using their networked social 
networking system, they were moved over to Twitter. Molly explained: 
People say really different things on Twitter that they might be afraid to say on Facebook. 
I see a lot of people cussing on Twitter and I don't see them cuss on Facebook. Cause I 
know they have Facebook, and that they are afraid to get in trouble or something. They 
voice their opinion a lot more on Twitter. 
And Amelia pointed out that protective parents are teens’ main concern here: 
People act different on it because of who’s on it. Oh yeah. Cause I know people like, they 
cuss a lot more on Twitter than they do in person or on a Facebook because they know 
they're not supposed to be doing it and their parents would probably freak out if they saw 
it. . . . 'Cause if my parents saw my Twitter they'd be asking about every five seconds 
"What does this mean? What does this mean?" Or the hashtags they have on Twitter, they'd 
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probably be like "Well, what does this one mean? And what does this one mean?" and I'd 
have to explain every little thing to them. 
Teens said they didn’t want to explain their posts or actions on social media to people. Just 
as they did not want to explain their Facebook posts to parents, they were not interested in 
talking to parents about their tweets, and they did not like answering parents’ questions about 
Twitter. Amelia explained: “My mom will be like ‘Who ya’ textin'?’ It's like, ‘I'm on Twitter.’ 
And then I'll have to go through the whole process of explaining exactly what Twitter is every 
single time. [laugh] I’d rather not have to explain.” And while they were interested in hearing 
feedback of peers, they did not want to explain themselves to them either. They saw Twitter as a 
display window for trying on different ways of being, and for getting responses from peers. 
“Sometimes, you just want to say stuff,” Naomi stated. “It doesn’t mean anything.” To Violet, 
Twitter was more than a place to say things. It provided a stand-in for privacy she lacked in her 
physical space:  
Twitter is like [pause], when your parents leave the house and you can have a party. And 
you do and say what you want. But Facebook is like when mom and dad are home. You 
have to like, watch yourself. . . . You can say what you want when your parents aren't 
around. But when they are around you have to watch what you say. And Twitter, since 
most parents don't have a Twitter account, or they don't monitor their kids' Twitter account 
and the kids just say whatever. 
While certain expressions of self were not considered appropriate for Facebook, teens felt they 
were safely expressed on Twitter because of the people who made up their audience there. 
Drawing a distinction between celebrities and adults, Amelia specified who she and the others 
felt they interacted with on Twitter: “I think it's more so my generation that has Twitter, and 
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celebrities more than adults.” Carollynn explained that knowledge of this community made her 
feel she could vent family frustrations on Twitter: 
Some of my mom's friends from work that I'm also friends with . . . on Facebook, they 
don't follow me on Twitter so I can put other things on Twitter than I can on Facebook. 
Like, stuff like, if I'm mad at my parents I can comment, I put it on Twitter not on 
Facebook so they don't tell my mom or something. Yeah it’s different on Twitter. There’s 
people my age there who can relate to things I have to deal with.   
While she used to find interaction compelling on Facebook, Naomi’s imagined audience led her 
to spend most of her time hoping for affirmation from people she considered peers on Twitter. 
“Whenever you say stuff like, just say something random like, out to Twitter,” she said, “either 
people will care or they won't. And is it, like [pause] exciting when you hear back that somebody 
cares.” Similar to how she used to consider liking and commenting on Facebook, she joined 
others in framing retweets and comments on Twitter as signs that people were interested in her 
and in her ideas. According to Naomi: 
By saying funny things, you want people to notice it so they can retweet you, and then 
get retweets and other people will follow you, and then the whole thing, like it's a 
competition, like "Ooh, I have this many followers. How many followers can I get more 
than that person?" 
Sarah also spent more time recently on Twitter than Facebook. Knowing her audience, 
Sarah said she felt much more free to write about what she was really doing and thinking on 
Twitter than she did on Facebook. Unlike Facebook that seemed to have little impact on parents’ 
rules, she and others on Twitter said that tweeting could bleed offline to better your social 
standing. It provided a forum to be visible to peers in ways found difficult offline due to the 
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presence of cliques, and difficult on Facebook due to the presence of protective and punitive 
adults. Like with Facebook, a sharp tweet or good picture could introduce you to new teenagers 
in the area who could be met up with in person later. But Twitter comes with promises of fewer 
parental eyes watching as you self-define yourself to others, and as you use the interface to host 
your flirting, mingling, and courting. It also passes on celebrities’ tweets and micropublication 
“facts” and aphorisms to give you useful social information to share with others at school, and it 
welcomes teens’ reporting of taboo involvements, helping you appear more worldly and in-the-
know. Because of this, Twitter was described as having the potential to increase your popularity 
offline. Sarah explained: 
Saying "oh, I'm with this person" or "I'm with that person." "We're going to this place," 
"We're driving to the movies." "I'm hanging out and going to a party." Maybe, if you . . . 
write out there "I'm getting drunk tonight," or "I'm gonna get high tonight," maybe that 
might make you feel like you're cool, for others to know these things about you. And then 
saying that on Twitter, no parents can see that, so it's like you being more yourself on 
Twitter because you can basically say what you feel like at that moment without watching 
what you say.  
As much as she felt free to be who she was on Twitter, Sarah saw that, like offline, a desire for 
peer approval drove how she and others presented themselves in tweets. She explained: “It's just 
being accepted -- that's what people want so much, so you'll change who you are. So on Twitter, 
like, you want to be accepted so much, so you'll say things that you wouldn't normally say.” Bids 
at visibility were highly informed by a concern for social approval.  
Knowing their different audiences, teens felt certain pictures were more appropriate for 
Twitter than for Facebook. Cassidy said that she and her classmates heard countless warnings 
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about posting inappropriately on Facebook from adults in formal and informal settings. She 
stated that Twitter use, however, was accompanied with far fewer warnings. Cassidy explained 
that she knew Twitter was similar to Facebook in many ways. However, she and others didn’t 
feel as concerned about posting to Twitter. In the absence of parents, Cassidy and others felt the 
space to be more private than Facebook, and said that pictures they posted and saw on Twitter 
were meant for peers. As will be discussed in the next chapter, by design, Twitter is actually a 
much more public space than Facebook. Still, with these understandings, teens reported they 
performed a different side of their identities than they were willing to show on Facebook. 
Specifically, teens saw Twitter as a space where teens could present themselves and be visible as 
not-childish or ignorant in their social interests and involvements. Sarah explained: 
People definitely post different types of pictures on Twitter than they would on 
Facebook. Like, people with beer bottles in their hands, or maybe little bit like 
scandalous, like their shirt's up maybe, and, because we're always preached to, like, [sing-
songy voice] "On Facebook, don't be taking, like, nudie pictures and putting them online, 
or anything like that." But nothing, like, nudie is on Twitter, but, like pictures, like more 
scandalous maybe. Their boobs are hanging out, or something like that, trying to look 
like they're hot, I guess. 
Teens reported that their expressions of sexuality were perceived much differently on 
Twitter than they were on Facebook or offline. In addition to following individuals and 
celebrities, my interlocutors explained that they followed micropublications, or newsfeed 
accounts that tweeted jokes and statements about sex, relationships, and “things people do.” 
Teens in the study followed many micropublications from accounts with names like “Inspiring 
Quotes,” “Relationships!” and “Teen Facts <3.” These accounts were considered an important 
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part of Twitter involvement. One interlocutor described them as “things you follow on Twitter to 
show you know how to use it,” and another as something you do on Twitter “to use it right.” 
They told me that they often retweeted tweets they received from these accounts because they 
found them funny or insightful. Sarah explained that retweeting tweets from micropubs shows 
that you are in-the-know: 
Not just following people but also following apps, like, it tells you how you feel, like a 
quote about how relationships are, and you would retweet it, and like most people wouldn't 
think, "oh, I have to get these things and retweet it because it adds to your tweet." But that's 
what you do when you use Twitter. 
Sarah and others found that the retweeting of micropublication tweets and the other things 
“you do when you use Twitter” as part of its doing Twitter “right” encouraged personal 
expression and affiliation with identities considered taboo offline. Sarah felt that Twitter 
addressed some offline ambiguities females faced regarding sex and their own sexuality. 
Because sex was discussed frequently on the site, she believed it allowed females to identify 
more with their sexuality than they were able to offline.  
Cause more people are more open about sex on Twitter, more people are maybe bragging 
about it, or "oh, there's this new thing for this, like for having sex, do this or whatever" and 
so people just, curiosity, it overtakes us, I guess. I think it's kind of confusing for people 
because they were brought up "this is wrong, this is wrong," and then they get on Twitter 
and you're kind of like "maybe it's not as wrong as my parents have been telling me," so 
then they kind of get curious, and they want to see what this is all about. Pervertedness, 
that kind of stuff is not a big deal there. It's normal to tell jokes like that. You're always 
trying to set an image for yourself, so by like things you say comes off as "this is who I 
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am."  
She explained that teens explored and expressed their sexual identities on Twitter in ways that 
they found difficult to do offline. The teens in this study discussed having a lack of space to 
positively consider and affiliate with their sexuality offline. On Twitter, Sarah stated that this 
was possible, and even encouraged.   
For some people, they don't talk about sex at all face-to-face, especially around parents. I 
feel that this confusion could make them feel more like, like "I don't know as much as 
everybody else," and just the fact that you don't know, like, when you read stuff like this, 
you kind of wonder about it. Some people might wonder about it, and drop it at that, but 
some people could just wonder and then want to know more and more about it . . . Yeah, I 
know, especially in this time and age, everyone's trying to figure out what sex is, or if they 
should do it or if they should wait, or what they want to do with their lives, so I feel 
Twitter has a big influence on it because it makes it sound like it's good. Sex is kind of 
shown as this exciting, really interesting thing. So it kind of promotes it. Like this. 
She pointed to a tweet on her account from the micropublication account named "Sluttygirl" that 
read: "All I can think of is penis and vaginas in Instagram." Sarah explained that, by retweeting 
posts like these, teens were able to affiliate socially with sexuality. Retweeting micropublication 
feeds helped them “state” and identify with controversial or taboo ideas such as sexuality in a 
way that they stated felt safe. The tweets were not their own, and they said that this distance 
provided them protection from being judged by others by their retweets. In not being their own, 
though, and in coming from an account with many followers, the ideas from micropublications 
were considered vetted and highly trustable. They were viewed as worldly, and as wise. 
Retweeting allowed teens to affiliate with the ideas in these tweets, along with worldliness and 
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wisdom. Retweeting sexually themed tweets from micropublications allowed teens to safely 
make visible this part of their identity to peers in their Twitter community while also enabling 
them to show themselves as worldly and “in the know” about adult matters:  
Because so maybe people are talking about sex there, I think that's what you are kind of 
supposed to do on Twitter to look right. Like just to say "Oh, I'm out of it, but I'll pretend I 
know everything there is to know," maybe just like go on these apps and start retweeting it. 
Like, just the fact that you know something more than another person would know, so by 
knowing that, you can put it online and just show everyone "I know all this information," 
and then they're probably thinking there's probably this other person that's just like them, 
and they're gonna make them feel dumb about the subject. So maybe that could be a reason 
why they do that. Nobody wants to be known as clueless.  
Indeed, my interlocutors stressed that they did not want to “be known as clueless.” They stated 
that, as females and as youth with high levels of protection and confinement and low levels of 
mobility, power, and trust, they felt regularly treated as clueless offline. They reported that they 
used Twitter to make visible the fact that they were not clueless, and to perform identities that 
they rendered invisible offline due to concerns for their future identities and denials of their 
present identities.  
Conclusion 
Facebook and Twitter provided stages on which these teens described performing the 
visibility and invisibility of identities they found desirable, and difficult to claim or negotiate 
offline. All of the teens were strategic with the identities they presented in these social media 
forums, using code-switching to respond to their known audiences in different “respectable” 
ways. All explained using Facebook to show themselves as responsible and deserving of respect 
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and trust. Some also used it to include in their social lives distant communities supportive of 
identities they held that were not well-supported or even accepted in their rural communities. A 
portion of teens used Twitter as a way to “get around” disapprovals they believed they would 
encounter in expressing certain identities that ran counter to others’ understanding of them as 
young, innocent, responsible, and needing of protection. These people appropriated Facebook 
and Twitter as social tools that they worked together to create one large, networked social media 
system in which to live. In this system, they met the gendered and age-based presentation and 
behavioral expectations set on them by adults, and they snuck out from under the parental 
surveillance presented by Facebook’s messily merged audiences to claim Twitter as their space 
to express denied identities. While performance on Facebook focused mainly on appealing to 
(and appeasing) adult onlookers, those who migrated to Twitter where they felt they could be, in 
Naomi’s words, “most real” negotiated their identities from, and presented themselves mainly 
for, peer approval.  
It is important to note that, despite these differences, these teens’ efforts on both 
Facebook and Twitter were geared toward improvements in their social condition offline. 
Through the rejection of “digital dualism,” Internet studies generally refutes the idea that “real” 
life might ever trump “virtual” life in importance or in visceral “reality” experienced by users. 
However, with cell phones disallowed in schools and highly limited time for and access to the 
Internet out of school in their busy lives and rural communities, the teens in this study pointed 
out a divide between the real and the virtual that they felt clearly existed in their lives. Both 
spaces were not equal in their eyes. Challenging the notion that on- and offline are equally part 
of “living,” they all felt a divide between these two spaces. In this divide, they all expressed 
prioritization of their offline encounters, rights, and lives over the permissions they experienced 
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online. My interlocutors reported carefully planning and grooming their personas and retaining 
hope for their polished Facebook performances paying off in more offline privileges in the near 
future. They played games and interacted on Facebook to feel power and control they wished to 
feel offline. They excitedly told of their involvement living in Twitter bettering their social reach 
and relevance offline. And while they appreciated being able to swear and talk about taboo or 
personal subjects on Twitter, it was not just having this space in their lives that they most 
appreciated. Instead, it was the shared experiences and connections with peers they were able to 
form around this that bled offline. Violet told of Twitter opening up opportunities to interact with 
people from school who she would not typically speak with due to cliques and groups: 
Our homecoming got pushed back until January which is really far away for someone's 
homecoming, and on Twitter, I was like, "I can't believe homecoming isn't 'til January," 
or whatever and like three girls from school who don’t talk to me “favorite”ed it. . . . I 
kind of thought that they would read it and they'd agree with me, but I didn't know that 
they'd actually like it, I guess you would say. They “favorite”ed it. 
With social cliques and rigidly scheduled and monitored days, Violet explained that school 
presented few opportunities to commiserate with people outside of your group about shared 
experiences. Teens recognized that Twitter allowed for this, and it opened up the possibility for 
users recognizing more granular commonalities with their everyday peers that might be rendered 
invisible by strict offline groupings. These experiences could stay on Twitter, but they could also 
spill offline, as they did for Violet. The next day in school, one of the girls mentioned reading 
Violet’s tweet about homecoming, and they shared laments about the rescheduled dance. “That 
was pretty cool,” she said.  
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These findings suggest that the field of Internet studies might be over focused on youths’ 
online experiences to the detriment of understanding their purpose as a supplement, bandage, or 
booster to their offline experiences. Resistance is commonly a response or active, creative 
“solution” to dominance and power (Adas, 1981; Gaventa, 1980; Geertz, 1973b; Hebdige, 1987; 
Merrell, 2003; Scott, 1985). In social media migration, the teens in this study found social media 
to provide a way to “get around” offline identities-related obstacles they would rather not have 
had to go around. Social media offered them an outlet for attempting to provoke greater 
acceptance of their denied identities offline. It gave them a space to craft counternarratives to the 
offline framings that limited their visibility and involvement in the world. To these teens, social 
media was camp, a summer home, a vacation, a bet. It was fun, and it was available, but it was 
not their “real life.” The main hope was for the experiences they had and connections they made 
there to increase their standard of living in their “regular” lives. To be clear, these rural young 
women did not feel their life online was fake or disjointedly removed from their life offline. 
Online life was real to them. It was important. But it was highly secondary to their offline living.  
Also, this study saw teens taking part in internal social media migration. They moved 
away from Facebook to Twitter due to their belief that Twitter was parent-free and mainly 
hosting users who would be considered peers, or, as Amelia described: “People my age. And 
celebrities.” While U.S. culture holds the colloquial idea that young people are “naturally” 
focused on those their own age over adults, scholars such as Lesko (2001) and Oldenburg (1999) 
point out that the past 110 years of U.S adolescence has seen a segregation of youth from adults, 
leading to a social context for identities development with heightened import placed on peers and 
“teenage” values. A 2010 longitudinal study of teens by Baumgartner, Valkenburg, and Peter 
found perceived peer involvement to be the most significant mediator of later risky sexual online 
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behaviors, raising certain concerns around these teens’ Twitter involvement. However, social 
media presents risks beyond heightened sexual promiscuity. Looking beyond typical risk issues 
associated with young women’s social involvement, the next chapter will discuss complex issues 
of safety that are raised by these teenage females migrating in and through social media who 
seek greater permissions offline while feeling most free and affirmed in who they are when 
living their lives in on- rather than offline worlds.  
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Chapter 7: “I Think It’s Pretty Private”:  
Safety, Risk, and Recklessness in Social Media Use 
 
I pull my car into the empty gravel lot and park next to a freestanding metal business sign 
with vinyl letters announcing to cars coming either way on the highway: “Plow’s Family 
Restaurant - Open Tu 6-8, W 5-8, F 6-9”. “The Plow,” as I am told it is called, occupies an 
unfussy white concrete block building on the edge of Flatville. Fields sprawl out along the 
highway to the horizon behind the restaurant. Past the large gravel lot at the front of The Plow, 
Flatville fans out across one half of a square mile, with the town’s sole restaurant joining a post 
office, a library, a park, and a Casey’s General Store along the six blocks of slowed-speed-
limited highway marking downtown. Casey’s is a convenience store chain well-known for its 
pizza and its strong presence in food deserts throughout rural Midwest. Today, like most days, 
Flatville’s Casey’s was selling gasoline, candy bars, chips, energy drinks, soda, beer, donuts, hot 
dogs, cigarettes, a small assortment of expensive canned and boxed basic groceries, an even 
smaller selection of toiletries, and pizza from 6am to 11pm seven days a week. Their curb 
typically hosts a number of young male town folk on warm days, and groups of youth can 
occasionally be found in the park just past the Casey’s on summer nights. It is evening time in 
early November when I drive into town. The park is empty, and, tonight, I see only two 30-
something aged males outside of Casey’s drinking paper-bagged beverages as I turn past them 
onto the highway. They sit far from one another, looking out over the street, backs to the gas 
station and to the fields behind it.  
Rocks skitter away from my feet as I walk to the door. I push it open and, after two steps, 
I am greeted by a voice: “Sit wherever you’d like, dear.” I follow the voice to a smiling woman 
across the room leaning on a counter behind the cash register. She nods at my reciprocated smile, 
and turns her attention to join the conversation underway at a table near the counter. A female 
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face peers out of the kitchen as I settle into a back booth which, like the other seven booths in the 
room, rests against a wall filled with farm-related photographs. My table sits under a faded red 
Alice Chalmers tractor, posing chesty and proud in a field from the center of the large frame. The 
woman from the register comes over, and I order coffee, telling her I am expecting someone else. 
She turns and quickly reappears with a coffee pot, filling my waiting cup. “You just let me know 
if you’re gonna be wanting anything else,” she says as she walks back to the register to resume 
talking with the restaurant’s other two diners.  
 Sarah arrives early as I am reviewing my notes. She spots me and comes right over, 
dropping her bag into the booth as she greets me with a big smile and a shake of the head, 
issuing a greeting as she plops down across from me: “hel-lo!” Practice was cancelled, she tells 
me, and Sarah is excited about having an afternoon free. “I have so much to do today,” she says. 
“Things are super busy.” We talk her plans for the day, about the past week, of who tweeted 
what, of what went on at and after last week’s boys’ basketball game against their arch rival. I 
ask Sarah what the different is between texting and tweeting. “I mean Twitter's a lot different 
than texting,” she replies, “because, like, everyone can see it.” She explains that that is part of 
why Twitter is exciting to her. “Yeah I've had a couple of celebrities, like, reply to me,” she says, 
referring to some tweets she made about television shows that received unexpected attention. 
“Have you seen that show, Jungle Gold? It's, like, on [the] Discovery [Channel]. It's about these 
two guys that go to the jungle and look for gold.” She laughs, and follows up on her comment: 
“Obviously.” I say I haven’t heard of the show, but say that its name seems fitting. She explains 
that she likes Jungle Gold, and tells me that she sent a tweet to the show’s Twitter account after 
their first episode to say that she was a big fan. She was surprised and flattered to receive a 
personalized response to her message from both cast members of the show. She explains: 
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I, like, tweeted them, and they replied to me, both of them did. I was, like, freaking out. 
And my mom couldn't figure out why I was so excited. I don't, it's kind of exciting cause 
they're on TV so they're celebrities I guess, and out of all the people they chose to reply to, 
they chose to reply to me so it's like: [shakes clenched fist] "yesssssss!"  
Sarah reports that getting tweets from celebrities stands out on Twitter accounts in associating 
you socially with someone famous. Receiving these messages from Jungle Gold cast members 
and getting other types of direct attention from celebrities on Twitter brings Sarah admiration 
from her peers that she feels bolsters her social standing in their eyes. She tells me that this is a 
primary reason why she appreciated celebrity attention on Twitter, even though she felt she had 
little control over it: 
I don't know why, but I have a lot of celebrities and really big accounts that follow me so a 
couple of my friends are always like "How do you always get them to follow you?" But, I 
don't know how they follow me cause [pause] I don't even follow them first. [laugh] 
Sarah explains that, as a result of receiving tweets from the stars of Jungle Gold, she has decided 
to follow not just the show’s Twitter account, but also both cast members’ accounts, too. She 
now considers herself an even bigger fan than she was before. “Cause that was the first episode 
that I was tweeting about,” she states. “So now I just watch it every week.” Sarah tells me that 
receiving correspondence from Jungle Gold cast members makes her feel special and noticed. 
She explains that getting direct attention from a celebrity on Twitter makes her feel significant 
and popular on a much larger scale than she is typically used to. “It’s almost kind of in my own 
way,” she states, “that I am kind of a celebrity too.”  
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Online Safety and Risk 
Fears have long accompanied female’s social involvement in this country (American 
Psychological Association Task Force, 2007; Durham, 2009; Eagan & Hawkes, 2007, 2008; 
Gittens 1994; Knupfer 1999; Levine, 2002; Odem, 1995; Opplinger, 2008). The dawn of the 21st 
Century was marked by a dual-edged social panic over young females’ lack of safety online due 
to the presence of sexually-interested middle aged male stalkers, or “stranger danger” (Cassell & 
Cramer, 2007; Marwick, 2008), as well as to their own recklessness (Watters, 2010). The teens 
in this study knew these well both of these concerns for their safety. Stevie, who was not allowed 
on social media, told me many stories about teens (mostly female) being brutalized and killed 
because of their Facebook involvements. Through questioning, I came to learn that most of her 
examples were taken from movies, television shows, or books she told me were “based on a true 
story.” Still, Stevie believed these examples to be accurate, and illustrative of the lack of safety 
she and other female teens faced online.  
Some others framed their safety concerns in social media to be about “keeping away from 
creepy people,” as Carollynn put it. Because of warnings from parents and school and media, 
these teens said they strongly believed ill-intentioned adults were on social media waiting to trick 
and entrap them. Because of these same sources, they said they just as strongly believed they 
would receive little sympathy if they made a decision that led to being harmed by one of these 
people. They considered it to be their responsibility in social media to do what was needed to 
avoid “creeps.” “Yeah, it’s maybe kinda risky,” LaToya said of the relationships she developed 
with new people online. “You just have to be smart and not let anything stupid happen.”  
“Be smart” is what these teens attempted to do in their social media involvements.   
Despite beliefs that teens are careless in their social media involvements, the teens in this study 
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adjusted their Facebook privacy settings so that the information they posted would only go to 
certain people inside and outside of Facebook friend lists, and they used social media in various 
ways that helped them feel safe in their involvements. This is consistent with other research on 
teen social media use that find that young people care about privacy and take steps to do what 
they feel will ensure their safety online (boyd & Ellison, 2007; boyd & Hargittai, 2010; 
Hoofnagle, King, Li & Turow, 2010; Livingston, 2008). Social involvement entails risks, and 
scholars of youth and media have found that, rather than leap haphazardly into the fray, teens 
spend time weighing risks in their social media involvements, and acting in ways they have been 
led to believe will keep them safe (Livingstone, 2008). The teens in this study fell in line with 
these previous findings, However, as will be discussed, they added some of their own individual 
style in devising methods to feel secure in their online involvements (Hebdige, 1987).  
But first, it is important to briefly discuss the wider context within which safety operates. 
In the US, female teens are imagined to be extremely at-risk in their social media involvements. 
Parents think this, fearing for their safety. Lenhart, Rainie and Lewis (2001) write that “[p]arents 
of girls are more concerned than parents of boys that their children will be victimized online – 
that they will be stalked, harassed, and that they will susceptible to advertising” (29). Also, 
mainstream media commonly disseminates this fear as a reality. In her article on teens’ safety 
awareness online, Sarah Pederson (2012) discusses recent newspaper articles naming picture-
posting teen Facebook users “[b]ait for paedophiles” and citing them as the reason “why fathers 
fear for their daughters in the age of Facebook” (1-2). Such beliefs have to do with perceptions 
held about young women as risky on social media, acting provocatively, doing naive and 
inappropriate acts, asking for trouble and making themselves unsafe by “putting themselves in 
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harm’s way” (Watters, 2010). However, much of this relates to fears of “stranger danger,” and to 
worries over the new opportunities for public involvement presented to minors by social media.  
The teens in this study worked strategically to be safe in social media. However, as 
adolescents and females, they are considered unsafe in these spaces despite their actions. And 
their experiences find that they are, indeed, unsafe. To begin examining these teens’ experiences 
with safety in social media migration, I will first unpack these two broad issues related to their 
safety: “stranger danger” and private-publicness.  
“Stranger Danger” 
Internet “stranger danger” fears have played a significant role in the history of Internet 
regulation, and Alice Marwick (2008) discusses the large role media representation played in the 
forming of this societal fear. Between 2004 and 2007, the Dateline NBC television series To 
Catch a Predator issued twelve highly publicized and watched national broadcasts of men 
willing to have sex with purportedly under-aged youth (primarily female) who they met over the 
Internet.29 While being quite gripping and timely, airing just as Facebook began its boom, this 
series had numerous well-documented flaws. One was the show’s active solicitation of 
“predators,” which was later found by courts to be entrapment.30 The show also based its work 
on statistics stating that huge numbers of potential predators were trolling the Internet, justifying 
public alarm and calls for swift justice.31 After the program ended, these statistics were 
discovered to have been fabricated. However, in 2006, in the heart of this series’ run and absent 
other solid backing the existence of “stranger danger,” To Catch a Predator was entered as 
primary “visual evidence” to support pending legislation proposed in the Delete Online Predators 
                                                
29 http://www.nbcnews.com/id/10912603/  
30 http://www.imperfectparent.com/topics/2011/08/18/judge-to-catch-a-predator-is-entrapment/  
31 http://csriu.wordpress.com/2008/09/25/berkman-internet-safety-technical-task-force-take-1/ The lack of backing 
to these statistics by Dateline is also discussed by Marwick (2008).  
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Act (DOPA).  
DOPA pushed for greater controls to block minors’ Internet involvements in social media 
and other vaguely defined interactive web spaces at schools and public libraries (Barnes, 2006). 
This legislation worked to keep “school children” away from the “dark underside of social 
networking websites, which have become stalking grounds for sexual predators who are preying 
on children all across the Nation” (Committee on Energy and Commerce, 1), as described by the 
House Subcommittee on Telecommunications and the Internet Chairman Republican 
Congressman Fred Upton of Michigan at the bill’s hearing on July 11, 2006. Upton continued 
with a statistic later found to be taken from the Dateline program, and to be entirely 
unsubstantiated:32 “It is estimated that at any given moment, 50,000 predators are prowling for 
children online, many of whom are lurking within social networks” (ibid). Following up on these 
comments, the bill’s primary sponsor, Republican Congressman Mike Fitzpatrick of 
Pennsylvania stated: “Mr. Chairman, the fact, however disturbing it may be, is that child 
predators have harnessed the power and anonymity of the Internet and social networking sites to 
hunt for their prey” (ibid, 20). DOPA eventually failed in the Democratic Senate, but not before 
being passed with a landslide in the House of Representatives following its passionate and 
graphic backing of “real life” examples drawn from the twelve To Catch a Predator episodes, 
which were to represent only the tip of the iceberg. As adolescents’ social media involvement 
has continued to grow, the moral panic over online predators waiting for girls in social Internet 
spaces has continued to rage.  
While it is reasonable to exercise caution, many websites today instruct parents to be 
hyper-fearful of those who await their daughter in Internet society, providing little evidence to 
                                                
32 http://www.minormonitor.com/resource/online-predators/ 
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back their assertions that danger is imminent.33 Echoes of To Catch a Predator-backed evidence 
and “statistics” used in DOPA hearings continue to ring out across the Internet.34 One website for 
a parental Internet monitoring software amplifies Congressman Upton’s number of 50,000 and 
provides no source in proclaiming that “[m]ore than 500,000 predators are online everyday.”35 
The public world of social interaction continues to be imagined as highly perilous for youth– 
particularly for young women– due to an imagined ever-presence of “stranger danger.” However, 
today, as has been the case throughout US history, this danger has been found to be grossly 
exaggerated (Cohen, 1980; Jenkins, 1998; Marwick, 2008; Victor, 1998).  
The most recent Juvenile Offenders and Victims report put out in 2006 by the US 
Department of Justice’s Office of Juvenile Justice Program reports that youth aged 12-17 were 
safer at their latest check than they were at anytime over past ten years.36 Also, when sexual 
solicitations of teens occurred online, the study found that they most commonly came from a 
known juvenile rather than from an adult stranger. In their 2007 report looking at moral panics 
over girls on the Internet, Justine Cassell and Meg Cramer noted that these findings were 
corroborated by more recent research in the 2006 Youth Internet Safety Study (YISS). Despite 
these hopeful data, parent-oriented mainstream media and Internet safety resources continue to 
fuel, rather than diffuse, adults’ panic over the dangers that await their children in the wider 
world. On this, Cassell and Cramer point to the respected Center for Missing and Exploited 
Children, a funder of the YISS report, as one such resource that “buries the good news about 
reduced stranger solicitation and trumpets on the front page of their Web site ‘new study shows 
youth online subject to more sexual material and harassment’” (58). 
                                                
33 http://www.minormonitor.com/resource/online-predators/  
34 See, for example, http://www.safetyweb.com/cyberstalking  
35 http://www.screenretriever.com/online-predators-should-you-worry/  
36 http://www.ojjdp.gov/ojstatbb/nr2006/downloads/chapter2.pdf  
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While the teens in this study believed in stranger danger, such societal schizophrenia over 
the realities of their safety might explain some of the ambiguity they felt around what constitutes 
“scary” communications online. For example, a boy Sarah had recently friended on Facebook 
asked if she thought she someday might get married. Sarah said the question struck her as 
potentially inappropriate, so she defriended and blocked him, saying of the question: “that’s 
weird!” All of the teens had heard stories of girls being brutalized by someone they met online, 
but none knew anyone, personally, who ran into this type of trouble. Also, while many of them 
met face-to-face with people offline who they first met online in social media, almost all had 
blocked males and females who communicated with them in unwanted ways. But only two of 
these blocked people were “strangers” who they first met in social media.37 To be clear, all the 
teens recounted less-than-pleasant exchanges held on social media with people they interacted 
with there. However, as was the case with crass comment made to Marcin’s page before she 
deleted her account,38 the vast majority of these exchanges leading to blocking came from people 
their own age who they knew offline, not from strangers. Outside of Sarah’s experience, the 
teens reported that their social media life did not involve experiences with any “creepy” 
strangers. And, aside from Stevie’s stories of hearing about people encountering eventual rapists 
and killers online, none knew of anyone else who had.  
Social interaction involves risks on and off line. However, Harden (2000) and Glassner 
(1999) call attention to the fact that far more children die at home than at the hands of strangers. 
From this account, young people might be considered more safe in pubic than in the private 
home. But youth spend the vast majority of their time in the home, so the national average 
                                                
37 In addition to Sarah’s block, Marcin blocked someone she had been “talking to for a while” who she learned had a 
girlfriend. 
38 “Aw, he was just kidding around,” Marcin said of the posting, made by a classmate, when I talked with her about 
this post after she ended her account. 
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discussed by Harden of 600 deaths of minors yearly in homes compared to four from strangers 
might tell less about actual risks young people face than about their strict confinement to the 
home. Still, the fact that young women’s public involvements are perceived as extremely unsafe 
and perilous to adults does matter, as it is telling of larger factors involved in their social 
positioning. Indeed, Walkerdine (1997) cites adults as highly influential to girls’ subjectivities. 
On this, scholars have sourced panic over girls’ visible presence in social spaces in adults’ 
discomfort and unwillingness to accept their daughters’ sexuality. Cassell and Cramer (2007) 
argue that telecommunications have historically provoked concerns over the ability to keep girls 
physically and sexually contained. Noting that the telephone and the telegraph have both been 
accompanied by significant social panic regarding girls’ safety, they write that “themes of 
parental technical deficiency and ensuing parental loss of control in the face of a daughter’s 
appropriation of the technology for her own ends are common in the literature and publicity 
surrounding all the communications technologies” (60). By opening access to new social 
spheres, the Internet similarly poses a challenge to traditional gatekeepers of young females’ 
involvements, which worries parents. Parents’ worries are important to reflect upon in 
considering daughters’ safety. Indeed, how something is treated has everything to do with how it 
is imagined and understood by those in power, even—or perhaps “especially”—amidst the 
existence of ample evidence to the contrary.  
Giddens (1991) is widely cited in explaining childhood risk as a very cultural notion that 
cannot be understood through examination of individual behavior, alone. He and other scholars 
stress that the defining of childhood through discourse, legislation, and socioeconomic factors 
marks non-adulthood as a time of vulnerability, dependence, preparation, and innocence. The 
notion of risk arises when the transgression of childhood boundaries occurs (Green, 1997; 
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Harden, 2000; Jackson & Scott, 1999; Jenks, 1996). In enabling young people’s heightened non-
childish visibility, social media poses a threat to the boundaries around childhood. For 
developmental theorists, challenging boundaries and pushing beyond them to gain more 
involvement and experience is considered an essential part of the development of identity 
(Erikson, 1968) cognitive skills (Bruner, 1974; Dewey, 1997; Piaget, 1990; Vygotsky, 1986), 
and morals (Kohlberg, 1981). Risk is a part of growing up, and of gaining experience (Lightfoot, 
1997). But, in running counter to the framing of adolescence—especially female adolescents—as 
dependent, innocent, unprepared and needing of protection, involvement in risk also presents a 
contradictory dilemma. The trope of “stranger danger” assuages some of this tension by naming 
an ever-present threat that, in its existence, inspires young women’s containment and control by 
parents for the sake of their safety while also mandating their own self-control in attempts to “be 
smart.” This formulation of risk accomplishes justifies social panic over young females’ social 
involvements without troubling, or even questioning, the bounds of adolescence. 
Private-publicness 
The cultural framing of adolescence is based on a persistent and historical public-private 
divide, with non-adulthood enforced in part by a separation of people deemed young away from 
public life within the private space of family, and by low levels of privacy (Lesko, 2001). In their 
seminal article, Warren and Brandeis (1890) defined privacy in a manner that would continue to 
be recognized by American common law: as the “right to be let alone.” This definition proved 
greatly useful in legal realms, but for these teens in this study, it is not helpful. Privacy was very 
contextual to them. With no rights that allowed them to be out of their parents’ ward, these teens 
were rarely left alone. They knew they were minors. They knew they had little control over the 
spaces they occupy. They rarely expected to be able to be let alone. But also, they did not want to 
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be alone. They often wanted to have interactions with new people. Because of this, the issue of 
privacy they faced in and offline was more nuanced and specific than Warren and Brandeis’ 
ideal of simply being “let alone.” To have privacy within extreme monitoring and social interest, 
the best these teens hoped for was to figure out how to construct some temporary walls within 
spaces they knew would be otherwise occupied, akin to a kids’ fort in a circular clothing rack in 
the department store. In it, they could look out but others couldn’t look in. They stayed part of 
the action but removed enough to have more direct communications, and to allow others to find 
them if they really needed to. By claiming this space, they could gain some ephemeral time to be 
self-directed and not judged before that space was identified and they were banished, causing 
them to seek out other sites. That, to them, was privacy.  
Social media permitted those deemed young an extended reach into the social world, 
challenging the private boundaries of home set around childhood. While these teens went online 
to have more social involvement, as Barnes (2006) notes, quite paradoxically, they ventured into 
public online social spaces seeking heightened “privacy.” In social media as in offline spaces, 
they sought involvement in social interactions that were difficult for them to take part in offline. 
And, like friends talking at a large party, they wanted ways to have more intimate space within 
these environments they found exciting. Because of this, they actively worked to try to craft 
spaces that allowed them to be both accessible and out of sight. As such, privacy online meant 
being part of the group, but being able to have some escapes from the group when they wanted. 
boyd (2010b) writes that online living necessitates a reimagining of what is public and 
what is private. She declares a blurring of the lines that makes privacy less of an issue online. In 
this, blurring online life creates new “networked publics” or searchable, persistent, and replicable 
mediated social spaces bound together by and accessible to invisible audiences (8-10). As a 
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networked public, she and other scholars suggest social media allow users opportunities to access 
social life in ways they might not be able to otherwise (Ito et al., 2010). But the emancipatory 
and privacy-seeking goals behind teens’ online living call into question the notion that the 
private and public should be considered as one online. Adolescence is defined through notions of 
private and public space. So too should their involvements demand a consideration of the 
boundaries that separate them from private and public spheres.  
Private and public are complicated and shape-shifting concepts. People have found 
personally private spaces in areas deemed public that are funded by tax dollars and considered 
“of the people.” They have found them in spaces deemed private, or owned by commercial 
interest. This is not new in this country. The private and public are blurred and class-influenced 
concepts in US politics, where private business leaders take on roles as public servants, often in 
areas they still are able to make personal profits. David Koch is a board member of a National 
Public Radio (NPR) station in Boston39 and of a Public Broadcasting Station (PBS) affiliate in 
New York.40 He is also current owner of one of the largest publically held companies in the 
world.41 The blurring of public and private also occurs in other spheres of American 
public/private life. For example, with a falling tax base and rising administrative and technical 
expenses, public schools are increasingly sponsored by and beholden to private business, or 
“privatized,” and reliant upon funds and support from private entities as private stadiums, hotels, 
banks, and other businesses benefit from tax dollars  (Joravsky, 2013). Quite contrary to the 
interest of second wave feminists seeking workplaces’ greater recognition of the importance of 
family time, telecommuting arrangements and new telecommunications devices have brought the 
job into the home (Harden, 2000; Wajcman, 2008). Public parks are often highly surveilled 
                                                
39 http://www.wgbh.org/index.cfm?  
40 http://www.wnet.org/  
41 http://www.newyorker.com/reporting/2013/05/27/130527fa_fact_mayer?currentPage=all  
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spaces for youth involvement, making them less than welcoming to all, as public space might be 
imagined. And, conversely, privately owned spaces play host to multiple facets of public life. 
Private malls, parking lots, and coffee shops host comfortably confidential-feeling exchanges 
and gatherings for teens in the absence, or even presence, of more non-commercial options. Fast 
food restaurants host family dinners. Businesses sponsor celebrations of marginalized identities 
in gay pride parades, early female marathons, Fourth of July fireworks displays, and other public 
events. Gray (2009) finds teens crafting spaces to do drag in WalMart, and using this and other 
businesses for gathering with friends. Capturing some of this messiness, she writes that “people 
use public spaces for the expressions of their private selves,” (p. 116). They also use private 
spaces for the expression of their private selves. 
Because of the complex private and public arrangements necessarily involved in 
adolescence and in adolescents’ lives, I argue that it is important to not reimagine coveted 
privacy online as simply becoming part of a wider new normal public-ness. Rather, in line with 
Shapiro’s (1998) framing, this chapter will understand the need for privacy as “a social condition 
arising from the interaction of various boundaries” (275). Shapiro notes that new communication 
technologies have historically challenged boundaries set around the idea of privacy. For 
example, the telephone enabled both lessened personal privacy through outsider eavesdropping 
but also greater privacy through covert romances hosted away from watched physical spaces. 
Shapiro discussed boundaries around the need for privacy as varying in placement, or positional 
demarcation of allowed and un-allowed space and involvement, and in permeability, or ease of 
leakage across boundaries. An understanding of young people’s safety in social media should 
detail and examine closely the placement and permeability of boundaries that might make certain 
spaces more accepting of teenager’s interest in privacy, and, thus, more attractive and conducive 
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to their involvements. With this in mind, this chapter specifically asks how the public and the 
private work together to create spaces for involvement in social media, how this shapes teen 
users’ conceptualization of overall privacy, and how these specific teens’ limited framing of 
privacy in this space informs their safety in social media and beyond.  
Teens’ Understanding of Safety and Risk in Social Media 
In light of their experiences and understandings, this chapter will examine the ways 
privacy, and, thus, safety in social media was and was not understood by these teens as they lived 
in these spaces. Specifically, it will look at the ways these teens conceived of safety in social 
media as related to their control over information transfer, as parent-free involvement, and as 
protecting their future identities. It will also look at some issues of social media safety they did 
not consider in their online involvements and their involvement in social media migration: data 
mining, socialization, resistance, and identities.  
Safety as controlling information transfer. In her exploration of children’s framings of 
private and public, Harden (2000) points out that, while young people take on parents’ fear and 
lack of trust of public spaces, they are active in negotiating their involvement in these spaces. 
This study, too, found young people to be strategic and proactive in their desire to stay safe in 
social media by attempting to keep important information private, or to control the transfer of 
their personal information with in this space.  
I asked Amelia what “privacy” meant to her in her social media involvements. “From 
people,” she replied. “Being able to keep stuff from them.” This description summarized the 
general definition these teens held about privacy in social media. To them, privacy meant being 
able to out walls up to have certain information protected from select viewers. Having privacy 
through controlling the transfer of their information in social media was very important to the 
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teens in this study. One of the reasons it was considered important was to avoid “stranger 
danger” in their online involvements. Molly explained:  
I have all different settings cause I know how some people, like you go search their name 
and then they have like, everything on there. Mine, if you just search my name you can't 
really see anything. Yeah it’s important because if you let everybody see what you're 
doing then [pause] you take a chance at people [pause], weird people out there finding 
you. [laugh] 
boyd and Hargittai (2010) write that “[i]n a mediated environment where one’s audience is not 
easily understood, privacy settings can be used to control and manage one’s audience” (section 
10, para. 3). Recent studies have found teenaged females to take steps to control and manage 
their audience more often than boys of similar age (Madden, Lenhart, Duggan, Cortesi, & 
Gasser, 2013),42 and to be more active in doing things to heed Internet “stranger danger” 
warnings passed on to them by adults (Pedersen, 2013). This research found females actively and 
strategically working to heed such safety warnings in their online life. Using privacy settings and 
other methods to control their information transfer made the teens in this study feel they were 
being safe managing their involvements in social media. 
Teens are considered reckless by some in social media for not knowing or caring about 
privacy settings. Annie’s interactions with Facebook’s settings fall somewhat within this 
bounding. She knew where privacy settings were located in Facebook, but she thought she had 
not adjusted her security settings since she first started her account years ago. When we visited 
the link for these settings, she appeared surprised: 
                                                
42 Again, as noted earlier, this Pew study is based on a low number of rural youth. It provides no details of its 
“nationally representative” sample of youth and adults surveyed by phone, and states that all four follow-up focus 
groups were hosted in large cities. http://www.pewinternet.org/Reports/2013/Teens-Social-Media-And-
Privacy/Summary-of-Findings.aspx 
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Looks differently than when I first opened it. I probably never even touched my privacy 
settings. I don't even know what they do - what does this say? [reads silently] There. I just 
changed something. Should I hit save? Yeah. This doesn't seem too important, though. The 
only thing I've changed is my account settings. I changed the password three months ago. 
My password was too long, and then when I lost my password to my Yahoo account, I had 
changed my email and stuff.  
Annie’s relationship to privacy settings on Facebook reflects a lack of awareness of the public 
nature of information posted on social media, and the changing rules around information sharing 
on the site. Despite being befuddled by the privacy settings page, her controls indicated that she 
had altered them at some point to allow access to “friends only” for facets of her involvement. 
Facebook has changed their privacy offerings numerous times since allowing users outside of 
Harvard in 2005. They have also changed the look and location of the privacy settings page. 
These updates might explain some of Annie’s confusion and low confidence when we visited 
this page.  
All of the other teens in this study said they knew how to change their privacy settings on 
Facebook to control and manage their information transfer. When asked to show me how they 
would make changes to their privacy while on a computer, all of those I observed, including 
Annie, went right to the gear icon in the top right corner of their page, and clicked on the 
“Privacy Settings” link. Even Amy, who said she had not looked at her settings for a long time, 
and who believed posts on friends’ walls were just between the two of them, felt confident about 
her ability to set parameters that controlled her privacy in this space.  
I sat next to Amy at a round table in the Townsville Public Library’s private study room 
observing her on Facebook. When she said she was done tending to her CityVille city, I asked if 
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she knew how to adjust her privacy setting on Facebook. “Yeah,” she replied. I asked her to 
demonstrate to me how she would make changes to these settings if she wanted to. She appeared 
to take the question as an unwelcome challenge to her knowledge. She turned away from me to 
look at the computer screen with a stern face as she moved the cursor directly to the top of the 
page. With two quick clicks, she was in her Privacy Settings. “I can change things here,” she 
said. I asked her what sort of things she could change there. She read off the names of the fields, 
followed by her setting: “Who can look you up using your address or phone number? Everyone. 
Who can send you a friend request? Everyone. Who can send you messages? Everyone. That's 
that. And this one says “Timeline and Tagging.”” She pointed at the “Timeline and Tagging” tab 
in Privacy Settings, and clicked on it, reading out the options it offered.  
Who can post on your wall? Friends. Who can see what others post on your timeline? 
Friends of Friends. Who can see a post that appears on your timeline because you've been 
tagged? Friends of Friends. Review posts friends tag you in before they appear on your 
timeline? I haven't got that, I didn't, that's off. Review tagged friends to your own post on 
Facebook? Off. Who see tag suggestions when photos that look like you are updated? 
Friends. Allow friends to check you into mobile places? On. Then “Apps and Websites.” 
I need to adjust these because I'm tired of these. 
Amy talked me through the rest of the tabs. “Public Search” was left in the default “on.” And she 
said she didn’t know what “Causes” and “Limiting the Audience for your Post” did, but thought 
the latter was for blocking people. When she reached the bottom of the page, she raised her 
hands and said: “That’s it.”  
Amy, like the other teens I observed, demonstrated deftness with Facebook privacy 
settings while on the computer. Using laptops or personal computers, they all knew exactly 
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where controls were located on their Facebook account that would change their permissions 
given to their information. Those with mobile access had a bit more trouble finding and adjusting 
their privacy settings when using a mobile phone, but they always managed to get where they 
wanted. Sarah had most of her settings set to “Friends of Friends” because she said her mother 
recommended this to her. “I mostly get on the Internet on the phone,” she said. I asked her to 
show me how she would adjust her privacy settings. Her thumbs moved on her phone keypad as 
she went to a link named “Settings.” She clicked on the link, but found that it did not take her 
where she wanted. “It tells me,” she said, “like, I guess I can't do that.” She returned to her 
earlier screen and tried another link. This worked better. She talked as she walked me through: 
Let's see, “Account,” and it has “Account Settings” [and] “App Settings,” so “Account 
Settings.” And then you can go to “General,” “Notifications,” “Privacy,” and you can 
change it to "friends of friends," that's what I have now. And, like "Control how you 
connect with people you know," Sharing on Facebook", you can edit settings. "Timeline" 
and "Tagging," like I know you can go on Tagging, and people will have to request for 
you to accept for you to be tagged in a picture. Which, I think I'm gonna do that. But 
basically, it says: "who can post on your timeline?" I'll just put "friends," because I know 
some people want to get ahold of me. "Who can see what others post on your timeline?"  
Sarah paused as she pushed a link, attempting to change her permissions on this setting from 
"Friends of Friends” to “Friends.” “I'm changing this now because I guess I know how people 
can go, and they're not even friends with you, but they can look at you and see all of your 
information,” she explained. “And it kind of makes me feel better knowing that they can't know 
everything unless I accept their friend request.” However, despite her efforts, her phone failed to 
respond to her new setting. It did not allow for this selection to be changed. Instead, it retained 
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her original setting that allowed people who were friends with her Facebook friends to see these 
posts. She sighed. “I guess I'll just change it when I get home.” Like others, Sarah said she 
checked her Privacy Settings far less now that she accessed Facebook through her cell phone. 
A May 2013 study by the Pew Research Center’s Internet and American Life Project 
reports that 60% of teens they surveyed who use Facebook used privacy settings to have their 
profiles “private.” Girls were found to be significantly more likely to make their account private 
rather than public, and less than 10% stated that they experienced moderate to extreme difficulty 
managing privacy controls (Madden et al., 2013). Overall, the teens in this study felt very 
comfortable using privacy settings on Facebook. They demonstrated having solid understandings 
of what most of the settings represented, and of what they controlled. They all had interest in 
their account protecting their information from unwanted viewers, and, with the exception of 
Annie, all had an idea of where their settings should be to meet their interests in controlling their 
information transfer. LaToya explained: 
You have to set up your privacy settings, you have to set it to what you want it to do, how 
you want it to do it, who you want to see it, who you don't want to see it, who you are 
willing to show your pictures to, who you are not willing to show your pictures to. You 
have to set it all up, and it's a step process. But it's not hard to do it at all. Because if you 
want your things just between you and your friends, you should go to your privacy 
settings. . . . I mean, say it's a stranger and they want to see your page. Ok, well, I don't 
want you to see my picture. You might try to find me. I won't let you see my hometown. 
Come on now. 
LaToya knew her privacy settings well, and she used them to control the flow of her information 
to people in and outside of Facebook. Molly did the same: 
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Well like, on my Facebook some of my posts only my friends can see and some of them 
are like friends of my friends. And then all my pictures are just my friends. I have all 
different settings cause I know how some people, like you go search their name and then 
they have like, everything on there. Mine, if you just search my name you can't really see 
anything. 
Like LaToya, Molly discussed customizing her settings to allow different levels of information 
to be shared with her viewers. The teens also talked about briefly altering their privacy settings 
from time to time to meet more immediate interests in greater or lesser privacy. LaToya changed 
her privacy settings to prove her popularity on her birthday, a day known to many Facebook 
users as a day to receive many comments from friends. While she typically kept her settings 
customized to keep all but her closest friends from seeing her wall posts, an encounter with a 
friend led to her making the decision to change settings to allow her information to be more 
public for a day: 
Yeah. I took [the privacy setting] off on my birthday because my friend was like "I'm glad 
I was the first person to post on your wall" I'm like "no you're not." She's like, "Yes I am." 
I'm said "No, I have it set so no one can see who posted on my wall." So then I took it off 
because I wanted other people to see. And so she saw. 
Outside of privacy settings, teens said they had other ways to control who could see their 
involvements on Facebook. For example, most were selective in accepting friends. LaToya was 
the exception. She accepted almost all friend requests sent to her Facebook account. She said that 
she found friend request flattering, and she competed with friends at school to see who could get 
the most: 
Like last month I was at like 900, and I was like "Ok. I want to make it to my 1000 mark,” 
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because that was my goal. I set different goals because I was trying to get more friends 
[than] some of my friends, so I was like, "Ok, let me try to get this many friends.” … 
Having friends is something I keep in my mind, because one of my friends, I used to have 
more friends than her, but then, all of a sudden, they just had more friends, and I was like, 
"man!" I feel good when I have more friends. 
In being undiscerning in friend acceptance, LaToya still worked to negotiate the information she 
shared in Facebook. She actively customized her privacy settings to keep her pictures, wall posts, 
and comments viewable from all but her closest friends. Annie also used to accept all friend 
requests. She said that she now has become more judicious in who she keeps on her friend list. 
I defriended a lot of people who I don't talk to. First, when I was first made it, I just had a 
lot of people on there. I didn’t care who I let on. But then I just started minimizing it down 
to the people I actually interact with socially. At the start, I accepted anyone. But now I 
don't accept anyone that I don't know and that I don't talk to. If I don’t talk to you, you’re 
not my friend. Why should you be my friend on Facebook? 
With an interest in controlling their information transfer in ways that made them safe, most of 
the teens accepted only people they knew as friends. Others, such as Amy, were open to knowing 
people who knew their friends, considering these people “not strangers” for having shared 
connections. “I add close friends and friends that I haven't seen in a couple years,” she said. ”I 
add people that I’ve seen before and that I know I had a conversation with. And friends of 
friends. They’re ok.” Amy said these people were considered “ok” to her because her friends 
already trusted them. Sarah explained Facebook as being similar to a physical party where you 
would meet the host’s friends. She said that people her age are interested in knowing more 
people, especially in her town where there was little opportunity to meet new people her age. 
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People who knew people she know were considered “safe” to her and to others because they 
were known, or vetted, by someone who they trusted. This allowed for some social recourse that 
made teens feel they were acting responsibly in including these people in their information 
transfer within social media.  
Most of the teens discussed having an understanding the privacy involved in using 
different methods for communicating on the platform. With the exception of Amy, who believed 
that a post on a friend’s wall would only be seen by that friend, all of them believed that wall 
posts were most likely able to be viewed by people other than the wall owner. All of the teens 
including Amy identified Facebook chat as a more private way to correspond with someone in 
Facebook than wall posting, and they each discussed using this route when they felt they were 
sharing more intimate information. And the youth in this study also made choices to not host 
certain types of discussions with people who they friended on social media due to concerns for 
privacy. LaToya discussed taking discussions offline when she wasn’t interested in them being 
documented and archived on Facebook in ways that might make her remember bad feelings: 
Me and my friend, we talk about things, and I have, one of my friends, a couple friends, I'll 
just talk to him be like "yeah, this is going on, I feel sad" and then he'll give me advice. 
That's usually over the phone, if my friend is online, I’ll be like "can you call me?" I don't 
know. It just feels weird to do it on Facebook, because like you can go back through it and 
you can see all of the messages and you'll be like "oh, I was sad." I don't like it to remind 
me that I was sad. Because after I get advice, I just go along with the flow. 
The teens told me of other Facebook features that allowed them to control their information 
on the site. For example, friend requests were able to be denied Facebook for easy avoidance of 
unwanted people. Also, on Facebook, blocking was also typically a simple process. Once 
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blocked, a Facebook user was forbidden by the Facebook system from making contact with the 
user who blocked them. Although some found it difficult to achieve on their cell phones, they 
generally thought that blocking was helpful in allowing them to control their information once it 
was achieved. Sarah explained that “once you block that person, no matter what for, they 
disappear from everyone else. They're just blank. You can see their picture but you can't click on 
it or anything. They're just wiped off, you can't see anything. It's kind of nice.“ Overall, each of 
my interlocutors felt they knew how to control the information they put on Facebook, and they 
felt more confident in seeing their account do what they asked it to do. Because of this, they 
reported feeling safe in their involvement on Facebook.  
Still, LaToya made the point of noting that, while she felt confident in her ability to control 
information on the platform, “they change Facebook a lot, so I'm still learning how to use it.” 
What LaToya states is true: Facebook privacy settings do get changed a lot, often with little 
fanfare, and with new features requiring users to actively opt out of to options to keep data that 
was previously set to semi-private from being public (Conley, 2013). Also, as discussed by 
Violet previously, Facebook information can be easily copied and shared outside of set 
parameters. And Facebook creates a context in which parents and peers all share social space. 
Teens knew that settings could be used to block posts from parents, but they realized that posts 
could easily get around these walls and back to parents by way of friended neighbors or friends’ 
parents. This led to them controlling their information by self-censorship, as examined in a 
previous chapter, and through judicious use of steganography, or shorthand messages, codes, and 
private insider jokes. These tactics were used to get points across to friends that might be 
misinterpreted by parents, or, as Amelia told me: “They most definitely would be misinterpreted 
by parents.” For example, LaToya designed PicNic photos that she posted on Facebook. In 
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customizing these photos, she would use her friends’ and boyfriend’s favorite colors to send the 
message that these pictures were made for them. She would also add words to the pictures to 
express things she knew she would get in trouble saying in a post. For example, after breaking up 
with a boyfriend, she posted a stylized picture of herself looking at the camera with the letters 
“FWM” written on it in bright purple script. “It means to Facebook that I’m single but I’m ready 
to mingle,” she said.43 Marcin also used short hands like this to send messages to friends. “You 
don’t want to use those too much,” Marcin explained, “or people will start getting asking 
questions.” She then clarified: “People, like parents.” All of the teens were familiar with parent 
asking questions about their Facebook use. and about taking their acts there very literally. This 
led Amelia to move her main posts to her friends to Twitter to avoid her intent being misread. 
“My parents would probably flip out if they saw a couple of things I post because they're song 
lyrics,” she explained. “It's not, like, I mean them. But they're kind of the parents that are like 
‘Well you posted it, so you mean it.’” After being asked too many times by her parents to explain 
what she meant by her Facebook posts, Violet, too decided to no longer post song lyrics, which 
her parents always read as her original (and troubling) thoughts. Still, she said she continued 
posted lyrics away from her parents on Twitter, and noted that some of her friends had developed 
a way around this misunderstanding: 
What I've seen lately is, like, everybody who puts song lyrics on, they, at the end, put the 
name of the song and who it's by, because a lot of people will think it's about you, and you 
think everyone heard the song. Cause that's what I would do from now on instead of just 
put song lyrics. 
Also, as discussed extensively in previous chapters, those with the most concern for their 
information reaching parents exercised control of information by forming a networked social 
                                                
43 FWM stands for “fuck wit me,” which implies openness to interesting new prospects, as LaToya explained here.  
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media system in maintaining a parent-friendly Facebook page while migrating their personal 
ideas and communications over to Twitter. In doing so, these teens effectively merged these two 
separate social media sites together into one large audience-divided system in which they 
executed a massive-scale steganography (boyd, 2010), distracting and appeasing parents on 
Facebook while sending the messages they wanted to send on parent-free Twitter. In wrangling 
these two sites into one networked media system that they considered and performed their 
identities through, teens such as Violet were able to quietly “hide in plain site” (ibid). They 
obscured from parents’ view their social media identity performances to peers and their acts with 
peers, as well. By maintaining a presence on Facebook, these performances were accomplished 
without looking sneaky or suspicious to their parents in intentional hopes of further supporting 
the message of responsibility they sent through their Facebook page. Indeed, as danah boyd 
(ibid) writes, “it’s hardest to decode a message when you don’t know where to look” (section 3, 
para. 1). With parents who were looking at Facebook, the teens felt safe controlling their 
information transfer in ways that allowed them to be present on Facebook while secretly sending 
the messages they wanted to send on Twitter. 
Despite the difficulties in controlling information on Facebook, the teens in this study felt 
safe in being able to use privacy controls, messaging, and steganography to define who within 
Facebook’s internal and external viewing audience could see what they posted. While the 
confidence they had in their ability to control their information through these mechanisms did 
not take into consideration numerous issues of safety that will be addressed in this chapter, the 
teens in this study felt they were being safe in social media by attending to these matters.  
 As discussed in Chapter 4, teens were not nearly as familiar or concerned with the 
privacy settings on Twitter as they were with those in Facebook. “On Twitter, I have no idea 
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how to change my privacy settings,” Sarah said. “Do they have them?” Amelia said she was also 
not aware of how to use Twitter’s privacy settings. “ I don't think I have the whole thing set 
where it's like only followers of followers or whatever,” she said. “I have it set so, like, everyone 
can follow me.” The setting Amelia described is “public.” By far, most Twitter accounts are set 
to public, allowing all Internet users to see tweets, rather than to “protected,” which sends tweets 
only to specified recipients. On its “Safety tips for parents” webpage under a subheading named: 
“Remember Twitter is a public space,” Twitter states: “Most of the communication taking place 
on Twitter is public and viewable by everyone.”44 Its “Tips for Teens” page states this same 
information in what might be considered by some to be a bit more exciting fashion: “Information 
you post on Twitter is public, so your Tweets can be read by someone you didn’t intend, or made 
available or shared on other websites.“ Recent research suggests that the majority of teen Twitter 
accounts are kept public (Madden, Lenhart, Duggan, Cortesi, & Gasser, 2013). Despite having 
non-private settings that lessen their control of their information, the teens in this study reported 
feeling very safe on Twitter. Molly talked about her feelings of safety on Twitter as related to her 
ability to direct message information she felt were personal, rather than to blast this information 
more widely as a tweet: 
I don't think [Twitter] is risky as long as you don't give out too information. I mean, you 
could make it risky but if you don't, if you don't try, it's not gonna happen. But if you give 
out all your information, like, last night a girl tweeted at me wanting my number so she 
could text me and I just sent her like, a private message. Like, so like, not everybody was 
seeing my phone number [laugh]  
Sarah felt less certain about her ability to control the information she added to on Twitter. She 
felt this space was highly ineffective in giving her the control needed to keep unwanted people 
                                                
44 https://support.twitter.com/articles/470968-safety-tips-for-parents#remember  
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away from her. Because of this, she felt less safe on Twitter than on Facebook. She explained: 
I don't think Twitter is beneficial at all. It's just a bunch of drama. Facebook, you can  
choose Facebook to be drama, but you can block people and stuff. On Twitter, you can 
block people, but other people can see your tweets, and then they can still see you 
through those people. Because if you have a post and they retweet it, and that person's a 
follower to that, they know what you said, so it’s kind of like no privacy. Like if I 
tweeted something about someone I blocked, then my friend on my friend list could 
repost it, and then that person could see because that person has it on their wall. 
In allowing information to fall easily outside of their control, Sarah felt that Twitter was, in some 
ways, less safe than Facebook. Indeed, with all public tweets both viewable by everyone on the 
Internet, collected and archived at the Library of Congress,45 and containing geolocational 
information on the Twitterer’s whereabouts, information sent through Twitter is wildly public 
and hard to control. But it was precisely this lack of control that made Twitter particularly 
exciting to many of these teens. For instance, Amelia stated that the public nature of Twitter 
made it possibly for “anyone in the world” to like your tweet. “You feel like whenever you say 
stuff like, just say something random like, out to Twitter, either people will care or they won't,” 
she explained. “And is it, like, [pause] exciting when you hear back that somebody cares.” You 
never know who might like your tweet. And you never know who you might get as a new 
follower through Twitter’s wide exposure of your thoughts to “the world.” Despite any concerns 
they had over lessened control over their information, Sarah, Amelia, and others continued using 
Twitter as their primary social media space. It must be noted that, while these teens generally 
liked their families, even when they had little control, they reported feeling far safer in their 
involvements in highly public and information-gathering spaces than they did in their watchful 
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and sometimes punitive homes. In fact, Twitter exposes teens to topics such as sex, drugs, 
aspirations, celebrity, and relationships in a commercial environment that has little regard for 
accuracy, privacies, or user well-being in finding new ways to profit. In fact, commercialism 
most thrives not when consumers are comfortable with themselves and content, but when they 
are dissatisfied and feeling inadequate (Harvey, 2011; James, 2007; Judt, 2010). Also, in 
archiving user profiles and providing information on teens’ whereabouts, teens, like all users, are 
disclose information to Twitter as part of their involvement that call into question their safety. 
Still, these teens reported feeling feel safer here than under their parents’ watch. This issue 
deserves far further consideration. As discussed in the previous chapter, their primary reason for 
continuing their involvement in Twitter, and in feeling safe in this involvement, had to do with 
the site’s ability to grant them privacy, or to allow them to build walls to hide their actions from 
their parents. 
Safety as parent-free involvement. The teens in this study defined privacy in social 
media as being able to control who could see and who could not see them. Within this, they 
placed specific focus in their formulation of safety as having a space outside of parental view. 
Beyond any concerns they might have for their information being protected from general outside 
observers, the teens in this study told of being far more concerned with securing privacy, or 
protection, from very specific people  – their parents. “Privacy is hard to get,” Sarah told me, 
summarizing concerns raised by all of the teens in the study. “Very much,” she said. “Just 
because your parents are always asking you questions and they never leave you alone.” A study 
by boyd (2008) found teens social media users to be more concerned about recourse from parents 
than from other adult authorities. The teens in this study also felt this way. “Privacy means 
privacy from parents, yeah,” Sarah said. As discussed in the previous section, my interlocutors 
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said their notion of privacy online was bound to the idea of information being available only to 
certain known parties, and not available to others. This understanding makes their privacy 
concerns focused on managing their visibility to “get around” undesirable audiences through 
adjustments to privacy settings, using more direct forms of communication (for example, direct 
messaging versus wall posting), and self-censoring. Within this, they explained keeping their 
social media involvements secure from parents as their top privacy concern inspired by offline 
parental monitoring.  
James and Jenks (1996) declared childhood to be, by definition, a “protectionist 
experience” (p. 318). Scholars such as Larson (1997) note that adolescents benefit from guilt-
free alone time. However, young people’s private involvements in and out of the home are often 
considered to be potentially dangerous. Noting that privacy is an issue of comfort for both child 
and parent, Lerner (2007) writes that young people “left to their own devices with no monitoring 
can find themselves in hot water pretty quickly” (p. 119). But left to their own devices, these 
teens said they felt far safer in their involvements than they did while under their parents’ watch. 
They explained that this had to do with being frequently misunderstood and not empathized with 
by the adults in their lives. Teens understood them, they said. Adults misinterpreted things they 
did and freaked out on them. Amelia explained that this led her to feel more safe expressing her 
thoughts to an imagined audience of peers and celebrities on Twitter than she did on Facebook. 
“Cause I mean,” she said, “they're going to relate to it a lot more than the people I have on 
Facebook ‘cause [on Facebook] they're all older.”  
Feeling confined, constrained, and judged within their offline lives, these teens said they 
sought involvement in places outside of watchful adults’ purveyance, and particularly outside of 
spaces where their parents could see them, to avoid hassle and trouble in their involvements. “I 
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wouldn't use Twitter the same way if my parents were on it,” Sarah said, explaining that being in 
her parents’ presence causes her to watch and censor her involvements, and to see certain acts as 
unsafe to express. “I wouldn't cuss anymore [on Twitter]. Because I know my mom hates it when 
I use language that's inappropriate. On Twitter, no one cares about cussing. Yeah, its just words I 
use with people my age, so it's not a big thing to us.”  While recognizing that the actions they 
could take within Twitter were limited by technical as well as social constraints such as word 
limits and the desire to look good, the teens in this study reported that, in providing a space to act 
more like they want to act than they could in places watched by parents, social media made them 
feel “safe” in their involvements.   
 My interlocutors said privacy from parents was not available to them in private family life 
or even in public community life, where they knew others knew who they were, and would tattle 
on them. For example, although she has never adjusted her privacy settings on Twitter as she has 
on Facebook, Amelia said she feels secure on Twitter because she can not be watched directly or 
indirectly by her parents: 
I feel safer on Twitter than I do on Facebook [laughs] Like, [pause] I know my parent's 
friends can see what I post on Facebook. . . . I know they don't have a Twitter. And it's 
not like my Twitter name's really obvious - it's not my name it's something totally 
different. It's a nickname of mine so it's not like they can find me in there. 
As Amelia describes, the teens in this study said their greatest concern in social media safety lie 
in managing their online interactions in ways that allowed them a parent-free space for at least 
some of their involvements. In doing so, many simultaneously worked to maintain their 
relationship with their parents by making invisible behaviors they felt their parents would not 
want to see, or be willing to accept from them. As explained in the previous chapter, while most 
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teens accomplished this by having a Twitter account where they could perform their identities as 
they liked and a Facebook account where they performed in ways they knew would satisfy their 
parents, they also negotiated safe parent-free social media involvements in other ways. Working 
outside of Facebook’s requirement of real names and limitation to only one personal account, 
teens set up separate Facebook accounts to interact with different groups. LaToya explained: 
“The ones with their moms [friended], they'll watch what they put on Facebook, or they make 
another page.” LaToya, herself, did this. She had two Facebook accounts, after starting one to be 
away from her mother. Demonstrating the difficulty these teens experience separating social 
worlds, LaToya told me that her mother is now friended on both of her accounts. “I got two 
pages, but my mom’s on both pages now,” she explained. “I added her when it was close to my 
birthday so she could post to my wall [laughing] … I really wanted my mom to say happy 
birthday on my wall.” While LaToya’s acts here illustrate well the interests she and the other 
teens in this study had in remaining close to their parents, this closeness was difficult to 
maintain. Shortly after this discussion, LaToya made a Twitter account. By the end of our time 
together, she told me that she would never tell her mother about it, or invite her to take part.  
Social media merges family members, friends, and other social audiences together in one space. 
Within this “context collapse” (Marwick & boyd, 2011), having parent-free spaces for 
involvement felt safe to teens because they were able to act as they wished without also 
subjecting their parents to these behaviors, and facing the ensuing negative repercussions.  
Over the course of our meetings, Noel talked to me about changing the type of 
information she posted on social media. In our first talk, she told me that her social media 
postings mainly entailed writing quotations about love or life on her Facebook page. By our 
second meeting, she informed me that, over the past two weeks, she had ben posting primarily on 
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personal topics. This continued on for our time together. “On Twitter,” she said, “I always talk 
about the way I feel. It’s kind of like a diary, but I don’t go into too much detail. I just say how I 
feel in a few words.” I noted this as a change, and asked what might have caused it. Was Twitter 
different? Was she was different? She replied that she felt the same, but that she felt safe posting 
her personal information to Twitter because of who would and wouldn’t view it. She explained 
that she now posted about personal matters on Twitter “’[c]ause I don’t want people on 
Facebook knowing how I feel because that’s my family, and I don’t want them knowing because 
they would question me about it.” Noel said that her extended family is on Facebook, and that 
they would all be quick to direct concerns they had about her postings to her parents. With this 
being the case, Noel explained that she believed her parents would over-react to the things they 
saw her doing. “Like if you have too short shorts,” she said, “or low cut shirt, like in the summer 
and it’s hot out and you can’t help it. Or a swimsuit, like, they’ll freak out if you go to the pool 
and have a picture with your friend with your bikini on.” She said her parents commonly 
misinterpreted things she did, and made acts she considered normal and benign into “issues.” She 
told of her stepfather forbidding her and her sister from posting pictures of themselves in bathing 
suits on Facebook last year. Noel said he recently relaxed this stance after her mother posted a 
picture she took of the three of them at the swimming pool on her own Facebook account.  
However, Noel said her father continued to “make a big deal” out of her Facebook 
involvements. She said parents do not understand teen culture and interactions. Just after our first 
meeting, Noel said her father insisted that her sister take down a post reading “I love you” that 
she posted on her best friends’ Facebook page. “He read it and said, ‘people are going to read it 
and think you’re a lesbian.’ But everybody does that. Especially if they’re best friends. He said 
other people won’t know that, so he made her delete it.” Parents did not understand the subtle 
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nuances of teens’ interactions, she said. They force their own meaning onto teens’ actions and 
exchanges that have their own meanings. This caused them to misunderstand many of their 
actions online, and to make issues where there were none. To Noel, this made participating on 
social media feel risky. Because of this, she said she felt more safe avoiding parents in her social 
media involvements. She was active on Twitter where her parents could not see her expressing 
her feelings, and inactive on Facebook where they could. “I don’t want them knowing my 
business,” she said. “And they don't have to.” 
Twitter is a privately-owned and profit-driven social media company. Most Twitter 
accounts are publically-viewable. The Pew Center reports that US teens’ involvement in Twitter 
use has climbed dramatically over the past year, with 24% of teen Internet users using Twitter in 
2012, and very highest usage by African American teens (39% of sample) (Madden, Lenhart, 
Duggan, Cortesi, & Gasser, 2013). The site allows for made-up account names, a perk noted by 
my interlocutors that enables them to be hard for parents to find. All of the teens in this study 
took Twitter up on this offer to keep their “real” name off of their account.46 Parents were not 
part of Twitter. Also, Twitter made it very easy for teens to craft public private spaces to hide 
their involvements from parents, and to be social outside of parental fears and judgments. 
Because of this, my interlocutors discussed feeling most safe in the type of “privacy” that they 
were able to claim and use in this space. However, while they might find themselves further 
away from people they most recognize as monitors and guards, as will be discussed in detail later 
in this chapter, teens are highly monitored and not at all able to build walls to protect their 
actions in social media involvement.  
                                                
46 However, all of these accounts included other information such as profile pictures or mentioning of their name on 
their profile page that made it easy to identify the account holder. 
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Safety as protecting future identities. Besides safety concerns held for controlled 
information and parent-free involvements, my interlocutors discussed being concerned about 
ruining their futures through their social media involvements. About half of my interlocutors 
talked about school assemblies with speakers combining issues of privacy and safety to warn 
students about the risks of social media. They told me these assemblies all focused on Facebook, 
with a general message that Facebook is bad for teens because it can and does ruin their futures. 
In these assemblies, they said they learned Facebook is particularly bad for girls due to girls’ 
recklessness in interacting with potentially lecherous strangers and giving out sexually-explicit 
images and information in ways that ends up tarnishing their image and their potential. Of all of 
my interlocutors, Sarah expressed the most understanding that information she posted on social 
media involved people other that those she indicated in privacy settings. She changed her 
Facebook privacy settings often, and unlike all of the others, was familiar with the idea that 
information from social media might be somehow stored. Even with this wider understanding, 
her concern for privacy and safety in this space mainly centered upon avoiding parents. 
However, she was also concerned with controlling her image (and, particularly, her expression of 
sexuality) online. “People don’t post bad pictures around here,” she told me.  
I know that, because we just had an assembly with the police about [sing-songy voice] 
"don't post naked pictures on the Internet because we will find you!" . . . And, one day, the 
companies, the social workers who check online to see if there's, like, any child 
pornography, they're gonna look online and they're gonna see, like, your name, and they're 
gonna say, "well, she shouldn't be doing this," and then you can get a file about all that 
stuff, and then colleges won't accept you or you can't get a job. 
Sarah believed that her social media involvement today could lead to her being denied entrance 
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into college years down the line, or being rejected as a job candidate. To her, safety involved 
making sure this did not happen. Sarah also told of learning about a boy during this assembly 
who lost his college sports scholarship because his coach saw an “inappropriate” post on the 
boy’s Facebook wall put there by someone the boy hardly knew. “So his coach saw that,” she 
said, “and he was, like "oh, I don't want a person like that on my team. He's not a good person" 
so then he didn't get it.” Annie said her school also recently had an assembly. “The assembly was 
for the whole school,” she said. “They were talking about the consequences and what people are 
doing now, and what could happen, and bullying, and saying that you shouldn't probably do this 
because colleges can see it, and then what you put on Facebook could affect, like, your chances 
in college.” 
 LaToya had similar insights. Citing school assemblies and “things adults always say,” she 
said she was wary of her social media activities being archived and used against her in negative 
ways in the future. LaToya and other discussed school assemblies as affirming very specific 
ideas of what teens should think about when they considered online safety and privacy: 
reputation. From school assemblies, these teens took the idea that social media was a force that 
threatened their future well-being. Any positive future impact that their involvements in social 
media dealings might generate was not discussed. Rather, these teens understood that, in order to 
stay safe, they needed to protect their reputation on social media. They said parents also passed 
on this same message. Amelia explained that her father warned her about the potential to damage 
her future through her social media involvements. She, like the others, weighed this risk against 
the benefits these spaces presented in helping to form new relationships, and to feel more in 
control of communicating around awkward topics. “My dad warns me about that constantly,” 
Amelia explained. “[He says:] ‘Everything you say is permanent.’ But I mean, like, it makes it so 
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much easier to say things like, instead of up front telling someone you like them. Just, like, 
typing it's a lot easier.” Teens’ were concerned for their future well-being as it related to their 
social media involvements. But they were not clear on what was risky and what was not. Also, as 
Amelia’s comments illustrate, they frequently received vague and overly broad explanations of 
what to be concerned about, such as “everything you say is permanent.” These explanations left 
them confused about how to be involved in social media, and to also be safe. Facing this, teens 
tended to shut of their concerns for the future to meet their present concerns, as was the case with 
Amelia.   
 Overall, however, these teens stressed that safety in their social media involvements 
entailed them not doing things that would tarnish their future. In some ways, doing things to 
protect future identities was seen as easy. LaToya saw this as quite cut-and-dry. She explained: 
As you get older in school they tell you more about that everything you do on the 
computer, it's going to be there whether you delete it or not. So I’m like "Ok, I don't want 
this to be on Facebook." That's why I'm very careful about what I put on Facebook. Like 
when I have friends, and they'll put pictures up there that shouldn't be up there, and I'll be 
like "you shouldn't do that because one day, you're going to get a job, and they're going to 
look you up. And they're not going to want to hire you because look what you're doing on 
Facebook." It doesn't only look bad on you, but it can hurt your future, getting a job, 
because some jobs don't want that. They'll be like "No. I'm not going to hire anyone that's 
going to be doing this" because sometimes people don't judge you by your present, they 
judge you by your past.  
LaToya’s comment reflects her belief in the neoliberalist promise of self-reliance and personal 
responsibility guiding future success. People make mistakes, she said. But if they’re made on 
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Facebook, she has learned to expect that these mistakes will haunt you forever. Your social 
media information will be let out not just to people now, but to people who will matter in the 
future. And, in her mind, it should be. She said none of her friends posted pictures on social 
media that might get them in trouble in the future, but she said she knew “for a fact” that some 
girls did. She talked about the future implications of their online acts, noting with concern that 
what they did now would stand in the way of their dreams:   
One of my friends, we were talking about this the other day, I was like "I don't understand 
why some people put some pictures up there," and she was like "Yeah, cause that hurts 
their future, especially if they want to be something major when they get older," that's like, 
especially if you want to be a superstar when you get older. Paparazzi dig and go try to find 
what you're doing then, they're like "Oh, look at this" it's going to be all over the world. 
People are going to look at you differently.  
LaToya understood Facebook to be a part of her life that will be attached to her resume forever. 
This is why she worked to present herself as responsible, upstanding, and good on her Facebook 
account that had her real name. It is also why she reserved other expressions for Twitter. 
 In 2012, televised mobile technology advertisements for Samsung presented racy video-
sharing as part of normal communications between happy, physically-separated adult couples. 
One such ad for the Galaxy S III phone aired featuring a young, white father leaving for a work 
trip and receiving a video from his two bubbly daughters. As he fastened his seat belt in the back 
seat of a taxi, his beautiful wife leaned in the window to also give him a video. “You probably 
shouldn't watch it on the plane,” she told him with a quick raise of the eyebrows.47 A similar ad 
from the company for the Galaxy S Beam phone aired throughout December including the same 
scenario playing out between elves, Mrs. Claus, and Santa as he was taking off on his sleigh to 
                                                
47 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bvB3msfJYdk  
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deliver presents.48 Despite these mainstreamed messages, though they each had either heard of 
someone sending risqué pictures, or, like LaToya, knew “of” people who did this, these teens 
said they did not send risqué pictures of themselves to romantic interests through social media, 
and, they said their friends did not, either. Interestingly, while four of the teens said they knew a 
an actual female who posted pictures on Facebook that they considered inappropriate, around 
half said they knew that this happened, and they supported this knowledge by showing or telling 
me about an Internet advertisement for American Apparel, or for another clothing store or 
business featuring a raunchily-posed, half-clad female model. After discussion, all of these teens 
realized their examples were not of real people’s social media accounts. However, these teens 
still insisted that they knew girls “out there” shared “bad” pictures in social media.  
 In general, the teens’ decision to not share pictures related to their interests in information 
control as well as to interests they held both in their present and in their futures. They knew 
digital pictures could easily be passed around by their recipient, and they did not want to risk 
“ruining” their reputation. Many also found the idea that they might pass on pictures of 
themselves confusing. “Who does that?” said Naomi when I asked if she or her friends ever 
shared pictures through social media that might be considered romantic. “Why would anyone 
even do that? It’s a really stupid idea.” To Sarah, body image issues made this idea outlandish: 
Now that jobs and colleges can look at your Facebook and see what you do, it's kind of 
risky to do stuff like post pictures. It's weird because you can have weird random people 
looking at you, and I don't know about anybody else, but I feel uncomfortable with my 
body, so to send pictures online for everyone online to see? No way. 
 To these teens, choosing not to directly send around sexually-explicit pictures was an easy 
decision. But controlling future identities in wider social media involvements had its difficulties. 
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Concerned they might get labeled a “whore,” these teens were highly discerning of the pictures 
they posted on their Facebook accounts. They said that posting pictures with friends helped them 
look friendly and liked, which they felt would help others to know them as such. But they said 
that making wise decisions about their own presentation in pictures was often challenging, as 
there was much ambiguity about what others would considered inappropriate or scandalous. 
Marcin was one who discussed struggling with this. “If you're showing a whole bunch of 
cleavage, yes. You’re scandalous,” she explained. “But if you're showing a little bit, maybe not. 
It's hard to tell sometimes.” She continued:  
Maybe because, well, (pause) if it's nude, everyone will think it's scandalous. If you show a 
lot of cleavage, you're not fully covered. . . . So that could be scandalous. But I don’t know. 
Like if some of your stuff was showing, or if it's accidental, or if you just can't help it, 
someone can call you a whore. You can be labeled. Sometimes, it's hard to know sometime 
if a picture is going to be ok. Like, if you're wearing a tank top and shorts, you're 
automatically a whore, or something. A lot of people wear that, I guess. So I don't know. 
It's kind of confusing. If you have a tank top that you can't help the way it is, then that's, I 
think that's when it's hard to know. Like, mine usually end right here (indicates neckline), 
but sometimes, they're right here (points a little lower on neckline), which I can't help. 
As Marcin described, as a female in US society, it’s hard not to be considered and called a 
whore. There is no consensus held in this country about how a female should properly dress. 
Rather, appropriateness in female dress is a highly variable and subjective concept prone to 
random and seemingly arbitrary regulation by adults. Commercial businesses market certain 
clothing to young females as “trendy” or “in,” and, thus, as “correct.” Catering to their interest in 
possessing power and meaning in society, often, this clothing mirrors what adults and popular 
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celebrities are wearing, offering symbols of appropriate and desirable cultural femininity. But 
adults in teens’ life often have vey different opinions about what is proper. A mainstream 
Psychology Today article on how to best address daughters’ “trashy” dressing discusses silver 
bracelets as, while “not too offensive,” still falling into this category of scandalous dress.49 A 
Wall Street Journal article by a mother laments that “we let” teenaged girls dress “like 
prostitutes.”50 And, during the course of this research, a handful of public schools across the 
country declared the latest in girls’ pant fashion simply unacceptable. A Petaluma, California 
junior high school outlawed girls from wearing legging to school “because the boys were getting 
too distracted,” amending their original ban on all tight pants for females. Katherine Bindley 
(2013) quotes Emily Dunnagan, the school's principal, as stating: “The concern is we don’t want 
undergarments showing.” She continued: “The goal is to teach kids to respect themselves and 
dress appropriately.” Similar bans have been considered over the past year in Connecticut,51 and 
they have occurred in Minnesota52 and Oregon.53 A ban of leggings was also passed in 
Vermont,54 where a 146-word local news story managed to fit in thoughts of a “nearby resident” 
about the leggings being “probably inappropriate” and “probably distracting to teenage boys.” A 
high school near Brown announced that, in the upcoming year, it would ban girls from wearing 
yoga pants and leggings, baseline items in current teenage fashion. Urbana High School just 
down the street from where I now write is under similar deliberations As discussed previously, 
clothing companies profit from teen powerlessness by being able to sell “choice” and “control” 
through small yet powerful symbols that, when displayed, have certain cultural resonance, 
                                                
49 http://www.psychologytoday.com/blog/parenting-is-contact-sport/201010/dealing-trashy-dressing-daughter  
50 http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052748703899704576204580623018562.html?mod=googlenews_wsj  
51 http://www.wfsb.com/story/17200855/meriden-board-of-education-holds-dress-code-debate  
52 http://www.startribune.com/local/west/179141451.html?refer=y  
53 http://www.kgw.com/news/Leggings-banned-at-Forest-Grove-school-114376609.html  
54 http://www.wptz.com/news/vermont-new-york/burlington/Vt-school-bans-leggings/-/8869880/18293912/-/bqi3a/-
/index.html  
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announcing power, sexuality, adultness, non-cluelessness. And adults panic over many of these 
displays, often blaming girls for their irresponsibility in being willing to take them on. Because 
of this, females are easily considered improper in their social presentation. The teens found it 
very difficult to be strategic and intentional in the interest of their future within such ambiguity. 
The teens in this study recognized that female inappropriateness was a highly subjective, 
fluid, and often unfair concept controlled by others. There was no agreed-upon understanding or 
definition of what “whorish” or “respectful” dress involved. There were no rules to learn or 
follow to be right. Because of this, the teens knew it was easy to present in a way that could be 
considered wrong. They caused them to be very picky in the images and representations of 
themselves that they chose to post in social media, especially to Facebook. LaToya explained 
that she did this to positively impact her chances in the future: 
I don't want people to think bad about me. I want people to have a good impression of 
me, like, I don’t want them to think “she's a bad influence,” “I don't want my daughter or 
son hanging around her,” or “her parents don't care about her”, or “she doesn't have any 
discipline.” I want people to see me as that. I want people to see me as basically a good 
person who's good to talk to. 
Social media involvement shaped how others understood you now, and years from now. This 
could have long-term repercussions, as explained by LaToya. It also involved short-term 
decisions. Accordingly, the teens expressed concern for balancing interests in being expressive 
and honest online with their interests in preserving their futures through their acts today. LaToya 
spoke on how she felt torn between immediate and future goals in her Facebook involvements: 
It's sometimes hard because you see your friends doing it, and you say "I want to take - 
that's a pretty picture. I wonder how it would look if I took a picture like that." But then 
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you think about, well there's goals I want to achieve so I'm not going to do this and ruin my 
future. . . . When you put something on the Internet, that's there for the long run whether 
you want it or not. It's in the cyberworld. 
Because they were often unsure of how they would be judged by others, the teens in this study 
reported that they were often confused about how to best act to advance their futures. Despite 
this difficulty, they were active in taking steps toward doing what they thought would protect 
their future reputation, and thus ensure their safety. In this, they often chose to self-censor and to 
not act for fear of mis-stepping.  
 They also chose to strategically use social media to meet their needs of protecting their 
futures and being active in their present. As discussed in the last section, many teens decided to 
migrate from Facebook to Twitter to escape parental oversight. Twitter also had the advantage of 
not requiring “real” names, and not asking users to commit to honesty. Because of the anonymity 
they were afforded in Twitter, the teens said they were far less concerned with the future 
repercussions of their actions taken in this space. Sarah explained: “Yeah, we're always told not 
to put up pictures on Facebook. But people post away on Twitter, with all kinds of pictures. I 
think it's just that Twitter is so new so people aren't really worried about Twitter as much, so 
people don't really care.” The teens in this study illustrated this belief. In Twitter, they cursed, 
talked about not liking their parents, started gossip through subtweets, posted racy song lyrics, 
added more consciously posed and made-up pictures of themselves than they hosted on 
Facebook, passed on quotes about sex from micropublications, told their boyfriends and girl 
friends they loved them, and used more text abbreviations than in their Facebook posts. In our 
meetings, teens talked about their friends discussing drinking and sex and drug use on Twitter. 
They said that there was very little thought given to future identities in Twitter, or given to the 
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future at all. They said that, in Twitter, where they felt their expressions were considered valid 
and interesting and meaningful, they were able to focus on just being, or existing in the present. 
They found this refreshing, and safe. Still, Sarah voiced concern over the implications of this 
safety. While teens don’t care about what they post on Twitter, she said they really should:  
They should because it's gonna be just like Facebook, they're gonna look through the 
records. Cause like they were telling us that once you say "I agree," that that company is 
gonna have all of your information, whether you delete it or not. So, like, one day, the 
companies, the social workers who check online to see if there's, like, any child 
pornography, they're gonna look online and they're gonna see, like, your name, and they're 
gonna say, "well, she shouldn't be doing this," and then they can see if you're ok, and you 
can get a file about all that stuff, and then colleges won't accept you or you can't get a job. 
These teens took as real the idea that their acts in social media today will be stored and 
archived and potentially used against them in the future. They understood social media to be a 
convenience, but in keeping vague histories that can be used against them to discredit them in 
familiar ways, they also understand it to pose a definite threat to their future well-being. Females, 
as a group, have been found to take advantage of options presented within social media systems 
to protect their privacy. Girls change privacy settings more than boys (Madden, Lenhart, Cortesi, 
Gasser, Duggan, & Smith, 2013), and women change privacy settings more than men (Madden, 
2012). Also, research by Sarah Pedersen (2013) finds that teenaged girls feel warnings of ruined 
futures from social media assemblies are aimed at them far more than their male peers do. 
Accordingly, they take these warnings more to heart. The teens in this study took the seriously 
the potential implications of images and actions upon their offline futures. Within highly limited 
understandings of how data collection and storage in social media works, they put in significant 
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and creative effort to do what they felt would protect them from ruining their future through their 
social media involvement. Against interests they had in being socially involved, they put time 
into screening and only posting present pictures on Facebook that made them look attractive, but 
hopefully not too attractive. Through their social media use, teens made efforts toward 
attempting to advance and protect their future identities. As some recognized, these efforts took 
place within environments that collected and archived their contributions. They also profited off 
of the information teens were encouraged and willing to share, regularly changing rules and 
contracts around data use to serve their own interests in future well-being. As such, this chapter 
will later revisit the topic raised here of individual control and responsibility to reconsider (and 
cast doubt upon) teens’ potential to be effective self-managers of identities within such a context 
of power.  
Other Aspects of Safety and Risk in Social Media 
As a society, we often talk about girls online as at risk from strangers and from ill-
intentioned others, and from their own recklessness. Indeed, throughout this study, I have found 
myself constantly worried about the safety of my interlocutors. I have been fearful because of 
what they told me about their lives. They reported having a lack of information of how to 
succeed in the world and a lack of guidance. They reported having highly limited space for 
involvement and exploration, leading to them feeling the need to sneak around in ways that left 
them unable to live their realities in front of caring adults. They reported receiving poor quality 
information from the few adults in their lives who have time for them. All of these things led 
them to turn to the Internet to seek direction and “ways around” the obstacles the encountered 
offline. There, they “friended” and “followed” friends, fake and real celebrities, and 
corporations, developing trust in commercial spaces. There, they felt free expressing their 
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thoughts, anxieties, loves, and social performances, with no coaching from adults of how their 
tweets would be forever archived in the Library of Congress,55 or knowledge of the information 
they readily provided being sold and used to direct the advertising they received. A recent study 
found social media privacy settings to be highly misunderstood even by users who were given 
time to study privacy policies.56 This study involved adult social media users. Privacy and safety 
on social media is not just an issue of vulnerability for youth. It is an issue of vulnerability for all 
social media users.  
What types of risks might we overlook when we focus our attention so stridently on 
“stranger danger” and on “girls gone wild” online? The following areas related to online safety 
were not considered by the teens in this study. I believe they should be. They are being raised 
here to discuss these factors as also related to safety in social media, to discuss why they might 
have been overlooked, and to examine the potential implication of these issues falling outside of 
these teens’ bounding of “safety” in social media. In an attempt to gain a better understanding of 
the workings of the social media platform used by all social media users in this study, as well as 
for the sake of brevity,57 this chapter will focus in primarily on Facebook. 
Data collection and safety. With their attention firmly focused upon evading “creepy” 
people, ruined futures, and, most especially, parental oversight, the teens in this study expressed 
very little interest in considering the idea that there might be other potential threats to safety in 
social media. They reported feeling extremely confident about their ability to use privacy settings 
on Facebook, and, from this, to control their privacy in this space. However, in creating a format 
that outlines and bounds the idea of privacy, it appears the existence of these settings serve to 
                                                
55 http://blogs.loc.gov/loc/2010/04/how-tweet-it-is-library-acquires-entire-twitter-archive 
56 
http://www.pcworld.com/article/255076/fewer_than_half_of_facebook_and_google_users_understood_the_sites_pri
vacy_policies.html 
57 well… 
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support a partial and faulty notion of privacy (and of safety) in this space. For example, despite 
the authority users are given to choose from set options within privacy settings and to choose to 
correspond with friends via wall post or more one-on-one direct messaging, control of 
information actually very is difficult on social media. With none of the teens knowing how to 
adjust privacy settings on Twitter, it was quite apparent that control of information on this social 
media platform is not easy. Outside of any commercial data collection for archiving or 
advertisement targeting, these teens have some real complications in controlling the information 
they provide to social media sites. For example, while Twitter feels safe to teens for being 
parent-free, information control is difficult here. Teens may feel they have constructed a well-
fortified wall in Twitter to protect their personal interactions in public space, but the walls they 
construct are hardly well guarded. Even with privacy settings set to allow only followers to see 
your tweets, information you send is able to easily find their way out of this defined space 
through followers’ retweeting. Similarly, information you might choose to not follow often 
breaks through to you through followers’ retweets. One afternoon while observing Sarah using 
Twitter, she showed me such an instance retweeted to her from a comedy micropub: 
Oh, well then! I didn't know I had this. This is very bad. It says "Slutty." Oh, this was 
retweeted by one of my -- yeah, it says "this girl looks very" um. "This girl look very 
fuckable." I'm following Comedy Tweets, and then Comedy Tweets retweeted that, so 
now I can see it.  
Despite feeling safe in having their involvements obscured from parents here, teens found their 
information very difficult to control on Twitter. But even on Facebook where they felt they were 
on top of managing their information, it is actually very hard for users to be in control.  
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Public privacy and safety. The significant changes made to privacy settings in Facebook 
over the years are well documented, but, for the most part, highly fragmented in reporters’ and 
researchers’ chronicling of the most recent updates. This section will attempt to aggregate these 
reports to paint a picture of privacy changes and practices as they relate to these young women’s 
safety in social media.  
While Facebook allows you to select who will see new status updates and pictures you 
add to your account, it does not let you choose who will see certain other types of information 
you provide on the site. Facebook makes public users’ name and the image they associate with 
their profile picture, which means not just to Facebook users, but to the entire Internet (McKeon, 
2010). It also makes similarly “public” users’ declared gender and networks public, and, thus, 
viewable to anyone on the web.58 In late 2009, these pieces of information were made public by 
Facebook always, no matter what users do to their privacy settings, and privacy settings were 
changed to be set to “public” as a default (Hiar, 2011; Kirkpatrick, 2010).59 Users’ timeline, or 
historical documentation of involvement, became public in 2012 (Yu, 2012). As of May 2013, 
privacy settings remain opt-in, and Facebook states that these data, along with cover photo, 
username, and user id, are “always publicly available,” or viewable to anyone. In 2010, 
Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg explained their modification of the company’s privacy 
protocol making more personal data public as occurring due to changes in “current social 
norms.” Society is changing, he said, with privacy no longer being viewed a social norm. 
Because of this, his stated that Facebook is changing to follow these trends. “People have really 
gotten comfortable not only sharing more information and different kinds,” he said, “but more 
                                                
58 https://www.facebook.com/full_data_use_policy  
59 Users’ current city and friends lists were also made always public in 2010 by Facebook (Kirkpartick, 2010). As of 
May 2013, these data are able to be changed from the default “public” setting to more private permissions. 
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openly and with more people” (para. 5). Society is changing, so Facebook is just giving people 
what they want.  
Zuckerberg’s framing of history as involving Facebook privacy settings responding to 
audience demand comes as odd and concerning to many who follow social media. It is 
concerning in light of the fact that Zuckerberg started the site with strong statements of the need 
to protect users’ control of privacy as the “vector around which Facebook operates” that helps it 
gain trust and involvement (Kirkpatrick, 2008: para. 7). In 2010, Kurt Opsalh of the Electronic 
Frontier Foundation (EFF) documented the dramatic changes Facebook had made to its privacy 
policies between 2005 and 2010. In 2005, the company stated that user information could only 
be accessed by fellow Facebook members who users included in groups identified through their 
privacy settings. By 2010, this was no longer the case. Opsahl summarizes as such: 
Viewed together, the successive policies tell a clear story. Facebook originally earned its 
core base of users by offering them simple and powerful controls over their personal 
information. As Facebook grew larger and became more important, it could have chosen 
to maintain or improve those controls. Instead, it's slowly but surely helped itself — and 
its advertising and business partners — to more and more of its users' information, while 
limiting the users' options to control their own information. 
Facebook gained a broad base of user trust and buy-in by offering them the ability to be 
commercially and personally “let alone” in their involvements on the site. Once invested, 
Facebook altered its privacy policies, eliminating many of the opt-in protections users had 
selected and come to expect in their usage. In December 2012, the EFF’s activism director 
Rainey Reitman discussed more recent privacy updates, documenting Facebook’s continued 
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overt and covert60 lessening of controls around previously private user information over the last 
few years. One such update includes Facebook’s new inclusion of a clause giving them the right 
to share user information with “affiliates” of Facebook, such as third party applications like 
Instagram. In reflection upon these updates, Reitman was quoted as stating: "I'm always 
concerned when users make an affirmative action to protect privacy, and that option goes away."  
However, Zuckerberg’s explanation of socially-driven privacy changes is, perhaps, even 
more concerning considering the CEO’s statement in light of a long tradition of justifications of 
corporate business decisions based on “interests of the market.” According to this philosophy, it 
was Facebook users who demanded this change to information privacy on the site. They wanted 
more public privacy. Facebook was just meeting the needs of the people. But, while Facebook is 
probably at least somewhat concerned with the interests of its users, it is hard to forget that, as a 
publicly traded company, it is legally compelled to be most interested in maximizing profits for 
its shareholders. And, in the first quarter of 2013, the company made 85% of its total revenue 
trading user information provided on the site for advertising dollars, an amount that represents a 
more than 40% increase from the same period just one year ago.61 As discussed in a previous 
chapter, social media sites are commercial advertising spaces, taking money from marketing 
companies in exchange for hosting their overt and covert product pitches. Social media sites also 
sell user information to data aggregators who compile them into user profiles that they then sell 
to advertisers interested in targeted marketing of Facebook users (Andrews, 2010; Turow, 2012). 
With users feeling safe trusting their personal information to Facebook, Facebook is given more 
information to mine, to sell to advertisers, and to continue to grow and profit off of. 
                                                
60 A settlement was made in 2012 between Facebook and the Federal Trade Commission over the company’s release 
of information users were told would be kept private. See also http://www.pbs.org/mediashift/2011/02/timeline-
facebooks-stormy-relationship-with-privacy039  
61 http://investor.fb.com/releasedetail.cfm?ReleaseID=761090  
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The notion that Facebook gives people what they want is further undermined by formal 
feedback that has been given by Facebook users. Users were allowed to vote on proposed 
privacy changes Facebook presented in 2012. They were given seven days to learn about these 
changes, to read the five privacy documents under review62 involving more than 14, 600 words, 
and to vote on the proposed changes. 88% of users who voted rejected for proposed changes, but 
this feedback was taken as advisory.63 The changes were made to share more user information.  
Data mining and safety. “Data mining?” Sarah asked in response to my question asking 
if she had heard of this term before. “I don't know what that means.” It is essential to note here 
that none of the teens in this study expressed any awareness of what data mining was, or of the 
fact that Facebook stored and used their actions and interactions in social media. Amelia and 
Sarah knew a bit. LaToya knew the most: companies give money to Facebook to have your 
information. “So many people can access your Facebook, like, companies pay a lot of money just 
to go and get into your Facebook,” she said. “Facebook usually doesn't care.” But, when asked 
more about it, LaToya and the few others who had ideas about this type of data collection 
thought it was related to their privacy settings. Sarah was one such teen. She talked through what 
she thought this meant:  
Is that like, keeping things on line in case anyone wanted to, like, really look for it, they 
could see everything you posted online? I know that I change my security to, so only 
friends or followers can see it, so I think it's pretty private. I've never seen anything 
called, like, data mining on there when I change things on my security. 
Sarah and the others had an idea that data mining involved storage of user data. However, as she 
described, since they did not see an option for this in her privacy settings, they thought they were 
                                                
62 In May, 2013, only three of these five these documents were available for review. These three documents 
amounted to 14,663 words, or over 58 pages of 12 font, double spaced text. 
63 Facebook cited the low turn-out of voters as a reason these votes were not more seriously considered. 
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generally safe, and protected from anything too concerning. But privacy settings do not influence 
data collection or mining or sales to outside advertisers. Based on social media user agreements 
required in setting up accounts, social media users agree to having their data mined.  
Facebook states that the term “data mining” is often misused to represent different levels 
of data processing, from extraction to analysis. However, their definition seems to include many 
of these very processes. They explain data mining as such: 
Data mining, . . . an interdisciplinary subfield of computer science, is the computational 
process of discovering patterns in large data sets . . . The overall goal of the data mining 
process is to extract information from a data set and transform it into an understandable 
structure for further use. 
Using the more colloquial understanding of data mining that this chapter will consider, Furnas 
(2012) explains data mining this way:  
Without data mining, when you give someone access to information about you, all they  
know is what you have told them. With data mining, they know what you have told them 
and can guess a great deal more. Put another way, data mining allows companies and 
governments to use the information you provide to reveal more than you think.    
Unlike what Sarah envisions, privacy settings do not change the type or amount of data collected 
by site owners. That is, on Facebook, you can change settings to keep others from seeing your 
posts. However, you cannot change settings to keep Facebook from adding these posts to the 
profile they (or the advertisers they sell to) are creating on you. For example, while many of the 
teens in this study were found to migrate to Twitter to more honestly express their “real” 
identities, all of them reported “liking” posts, comments, and videos on Facebook. “Liking” is an 
affiliative action that is part of constructing identities on Facebook. My interlocutors told me that 
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“liking” a business showed what type of person you were, and that “liking” someone’s post was 
a way of saying you liked them. Beyond this identities work, a recent study shows that “liking” 
is heavily used in the social analysis of data mining to not only contribute to the profiling and 
targeted marketing of social media users, but to predict users’ “sensitive personal characteristics” 
not listed on their profiles, such as sexuality and drug use (Kosinski, Stillwell & Graepel, 2013). 
Through liking, teens do identities work for themselves. They also do it for corporations. 
Privacy policies and safety. In casual, breezy terms low on legalese and high on friendly 
san serif font, Facebook’s privacy policy (controversially stripped of the term “privacy” in 2012 
to now be termed their “Data Use Policy” [Segall, 2012]) linked off of their Terms of Service 
page defines user information as “the information that's required when you sign up for the site, as 
well as the information you choose to share.”64 This breaks down into required information, 
which, in addition to “profile pictures, cover photos, . . . networks, username and User ID” which 
are made always “public,” is explained as name, email address, birthday, gender, and telephone 
number “in some cases,” and as information chosen to share. This is explained as “information 
you choose to share . . . when you post a status update, upload a photo, or comment on a friend’s 
story” and “information you choose to share when you take an action, such as when you add a 
friend, like a Page or a website, add a place to your story, use our contact importers, or indicate 
you are in a relationship.” This policy states that the company also collects other types of data on 
users that they receive “about you.” This “other data” is vaguely defined with many broad “may 
include” statements given as examples. The page outlines that Facebook receives other 
information about users when they look at a profile page, or message or search someone, or 
“view or otherwise interact with things,” or access Facebook through their cell phone, or make a 
purchase through the site.  
                                                
64 https://www.facebook.com/about/privacy/your-info 
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A second bullet explains that videos and pictures posted by users “may” give information 
on time, location, date, and place. A third bullet, that GPS location, IP address, browser type, and 
“the pages you visit” “may” be collected from the device you log on through. The last two 
bullets state that data is received on users from games played, applications visited, and websites 
partnered with Facebook, along with from Facebook’s “affiliates or our advertising partners, 
customers and other third parties that helps us (or them) deliver ads, understand online activity, 
and generally make Facebook better.” They state a few types of data that this “may include.”    
Interactions with friends are part of the information collected on users, with the interest 
Facebook has in friend information and interactions as they relate to you, again, left broad and 
vaguely defined. The Data Use Policy states that the folks at Facebook “put together data from 
the information we already have about you and your friends. . . . We may put together your 
current city with GPS and other location information we have about you to, for example, . . . 
offer deals to you that you might be interested in. We may also put together data about you to 
serve you ads that might be more relevant to you.” In the section entitled “How we use the 
information we receive,” Facebook’s Data Use Policy sets wide parameters in potential usage in 
stating that they “use the information we receive about you in connection with the services and 
features we provide to you and other users like your friends, our partners, the advertisers that 
purchase ads on the site, and the developers that build the games, applications, and websites you 
use.” It outlines that the company has the right to use user information now and in the future,65 
that they will use the pictures users upload and users’ friends feedback on them to refine their 
face recognition efforts,66 which they will use as they see fit, that users may put their page on 
                                                
65 “Granting us this permission not only allows us to provide Facebook as it exists today, but it also allows us to 
provide you with innovative features and services we develop in the future that use the information we receive about 
you in new ways.” https://www.facebook.com/about/privacy/your-info  
66 “We are able to suggest that your friend tag you in a picture by scanning and comparing your friend's pictures to 
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hold through deactivation or permanently delete it from Facebook (a process that takes around 30 
days with backup data remaining on the site for up to three months),67 and that data you add to 
someone else’s page, as in a comment or message, will remain on the site after you delete your 
account.  
Facebook’s Data Use Policy page is complicated with hyperlinks to pages explaining 
uncommon but central terms mentioned such as “social plugin” (generally, “share” and “like” 
buttons), “cookies,” “Graph API,” and “sharing icon.” “Platform” is one such term highlighted. 
Clicking on this link, I learned that Facebook Platform is the term used to refer to how Facebook 
shares not just your but also your friends’ information with games and other third party 
applications (“apps”) for a more “personalized and social” 68 experience. “Your friends and the 
other people you share information with often want to share your information with applications 
to make their experiences on those applications more personalized and social,” the page states. 
But because the companies that run apps are outside of Facebook, the page states that privacy 
rules no longer apply in these affiliated spaces, and that “you should always make sure to read 
their terms of service and privacy policies to understand how they treat your data.”  
Third party applications, or “apps” and safety. Apps offered on Facebook purport to 
increase the platform’s interoperability, or its interconnectivity with other systems in ways that 
strengthen its “ability to transfer and render useful data and other information across systems, 
applications, or components with other functionalities” (Palfry & Gasser, 2012, p. 5). Apps 
generally attempt to make things easier to do in social media, streamlining efforts in the interest 
                                                                                                                                                       
information we've put together from the other photos you've been tagged in. This allows us to make these 
suggestions.” https://www.facebook.com/about/privacy/your-info  
67 “When you delete an account, it is permanently deleted from Facebook. It typically takes about one month to 
delete an account, but some information may remain in backup copies and logs for up to 90 days.” 
68 This pairing of terms is mentioned no less than four times on this page. “Personalized” alone is mentioned two 
additional times, as is “social” (as it refers to interactivity alone)  
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of expediency. There are game apps like Bingo or Angry Birds that link directly to Facebook 
rather than having to be searched for in the wider Internet. As such, Facebook becomes part of 
the play ground as users never have to leave to play together in the game’s defined space alone, 
or even with or against their Facebook friends. There are apps like Instagram that allow users to 
choose from artistic filters to customize their photographs they post on Facebook, and those like 
Pinterest that allow “pinning,” or selection, of images of consumer items on and from their pages 
for posting on Facebook. There apps like Groupon that sell coupons through Facebook, and 
Vevo that provide music videos, and Quora that answers users’ questions, and tinychat that 
enables you to “chat with your FB friends or with someone new.” There are entertainment apps 
for Rhianon and Harry Potter. There are news apps and sports apps and shopping apps and 
reputation apps that use Facebook accounts to vet involvements. Mobile phones are connected to 
Facebook though an app that is the most popular app to date.69 A 2009 iPhonee3g commercial 
popularized the phrase “There’s an app for that” reflecting the idea that communication 
technologies provide simple fixes to life’s many difficulties.70 In April 2012, Facebook offered 
its users more than nine million apps.71 While the Pew Research Center finds that one in three 
adults download apps, downloading is highest among young adults aged 18-29, and also very 
popular with younger teens.72 Indeed, all of these teens used apps as part of their involvement 
with Facebook, including CityVille, Pinterest, Instagram, Words With Friends, Add Your 
Birthday, Draw Something, 20 Questions, and Spotify. They were found to have anywhere 
between three and 18 Facebook apps, with an average number of eight. In exchange for services, 
these apps collected personal information from teens’ Facebook accounts. Through Facebook 
                                                
69 http://www.pagedatapro.com/pages/leaderboard/fc/fan_count/-/-  
70 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=szrsfeyLzyg  
71 http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1326801/000119312512175673/d287954ds1a.htm#toc287954_10  
72 http://www.slideshare.net/PewInternet/teens-2012-truth-trends-and-myths-about-teen-online-behavior  
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Platforms, friend lists also are shared with apps. In this, Facebook shares teens’ information with 
apps they use, and also with some they do not use, but that their Facebook friends do. What 
happens to teens’ data once it reaches an app is someone else’s business. This means that much, 
if not all, of the information these teens add to Facebook ends up out of their control. This is the 
case even for Sarah and LaToya, who take many extra precautions to see that their information is 
protected in an effort to stay safe in their social media involvements.  
Third party-applications’ interoperability with social media platforms mediate and 
assuage certain challenges experienced by Facebook users in easing their ability to access 
interesting information quickly and directly in Facebook. Through interoperability of these 
platforms, the games, entertainment, and other services and content of these apps becomes 
“interoperable,” or easily transmitted between platforms. This can removes steps needed to 
accomplish tasks, and feel like a great convenience. However, interoperability also enable app 
providers eased ability to access Facebook users’ personal information, making this personal 
data also interoperable, or transferable between the two platforms.  
This suggests that Facebook’s relationship with apps presents possibilities for users’ 
unintended disclosure of sensitive private information to outside sources. Personal data can be 
managed, but they can also be wily and hard to control. When information are allowed increased 
freedom to move between Facebook and apps in interoperability, users’ might gain increased 
trust and appreciation for the new ease they are offered in their Facebook involvements. Made 
interoperable, services from apps become more accessible and, thus, potentially more usable. At 
the same time, though, users’ personal information also becomes more accessible and potentially 
usable to marketers in ways that can limit the owner’s control over their own identities. In this, 
users’ ability to control the flow of their personal information is severely curtailed.  
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In allowing for easily transmissible and malleable material, interoperability has the 
potential to lessen the accuracy and overall credibility of personal information placed on 
Facebook.73 Indeed, in being easily accessible, interoperable data are susceptible to being 
misused or of falling into the wrong hands and being misappropriated.74 Despite the immediate 
conveniences they supply, the interoperable efforts of apps are not always beneficent, intended, 
or, in the long run, socially convenient to Facebook users. As Langdon Winner wrote 
dramatically in 1986, “[a]n age rich in electronic information may achieve wonderful social 
conveniences at a cost of placing freedom perhaps inadvertently in a deep chill.”75 
“Big data” and safety. A recent study by the Pew Center on Internet and Society 
(Madden, Lenhart, Cortesi, Gasser, Duggan, & Smith, 2013) finds that teens know and care little 
about “big data” as collected in social media. In many ways, this makes sense, as the bounds of 
“big data” are still being defined and negotiated based on changing social, legal, and technical 
capacities and concerns. LaToya was insightful in noting that “they change Facebook a lot, so 
I'm still learning how to use it.” Indeed, social media sites do change what “privacy” means and 
how it operates in their spaces frequently. Keeping up with these changing Terms of Service 
agreements and Data Use rules is not at an easy accomplishment. Even reading these documents 
proves highly difficult even for non-children. Siegel+Gale (2012) found Facebook’s Data Use 
Policy far less understandable than known difficult texts, such as rules for a bank rewards 
                                                
73Attempts to create accurate user profiles through pieces of data has proven problematic. See here D. Searles 
(2012). The Intention Economy: When Customers Take Charge. Personal data provided through text or pictures can 
easily be doctored and distributed to create inaccurate – and sometimes even libelous – depictions of individuals. 
And critics also point out that, despite its biological underpinnings, even interoperable data gathered through 
biometrics have been found to be prone to error, and to be far less than definitive in identifying its owners.  
74 For example, misappropriated interoperable data made front-page news when then-New York Representative 
Anthony Weiner’s sexually explicit self-portrait tweeted to a love interest was forwarded on to unintended viewers, 
leading to his political downfall  And stories abound of young people’s digitized images sent through social media 
making their way to the screens of unintended, deceitful peers or to lawyers pressing child pornography charges. 
75 L. Winner. Mythinformation. The Whale and the Reactor: A Search for Limits in an Age of High Technology, 
page 13. Retrieved from http://www.tomandmaria.com/691si/Readings/Winner%20-%20Mythinformation.pdf  
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program and a government notice, and deemed to be entirely incomprehensible by more than 
half of the adults they studied.  
Citing Facebook’s Samuel Lessin as stating the company wants users “to have a lot of 
confidence in our platform,” an article by Yu (2012) explores the most recent privacy changes 
made by Facebook instituted to “eliminate surprises about how the privacy settings work and 
controlling your content” (para. 3). The author notes that even these changes proposed to 
“eliminate surprises” in user privacy prove cumbersome. At base, the changes move the location 
of Privacy Settings from directly under the gear icon to a more buried position under the 
“Security” option. “Big data,” as a concept, is a new naming of the old idea that you can 
potentially learn a lot from a lot of information. In itself, it is hard to understand. Beyond this, 
the user is held responsible for hearing about the newest frequent change made to social media 
policies and controls around advertisement, data collection, and other issues related to users 
being “let alone” to control their data sharing. They are responsible for finding and 
understanding the many pages outlining these changes, and for figuring out how to reset 
permissions in reflection of their accounts having previously-set default options switched over to 
an opt-out “public.” In consideration of this, as well as the larger system allowing numerous 
collection techniques and uses of this data to remain undisclosed as “trade secrets” (Haff, 2012; 
Lohr, 2011), and the even wider infrastructure of data-collecting, Internet-linked computers that 
social media exists within, private information mined from social media and involved in big data 
is, indeed, hard to understand or even to conceptualize. It is even harder to control. 
Ambiguities about data use and safety. As Internet users, we might know that 
information is sold to advertisers, but we don’t know exactly what is being done with the 
collected data. Efforts such as Facebook’s new Graph Search makes us believe that our 
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information is collected from social media to inform the Internet’s efficiency in advertising 
directly to us. But people like Doc Searls (2012) argue that, as slick as they present themselves, 
targeted advertisement is actually a very blunt tool that has proven to be inefficient in its 
targeting. Perhaps the intent of data mining is more a scatter-shot, with information collected for 
some purpose to be determined in the future. Langdon Winner (1986) warns of technologies that 
are created with the untapped potential to surveil. While the larger economic system surrounding 
social media deserves ample consideration for those interested in safety, Winner’s work urges us 
also to “pay attention to the characteristics of technical objects and the meaning of those 
characteristic” (p. 2). As technical artifacts, the design of Facebook and Twitter shape user 
involvement, and establish patterns of power. This influences how safety is able to happen. For 
example, a recent study by the Pew Research Center finds that teens are posting far more 
“personal” information about themselves on social media than they have since 2006 (Madden, 
Lenhart, Cortesi, Gasser, Duggan & Smith, 2013). It is important to note that every piece of 
information this study cites teens as posting is specifically asked for by Facebook in fields that 
make up users’ “About” page.76 While teens are sharing more information on social media that 
might be considered “private,” it cannot be ignored that social media is specifically asking them 
to (honestly) provide this information to be a part of their club.77  
Also, by outlining “privacy” as that which relates to others seeing information considered 
personal, the infrastructure of these social networks have defined and, in many ways, set 
parameters around what users conceptualize as “privacy.” This might bound what one should 
think to be concerned with regarding the security and protection of their personal information in 
                                                
76 The study finds more teens have posted a photo of themselves, school name, city/town where they live, email 
address, and phone number in 2012 than in 2016. Facebook’s “About” page includes each of these items.  
77 Also, in Facebook’s case, social media makes teens users commit legally to “not provide any false personal 
information on Facebook,” further illustrating how the infrastructure of this site encourages (even mandates) private 
disclosure. 
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this space not just for new or young users, but for all who begin involvement in a social media 
environments pitching itself as “new.” Data mining, having your information archived, and 
having your information sold are not settings to opt out of within Facebook Privacy Settings. 
Indeed, with broad and vague data mining underway as part of involvement, “privacy” as defined 
in social media privacy settings is not the same as privacy writ large, as codified into US law or 
imagined by the general population or by teens. It is also not the same as safety.  
In social media, the commercial interests behind data mining necessitate that teens 
interact with entities that parents would typically not allow their daughters to have as visitors at 
home. While some might immediately read these “not allowed visitors” as unsavory middle-aged 
male letches, more probable is that they are actually businesses using this social space to foster 
relationships between teens and their brands and products as they hawk their wares. Sarah 
explained one experience she had with this while on Twitter. “Like, I know that my friend said 
"Verizon sucks" on Twitter, and Verizon actually tweeted them saying "Well, did you do this, or 
did you do that, or "if your phone still doesn't work, we'll give you a free data plan" or something 
like that.” Amelia spoke with pride of having one of her tweets about disliking early morning 
winter cattle feeding favorited and forwarded on by a feed company she followed. She was 
impressed by this attention. “It kind of made me feel like I was famous,” she said with a smile.  
Legislation exists to protect young people in their social media involvements. Hoofnagle, 
King, Li and Turow (2010) find that teens see social media as beneficent, believing that these 
sites look out for their best interests. They also found that teens feel that the law protects their 
privacy more than it really does, reflecting a lack of awareness and understanding of the 
operations of larger societal structures directly related to their safety online. Data mining and 
sale is extensive for all users on these sites. And, while generally considered a protected 
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population, existing protections for minors online are weak. The Child Online Privacy Protection 
Act (COPPA) was first passed in 1998. While COPPA originally prohibited advertisement to 
children under the age of 13 while online, following years of lobbying from Facebook and other 
groups, a change was made to the act at the end of 2012. Advertising is now allowed to those 
under 13, as is user profiling, a move that a December 2012 press release from the FTC states 
will “strengthen kids’ privacy protections and give parents greater control over the personal 
information that websites and online services may collect from children under 13” (para. 3).78 
Data mining is a part of social media. Increased data collection and targeted advertising enabled 
by data mining of these teen users’ accounts will only make the advertising they receive on 
social media more robust and potentially relevant. “More relevant to who?” and “For whose 
benefit and safety?” are questions that should be asked much more at this point.  
Reflections. US society is gravely concerned with teenagers’ irresponsibility in their 
social media use. However, in consideration of their involvements within a system that benefits 
from lessened  personal privacy, the focus of this concern is off-target. The Pew Center on 
Internet & American Life’s most recent study on teens and safety raises with alarm that, while 
40% of teen social media users express concern about third parties potentially accessing the 
information they share on social media, only 9% say they are “very concerned.” They contrast 
this to the “full 81% of parents [reporting] that they are “very” or “somewhat” concerned about 
third parties accessing their children’s information online, with 46% reporting that they are “very 
concerned” (p. 10). Their point is that children are not as worried as they should be about the 
risks they are taking online. However, what is left out of this story is adults’ feelings about their 
own risk-taking in social media. A separate Pew study on reputation management found that 
older Internet users teens’ parents’ age were far less likely than young users to take steps to limit 
                                                
78 http://www.ftc.gov/opa/2012/12/coppa.shtm 
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the disclosure of their own personal information online, and that, while young uses remained 
constant in their high levels of information limitation, older users significantly decreased the 
amount of information they limited in social media over time (Madden & Smith, 2010). Social 
media affords social conveniences in exchange for users’ lessened willingness to be surveilled 
and monitored. While, as a society, we like to say that teens are risky for taking part in this 
exchange, the reality is that we all are.   
As voices calling teens “dumb,”79 “wimps”80 and “risky” for their social (media) 
involvements get louder in US society, we would be wise to ask how commercial interests 
fueling data mining are involved in soliciting (and even requiring) unwise choice-making by 
young people, and by all social media users, as well as how deeply held cultural beliefs about 
adolescent unpreparedness and irresponsibility cause us to look past these interests to locate risk 
firmly in the actions of young people. 
Socialization and safety. Considerations of youth safety in social media should also 
include some reflection upon the quality of information teens seek about the world, and receive 
on social media. A YouTube video entitled “Golden Eagle Snatches Kid” went viral on 
Facebook in late 2012. The clip, which was shared on many Facebook pages, showed an eagle 
swooping down in a Montreal park to grab a toddler and begin to fly off with the child in its 
talons. The description listed for the video on YouTube stated that it captured a real event, 
reading “A golden eagle tries to snatch a baby in Montreal! What if he got away with it!?” 
However, just one day after it debuted, it was announced that the video was created as a final 
project for a course in 3D Animation and Digital Design at a Montreal Film college (Chantal, 
2012). By the time of this announcement, less than 24 hours after its release, the video had been 
                                                
79 http://www.dumbestgeneration.com/home.html  
80 http://www.anationofwimps.com  
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watched by more than a million viewers. As of May 2013, it racked up over 42 million views. 
While the Internet lit up with discussion over the brilliance of this piece, some voiced concern. In 
particular, conservationists warned that this predatory staged performance could have very real 
implications for those who did not catch the press release stating the video was a hoax. Indeed, at 
least one county in northern Wisconsin and in Washington State reported a marked surge in 
eagle shootings following the video’s airing (Hanson, 2013; Moberg, 2013).Teens are told to be 
critical of information they encounter on the web, to question sources and consider motivations. 
But, by far, most of the (limited) training they receive in this area focuses upon text and other 
written sources. This could be understood as a potential threat to safety, especially in a time with 
few gatekeepers to vet or control information quality online, and when, for many, “seeing is 
believing.” 
For the teens in this study, social media is an independent activity. Even when they 
accessed their accounts through friends’ computers, they reported that, outside of occasional in-
person sharing, they took turns and generally gave each other space to tend to their page on their 
own. They primarily used social media on their own. Social media’s presentation of “news” and 
information within a commercial advertising space should raise eyebrows for those concerned 
with adolescents independently seeking direction in the world. While the web hosts many vetted 
and reputable news sources, re-postings of “news” stories from entertainment sites such as Fox 
News-partnered Radar Online from America Media (owner of Star and National Enquirer 
newspapers) were most prevalent in these teens’ social media accounts.  
Also, some of the teens’ accounts included posts lightly labeled “Sponsored Stories” and 
“Suggested Post” that appeared in their News Feed blending into friends’ status updates.81These 
posts included links to news stories or to commercial products. They are a type of Facebook 
                                                
81 http://www.insidefacebook.com/2012/10/22/facebook-tests-suggested-post-label-for-non-social-news-feed-ads/  
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advertisement, listing “Sponsored” in even lighter text.82 Other advertisements of this type posts 
made while mentioning a business or other Facebook “Pages” users “liked” do not need such 
labeling. Like all users, all of the teens’ Facebook accounts were also bordered by 
advertisements. The presence of these commercially-motivated items presented as “news” and 
other forms of general information raises concern for how the world is being presented to teens 
through Facebook. When Annie was explaining about her difficulties learning about college 
admissions and scholarships, she noted an advertisement on the side of her Facebook page in 
telling me she knew paying for school wouldn’t prove to be a problem for her. The ad featured a 
shoulders-up photograph of a young, black women with her hand over her mouth looking 
shocked. It read: “$5500 Grants For Students. People can get $5500 to go back to school in 
2013! Click to see if you qualify.” Annie said: “First, I’ll get a music scholarship to pay for 
things.” She then pointed to the ad. “Or I can get the money for college lots of other ways if that 
doesn’t work out.”  
The “news” and information presented on social media should cause concern for teen 
safety. Twitter, and to a lesser extent, Facebook, are known to be sources for gathering breaking 
local, national and international stories before they hit the press. But they are also known to be 
spaces where parodies and satires crafted to be smartly witty are widely spread as serious news 
not just to youth, but also to politicians (Weinger, 2012) and to other adults here and across the 
globe (Bogira, 2012; Fallon, 2012). Websites exist that are devoted exclusively to these gaffs, 
calling them out with a similar intent of being cheeky. Once such popular Tumblr site named 
“Literally Unbelievable” purports to document actual people’s tweets and Facebook posts 
spreading as real fake news from The Onion newspaper, a publication of sharp satire. However, 
drawing parallels to viral humorous (but fake) Facebook posts based on purportedly “real” 
                                                
82 https://www.facebook.com/help/162317430499238/  
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iPhone Auto-corrected conversations83 and to purportedly “real” (but, again, fake) viral 
Facebook exchanges involving teenage girls doing stupid things like getting a tattoo of their new 
boyfriend on their arm,84 doubt has been raised about Literally Unbelievable’s own “real” 
stories, with light charges made against the website for fabricating its content to attract viewers. 
On this, one writer making such a charge muses that “maybe it doesn’t matter if they’re fake or 
not, because the essence of the blog gets at a larger truth, one that we’re all very much invested 
in believing: Other people are idiots” (Oneil, 2011, para. 7). Such messages provide further 
fodder to fuel feelings of interpersonal distrust prevalent within US society. They also serve to 
potentially lessen solidarity between and for females, because, online, females come off 
particularly idiotic.  
Social media is a site of socialization where people learn about the world, about one 
another, and about how they are expected to behave to be part of society (Livingstone, 2009). In 
Facebook and Twitter, the teens in this study report learning from others, as Carollynn states, 
“how to be, and how not to be.” As discussed previously, this often has them self-monitoring and 
self-censoring to peers and to parents for fear of reprisal. Also, it is important to note that 
females, as a group, fare quite poorly in their representation in this space. Amidst the cuts in 
public funding and rises in college tuition of the Great Recession, young women have been 
painted throughout the Internet as entitled and spoiled. An April 2013 article appeared on my 
Facebook newsfeed, linking to a wordpress site. It told of a NYU Business School professor’s 
email response to a disgruntled student who had sent him an emailed explanation after the 
professor refused them admittance to the first class of the term because they arrived an hour late 
due to course browsing. The professor’s direct email, which replaced the students’ name with 
                                                
83 http://www.damnyouautocorrect.com  
84 http://thechive.com/2012/02/23/girl-tattoos-boyfriend-of-1-week-on-her-arm-a-facebook-thread-ensues-12-
photos/  
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“xxxx”, told the student their reasoning was inconsiderate and immature. In no minced words, he 
stated that, in contrast to the difficult demands of the work world, “respecting institutions, having 
manners, demonstrating a level of humility… are all (relatively) easy.” The email instructed 
“xxxx” to “get [their] shit together” and to get “the easy stuff right” if they hoped to succeed in 
the world. Though the article was posted in 2010, it generated its most enthusiastic audience 
response in the spring of 2013, with 960 comments posted as of April 12, 2013. Despite the fact 
that the professor made reference to his email recipient as “an anonymous student who is now 
regretting the send button on his laptop” (emphasis added), and the fact that the male pronoun is 
still commonly used in the English language to refer to members of mixed-sex groups, almost all 
of the comments referencing the student by sex spoke of them as female.  
A comment by “VytteGirl” states: “While I understand what she was trying to do, she 
went about it the wrong way. It would have been better to meet with each professor or a student 
who has taken their class and investigated it that way. Would you ever go to three different 
employers and hang out for an hour and then move on until you found one you liked? No. This 
was something she should have learned in orientation.” One by “MlleCheree” writes: “Why 
doesn’t xxxx offer to pay the other students for the time which she’s wasted by interrupting 
class? Could it be for the same reasons she thinks nothing of barging in and then writing a thinly-
veiled snarky email — an inflated sense of entitlement, poor judgment, and abysmal manners?” 
Another by “Ann” writes: “This student (or her Parents) are paying 50K? This is a lesson this 
entitled brat should have already known for free by the time she gets to grad school! Quit with 
the excuses, already!” And one by Anonymous states, “The professor did that student a favor and 
gave her a reality check. It really seemed like she didn’t know what she was doing. In essence 
she 1) Did not know how to do research, 2) Could not make a decision at the right time. You 
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know those executives who jump meeting to meeting, but never get anything done? Yeah, she 
was on her way to becoming one.” And a comment to the article post on my Facebook newsfeed 
stated: “I was complaining about this girl last week.” I emailed the professor telling him I found 
these comments curious, and asking if he might tell me the sex of the student. His response was, 
again, to the point: “male.”  
Through comment boards like these along with other mediascaping mechanisms within 
social media, such as made up stories masquerading as news articles documenting events like a 
Facebook breakup caused by a young women “stupidly” getting a tattoo of a very new 
boyfriend,85 condescendingly sexist micropublications such as Shit Girls Say,86 low budget 
pornography-inspired American Apparel clothing advertisements,87 the vacuously attention-
seeking “Annoying Facebook Girl” meme,88 and like-farming, female-on-female shaming 
postings such as the “Hey Girls, Did You Know” meme and Facebook page, stereotypes of 
young females as arrogant, entitled, slutty, stupid, unprepared, and, at base, undeserving of 
respect perpetuate and receive social circulation and affirmation.  
Furthermore, while both Facebook and Twitter have statements regarding non-tolerance 
of hate speech, these policies have not been applied to address misogyny or jokes about rape or 
violence against female – all of which are present in US society, and related to females’ 
subjugation and marginality. Facebook has repeatedly dismissed as histrionic requests made 
asking them to address misogynistic and rape-related comedy-oriented accounts’ postings as 
“hate speech.” In 2011, Facebook denied this type of request made about a Group page named 
“You know she's playing hard to get when your chasing her down an alleyway," calling the 
                                                
85 http://www.happyplace.com/14442/awful-tattoo-leads-to-amazing-facebook-breakup  
86 https://twitter.com/shitgirlssay This Twitter micropublication has also been turned into a book.   
87 http://www.dailymail.co.uk/femail/article-2325474/American-Apparel-branded-sexist-degrading-ads-unisex-shirt-
featuring-half-naked-women-g-strings-fully-clothed-men.html   
88 http://memegenerator.net/Annoying-Facebook-Girl  
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Group’s acts “rude jokes” (Knowles, 2011). In this, Facebook continued in its policy of 
accepting violence against women and degrading depictions of women as no big deal.   
In May of 2013, a collective letter written by Women Action Media, The Everyday 
Sexism Project, and writer Soraya Chemaly and signed by more than 100 organizations was sent 
to Facebook and Facebook advertisers asking them to “[r]ecognize speech that trivializes or 
glorifies violence against girls and women as hate speech and make a commitment that you will 
not tolerate this content,“ noting they were referring specifically to Facebook “groups, pages and 
images that explicitly condone or encourage rape or domestic violence or suggest that they are 
something to laugh or boast about.”89 Here, the letter references the massive number of 
unquestioned Facebook postings that joke about domestic violence, abuse, and rape directed 
against females,90 such as a meme with a picture of a man behind a woman in a gown kissing her 
on the right cheek at what appears to be a table set for a fancy dinner. His napkin is raised in his 
left hand. The top of the image reads: “Win her over.” The bottom, “with Chloroformtm The way 
real men get the girl.” Another shows an image of a woman prone on the ground, her head 
surrounded by an immense pool of blood. “I LIKE HER,” the text reads above the picture. 
Below: “FOR HER BRAINS.” Another features a hog-tied young female with bared midriff on a 
couch with a gag in her mouth. “IT’S NOT RAPE” it reads. Below this: “If she really didn’t 
want to, she would have said something.” Another shows a young woman with many bruises on 
her face. Above the image: “1/3 of women are physically abused.” Below it: “2/3 of men aren’t 
doing their job” In its Community Standards page,91 Facebook’s hate speech policy states: 
Facebook does not permit hate speech, but distinguishes between serious and humorous 
speech. While we encourage you to challenge ideas, institutions, events, and practices, 
                                                
89 http://www.womenactionmedia.org/facebookaction/open-letter-to-facebook/  
90 http://www.womenactionmedia.org/examples-of-gender-based-hate-speech-on-facebook/  
91 https://www.facebook.com/communitystandards  
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we do not permit individuals or groups to attack others based on their race, ethnicity, 
national origin, religion, sex, gender, sexual orientation, disability or medical condition.  
In response to this policy, the letter stated: 
Facebook prohibits hate speech and your moderators deal with content that is violently 
racist, homophobic, Islamophobic, and anti-Semitic every day. Your refusal to similarly 
address gender-based hate speech marginalizes girls and women, sidelines our 
experiences and concerns, and contributes to violence against them. Facebook is an 
enormous social network with more than a billion users around the world, making your 
site extremely influential in shaping social and cultural norms and behaviors. 
As of the writing of this chapter, Facebook letter writers continue to await a response. What is 
known, however, is that the widespread use of a site that tolerates and disseminates negative 
portrayals of females has implications for how teens will come to understand themselves and 
others, as well as upon how others will come to understand teens.  
Like members of many other marginalized groups who are also falsely told the Internet 
ignores bodies in welcoming only mind, females are portrayed throughout the Internet in stock, 
violent, and offensive ways that influence how they are known in society, and that both affirm 
and maintain the marginality they experience offline. This is related to their safety. 
High-quality information that is hard to otherwise find exists within social media. 
However, information does not have to be of high quality to be present and shared in this space. 
Commercial interests within social media have paid staff devoted to creating advertisements 
well-disguised as interesting “news” and information in their quest of drawing users’ eyes and 
clicks (Turow, 2012). While social media’s allowed anonymity can help users seek for 
information, it can also help source and spread bad information without recourse. And, with 
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increased use and attention, it could be argued that social media, itself, benefits from the 
production and dissemination of fabricated, shocking information that gets shared in its forums. 
Far-flung, controversial, and otherwise “edgy” content that is part of social media – such as those 
calling young women entitled or deserving of violence or slutty, or even those presenting made-
up stories – create spectacles that get noticed in ways that can improve offerings of audience 
numbers to potential advertisers. But the spectacle, writes Debord (1988), “is not something 
added to the real world. . . . On the contrary, it is the very heart of society’s real unreality” (p. 6). 
Stories presented as news shape users’ understandings of realities, and of the world around them. 
This could be considered especially significant when considering the involvement of young 
people who face physical restrictions in their ability to experience and know the world first-hand, 
and who, as a result, use social media as a window to outside knowledge. Social media’s ability 
to host and profit off of information as spectacle presents a concern to teens’ safety. 
Resistance and safety. The face of social media-based resistance to oppressive 
authoritarian rule is often drawn female (MacKinnon, 2012). As simultaneously creative spaces 
promising wider-world connection, access, and community and owned spaces with interests in 
data and profits, social media can be understood to have seriously implications for US youth and 
females in regards to social resistance.   
Those protesting the social order the have been long recognized as risks in this country. 
The activities of American activists involved in efforts to address inequitable power structures 
that undergird marginal identities have historically been surveilled by the state. Greenberg 
(2012) discusses a subtle but significant turning of attitude toward domestic resisters following 
the launch of the USA PATRIOT Act from one involving “subversion” held under J. Edgar 
Hoover’s FBI to today’s more violent framing of “terrorism.” Even before the passage of this 
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act, though, those who posed a potential challenge to domestic power structures in advocating for 
increased rights in the US have been subject to high levels of scrutiny, threatening privacy and 
the First Amendment. For example, the FBI’s secret Counterintelligence Program, or 
COINTELPRO, began in 1956 to combat Communism. Since then, in the name of national 
security, it aggressively infiltrated, maligned and monitored the Black Power Party, the 
American Indian Movement, the Socialist Worker Party, student groups opposing the draft and 
the war, and other protesting branches of the loosely allied “New Left” in the late 1960s and ‘70s 
(Churchill & Vander Wall, 1990; Cunningham, 2003). An important part of this work was using 
the media to disseminate unflattering images and notions about those involved in these 
movements and to prevent them for creating counter narratives (Friedman, 2005).  
More recently, in 2013, the FBI was found to be involved in infiltrating and otherwise 
surveilling at least two separate Occupy Wall Street movements, efforts rallied generally around 
challenging growing economic inequity. In one of these instances, Phoenix police funds 
allocated to fight terrorism were used to monitor Occupy Facebook profiles, with Sergeant Trent 
Crump in the Phoenix Police Department’s media relations department reporting that they 
“gather intel on a number of social media sites regularly”92 on this and other domestic 
involvements. Petras, (2011) argues that the Internet involves two separate and opposing public 
faces: one that serves the military and capital. The other serves labor and social opposition. 
Often, these faces are at odds around privacy issues. Similarly, Morozov (2011) writes that many 
effective Internet scandals rely upon the trust networks that fuel Internet communities to gain 
user information. While holes and leaks that allow these types of attacks can be addressed and 
patched, he points out that such breaches make users believe they are being watched, and that, 
because of this, they are unsafe. Morozov states that this serves to inspire self-monitoring and 
                                                
92http://www.democracynow.org/2013/5/22/editor_of_the_progressive_calls_for  
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self–censorship in ways that can effectively stifle user dissent, leading to an opting-out of in-
person activities that might go against the grain to assert their interests.  
Protestor- and people-monitoring by the FBI could be considered to be part of the their 
larger goal of “total information awareness” (Greenberg, 2012). But it also raises concern about 
the ability marginalized peoples in the US, such as adolescents, might have to move beyond 
online connections to organize and address power imbalances with their online (and offline) 
actions in the interest of social change and justice. Emancipatory rhetoric surrounds national and 
global movements for “internet freedom.” This rhetoric has been successful in crafting the notion 
that Internet access and use relates to increased rights and lessened social control of good, 
socially marginalized people. It has been far less successful in providing solid evidence that this 
is actually what happens for them (Fuchs, 2012; McChesney, 2013; Morozov, 2010; Nakamura, 
2002).  
Scholars such as Manuel Castells (2009) discuss the Internet as being involved in 
marginalized peoples’ struggles against oppression across the globe, but he warns not to take this 
as a given. Rebecca MacKinnon (2012) explains this warning using Castells’ own words, writing 
that “digitally empowered citizens may have won important victories, but these victories are not 
necessarily permanent ‘because the powerholders in the network society’ will do everything 
possible to ‘enclose free communication in commercialized and policed networks’” (p. 13). 
MacKinnon joins Castells in calling for extreme caution in applying revolutionary rhetoric and 
hopes to the Internet. “(W)e understand how power works in the physical world,” she writes, 
“but we do not yet have a clear understanding of how power works in the digital realm” (ibid). 
Operating within opaque and publicly inaccessible legal and technical infrastructures of 
communication and social technologies controlled by many overlapping interests, McChesney 
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(2013) notes that, in addition to offering space for involvements and sharing, Internet-related 
companies such as social media “also provide and shape the digital spaces upon which citizens 
increasingly depend” (p. 11). The trust teens placed in social media communications within this 
context has serious implications for teens’ well-being and safety in US society. Young people’s 
increased trust in and reliance upon social media infrastructure calls into question their ability to 
use Hirschman's "voice" to effectively negotiate their powerlessness, and ultimately, to have any 
hope in challenging the marginality they face in adolescence and in US society. 
Identities and safety. Identities construction and performance occurs in social media. 
The teens in this study felt encouraged to express themselves in these spaces. But, while 
expression was encouraged, it was allowed within a certain template or infrastructure established 
by the social media platform. Due to set fields, users were able to construct themselves as 
affiliated with specific things in the “About” section of their Facebook page – with music, 
movies, television shows, books, relationships, places, friends, religion, age, politics, languages, 
work, education. They were not able to construct themselves as being “about” their ethnicity, or 
race, or their involvements in sports or in cattle showing, or their creative efforts such as their 
personalized photographs or their nail art. They were able to construct identities according to 
unchangeable, stock categories afforded by the social media space, and to exercise these 
identities through specific actions that were allowed: posting, liking, following, favoriting, 
commenting, tagging, friending, poking. Also, while they were able to post or tweet on anything 
they wanted in these networks, they stated that their interest in social approval and in flattering 
display shaped their involvement, and their affiliations in this more-open space. 
Tying back into notion of “one identity,” social media creates a scrapbooked record of 
personal goings-on that might make it difficult for young people to claim multiple identities, and 
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to have non-dominant identities accepted by others (Mayer-Schonberger, 2009). Teens stated 
that peers sought verification of them being who they said they were online. Indeed, Sarah stated 
that “people like want to see how you actually are without like actually meeting you, on 
Facebook, it could be bad because you are being fake online, so they don't even know who you 
are. That's just how they perceive you.” And Facebook, itself, does things to ensure siloed, 
uniform identity, such as requiring “real names” as part of their Statement of Rights and 
Responsibilities.93 This Statement also outlines that users are committed to operating one 
personal account, to keeping their contact information “accurate and up-to-date,” to not share 
passwords, and to “not provide any false personal information on Facebook.” Facebook also 
occasionally sends messages to friends asking them verify if your name is real. Add to this 
Google CEO’s suggestion that, to counter the impact of historical data mining and archiving, in 
the not too distant future, “every young person…will be entitled automatically to change his or 
her name on reaching adulthood in order to disown youthful hijinks stored on their friends’ 
social media sites” (Jenkins, 2010). In the interests more streamlined data aggregation, social 
media operates as a social mechanism advancing the adoption of a singular, cohesive, and 
uniform identity, and discouraging teens from claiming multiple, contradictory selves.  
In 1968, Erik Erikson, considered by many in psychology to be the father of identity 
development, wrote that the psychosocial developmental goal for young people in adolescence is 
to possess a feeling and an appearance of personal “sameness” and “continuity,” (p. 50) or “an 
identity.” In his psychosocial identity theory, Erikson (1968) built off the work of German 
ethologists in asserting that young people encounter an umwelt, or a uniquely subjective outside 
environment that becomes part of their own personal bounding as a “pervasive actuality” (24). 
That is, Erikson’s identity theory understands identity to come into existence within that very 
                                                
93 https://www.facebook.com/legal/terms  
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social space that connects the young person to their adult society, and identity formation to 
involve one’s personal bounding reflecting the dominant adult culture surrounding them. One's 
identity is considered to be shaped by and attached to the individual, but identity theory does not 
locate identity within the person. Identity is contingent upon the adult norms, expectations, and 
values within the individual culture (Cohen, 1992; James, 1993). Accordingly, identity theory 
views the tasks related to identity formation as firmly tied to social expectations, and the 
accomplishment of tasks tied to interpersonal social approval, satisfaction, and reward (Erikson, 
1968; Musgrove, 1964; Newman & Newman, 1979). While identity formation is generally 
considered a process of one “finding themselves,” psychosocial theory opines that, to do so, 
young people must subsume (and even “lose”) some of their sense of who they feel they are and 
are not in the specific norms, values, and goals of their culture’s adult society. From this, young 
people face the task of overcoming ontological confusion by re-forming and committing to an 
understanding of themselves based on their new affiliation with – and absorption into – the adult 
“communal culture” into which they are re-born. Identity theory finds that young people form an 
identity by integrating newly socially-salient understandings of themselves with those that 
existed at the end of childhood to create new personal boundaries (Erikson, 1977). It is through 
this negotiation of self through society that identity is formed within identity theory. When 
successfully accomplished, Erikson (1988) argues that the “sameness” and “continuity” of 
identity brings about fidelity, or “the strength of disciplined devotion” (p. 20) which enables one 
to remain constant in their beliefs. 
In its “one identity” policy, Facebook also seeks fidelity. However, unlike for Erikson, 
who saw this as key to a sense of purpose, the achievement of user fidelity, or “disciplined 
devotion,” in Facebook is in the interest of effective marketing and profit. Facebook’s “one 
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identity” policy purports to optimize its advertisers’ target marketing, thus bringing it more 
advertisers and, with them, more revenue. While Facebook users build their own network of 
relationships in the site by branding their Facebook “identity” through affiliation with and 
display of certain friends and interests, Facebook and its partners are also working to build and 
track these relationship networks. In his book, The Daily You, Joseph Turow (2012) writes that 
“Fan” pages help with this effort. While some actual fans host these page on Facebook, fan pages 
are generally run by businesses seeking fans to visit and “like” them, thus creating a networked 
relationship between them on (and in) the user’s Facebook profile. Turow explains that fan pages 
offer coupons or other incentives to gain visitors, and that when users visit their page, Facebook 
provides them with their profile information, including their friend network. This enables the 
business owner of the fan page to form a basic profile for the user, which can be added to with 
information on their usage on the page, as well as from other sources. When the user “likes” a 
fan page, the page sends a notice of this to all the user’s friends, hoping to gain more “likes.”  
Turow (2012) writes that Facebook fan pages also attract users to interactive third party 
applications, or “apps,” through which they are able to gain much more information to add to 
their user profile. Facebook realizes that advertising can irritate and put-off users, Turow 
explains, lowering their comfort and leading to lessened involvement. Because of this, the 
company limits the size of advertisements in all but its fan pages. To compensate for 
advertisement limitations and potential overloads, Facebook allows fan page-owning businesses 
and other marketers to offer apps such as games (such as Words With Friends, CityVille, Angry 
Birds, Candy Crush, numerous types of bingo and poker), media and music sites (such as ESPN, 
Pandora, Spotifty, Hulu), design programs (such as Pintrest and “geo-social” Instagram which 
enables users to share photos and. more subtly, location), geolocational sites (such as foursquare, 
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Mapquest, TripAdvisor, Gogobot, Skout, Zillow, LonelyPlanet) and other types of storytelling, 
shared experience, health, expert, and otherwise interactive platforms that users join and make 
part of their Facebook profile. Apps are very popular on Facebook, with, Instagram, the most 
popular app in January of 2013, boasting more than 44.8 million users.94 “The aim of Facebook 
apps,” Turow writes, is to urge fans and other Facebook users “to be in touch with, and click like 
on, new offers, contests, or other owned media activities at their own Facebook page” (146). In 
being outside of Facebook, apps are not bound to Facebook privacy rules. This allows these sites 
to collect extensive information on users. This additional information further refines users’ 
profiles as businesses work to continue unveiling users’ “one identity” with the goal of targeting 
advertisements and advancing “relationships” that heighten users’ “disciplined devotion” to their 
products.  
In addition to being used to fuel commercial allegiances, “one identity”-focused personal 
data collection opens users up to greater chances of online fraud and offline monitoring. Like 
social media itself, many popular apps like CityVille and Instagram are also social, encouraging 
users’ “sharing” of information. In being found to further facilitate third-party information 
gathering on users and their friends, the trust networks established in these types of social apps, 
as in social media, have implications for user safety. For example, Jagatic, Johnson, Jakobsson 
and Menczer (2007) found that researchers were more able to accomplish a malevolent 
“phishing” scam, or “a form of deception in which an attacker attempts to fraudulently acquire 
sensitive information from a victim” (94), when sending their message from what appeared to be 
a friend’s social media account rather from an outside stranger. And females, they reported, were 
more likely to fall for this type of social trickery than were males, showing themselves more 
open to accepting information and directives spread to them by others within their trusted 
                                                
94 http://www.insidefacebook.com/2013/01/01/top-25-facebook-apps-january-2013/  
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networks. With access to users’ friend lists, third party apps work outside of the rules and 
regulations of Facebook to utilize social media trust networks for their own personal gain, 
creating a new layer of potential user manipulation within social media.  
Offline, “one-identity” user profiles have potential applications to surveillance 
technologies. Facebook’s recent purchase of facial recognition company face.com has been 
publicly presented as a move aimed at heightening users’ interactive social sharing 
experiences.95 “People who use Facebook enjoy sharing photos and memories with their 
friends,” a Facebook-issued statement reads, “and face.com's technology has helped to provide 
the best photo experience.”96 face.com’s website echoes this rhetoric with the following 
statement: “Our mission is and has always been to find new and astonishing ways to make facial 
recognition a fun, engaging part of people’s lives. . . . With Facebook, we’ll get to continue to 
pursue that mission – we couldn’t be more excited.”97 While both companies stress 
advancements in content creation and social sharing through the merger, their efforts raise 
questions about how interoperable personal data enthusiastically shared by users and collected 
into “one identity” user profiles on and off Facebook might be used for unannounced purposes 
well beyond “fun” and social display, such as in the surveillance of political dissidents.98 
In a quest to better their target marketing, social media sites like Facebook benefit from 
users having one identity based in “sameness” and continuity” that adds to user profiling and 
unveils triggers to gain “disciplined devotion.” But what is good for profits is not always good 
for people. Queer theory challenges both the validity of this monolithic framing, and the idea 
that, for people, holding “one identity” is ideal, or, for many, even accessible. Indeed, identities 
                                                
95 http://bits.blogs.nytimes.com/2012/06/18/facebook-acquires-israeli-facial-recognition-company/  
96 http://www.dealipedia.com/deal_view_acquisition.php?r=25231  
97 http://face.com/  
98 http://mashable.com/2012/06/25/facebook-facial-recognition-privac/  
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are constructed within social systems of power (Delgado & Stefanic, 2001; Marable 1992; Omi 
& Winant, 1994). The notion that “one identity” is best represents both foreclosed and 
assimilative thought, dismissive of hegemonic power that denigrate non-dominant identities, and 
of the instability that exists within all categories of identification (Halley, 1993). As discussed 
previously, young women struggle to articulate and claim parts of themselves that do not align 
with the ways of protected, innocent childhood. External structures hold expectations for teens 
that define youth norms and pathologies, and that shape how young people are able to both 
experience identity and to “find” themselves within the adult world (Goffman, 1968; James, 
1993). For example, Rasmussen, Rofes and Talburt (2004) state that adolescents are widely 
recognized in US culture as asexual, and that “[c]ontemporary understandings of youth make it 
nearly impossible for young people to embrace non-normative identities or to take possession of 
their bodies and their lives” (3). Facebook’s “one identity” policy would do little to support 
young people in claiming their realities that are denied to and of them within their marginality 
while it opened them up to further subjectivity through multilayered commodification.  
As a social and technical infrastructure, social media’s ability to give permissions for 
specific expression and types of youth identities directly impacts their ability to be safe. 
Reflections on Safety 
Speaking to the issue of social media safety, Barnes (2006) wrote: “[t]he government and 
industry responses tend to focus on the issue of predators and this focus distracts from the actual 
privacy issue — the social behavior of teenagers on the Internet and the use and misuse of their 
private information” (section 7, para. 1). With data collection algorithms protected as trade 
secrets and governmental-business arrangements negating the divide between public and private, 
understanding the misuse of private information within social media is difficult. Within such 
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complications, history has shown that US society is much more comfortable (and encouraged) to 
blame kids for their poor decisions than to address larger structural factors causing privacy loss, 
social change, and its accompanied anxiety. With a website stating that American youth have 
more money, more schooling, more free time, and more news available to them than ever in the 
past, Mark Bauerlein’s recent book The Dumbest Generation (2013) captures this sentiment. His 
website points out that Americans under 30 spend excessive time on social media, video games, 
and television, and not on voting, reading, or following politics. This is followed by the book’s 
punchline question: “Can a great nation continue to enjoy political and cultural vitality if its 
citizens refuse to grow up?” As Bauerlein illustrates, systems that allow and encourage the abuse 
of privacy and of power are hard to grasp. The idea that kids are errant and blamable for 
problems is not. 
In their literature review of research on youth and online privacy, Marwick, Murgia-Diaz, 
and Palfrey (2010) write that “there is little work about the impact of surveillance and 
monitoring on youth, or how this affects their understanding of privacy” (p. 11). This study sheds 
a bit of light on this subject. The teens in this study spoke often about feeling frustrated in being 
surveilled by parents and they went to social media seeking to build walls to gain access to 
parent-free space. Once there, they were concerned with controlling the viewership of the 
information they provided, and they grew to feel confident in their ability to manage their affairs 
in a way that they were told, and that they believed, would protect their ability to be safe in this 
space. In looking at youth and technology involvement, it needs to be noted that it is very rare for 
teenaged girls to have the high confidence they report feeling in Facebook. But, in making them 
feel on top of their safety and security in a highly unsafe environment, this confidence in their 
technical abilities does them a disservice, overall. Social media privacy controls are easy to 
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manage than social controls. In their belief that they were able to get away from parents and 
control their information to the upmost within parameters defined by Facebook’s infrastructure, 
they gave little thought to other forms of monitoring that accompanied their online (or offline) 
involvement. They stated that school assemblies on online safety did not touch on this issue, 
focusing, instead, on information sharing.  
It is, indeed, true that teens are not safe in social media. Their understanding of privacy 
and safety in their involvements in online spaces is highly limited based on the information they 
are provided by adults in their life, and this can cause poor decision-making. It is also true that 
teens take risks online, providing information that is considered private, personal, and identifying 
with interests in claiming denied identities and bigger lives than they are allowed offline. But it 
cannot be ignored that adults’ understandings of the issues of privacy and safety online are also 
highly limited. The at-risk and risky acts of the teens in this study were informed by their offline 
condition in a specific neoliberal adolescent marginality that denies structural power around 
identities and, instead, blames individuals for their failings. US society’s dismissal of adolescents 
and lack of willingness to consider girls’ outside of the binary of “at risk” and “risky” leave teens 
few options for meaningful life involvement, requiring them take on risky acts to challenge their 
bounds in the hope of lessening their oppression. Adults’ unwillingness to consider structural, 
rather than just personal, contributions to young people’s well-being within US society leave 
teens far less safe as they turn to social media to actively negotiate their adolescent marginality.  
The teens in this study report that they migrate to new social spaces off- and online in 
social media on their own, leaving behind parents who they believe do and will not understand or 
accept many of their realities that they want to better understand and accept. This is not safe. As 
is the case offline, solitary migration in and through social media alone is highly risky. Studies 
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have found, for example, that kids do not to inform their parents when they encounter aggression 
or uncomfortable encounters online for fear of losing privileges (Juvonen & Gross, 2008).99 
Exploration of the larger world without parents’ support leaves teens more vulnerable to 
exploitation. Indeed, offline traffickers take advantage of young people facing marginality and a 
lack of opportunities (US Department of State, 2012). Their work is only made easier when teens 
have few adults to talk to about the opportunities they are being offered.100 Other entities with 
less-than-beneficent intent, too, could easily use this imbalance of power and lack of critical 
information teens experience to their advantage. And, in social media, they do. 
In social media migration, female adolescents are relocating their attention and their lives 
to social media in the hopes of better opportunities as they flee not just a lack of options but also 
actual oppressive conditions offline. And, because of our inability and unwillingness to deal with 
their realities, we are forcing them to take this journey into unsafe realms on their own.  
 
 
  
                                                
99 See also Aftab’s findings that, of 45,000 children polled, only 5% reported that they would tell their parents if 
they experienced a problematic person in the Internet http://www.stopcyberbullying.org/parents/Goldilocks.pdf  
100 On page 23 of their report, UNICEF discusses a lack of adult support as a factor that makes children more 
susceptible to trafficking http://www.unicef.org/protection/Textbook_1.pdf  
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Chapter 8: Living Docility and Dissent in Social Media: Conclusions 
Following in a long history of social panic over females’ lack of safety with new 
communication technologies, in the US, society has defined adolescent-aged females in social 
media in a familiar binary fashion: they are either “at-risk” or  “reckless” in their involvements 
(Cassell & Cramer, 2007; Standage, 1998). Drawing from ethnographic fieldwork, this research 
learned from rural, teenaged American young women about the broad role social media played in 
their lives. This work finds the binary understandings of adolescents and of adolescent 
involvement through the lenses of categories of “at-risk” and “reckless” to demonstrate poor 
social cartography; while the imagery of youth as naïvely out of control is appealing and easy to 
make sense of, the mapping, itself, is not accurate. According to this research, it highly 
misrepresents the terrain. 
Looking closely at what is really risky within this milieu, this study finds that the poor 
treatment of these teens in their day-to-day lives within the context of modern adolescence drives 
them into what I term “social media migration.” In the hopes of escaping offline containment, 
surveillance, and misinterpretation, these teens travel alone to and through online spaces to set up 
temporary walls of “public privacy” that allow them to perform desired identities away from 
parents’ watchful eyes. Social media migration is undertaken by these teens intentionally to 
claim social spaces that they feel will allow them new opportunities to interact, to perform 
identities, and to craft counternarratives to trouble their offline marginality. Operating from 
within confines of gendered adolescence, my interlocutors reported that social life presented a 
rare opportunity for them to feel connected, relevant, involved, and meaningful. Teens 
recognized interpersonal standing to be a rare form of control allowed to them in US society. 
Social media migration was done to boost their ability to capitalize upon this type of social 
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power in ways that might bring them greater permissions and rights offline. Through this effort 
to attempt to negotiate understandings and standing these young women exercised agency in 
their life.  
Contrary to notions of teens being at-risk, studies of youth victimization find that teens in 
the US are safer today than they have been in the past decade.101 And challenging the idea that 
they are putting themselves in harms’ way, the Center for Disease Control’s most recent National 
Youth Risk Behavior Survey reports that, across all indicators related to sexual activity, drunk 
driving, attempted suicide, and use of contraceptives, drugs, cigarettes, alcohol, and seat belts, 
U.S. high schoolers’ riskiness has either stayed consistent or decreased over the past fourteen 
years.102 Despite these facts documenting that the dangers facing young people are down, young 
women are considered to be newly in harm’s way while using social media. This research 
suggests that these teens do, in fact, find themselves in perilous positions in these involvements. 
However, this is not due to rebellious immaturity on their part. It is not because of their 
vulnerability to ill-intentioned pedophiles lying in wait. Rather, as observed in this research, 
these youth are finding themselves in harm’s way because they are being chased into an unsafe 
environment that we, as a society, have shown we are unwilling to protect their safety within. 
Adolescent Involvement in Social Media Migration 
In Out in the Country, Mary Gray (2009) cites Nancy Baym (2006) in writing that “the 
internet is woven into the fabric of the rest of life” (p. 86). “[Y]outh engage media in far more 
complicated ways than we assume,” Gray writes (p. 14). Indeed, this research finds these young 
women are highly strategic in their online involvements. They used social media to attempt to 
                                                
101 See the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention: 
http://www.ojjdp.gov/ojstatbb/nr2006/downloads/chapter2.pdf Also: 
http://www.childtrends.org/?indicators=violent-crime-victimization 
http://www.ojjdp.gov/ojstatbb/victims/qa02501.asp?qaDate=2009  
102 http://www.cdc.gov/healthyyouth/yrbs/pdf/us_summary_all_trend_yrbs.pdf  
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advocate for their autonomy. They advanced current and future visibilities in ways they hoped to 
be understood as not-childish. The teens in this study wanted to escape authoritarian conditions 
they experienced at home and at school. Once online, some were spurred to move to new spaces 
in Twitter seeking reprieve from the parental oversight that had followed them to Facebook. For 
example, Sarah explained that her mother maintains strict rules for her regarding curfew and 
friends that she is not willing to bend. So Sarah sneaks out of the house to see people she is not 
allowed to spend much time with, and she uses social media to coordinate meet-ups and to 
interact with peers throughout the night. While Facebook was her original social media space for 
this involvement, the increased presence of her mother and other observing adults there made her 
feel crowded and less able to act as she wished here to maintain good standing among peers and 
family members. She moved to Twitter to be in a space where she knew her parents would not be 
able to watch her in her identities performances to those imagined to be her age. She explained 
that, if her parents got Twitter accounts, she would move on once again. “I think there'd be more 
control over Twitter if parents decide to get on Twitter now too,” Sarah said. “If they do that, 
though, I'm sure they'd create another website [without parents]. I’d definitely go there.” This 
work builds on Gray’s (2009) research in finding these young rural women creatively seeking 
out and claiming places to meet their local needs in online as well as offline spaces.  
Teens’ Realities in Online and Offline Spaces 
The findings of this research argue for a reconsideration of the belief that online and 
offline life are equal in contributing to a young user’s overall life. Following years of discourse 
dismissing online experiences as fake or less important than face-to-face life, it is unpopular in 
Internet studies to think of these spaces as separate. However, it is important to stress that these 
teens in this study thought of them this way, and used them as such. While these spaces are 
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highly co-informing, and while both spaces are, indeed “real,” these teens’ experiences point to 
the fact that many of the efforts they put forth online are akin to a move on a chess board taken 
while thinking three turns ahead. Teens used social media to try to eventually improve their 
standing offline. Gathering information about parties from Twitter gave Amelia content that 
others in school wanted to know about, allowing her to broker this information in exchange for a 
ride and a group to hang out with at the party.  
Within extremely controlled and restricted offline lives, these young women’s online 
moves were made in the hopes of offline betterment. Teens enjoyed their time online, and they 
found meaningful places for involvement that provided them very valid feelings of control, 
purpose, and connection. But they most wanted to have these things as part of their daily life in 
the face-to-face world. These things were not available there, so, in their absence, online space 
offering power served as a sufficient stand-in. To them, there is not parity between these two 
spaces. They are not equal in their contributions. With the exception of Annie who believed that 
nothing would change for her until she moved “from under [her] mother’s roof,” these teens 
went to social media with hopes for their offline lives improving through their online 
involvements. Online life was, indeed, understood by these teens to be a reflection of their 
offline life. But, while both worlds were real, it was in their day-to-day offline life that teens 
most wanted to be able to have rights and power. It was there they most wanted to live. To them, 
this made offline life “more real” to them than life online. 
Social Media, Structure and Agency 
With this in mind, this study finds teens to be highly strategic in their involvement with 
social media as they call upon these spaces to help them attempt to mediate their involvement 
with social perceptions as well as with the social identities afforded by US society and 
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adolescence. However, this is not a success story of girls mobilizing the Internet to meet their 
needs. Despite their best efforts, the acts of these teens were limited by the structure of the 
platforms that made these online environments possible.  
Online, my interlocutors “liked” and “friended” and “followed” and “favorited.” They 
posted pictures, stayed aware of ongoing discussions, and performed different identities to 
different communities. They migrated from site to site to occupy space that felt safe to relax and 
feel respected in. They attempted to better their lives offline through their online actions, and 
sometimes, they succeeded. These actions had agency, and these teens had power in taking them 
on. However, this power needs to be contextualized and understood from within the structure 
that bounds it. Teens feeling competent and agentic in their ability to control their privacy 
settings in Facebook led to their false sense that they were secure when they were, in fact, not. 
Studies find that feelings of risk in involvement are reduced when those involved have stronger 
feelings of control (Harris, 1996; Slovic, 1987). Feeling competence and in control in social 
media leads to more comfort in sharing, more use, and less concern about outside observers. For 
example, noting Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerburg’s repeated statements that privacy controls are 
designed to allow users to, in his words, “have more confidence as you share things on 
Facebook” (p. 346), Brandimarte, Acquisti and Lowenstein (2013) report that high levels of 
perceived control in social media was found to be tied to users’ oversharing of personal 
information. Also, these teens’ identity performances through social media proved personally 
fulfilling, but they were ultimately unable to address the larger structures of power – ageism, 
sexism, classism, racism – that mapped their identities and enforced their marginality no matter 
what they tweeted.  
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Adolescent Safety and Social Media Involvement 
This study finds that the idea of “safety” needs to be seriously reconsidered as it is cast 
upon young women in US society, and on their Internet involvement. Hoofnagle, King, Li and 
Turow (2010) report that young and older adults are more alike in their social media-related 
privacy interests than different. A difference they note, however, is that young adults feel they 
have more protections from the larger world than do people of their parents’ age. They feel 
social media looks out for their best interests, and that the established law protects their privacy 
far more than it really does. The authors suggest that “young-adult Americans have an aspiration 
for increased privacy even while they participate in an online reality that is optimized to increase 
their revelation of personal data” (Hoofnagle, p. 20). While these teens reported sitting though 
many assemblies and lectures on social media safety, outside the legal dangers they will 
encounter in sexing, these educational sessions did not alert them to issues beyond “stranger 
danger.” In these sessions, the topics of privacy rights and corporate interests were never raised. 
The teens in this study had a lack of awareness and understanding of the existence of larger 
societal institutions that impacted their safety online, let alone knowledge of how they operated. 
This relates to how we raise our children to not think about structure and, instead, to think 
mainly about themselves as they plan for their futures, ignoring the forces of capitalism that they 
exist within. 
Like adolescence, social media technologies are of society – not outside of it. Baudrillard 
writes that “[w]e have to describe these things as we see and experience them, never forgetting, 
in their splendor and profusion, that they are the product of a human activity and are dominated 
not by natural ecological laws, but by the laws of exchange value” (26). What is important here 
is to remember that “the Internet” is not an inaccessible power outside of our selves. As 
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Baudrillard implies, the manner in which the Internet exists as a part of society is decided by 
policies and practices and people. Despite being considered an external force acting upon people, 
Internet technologies are made by people as part of a larger social system. “The internet is part of 
a public sphere whose purpose and results are determined by the larger class structure in which 
it is embedded” (Petras, 2011). For example, young people’s safety in social media is shaped by 
legislation, and the few gestures made toward protecting kids from commercial interests on the 
Internet have been eroded to the point where they are hardly worth mentioning. As discussed in 
the Chapter 6, The Child Online Privacy Protection (COPPA) was passed in 1998 to prohibit 
online advertising to children under 13. In 2012, it was revised to allow data collection from 
them and to target advertising to them. And the allowance of broad and vague data use policies 
tied to infrastructures encouraging of greater and greater information sharing enables social 
media sites such as Facebook and Twitter to collect copious amounts of data on every teen (and 
user) who has an account, to hold this information for years, and to share it however they deem 
most useful and most profitable. 103 These are human permissions set by people in powers that 
shape the relationships young people are able to have with technology.  
Robert McChesney (2013) writes that the “elephant in the room” for most research on the 
Internet research is capitalism. Although there have been an immense number of studies on and 
about the Internet released over the past 20 years, McChesney notes that this research is 
overwhelmingly devoid of consideration of factors that shape the Internet or involvements within 
it. Rather, this research “[t]akes the world as it is, accepts it, and assesses it on those terms” (4). 
                                                
103 Facebook’s Data Use policy states: “We use the information we receive about you in connection with the services 
and features we provide to you and other users like your friends, our partners, the advertisers that purchase ads on 
the site, and the developers that build the games, applications, and websites you use. . . .Granting us this permission 
not only allows us to provide Facebook as it exists today, but it also allows us to provide you with innovative 
features and services we develop in the future that use the information we receive about you in new ways.” 
[emphasis added] https://www.facebook.com/about/privacy/your-info 
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McChesney argues that a broader analysis of structures and institutions that have and wield 
power is required if one hopes to understand through their research the role of the Internet in 
society, for “[t]he way capitalism works and does not work determine the role the Internet might 
play in society” (13). In his book, The Facebook Effect, David Kirkpatrick writes of a 
conversation he had with Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg regarding sharing on the site. “To get 
people to this point with more openness – that’s a big challenge,” he quotes Zuckerberg as 
saying. “But I think we’ll do it. I just think it will take time” (p. 200). The boundaries of 
adolescent marginality are socially drawn (James & James, 2004), and institutions of capitalism 
have a hand in this effort.  
Adolescence, Social Media, and Social Shaping 
Within all of this, adolescent marginality, too, is not something “out there.” It is also 
defined and enforced by people, practices, and processes as part of society and culture. The 
overlooked story in many tales of adolescence and state is that children might be something 
having to do with our future, but they are, more importantly, also our present. The young women 
in this study are understandably dissatisfied with the ways they are being treated now within 
gendered adolescence. They dislike their social condition and the way they are understood in 
offline life now, and they feel they have no ability to negotiate a better arrangement for 
themselves by voicing their critiques. Because of this, they are exiting, choosing to take on social 
media migration to move to spaces that entice them with promises of more power, greater 
control, and brighter futures. They know very little about these spaces going in, but believe that 
they must be better than what they have to put up with now. They welcome the opportunity to 
have something to do, and to have no one questioning them while they’re doing it. 
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These teens reported that they trust social media. They said social media gives them a 
regular place to hang out where they are able to feel more powerful, more connected, more 
appreciated, more listened to, more in control, more entertained, and more admired than 
anywhere else that is available and accessible to them offline. They said it helps them know 
things that other people know and appreciate. It makes it easier to get to know people, and easier 
to get around rules that keep them from interacting with the world. These teens said it lets them 
be more themselves, and more who they want to imagine themselves as being. Because of this, 
they like social media. They really like it. To show their appreciation, they give it their time and 
attention, filling in fields asking them for information, manipulating privacy settings afforded to 
them to be a responsible participant, and following most requirements to “not provide any false 
personal information,”104 demonstrating their deep “disciplined devotion.” For the most part, 
they are very good to social media. They trust that social media is being very good to them in 
return.   
In some ways, social media should be trusted as being good to these teens. These sites 
host communications and interactions that are hard to arrange offline due to distance, cost, age, 
and time – all of which are relevant in a recession-reeling country with families with dependent 
teens spread out and moving for work across six time zones. Social media gave these teens 
information about the wider world they were intensely interested in being a part of, and that they 
were very frustrated that they were kept out of. It gave them a stage on which to assert desired 
identities to the people who would watch and be willing to believe their performances. It gave 
them occasional encounters with new perspectives on world events they would not otherwise 
encounter, and reams of information about their peers and favorite celebrities to barter and use as 
                                                
104 https://www.facebook.com/legal/terms Listed as #1 under Registration and Account Security on Facebook’s 
Statements of Rights and Responsibilities: “You will not provide any false personal information on Facebook, or 
create an- account for anyone other than yourself without permission.” 
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social currency. Social media provided access to this and other types of entertaining, socially 
salient, and sometimes thought-provoking information that they said would be difficult to 
otherwise know about or reach. And these sites made these young women feel in control of and 
powerful in their actions, increasing their confidence and comfort in their involvements. These 
teens knew that social media has far reach and connects many friends. It is a popular space that a 
lot of people like. It provides information and things to do. It makes you feel like you’re cool and 
popular and in control. When bricolaged together, it also offered very grown-up-feeling escapes 
from being stuck in crowded isolation. So, in some ways, social media can be understood as 
being very good to these teens. In some ways, social media is, perhaps, like a friend they can 
trust to help them meet some of their daily needs and interests. 
But, in other ways, social media is a very bad friend. Social media is trying to gain your 
trust to have you feel comfortable giving over details of your life, which they will share with 
others in years to come. Social media is vague in its intentions and acts, giving quick, obtuse 
explanations of the non-monetary fees collected to allow your involvement in their community 
(Sengupta, 2013).105 It doesn’t want to talk about things you might be interested in, like privacy. 
Instead, it chooses talks about its “data use,” a subject it is most interested in, and it sets wide 
parameters around what it is are able do with your data (Segall, 2012).106 It breaks its promises 
about privacy, changing privacy-related agreements without having discussions with you first, or 
giving you realistic options to weigh-in or to know about these changes (Bilton, 2012; Conley, 
2013). It requires so many clicks and searches to make adjustments to new privacy settings 
(especially through some mobile phones) that teens in this study said that blocking unwanted 
people sometimes was not worth the effort. It uses your trusted networks of friends to “tag” and 
                                                
105 https://www.facebook.com/full_data_use_policy  
106 Facebook took the word “privacy” out of their privacy policy in 2012. It now calls it its “Data Use” policy. The 
word “privacy” is mentioned only five times in this 9206 word document. 
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make public pictures of you, and it doesn’t check with you first for approval (Perez, 2013). It 
presents commercial advertisements to you as world news stories (Weaver, 2012), and features 
you in other advertisements it shows to your friends without your knowledge or active consent 
(Kosner, 2013; Rushkoff, 2013). It uses celebrities to make you offers that it never delivers on, 
convincing you to follow accounts and to click on things you would never typically be involved 
with (Blakeley, 2011; Cluley, 2011). It stops talking to you if it finds out that you don’t have any 
money (Stone & Helft, 2009). Social media name-drops your friendships to get other people to 
do things—it even attributes opinions to you that you don’t possess (Petit, 2013). It makes 
money off of its friends by selling them followers so they look more popular to you (Considine, 
2012; Hockenson, 2012). Social media encourages you to be open and to share a lot with them, 
then passes on the information you give it to its friends.107 It does things intentionally to keep 
you feeling like you need it and can’t live without it. It really wants you to like it and to trust it. It 
should definitely not be trusted.  
Adolescent Docility and Social Media 
With interests in ensuring their current and future safety, these teens reported putting 
extensive thought and effort toward trying to “be safe” by protecting themselves in their 
relationship with social media. However, the context of their use weakened their ability to have 
much success in these efforts. Teens were under-informed and misinformed about what safety 
means in social media. Outside of warning them about “stranger danger” and sexting, warnings 
given to these teens about social media by adults were noted as being very concerned, but very 
vague and reputation-focused, providing them low clarity on how to look out for their best 
interests online. Also, social media companies ensured that the deck was stacked against teens 
                                                
107 https://www.facebook.com/facebook?v=info Facebook’s mission is to “make the world more open and 
connected.” 
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being in control. Using opaque privacy and data use policies and offering controls that increased 
the willingness to share but did little to control user safety, commercial entities entered these 
young women into relationships with data-interested friends and affiliates. These relationships 
challenge teens’ visibility in society by giving companies the right to collect, store, and use 
teens’ personal information now and in the future to map them as they see fit. It also creates a 
new container around these adolescents to distract, store, track, and mute their potential visibility 
and voices of negotiation with or resistance to larger structures of power within US society 
(MacKinnon, 2012). This is of particular significance when considering the large and growing 
proportion of our population that is considered “non-adult.” Since 1987, US Census Bureau 
data108 shows that the number of births in the US has been on par with numbers seen during the 
Baby Boom of 1946 to 1967. For example, at 4.3 million, the number of births in 2007 was as 
large as the most baby-producing year of the ’Boom, 1957. 2008’s media-hyped "dive" in births 
brought the numbers down to 4.2 million, right in line with the top six years of the much-
heralded Baby Boom. Within the context of having growing numbers of young people entering 
an extended adolescence marked by little guidance, less than full rights, abundant ideological 
demeaning, and few clear paths to non-marginality, effective containers to collect voices and acts 
of dissent and to ensure these citizens’ continued practice of docility can be understood to be 
particularly useful in the maintenance of US hegemonic power structures and hierarchies.  
And it is important to note that those producing and overseeing these containers for 
visibility and voice profit from young people’s containment. We are scared of girls being sexual 
and being taken advantage of physically, and we worry about their possible interactions with 
strangers. But this is not the real worry in their online involvements as they migrate to host their 
diaries and social lives in highly monitored advertising spaces. The issue is not just that social 
                                                
108 http://www.census.gov/compendia/statab/2012/tables/12s0078.pdf  
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media are commercial spaces, either. The execution of public life in the U.S. has been long 
dependent upon private spaces. Similarly, private industry in this country has relied heavily upon 
the public infrastructure. Indeed, the privately-owned Internet itself was developed by the U.S. 
military in what Tim Lenoir (2000) refers to as the “Military-Entertainment Complex.” What 
matters here is the usurping of users’ personal disclosure of information, their identities, and, by 
manipulation of their trust networks, their visibility and social power by these commercial spaces 
and their still-to-be-determined use of these private data.   
Adolescent Dissent and Social Media 
Rural communities are commonly envisioned as isolated. With expansive distances, no 
public transportation, and very few accessible gathering spaces, the teens in this study did not 
dispute this framing of their lives. They often felt isolated with little to do. But they were also 
regularly crowded by the watch others kept over them. This was especially true for those with 
economic hardship sharing small spaces with many family members. The teens in this study 
turned to social media to address their feelings of crowded isolation. In doing so, they were 
observed engaged in various strategic efforts in theses sites to construct metaphorical walls 
within which they hosted private exchanges in these public forums. They carved out spaces that 
felt safe for expression in public places by using social steganography, “hiding messages in plain 
sight” (boyd, 2010: section 3, para. 1). To increase attention and avoid direct confrontation, they 
subtweeted, or “subliminally tweeted,” about people they were irritated with, implying, but never 
naming, the person. They used code to get messages by their parents, writing words as slangy 
text, adding unobtrusive keys like “FWM” to Facebook art, communicating “fuck wit me”109 to 
those in the know to inform them they were single but ready to mingle. And to address the 
collapsed context (Marwick & boyd, 2010) presented to them by Facebook, they bricolaged and 
                                                
109 http://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=fuck%20wit%20me  
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networked social media platforms together, maintaining a wholesome and parent-friendly 
Facebook page while migrating their personal ideas and communications over to Twitter. 
Through these techniques, they negotiated crowdedness and monitoring, sending secret pieces of 
information to select audiences while being in plain view the whole time. By quietly and 
intentionally tagging visible spaces through social steganography, teens are appropriating 
publicness as their claimed style in social media (Hebdige, 1987). But it is important to point out 
that, while obscured from friends and followers, innovatively hidden expressions were not 
protected from a platform’s own back-end data miners.  
Victor Turner (1969) writes that liminal, in-between spaces represent socio-cultural 
moments of powerful potential for personal and social transformation. In liminality, Turner 
points out that typical boundings of self in behavior, thought, and understanding are relaxed, 
enabling new understandings outside of everyday roles and rituals. In creating a space for liminal 
existence outside of the everyday material world, social media has the potential to be very 
powerful and socially transformative. Indeed, social media represents a new forum in which 
young women’s potential visibility outside of contained and monitored youth- and female-
specific spaces challenges social norms built by and maintaining hierarchies of inequity. But in 
offering standard scripts for performance of identities within plays of commercialism and 
commodification, this forum offers opportunities for entertainment and leisure that escort social 
media users back into their seats of subjectivity.  
A Call for the Reframing of Risk 
In the end, despite following rules and attempting to quietly “get around” obstacles, these 
young women’s strategic acts taken in social media involvements to negotiate their offline 
realities in marginality were, indeed, found to be gradients of reckless and riskiness. But to 
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source these vulnerabilities in these teens’ own personal failings is short-sighted, uncritical, and, 
ultimately, highly inaccurate and unjust. Doing so takes conscious and deliberate willingness to 
ignore the structural contexts in which both youth, as individuals and a group, and adolescence, 
as a concept, operate within US society. 
We are giving these young women bad lessons about the world as we are telling them to 
figure out on their own how to be part of this world. We are denying their realities as we tell 
them they must “achieve identity” to gain access to the rights and privileges of adulthood. And 
we are forcing them to host their lives and interactions in playgrounds we don’t yet know the 
rules of or the price that is being charged for admission while allowing these spaces to be run by 
entitled, idolized figures of competent capitalism that profit from adolescent powerlessness, and 
that are allowed to change the rules of engagement when it suits their interest. These young 
women believe they deserve much better. I wholeheartedly agree.  
Implications 
Adolescence as a context for social media involvement. This study finds the Internet to 
be a mechanism these young women call upon to attempt to negotiate and make sense of their 
offline life. Overall, this research tells a story about childhood as it occurs through the framing of 
adolescence. It calls for sharpened attention to the context of adolescence as a marginalizing 
infrastructure that motivates young people’s interests and involvement in social media, and in 
other realms of US society. It asks for consideration of how we might improve material 
conditions within society to better support young people in their communities. As marginalized, 
dependent, and geographically isolated members of a group considered unprepared for full civic 
rights and standing, this study finds these teens struggling with issues of voice, visibility, power, 
and control. With limited opportunities to feel and enact power, the teens in this study turned to 
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social media seeking greater social involvement and better opportunities. Overall, this study 
argues that, to understand adolescents’ social media involvement, it is essential to consider the 
structure of adolescent marginality that motivates and directs this involvement. There is more 
than just self-mobilized “choice” going on in any decision teens make to be involved in 
something. Economic, social, and political factors shape teens’ interests and ability to access the 
world around them. These things influence their choices and their participation, as does the quest 
to escape powerlessness. These larger structures of power must be considered and addressed if 
we hope to better understand the actions of young people. 
I see it this way: a teen is running in the middle of the highway at night. If one sees this 
as a disruption, they will blame the teen for their poor decisions and unwise actions. But if they 
want to know why a child is running in the road, they will try to find out more about what the 
teen is running from, or what they are running toward. Factors outside of the individual are 
extremely important to consider if we seek to understand youth involvement in adolescence, and 
in US society. This work asks researchers studying youth to, of course, consider young people’s 
words and actions to better understand their involvements, but also to look beyond immediate 
individual behavior to consider how the social marginality, powerlessness, and low visibility 
young people experience in adolescence, in the family, and in US society motivate their 
visioning and direction. It is my hope that this work might stress the importance of adolescence 
as both a context of and an impetus for young people’s new media involvement while calling for 
increased consideration of how commercial entities profit off of young people’s powerlessness.   
Safety in female adolescents’ social media use. This research also asks researchers to 
reconsider and reframe the notions they hold of safety and risk as they relate to young women’s 
involvements with social media. These teens took on risky undertakings to challenge their 
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bounds in the hope of negotiating their identities. The labels of “at-risk” and “reckless” placed on 
females are short-sighted and lacking in analysis of larger social forces involved in choices. We 
need to think of new ways to conceptualize and address concerns we have about young women’s 
participation in areas of society we know can be particularly hostile to females.  
When we frame and think of females as risky and vulnerable, we are able to use that as 
an excuse to take more liberties in acting more controlling toward them. When we frame 
something as wild, we provide the details that allow our taming efforts to make sense and to be 
justified. When we frame young women online as reckless, we treat them as undisciplined, 
unprepared, and needing control management. We treat them as less than human. This rhetoric 
surrounding young women’s use of social media puts a new spin on G. Stanley Hall’s original 
“savage” adolescent intentionally cast in association with lower life forms to stress its unfinished 
and untrustable nature. This chapter urges social panic to look beyond youth to settle more 
appropriately upon the risky and reckless commercial interests of social media that are given 
permissions to trouble bounds protecting young people’s personal information, identities, and 
futures. It asks for new understandings of girls and young women. 
Adolescence, rurality, and social media. This research points out the importance of 
efforts seeking to understand youth, teens, adolescents, children, or young women including the 
experiences of young people in rural areas. Also, it calls for studies to consider how research 
methods influence the type of information we will get from young people in our studies that will, 
in turn, shape our understandings of teens and technology use. The current literature on youth 
and social media focuses heavily on snapshots taken of young people in and around cities and 
universities. The experiences of minors from rural communities are generally left out of these 
findings, as are the thoughts they share once they have built more trust than possible in a one-
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time interaction. What we know about teens and social media is greatly limited by this research. 
For example, the two most recent reports on youth involvement in social media put out by the 
Pew Center on Internet & American Life (Madden, Lenhart, Cortesi, Gasser, Duggan, & Smith, 
2013; Madden, Lenhart, Duggan, Cortesi & Gasser, 2013) were based on data gathered through 
focus groups held across the greater Boston area, in Greensboro, North Carolina, and in Los 
Angeles and Santa Barbara, California which built upon findings from a undefined yet 
“nationally representative” phone survey. As discussed extensively throughout this project, rural 
youth in the US experience unique geographic conditions that influence their relationships with 
communication technologies. Leaving these experiences out of our wider understanding would 
be contributing to a continued mismapping of young people and of their overall experiences. 
Adolescents, social media, and families. This research raises the issue of parenting and 
family relationships. In the US, the belief exists that adolescents and parents cannot get along. 
However, this understanding is cultural, not universal (Verma, Sharma, & Larson, 2002). This 
study asks what can be done in a family to allow young women to feel and to be supported as 
part both their family and their community. At the same time, it asks what is needed to allow 
parents to deal with their children’s realities, to be informed of wider worlds emerging in digital 
spaces, as well as to negotiate the fears that are given to them as protectors of young females 
framed inaccurately as at-risk and reckless. As adolescents, the teens in this study expressed deep 
concern about their futures, and they went to the Internet in part seeking direction they were not 
given offline. They also told of strong attachment to family, and disappointment in having to 
sneak around and to be dishonest to parents to self-advocate. Youth fare better when they have 
caring adults in their life (Werner & Smith, 2001). This study asks what is needed to help 
families support daughters in gaining visibility in their future as well as in their present. 
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Adolescents, awareness, and social media. Finally, this research raises the issue of 
education as it relates to young women’s safe involvement in the Internet and in society. To be 
safe, these teens need better information than they are currently getting on how to proceed to 
their futures. They need more help gaining critical awareness of the commercial interests in play 
when they are asked to share and be open in spaces of the Internet. They need guidance in 
recognizing and understanding structural forces of capitalism in social media and in larger life 
that, in Giroux’s (2009) words, are “designed to influence, shape, and produce future generations 
of young people who cannot separate their identities, values, and dreams from the world of 
commerce, brands, and commodities” (p. 705), and that, through policies and practices, are 
implicated in many of the struggles they face in marginal adolescence. As a fish, it is hard to see 
the water you swim in. As a citizen in neoliberal US society, it is very difficult to look past the 
dominant rhetoric of individual responsibility to come to understand the systems of power we are 
asked to operate within. Education is needed in this area. Better understanding this layer of “the 
world” will be important if we really do want to keep young women safe in their involvements in 
US society. 
An Ending Note 
Throughout my research, I have been continually struck by the feelings of powerlessness 
expressed by my interlocutors, and the ways that they discussed their social media involvements 
in opposition to the disappointing attitudes and opportunities they experienced offline. The story 
does not have to be this way. Kids do not have to live in social media, traveling through from site 
to site chased by parents they feel cannot and will not ever understand them. Teens do not need 
to import their interest, needs, efforts, and hopes to online spaces where they feel they are more 
able to be respected. Like many businesses, social media companies like to purport they are just 
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“giving people what they want” in creating the next online social hangout for “creating” and 
“sharing.” But the teens in this study were not hoping for digital spaces that would give them 
meaningful involvement and the ability to explore, know, and express identities within their 
social contexts. They were hoping for any accessible, interesting spaces to accomplish these 
things. In their absence offline, they said online worked. In some ways, barriers presented to 
them by rurality cut them off from physical spaces that might otherwise meet these needs. But in 
many ways, rurality was not the issue. Even if they had a ride and permission, outside of 
occasional games and parties and random stop-ins to fast food restaurants or far-away malls, 
there were few places for teens to hang out or to visit repeatedly in their region that made them 
feel like they belonged, and like they mattered. But they felt like they mattered and belonged in 
Facebook and in Twitter. 
Despite their rhetoric that “children are our future” and that they deserve to be “safe, 
healthy, and prepared to succeed”110 this country has made economic, educational, political, and 
social decisions that makes life hostile to those we deem young. Defunded schools leave little 
teacher time, attention, and tolerance for student support and guidance and fewer accessible 
options for extracurricular involvement while a curriculum based around standardized testing 
removes critical thought and expression from the classroom. Such economic choices should be 
understood as making social media’s offer of affirming social interactions and of “creative 
content production” even more appealing to youth. Political attitudes legislate the narrow and 
highly limited information those deemed “young” are given access to in and out of school 
regarding their identities and the world around them. Such ideologies fuel teens’ interest in social 
                                                
110 The White House blog post 4/16/13 discusses new White House proposals to support youth, with President 
Obama quoted as saying that the office prioritizes ensuring that “none of our children start the race of life already 
behind.” This is also where this quote is taken from  http://www.whitehouse.gov/blog/2013/05/16/keeping-children-
safe-and-helping-families-find-quality-child-care  
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media as an information clearinghouse passing on material on topics that they believe they 
should know about to address their ontological ambiguities, and to gain access into a wider 
world. Youth are given highly monitored social spheres for involvements, including parks zoned 
to render youth deviant. Strategic about their involvement in safe space, this motivates young 
women’s willingness to look outside of their physical area to carve new spaces for less risky 
involvement on the Internet.  
One in two children under the age of 17 are poor or near poor in the US (APA, 2013), 
and, in 2009, young people between the ages of eighteen and twenty-four had the lowest rate of 
employment on record since the US government began collecting these statistics in 1948 (Taylor, 
Parker, Kochhar, Fry, Funk, Patten, Motel, 2012).111 Absent opportunities to feel a meaningful 
member of society offline, these economic conditions can inspire young people’s involvement in 
informal economies such as social media where they are able to gain skills they feel will help 
them succeed in their futures as they broker information to attempt to better their offline situation 
and standing. Young females are told they are asexual, requiring protection, but also whores. 
Within such a context, social media’s empty promise of incorporeal equality can be understood 
to be appealing. As a neoliberal society, we look away from these types of structural factors to 
blame young people for their struggles and failings. We do this to make sense of their attempts at 
self-advocacy in social media migration as dominant framings abound in daily life of young 
people as criminal, out of control, incomplete, reckless, and as entitled for expecting more and 
for asking to be part of society.  
Sonia Livingstone (2009) writes that “[s]ocietal decisions downplay children’s rights to 
participate fully in their communities” (p. 230). This research finds that offline conditions 
created by people, policies, perceptions, and the important “relations between people” 
                                                
111 The rate is far lower for African American youth than for any other race. 
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(MacKenzie & Wajcman, 2005: xiv) significantly shape and direct these young women’s 
involvement in and through unsafe space. As Baudrillard writes “[w]e have to describe these 
things as we see and experience them, never forgetting . . . that they are the product of a human 
activity” (p. 26). The point again here: there is nothing “natural” about adolescence. And it 
doesn’t have to be like this. 
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Appendix E: Glossary of select terms 
 
Block: Facebook term used to represent action taken to forbid a Facebook account to contact 
you. When “blocked,” an account can no longer send IMs to or post comments on an account. 
 
De-friend: To end a connection with someone who is a “friend” on Facebook.  
 
Facebook: See METHODS chapter, p68. 
 
Favoriting: Twitter act used to show appreciation for a tweet. 
 
Follow: An action on Twitter that connects accounts unidirectionally. The tweets from an 
account being followed are delivered directly to your account. They might not follow you back. 
 
Friend: Facebook term for someone who is part of your Facebook network. Friends are made by 
“friending,” which involves one account holder sending a friend request to another account 
holder through the system, and the other account holder accepting it. By accepting, both accounts 
are linked to one another, and given permissions to see “friend only” information. 
 
Hashtag: A Twitter term used to describe the number symbol (“#”) as an indexing command for 
tweets. Placing a “#,” or hashtag, immediately before a term in a tweet collates the term with 
others with of the same name, allowing Twitter users to search for tweets by subjects, or to start 
their own collection. For example: #nowthatchersdead created a page of tweets about Margaret 
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Thatcher’s death (as well as some confused laments tweeted regarding Cher’s passing). The page 
of tweets mentioning this hashtag is hosted here: 
https://twitter.com/search?q=%23nowthatcherisdead  
 
Hashtagging: The act of placing a hashtag before a term in a tweet. Hashtagging can be done in 
the hopes of gaining extra attention a tweet, or to organize  
 
Liking: Facebook act involving pushing a “like” button under a post, picture, video, or comment 
to have your name added to the item as someone who “likes” it.  
 
Meme (pronounced “meem”): A shared “package of culture”112 in the form of an idea passed-on 
through the Internet. The memes talked about in this work are images personalized with text 
made through meme generator sites, or with desktop publishing software. These memes typically 
involve large, capitalized, white text using Impact font lining only the top and bottom edge of the 
image, which is featured in the center of the frame. Meme generators offer a number of stock 
images that are named on the site to give a general themes, such as “Annoying Facebook Girl,” 
“Grumpy Cat,” and “Old Economy Steve.” Such images get re-used with different text chosen by 
their creator, typically creating narratives that stay in line with their theme. Memes are typically 
short on words meant to send a snarky message. They typically meant to be funny.  
 
Profile Page: Facebook term for an account’s personal page. Includes an “About” section, with 
the following fields that can be filled in to tell details about account holder: Work and Education; 
                                                
112 http://netforbeginners.about.com/od/weirdwebculture/f/What-Is-an-Internet-Meme.htm 
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Family; About You (explained: “Write About Yourself”); Favorite Quotation (explained: “Add a 
Favorite Quotation”); Living including Current City; Basic Information including Birthday, 
Relationship Status, Languages, Religious Views, and Political Views; Contact Information 
including Email, Mobile Phone number, Screen Name, Address; Life Events; TV Shows; 
Movies; Books; and Music.  The Profile Page also hosts Friends (a listing of accounts that have 
been friended), Photos (photos uploaded or tagged to the account), a map entitled Places 
indicating where the account has posted from, Likes (listing business Facebook accounts that 
have been liked, and suggestions for others), and Notes (note postings from Facebook written by 
and about account holder). 
 
Tagging: On Facebook, term representing the act of identifying a Facebook member in a 
photograph, and associating their name with their image.  
 
Twitter: See METHODS chapter, p69. 
 
